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PART I
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Social and Institutional Profile of Rural Yemen is designed to provide

a readily available and easily utilizable source on the social and
institutional characteristics of the Yemen Arab Republic that need to be takeu

A
into account for successful development planning and project implementation.
three
for
synthesized
been
has
wide variety of data, much of this unpublished,
(I) USAID/Sanaa as an information base to build on; (2) AID/
audiences:
Washington as an assessment of specific development constraints and potential
in the Yemen context; (3) contractors and couiultants coming to Yemen, as a
comprehensive briefing document. Due to the fragmentary nature of the data and
difficulties of social research in rural Yemen, this profile should be seen as
a preliminary study in need of future refinement and updating.

Im= n and

Imal

The Yemen Arab Republic, which occupies 195,000 square kilometers on the
southwestern corner of the Arabian peninsula, is characterized by a variety of
environmental zones--from an arid coast to a rugged mountain chain with
tropical flora. Yemen has a population of 6-6.5 million, which is growing at
About 90 percent of the population can be
about 2.4 percent per year.
of the people engaged directly in
three-fourths
with
classified as rural,
male labor force is working
potential
the
of
one-third
agriculture. Almost
countries.
oil-rich
neighboring
in
abroad, many
Four major environmental zones have been distinguished: (1) a coastal
rainfall and extensive contact with East Africa; (2) the
plain with little
Western Highlands with a rugged mountain zone (up to 3,000 meters elevatlon),
steeply sloped terrace agriculture and difficult access; (3) the Central
Highlands, with a temperate climate and the largest towns; (4) the Eastern
Plateau, which is least inhabited, least productive and least understood.
Major ecological trevids include rapid reduction in water tables, deforestation,
terrace abandonment and increasing rural pollution problems.

Ins~titton
Yemen was an Islamic state run by a

Before the revolution in 1962,

Following the economic
religious aristocracy and isolated from the West.
war, there was a national
of the revolution and civil
disruption
In the
reconciliation in 1970, with the military playing the dominant role.
still
is
same
the
and
politics
national
deminated
have
tribes
past the northern
true today. Relations are improving with neighboring People' i Democratic
Republic of Yemen to the south.
Although the central government has made great progress in the past 12
years, it still does not have thz institutional capabilities necessary to
implement all the programs it has put down on paper. The Local Development
Associations (LDAs) have made substantial contributions to rural infrastructure
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development, but initial enthusiasm for the movement is waning. The government
is reliant on foreign donors for financial, material and personal resources for
almost all of its development programs. Given the lack of effective government
attached to traditional
outreach in many rural areas, great importance is still
(Catha
and post-at.
mosques
courts,
religious
institutions of the tribe,
sessions.
chewing
stimulant)
a
as
act
&dULU--a tree whose leaves

Yemeni society is a mosaic with major regional variations (coastal and
highland, north and south, urban and rural) in religious ideology, social
identity, tribal influence, male and female roles, levels of education, health
Islam is integrated into the total fabric of social
and nutrition.
interaction. Traditi.3nal elites persist in contemporary economic and political
arenas. There are a number of low-status service providers, some of which are
Due to opportunities for work abroad and the
treated as pariahs.
still
expanding rural economy, the economic and social mobility of low-status groups
has improved in recent years. However, it is very difficult to pinpoint
specific target groups in a context of rapid change.

In terms of specific development issues, tLe government has placed a great
emphasis on land and water resources development, particularly along the
Wells have become the most important source of irrigation in
coastal wadis
the past two decades, but there is extensive over-utilization of aquifers in
most regions. There is no land registration and water rights disputes are
Allocation of land and water in rural Yemen
common, especially along M
results from an interplay of formal Islamic law and customary law. There is an
urgent need for a national water policy, as well as data on existing water
sources and land use practices.
Rural Yemen is an agricultural society with a risk-adverse subsistence
orientation. The dominant grains throughout Yemen are sorghum and millet,
which are the traditional staples for food and fodder. With improved road
networks and the impact of rumittance wealth, there ha3 been a stimulus to
in the highlands and vegetables in the
certain cash crops, particularly g
coastal region. Yemen is becoming more reliant on imported foodstuffs and the
highly inflated rural economy discourages food production by small farmers.
The most important factor about rural Yemeni economy is the dearth of
unskilled male labor (due to migration for work abroad or occupations in
cities) and the relative availability of capital from remittances. Remittances
are recorded at about 1 billion dollars per year, but the actual amount is
The
higher. Thus, the official figure for per capita GDP ($400) is too small.
expanding
present
at
are
there
and
economy
Yemeni
the
dominates
private sector
Job opportunities in Yemeni towns and cities. However, the economy is linked
to events outside the country and there is a decline in the remittance flow.
The Yemeni economy could not presently absorb all those members af the labor
force currently working abroad.
Up until two decades ago, there was virtually no modern health care in
Basic health
rural Yemen and today the situation has not improved much.
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indicators are very poor, especially the high rate of infant mortality (190
per 1,000 live births) and continued poor nutrition of children and adults.
Life expectancy at birth is 42 years. Sanitation facilities are virtually non
existent in rural Yemen, but there is an emphasis on personal hygiene in Islam.
Less than 10 percent of the population is said to have easy access to potable
water. Nationwide only 13 percent of the population over the age of 10 can
read aiud write. Rural Quranic schools are to be replaced by a public school
system, but progress has been slow and there is reliance on foreign teachers
and curricula.

realities which affect development
There are a number of n
vulnerability of the national economy due to dependence on
planning.
remittances and external donor assistance, continued low productiv ty, erratic
market conditions, highly inflated wages, high capital costs of project
implementation and the negative effect of Dg t on the economy. On the other
hand, there is an active private sector, economic stimulus of improved
Politiggl Md
infrastructure and a preference for certain domestic products.
that constrain development ara: lack of government
iu~Ji p i±Qnr
outreach, government interest in donors to extend its influence, negative
perceptions of government institutions in many areas, inadequate personnel and
counterparts for rural projects, lack of coordination between government
entities, the contradictory nature of LDAs and the tendency for rural
.A__iLJtir.A =dlitias
al
development projects to become politicized. Sgg
include: great heterogeneity, the fact that Yemeni communication patterns and
customs may differ significantly from those of Western donors and other Arab
counties, rapid social and economic change, the contradiction between relative
affluence on the one hand and dismal health and educational levels on the
other, absence of a clear-cut distinction between "religious" and "secular,"
Positive aspects of Yemeni culture for
and variations in male/female roles.
development include the value placed upon rural life and aesthetic creativity.
Recommendations
It is suggested that the ambitions of overall AID policy may not be
AID should retrench its rural
effective for realities in the Yemeni context.
development program in rural Yemen, concentrating on projects in areas within
established government control and which produce concrete results, rather than
experimental or wide-ranging projects in remote rural areas. AID should
continue to emphasize institutional building at the national level and pick up
on Yemoni initiatives, rather than attempt to generate broad new projects. Two
areas of potential are expanded use of the media for development purposes and
stimulation of the private sector to use more appropriate technology in
agriculture, sanitation and energy.
It is recommended that AID limit future research efforts to clearly
defined priorities. The major need at this time is for a Remittance Impact
Analysis covering both macroeconomic data and targeted field study on
investment and consumption patterns. There is an urgent noel for a study of
rural nutrition and food consumption patterns in the light of economic changes
Finally, the mission needs to *ipgrade the resource
in the last decade.
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potential of its library, particularly with new social science literature
relevant to the Yemer development context.

PART II
OVERVIEW OF RURAL YEMEN
The Yemen Arab Republic (herin referred to as Yemen) is a rugged
mountainous country on the southwestern corner of the Arabian peninsula. It is
the People's
bordered by liudi Arabia on the north and northeast and by
is

west
Democratic Republic of Yemen (PDRY) on the south and southeast. To the
kilometers,
square
the Red Sea. Yemen occupies an area of about 195,000
or the
roughly equivalent to tho state of South Dakota in the United Statesin rural
live
country of Greece. An overwhelming number of the population
predominantly subsistence-oriented.
areas and pr' ctico agriculture, still
to several ancient South Arabian
back
extends
Yemen has a history that
century A.D. it has been an Islamic
tenth
the
least
at
civilizations, but since
control of large portions of
peacetime
in
been
state. A modern government has
the country only since 1970 and is just beginning to gain administrative
capability to absorb development programs.

As will be documented in this part of the profile, there is considerable
of
variability in terms of the environment, institutional context and society
few,
a
on
based
and
Much of the present knowledge is superficial
rural Yemen.
profile
limited studies in select areas of the country. This part of the
provides an overview of rural Yemen, although observations are made about
interaction with the newly emarging urban sector. Chapter 1 describes the
ecological setting and identifies ecological trends with impact on rural
population. Chapter 2 provides the institutional context of rural Yemen,
focusing on the contemporary situation. Formal governmental institutions and
traditional informal institutions are treated. In Chapter 3 the rural majority
is profiled in terms of population dynamics, religion, social groups, gendcr
and age. Recent sociocultural trends are isolated and implications for
To the extent possible, regional variations
development planners articulated.
are noted. Differential access to resources and services is discussed in
Chapter 8.

1. THE ECOLOGICAL SETTING
The Yemen Arab Republic is characterized by a variety of environmental
zones, from an arid coastal strip to a rugged mountain chain with the highest
This chapter provides an overview
peak (Jabal Nabi Shulayb) on the peninsula.
of basic environmental variables by region. Specific ecological trends
affecting the Yemeni population are identified and development implications set
forth.
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Figure 1-1
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In geological history, the area of Yemen evolved according to the
widespread volcanic activity and sedimentation accompanying the formation of
the Red Sea valley. Volcanic activity has persisted into historic times, as
evidenced by nunerous hot springs and young lava flows in the Central
Highlands. It is the volcanic nature of Yemen that has shaped variations in
terrain and high-land soils. The latter tend to be alkaline with poorly
defined profiles. In late 1982 a series of earthquakes and tremors near Dhamar

in the Central Highlands caused extensive local damage. It is believed chat
these were due to underground movement of magma, a further indication that
significant eological change in southwestern Arabia is not conf'ined to a
distant past.
The most fundamental characteristic about the Yemeni environment is the
Unlike most of its
great diversity in a relatively small geographical area.
neighbors on the Arabian peninsula, Yemen cannot be viewed as an arid landscape

dotted with pastoral nomads. Indeed, Yemen has been known as a "verdant" land
with an important agricultural tradition. Yemen has a higher percentage cf
cultivated land than the other states on the peninsula.
As illustrated in

the topographic profile in

Figure 1-2,

there are rapid

changes in elevation with a major mountain chain (the Aar.t) running north

south. Most of the precipitation falls on the western-facing slopes in the
Thore are
summer, when a monsoon circulation system flows from East Africa.
percentage
higher
a
with
patterns,
substantial variations in regional rainfall
of rain for the south and for western slopes (Table 1-1). In winter clear
skiez and lack of rain result from air masses flowing out of the Central Asian
anticyclone. It must be stressed that parts of the coastal region, north and
east, can barely support minimum dry farming.
A striking feature of the Yemeni environment is

with East Africa.

Africa, particularly Ethiopia,
Furthermore, the dominant crops
which are not prominent in other
crops of Yemen (coffee and gAt)3

Table 1-1.

Aklt

the extent of affinities

Flora and fauna in Yemen have closer parallels with East
than they do with the rest of the peninsula.
grown in Yemen have been sorghum and millet,
Arab countries. Even the two traditional cash
are originally from East Africa.

Average Annual Rainfall According to
i . 1978: 1/10)
Altitude (Steffen
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Topographic profiles along seven selected wadi courses: Wadi
Sih~m, Wddi Surdud, Wadl Zabid, Wadi Rasy~n, Jawf, Wadi Saba
and W~di Tuban (after SCHOCH# 1 9 7 7a p. 53)
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men'onmeutal Zones
have been
A number of classification systems for the geography of Yemen no single
put forward by Arab geographers and modern scholars. Unfortunately,

in
system has yet emerged as a common base amorg development planners working to
Yemen. The basic distinctions proceed 4on an east-west line according
elevation and general climate.

These are:

1.

Tihama or coastal plain,

2.

Western Highlands,

3.

Central H.ghlands, and

5.

Eastern Plateau.

These broad environmental zones do not correspond neatly with social or
political units in Yemeni society. In a social sense it is more useful to
desinate the highlands as Northern, Central and Southern on a north-south
line.

For the purposes'of defining ecological regions, following a major AID
funded study of LANDSAT imagery, each region noted above will be described in
terms of population dynamics and basic environmental characteristics,
1. Tihama = Coastal Plai 6 The coastal region in the Yemen Arab Republic
covers about 16 percent of the land area and stretches inland from the Red Sea
for 65 kilometers or to an elevation of 500 meters. This hot and humid
tropical climate (0-300 mm rain/year) supports only sparse vegetation of
acacias, palms, dwarf shrubs and drought-tolerant species. Fresh water sources
are limited, with salinity a problem near the coast. The natural fauna are
limited, but this region has the highest population of camels, which were
traditionally used in transport. The alluvial and aeolian deposits are
suitable for agriculture in areas where the soils do not contain gravel and
rock, but agriculture has always been limited by lack of water for irrigation.

Inhabitants of the Tihama have long had to adapt to harsh conditions of
high temperature and humidity, inadequate rainfall, limited access to fresh
water, exposure to malaria, sparse vegetation for pasturage, lack of natural
On the positive
defensive barriers and a low economic level of subsistence.
easy within
been
has
side, fish has provided a food resource, transportation
coast.
the
along
trade
sea
the region and there has been extensi,;e

In 1975 the resident population of the Tihama was about 730,000 with a

population density of 36 inhabitants per square kilometer. The traveler to
this area is immediately struck by obvious parallels to architecture in East
Africa. While there has been extensive contact with Africa over the centuries,
the extent of this influence on the population has not been studied. The
location of settlements is determined primarily by access to wa,,er for domestic
supply and irrigation.
The dominant production strategy in the Tihama is agriculture, with a high
.
Along the seven major coastal XA
percentage of sharecropping.
2

(watercourses) there ia a spate or seasonal flood irrigation of 2437 kI . The
major crops are sorghum, millet, sesame and cotton. Rainfed cultivation is
9

marginal on 2688 km2 with 90 percent of the crops being sorghum and millet.
2
Modern pumps irrigate about 29 km of cotton, sorghum, sesame, tobacco,
vegetables, mil:tet and melons. About 77 km2 are planted with date palms.
Fishing provides a livelihood in small coastal villages, but only recently
with an improved transportation network has local fish been widely marketed
elsewhere in Yemen. A fleet of less than 1 ,000 vessels and the work of beach

seiners

bring in the annual catch of between 12,000 and 17,500 metric tons.

Fishing also supports the local craft of boat building.
Traditional local crafts have been straw work, weaving and pottery; but
all of thAse are suffering from the availability of cheap foreign imports.
Commerce iias been limited to small village or town merchants and long distance
trade through the Yemeni ports of Hodeida, Mocha and Salif. Today. Hodeida is
the main port for entry of foreign goods, particularly large items that cannot
be brought in by air to the capital of Sanaa. These goods must be trucked up
the steep mountains to the highlands. Recently, the government has defined
several manufacturing needs and fostered plant construction in Tihama,
especially near Hodeida.
Abcut 55 percent of the Tihama is range land. There are pastoral groups
here with camels, sheep and goats. Historically, meat was traded up into the
Although natural pasturage is limited, imported feed or increased
highlands.
local production of fodder could allow development of the livestock industry.
Historically, the Tihama was the most exposed region to outsiders and
invading armies. Although there have been several important coastal tribes,
political organization and the role of the mjl yk vary considerably from the
information on coastal tribalism. The Zaydi
There is little
highland tribes.

J= seldom controlled this region, although they were dependent on coastal
merchants for trade of coffee and other traditional exports, as well as for
Today, the agricultural development of coastal Nadia is
rist imported goods.
given high priority by the government.
This rugged mountainous zone covers about 30 percerit
Western U,7
2.
from an elevation of 500 meters to over 3,000
extends
of the country. It
The
meters in the major north-south mountain range known as the Larat.
the
terra.n,
characterize
precambrian shield and volcanics of some antiquity
There are
with fertile soils developed in alluvial or aeolian deposits.
significant variatloas in micro-envLronments within this broad zone due to
rainfall patterns, direction of slope, vegetation cover and water supply.
There are historical accounts of baboons and mountain lions as pests and
predators, but there arG few of these animals In evidence today.
The overall population of this zone is about 2 million, with a population
The greatest density Is
density from 59-96 ivhabitants per square kilometer.
The
rugged terrain makes
occurs.
rainfall
greatest
the
to the south, where
Many
transportation difficult and hinders communication between settlements.
villages stand aa impregnable fortresses on rocky crags. Most houaes are built
of stone and may be several stories high. Yemenis often remark on the beauty
Thor. are few
of the vistas and the clean healthy air of these mountains,
major towns in this zone, with the exception of Manakha on the road between
Hodeida and Sanaa.
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The dominant mode of production in the
Farmers tend to hold a few small
agriculture.
Agriculture
draft power and dairy or meat.
At
springs and rain, as noted in Table 1-2.

Western Highlands is terraced
stock in addition to cattle for
is based on seasonal floods,
the lower elevations farmers

exploit seasonal floods along the important XLAsa. Where natural springs
occur, tuese constitute an important source for irrigation as well as for
domestic supply. The major subsistence crops are sorghum, barley, and pulses.
In the past the major cash crop was coffee, but recently Z.a has become far
The terraced slopes of a valley often resemble a giant
more important.
This terrace system has
amphitheater of fields carved into the mountainside.
slope runoff and
rainfall,
exploit
to
up over the centuries
been built
Unlike the coastal region, lack of cultivable land is as big a
springflow.
problem as lack of water for irrigation.

This region constitutes a natural defensive barrier through which there
,Lre few major roads. The few tracks follow the large wadis, but only three are
suitable for vehiclea descending to the coastal region. The dominant political
force in the central and northern parts of this mountainous zone has been the
tribe. Tribesmen were sedentary farmers, but they did not traditionally engage
A sys em of rural markets exists, often extended along the sides
in commerce.
merchants and local service-providers travel to the
Itinerant
of a wadil.
on staggered days within a region.
held
markets
local
periodic

Table 1-2.

Cultivated Land and Major Crops in
Western Highlands Zone (Kopp 1981:193)

EleatonillCutated kA

ikk

M1ajor Crops

RainfedIrriga
500-1000

1262

1000-2000

3098

2000+

sorghum, maize,

286

bananas, millet,
sesame, legumes
sorghum, maize,
bananas, coffee,
Zat, fruits, vege
tables, lucerne

141

North

South

1160

487

sorghum, maize
wheat, barley, ga",

lucerne, legumes
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. About 40 percent of Yemen is a central highland plain
rf&tzj.
3.
running north-south and intersected by small ranges of hills. The climate is
temperate, but there is greater rainfall in the south (up to 1,800 mm per year
near Taiz and Ibb) than in the north (about 200 mm per year around Sa'da).
Natural vegetation is usually found near villages for seasonal grazing. Runoff
may be collected in large cistern3, but most communities are dependent on
wells.
The population of this zone is about 1 1/2 million with a population
density between ca. 71-76 per square kilometer. Yemen's largest settlements
are in the central plains, most notably Sanaa with a population estimated in
Houses are build of rock, except in the north where mudbrick
1975 at 250,000.
construction is common. L"rge towns were traditionally enclosed by walls and
the gates looked at night during the time of the imamate. Transportation is
not difficult from north to south, with many settlements lining the route from
Taiz north to Sa'da.
the dominant mode of production, there are
While agriculture is still
considerable commerce and crafts in major towns and markets. Agricultural
strategy on the c. 4513 km 2 of cultivated land varies between terrace
cultivation (mainly south ard west), cultivation of flat plains with cereals,
Sorghum, wheat and barley form the
and production in former volcanic areas.
bulk of traditional production, but recently j
and some vegetables have
gained in importance. Livestock raising has traditionally been integrated with
subsistence cultivation of basic grains.
Historically, this environmental zone has been politically and socially
divided along north-south lines. The north has been dominated by the tribes
and the Zaydi imamate, centering on Sanaa. The south evolved into more of a
landlord-peasant situation, with strong commercial and cultural links to Aden
in the south. Because the southerners tended to be better educated and had
more experience abroad, they are vcry important in contemporary commerce and
government affairs of the Yemen Arab Republic.
4.
Eastern Plateau. This is the least inhabited and smallest zone in Yemen,
with less than 200,000 living on about 55,000 square kilometers of land for a
very low populatinn density (3-9 persons per square kilometer) in the inhabited
part. Traveling east from the central plains there is progressively less
rainfall until one enters the desolate "Empty Quarter" of Arabia.
Vegetation
consists largely of tamarisks and other drought-resistant scrub.
Settlements
are very small, widely scattered and still
isolated from central government
services.
Production strategies in this zone include marginal agriculture,
pastoralism and trade in local resources.
Agriculture is constrained,
particularly for cash crops.
In the past seasoral floods appear to have been
important, but today the well is the major source of irrigation. Cereals are
the dominant crop, but sinking of pumpwells has allowed limited expansion into
new crops (gM& and fruit trees).
To the east range nomadic pastoralists, but
their role has been greatly curtailed in modern Yemeni political development.
Wood is collected in the wadis and marketed for firewood throughout the
country. There are also mineral deposits, including salt mines which have been
exploited for centuries.
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With the exception of potential mineral sources, there appears to be
Within this area was the famous
agricultural potential in thin zone.
little
potential for future tourism.
has
this
and
Arabia
South
ancient
Marib dam of
dam, but nothing concrete
Marib
the
rebuilding
considering
is
government
The
done.
has yet been

The various ecozones in Yemen have changed during historic times and aa'e
This section will identify trends in environmental
undergoing change today.
These include
degradation and factors contributing to this degradation.
decline in rainfall, overutilization of pasture, deforestation, reduction in
water supply, terrace abandonment, road building, expansion of rural
settlements and urban sprawl, rural sanitation and pollution.
UI- Evidence regarding the loag-term climatic trends in
£
Yemen is scanty and inconclusive. A drought has been documented for parts of
the Central Highlands in thb late 1960s apd early 19708.8 Farmers to the
1.

Delinn I

northwest of Sanaa say that many fields have been abandoned in the past several
years due to lack of adequate rainfall. Unfortunately, the detailed hydrologic
data needed to assess rainfall patterns do not yet exist. Yemen has a national
meteorological authority, but it does not have recording stations in all
regions of the country.
Over-utilia,&tion .oI Zagl_Q. 9 Decline in rainfall alters the potential
2.
for natural pasturage. This may cause a farmer to cut back on the number of
livestock, force him to seek pasture farther from the village or result in poor
range management practices. The range in Yemen today has minimal ground cover.
This critically reduces the effectiveness of the range in retarding erosion and
in facilitating groundwater recharge.
Dporestatn. 1 0 Yemen appears to have undergone serious deforestation of
3.
major trees centuries ago. Wood is a major source of fuel and demand in rural

areas for wood as fuel and lumber is high. The total estimated area of
1,600,000 ha under woodland and shrub is dwindling every day. WLth increasing
population and greater mobility, the problem has become more acute. The
government has done relatively little
forests.

in

planting seedlings to renew the

In many parts of Yemen there has been a rapid
In Water Spply
4.
the pact decade. Wells are being dug at a
within
decline in groundwater supply
staggering rate by an active private sector and with demonstrateid economic
The local development associations in rural Yemen have water supply
returns.
as a central concern after construction of feeder roads. Studies along the
major coastal yLUs have shown that there is over-utilization of water for
irrigation in application to fields. During the dry season this may result in
a periodic influx of saline water from the coast. There is at present no
national water policy to coordinate drilling of wells and efficient on-farm
water management. 1 1 There are major problems in water suppiy on the horizon
for urban areas. In the Sanaa basin, for example, the water table is being
depleted at an alarming rate far beyond local recharge. 1 2 The lack of accurate
data makes it difficult to Judge the seriousness of the problem.
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Over the centuries, farmers in highland Yemen have
rZ8UA
5.
built up a delicately balanced jystem of agricultural terraces. Steep mountain
cultivable soil have been tranzformed into stepped series of
slopes with little
plots to utilize available water from rainfall and springs.;3 Maintenance of
the system '"equires a surplus of rural labor for upkeep of the terraces and
In recent years there has been a drain of
intensive jultivation practices.
as a decreased need for marginal
unskilled male labor from rural Yemen as wll
ecosystem of terraces, there
balanced
delicately
subsistence cultivation. In a
with a domino effect on
fields
is at present a gradual abandonment of terraced
system. Soil that
drainage
erosion due to lack of an effective spillway and
wash down the
literally
has been collected painstakingly over the centuries may
slopes. The pace of abandonment has not been documented, but observations by a
number of researchers show this to be a major eQnvironmental problem facing the
development of rural economy in the highlands.14
.

. Government-sponsored roads are designed to minimize
Rga Dg
6.
destruction of nearby land, because these are planned and coordinated by
trained engineers. However, most feeder roads (often dirt tracks) are built by
or no planning. A bulldozer is hired to simply carve oLt a
Yemenis with little
path. Such roads may be easily destroyed by rain or slope erosion. Adjacent
The destruction of land necessarily
fields often have to be abandoned.
potential for litigation. Physical
the
and
rights
land
over
involves disput6s
poor on most Yemeni roads.
emtremely
are
safety
conditions for traffic
In the days of the Zaydi
n. Urb!an §DxAbL.
L
5L
Df
7.
imamate and the early years after the 1962 revolution, Yemeni settlements were
Villages and towns were invariably
arranged with defensive needs in mind.
walled and gates locked at night. Highland hamlets were often perched atop
In the past decade, settlements have proliferated and
inaccessible crags.
expanded in rural Yemen, especially as new roads arrive and transportation is
Two potential problems here involve the safety of buildings
vastly improved.
and the inevitable destruction of agricultural land. Damages suffered during
the 1982 earthquake demonstrate a need for structural improvement of buildings,
Expansion of rural settlements
especially in a defined earthquake zone.
direct loss of prime agricultural land at present, but urban
reLults in little
sprawl has led to destruction of once p)rosperous urban gardens, particularly in
It has been estimated that future water supply needs of large
the Sanaa area.
cities will hinder agricultural activities within 50 km circumferences of these
citie3.1 5
The health environment in rural Yemen, as
m ,
Lantatn
2ul
8.
Lack of
of substantial improvement.
need
in
6,
is
Chapter
in
noted
will be
of
rural
region
every
characterize
water
potable
to
access
limited
and
latrines
Yemen. As other services and the general infrastructure evolve, sanitation
appears to have the least priority. Thus, physical improvements in the village
may not lead to a healthier environment for the people to live in. 1 6 Leeks
from water systems may increaso risk of water-borne diseases and organisms
(e.g. Giardia Lamblia). There is now extensive pollution in crowded market
Exhaust fumes, oil spills
towns, which rural Yemenis increasingly frequent.
and uncareful use of poisonous chemicals and insecticides pose health risks to
A further problem arises as a result of waste water disposal
rural Yemenis.
from expanded use of appliances, sewage connections, and water taps. There has
been a substantial increase in non-biodegradable trash, for which there is no
Rusty cans and broken bits of glass hardly define a suitable
removal system.
village environment for children to play in.
.14
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There are several ecological problems in rural Yemen which could be
corrected, but a major constraint is social, specifically lack of knowledge by
rural people and lack of knowledge of appropriate technological alternatives.
The design of projects to foster an improved environment must take into
consideration the influence of traditional ideas and distrust of foreigners who
attempt to work in rural areas. Given the scope of the problems and the
regional diversity, the followirg observations and recommendations are made.
. While the parameters of ecological
AdvI
DAl fa
1.
degradation are known, precise data needed for effective planning are lacking.
Data gaps include those on long-range climatic patterns, regional water supply
and recharge potential, present state of the range, extent of terrace
abandonment and potential pollution hazards in rural areas.
A major problem facing any donpr in Yemen is the great difficulty in
obtaining accurate field data. While some donors have expertise in analysis of
the macro-data (such as LANDSAT imagery), it is currently impossible to field
check in many regions of the country. The several authorities within the
government that have a research orientation are not yet able to function in
most rural areas.
. A survey of the relevant literature on
e /~minoo
2.
Lack DI P
Yemeni geography demonstrates a lack of standardization in defining
environmental, geographical or sociopolitical regions. The Cornell Land-Use
Classification project is a good start, but this does not yet cover the
sociopolitical or cultural characteristics of the environmental zones
Lack of a systematic use of terms makes it difficult to use
delineated.
sources for comparative purposes, even those previously prepared for, a specific
donor. It is recommended that USAID/Sanaa establish an appropriate system of
regional classification which can be used by mission personnel and
contractors.l1
fLamaJxity D Prgblom. If donors are t3 be involved with direct support
3.
for ccuntering ecological problems in rural Yemen, there must be clear
identification of those problems which can be handled given existing logistical
problems, the difficulties of the research milieu, technological feasibility
Situations that require more than a "technological
and economic constraints.
institutional capacity to deal with regional
the
up
fix" call for building
environmental problems. Many seemingly straight- forward environmental problems
involve complex social and legal issues which donors do not have experience
Thus, donors have a need for social scientists to guide technical
with.
experts and planners dealing with 3cological issues.
. Donors should ascertain that proposed
a
A
U
4.
projects do not exacerbate current environmental degradation. For example,
providing funding for local feeder road building would be inappropriate without
Similarly,
promoting minimal technical expertise in design and construction.
hands-on
for
component
a
requires
system
supply
water
providing a community
poorly
A
elements.
basic
training of local people to monitor and maintain
pools
contaminated
of
maintained pipe may result in leaks and potential hazards
health,
on
factor
negative
near water stands. Building a rural school can be a
if latrines are not provided at the site, as well as training in use and
maintenance.
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Although an ecological problem may be widespread,
.a
.
§Iau
5.
to a limited area with a relatively
interventions
its
tailor
must
donor
the
homogenous population and ready access to existing government Institutions.
The donor should build up the institutiorkal and technological capabilities of
the relevant ministries and authorities. Given the nature of environmental
degradation and development constraints in rural Yemen, it is recommended that
activitiec in fostering environmental conservation. Three
AID limit its
potential areas for involvement are:
One way to counteract the depletion of Yemed s trees
_.
a.
and scrub is to provide access to more efficient energy sources. There appears
to be potential for solar and wind Dower at the village level, given existing
high energy costs (70 cents per kwh) and current projections of the costs in
Private and public institutions in the United
electrifying the countryside.
States have recently made great strides in the use of alternative and
appropriate technological solutions for areas with poorly developed
infrastructure.
. Due to the lack of a national water policy
In Mat= S
b. launa
and the nature of the problem, a donor cannot single-handedly address the
critical problem of reductions in water supply. Donors should continue to
strengthen the institutional capabilities of the government and to provide
In providing aid for small
access to macro-data, such as LANDSAT imagery.
water projects, AID can demonstrate proper water management in a visible and
concrete manner.
There are at present no guidelines available for
Znrmaim D
o
c.
Recent devastation in the
safe building construction in rural Yemen.
earthquake zone demonstrates a need for information and technical expertise in
AID might consider a project
the design and construction of rural buildings.
to provide the Yemeni government with information on more earthquake-resistant
buildings.
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1 The

information in this and the following sections is taken mainly from
The most
(1978), Cornell University (1982) and Kopp (1981).
Steffen Ai.
1966).
thorough geological study of Yemen is by Geukins (1960,
2 Yemenl

historical sources often list
medieval period.

earthquakes which occurred in

the

a stimulant used widely in Yemen and East
Q
3= is the Arabic for
in chapter 2.
belov
discussed
is
Africa, The plant
the claslfication adopted by Cornell University (1982).

4This is

See the more

detailed classification by Kopp (1981).
5Social

groups in these regions are discussed in chapter 3.

6 For

more detailed information on anvironment and settlement patterns in the
Tihama, see the development studios of the coastal wLi: Wadi Zabid (Tesco at

al. 1971-1973), Wadi Rima' (H.O.D., 1977, 1979), Wadi Siham (Sogreah 1978,
1979), Wadi Surdud (Halcrow and Partners 1978), Wadi Ma, r (Mitchell Al Al.
1978).
7 No

synthesis of the environmental variables in this zone has been made.
For
Japan
See
(1982c).
Varisco
information on water resources and soils, see
International Cooperation Society (1979) for detailed eavironmental data on the
HaJJa region.
8 Gerholm
9 See

(1977:82); Hogan jLt &1. (1982:156).

Hogan AtA

(1982:130-154).

i0See Aulagi:(1982), Hogan

.Az.

(1982:204-215) and Weber (1980).

11See recommendations in Johnson (1980:7, 11-13).
1 2 Estimates

vary from a yearly drop in the water table of 2 to 18 meters.
shows the lack of accurate data on fundamental problems.
13 The

This

ecological aspects of the highland terrace and erosion problems are

See also Fopp (1977,

discussed in Varisco (1982c).
1See Gerholm (1977:82),
15 Johnson
16 Ansell

1981).

Swanson (1982); Varisco (1982c).

(1980:A-2).
(October, 1981:21-22).
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The relevant information has been published in Arabic, English, French,
German and Italian. These language skills should be sought in a review of the
literature.
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2.

THE DISTITUTIONAL CONTEXT

The Yemen Arab Republic came into being after a revolution in

1962.

September

Before this time Yemen had been an imamate, administered by a religious

aristooracy, that functioned alongside power-ful tribal confederations in the
north. Since the revolution the government has only gradually extended its

Thus, in some rural areas local
authority and services in rural Yemen.
institutions have changed little sinco the time of the i=

In this chapter an overview will be given of the formal and informal.
institutiona in the rural sector. These include the central government throul.'n
its ministries and extra-minicterial organizations, the tribs, the sanctuary
Implications will be drawn for development
j chew.
town, mosque and
planners.

In antiquity an important civilization arose on the southwestern corner of
the Arabian peninsula--the Arabia Felix famed for the overland incense trade.
This was the legendary land of the Queen of Sheba. The ruins of the Marib dam
and associated irrigation systems attest to the vitality and ambitiousness of
Although the archaeological study of ancient
the pre-Islawic Yemeni kingdoms.
Yemen has barely sci'atched the surface, these ancient kingdoms had a formative
impact on Yemeni society that was not completely altered after the coming of
Islam.
Arab legend claims that Islam was introduced into Yemen during the
lifetime of the prophet Muhammad, but it was not until the advent of the Zaydi
imamn in the 10th century A.D. that an Islamic state appeared in Yemen. The
Zaydis came not as conquering warriors, but aE politictl mediators and
The tribes accepted the role of the imamate to help bring
religious leaders.
Yet the imamate never became a
peace in a land of internecine conflict.
powerful central government. .Imal ruled by playing tribal politic5, not with
an independent military. The religious aristocracy which administered the
Imamate was primarily confined to towns and cities. In the rural Central and
Northern Highlands the tribes were in full control and tribal law dominated
social behavior.
waxed and waned in the Yemeni highlands,
The fortunes of the Zaydi I
and coastal region. Often there were
south
of
the
control
but they had little
competing jr4A= and the history of the dynasty is one of constant intrigue.
Other local dynasties rose in Yemen. During the 13th to 15th centuries a rival
Islamic dynasty--the Rasulids--ruld the south and coast. The Rasulid monarchs
were patrons of the sciences and were active in introducing new plan.s and
cropb to Yqmen.
A unique aspect in the history of the Yemei .

geographical isolation.

highlands is the effect of

The Ottoman Turks managed to control parts of the

highlands between A.D. 15.8-1635 and between A.D. 1872-1918 but the Zaydis
The British captured the
threow off the yoke of tho Turks in World War I.
did not extend into the
their
influence
1839,
but
Aden
in
part
of
southern
the personal consent of
needed
a
foreigner
until
1962
hinterlands. Indeed, up
2
the
Yemeni government does
today,
Even
to travel in the highlands.
the L
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not automatically grant visas.
Some Yemenis, particularly those with access to Aden, traveled far and
wide in commerce and as scholars. The majority of the population, however, had
There was a small
or no contact with Westerners or other Arabs.
little
during
protected minority of Jews, but no Christian population lived in Yemen
really
never
Yemen
Palestina,
or
Syria
Iraq,
Compared to Egypt,
the imamate.
experienced Western colonialism.
Prior to 1962 and even up to the present, rural Yemeniz have expected few
or no service from the govornment. Government, be it Zaydi cr Ottoman, taxed
Very few servicas were provided and theae were all urban in
and conscripted.
focus. When community action was ileeded, the tribe served ns a rallying point
in the north and and powerful landlords exercised ?uthority in the south and
A system of Islamic judges balanced l.ocal customary law and
coastal region.
practice.

anglt

And L=

MI.

The revolution of September 1962 swept an isolated Yemen into the arena of
regional politics. The military officer* who staged the coup and set up a
Republic were supported immediately by Nasser of Egypt, who sent troops to
consolidate power. The young imam, Badr, escaped to the north and was
supported by Royalist troops with aid from Saudi Arabia. For seven years a
civil war ensued with shifting tribal alliances and the inability of the
Egyptian army to subdua the highlands.
One of the goals of the revolution was to counter the excesses and
corruption of the imamate, but it was not a class struggle as such. Many of
the religious aristocracy supported reform. Although many had to flee at
first, some returned later to fill roles in the newly emerging government.
During the civil war a modern government was formed on paper with various
ministries, but it was impossible to build up ministerial capabilities with a
In the rural areas at this time the
government not in control of the country.
impact and could not extend services. All aspects of
new government had little
the economy suffered, especially agriculture.

In 1970 a national reconciliation was reached in which moderate Royalists
weire included in the cabinet. In 1971 a permanent constitution was drawn up by
Yet, the major power base was the m!'itary, who have
a National Assembly.
a
played a central role in Yemeni politics of the 1970s. There were still
formal
the
but
great deal of competing interests in the government and society,
ending of conflict paved the way for foreign donors to be more actively
In 1972 the Central Planning Organization was instituted.
involved in Yemen.
This was also the year the United State renewed formal relations " ith the Yemen
Arab Republic. The World Bank, various United Nations organizations and other
donors began the task of making the government viable for providing basic
services to the citizens.
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AdinlatEaLUM
A systematic division of Yemeni tmrritcry was done by the Ottoman Turks
Administrative divisions in
was adopted by contemporary Zeydi I
this
and
Yemen have long been primarily functional on paper, but not in daily life. The

tribal ares of the north, for example, are more or less autonomous.

More

remote arean of the country rarely see a government official. Only in the last
decade ha'ie administrative units taken on meaning, with services provided to
some citizens.
At present the following administrative levels exist in the Yemen Arab
Republic: 3

Humber

Laval
Muhafaza (governorate)

t I&
11

168
ca. 1680

Nahiya (district)
'Uzla (subdistrict)
QMya (village)

ca. 15418

Mahalla (hamlet)

ca. 50000

of a governorate.
The most important official is the governor (z
He is appointed by the Prime Ministelds office and may be a military officer.
The governor is responsible for executing official government policy and is
In theory, there are
also the highest level of appeal within the unit.
representatives of various ministries (for example, Agriculture, &ygar,
Finance, Public Works), but some governorates function hatter than othera. In
Hodeida, for example, the only represeatative of the Mirniatr, of Public Works
is a Dutch volunteer.
, but it
Until recently there was a sub-governorate level called tho a
no longer functions. The district (ZJhjyj) level is the lowest directly
Below this level, appointments and
dependent on the central government.
selections to various levels are according to local cstom and polities.
During the imaMgs time the district was often a tribal territory under the
leadershIp of a regional AE1Xkh. At the district level can be found the
traditional Islamic judge (hbdW,
the tax collector and the chairman of the

LDA board.
The most important unit on a day-to-day basis is the village, which
generally has an elected official. In fact, it is hard to distinguish between
a village (.gary
and a hamlet (
, which is an arbitrary division not
Village leaders often mediate local
generally recognized in the countryside.
Several villages in
disputes. A larger village may also have a tax collector.
a defined gocgraphical or tribal area constitute a subdistrict (Q!ia .

gavnma Mrintion Bd Auz. Yamen
The political structure of the Yemen Arab Republic is patterned on

European ministerial systems, but it still contains elements of the Ottoman and
Zaydi days.

The military has responsibility for defense and national security,
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while almost all state functions are in thi 1zda of civilian administrators.
Within tho psat decade there has been a proliferation of government
ministries to 26 today. In a decade the number of technocrats who occupy
ministarial roles has risen from 3 to 17. As political realities alter and
alliances shift, now minintries are created and old ministries sometimes
As a result there is often competition between ministries for
languish.
Some ministries appear to resemble
virtually the same responsibililiesm
and powers are jealously
prarogatives
where
fiefdoms,
medieval European
very difficuilt.
coordination
and
cooperation
guarded, making interminiaterial
The current government structure, created ii
following positions with miristerila ra&-:
Prime Minister
Deputy Prime Minister
Deputy Prime Minister
Foreign Minister
Interior Minister
Minister of State for
Minister of State for
Minister of State for
Minister of State for
Searetary-General for

late 1980,

includes the

for Economic Affairs
for Internal Affairs
Petroleum and Minaral Resource
Legal Affairs
Cabinet Affairs
People' s Constituent Assembly Affairs
Confederation of Yemeni Development Associations

The following aro specific ministries:
Agriculture and Fisheries
-Zamunications and Transport
Development (CPO)
Economy
Education
Finance
Electricity ane Hydraulic Resources
Civil Servicos and Administrative Reform
Foreign Affairs
Health
Information and CuVure
Interior
Justice
Labor, Youth, and Social Affairs
Municipalities
?ubl± Works
Religious Trusts

(Ag )

Supply and Trade
The fact that reap)nsibilities of ministries may overlap is not unique to
Yemen. Each ministry f evelops a clientele, but no single ministry has total
power over an isaue. ihis is a problem for foreign donors in that a specific
program or project m-Ay fall within the authority of more than one ministry, On
the other hand, with an issue such as water, it may be possible to work with
any of several ministries or governmental institutions.
A decade ago there was practically no ministerial repraseutation )r
By the early 1980s the following ministrios had
outreach in rural areas.
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limited outreach in rural areas or affecting the rural population:

=
UIg
AMd£

. The National Extension Service has not yet
a
Z
become viable, but extonsion training and services have been provided for
Some rural farmers purchase seedlings from nurseries
specific donor projecta.
run by the ministry. The ministry is responsible for a television program on
"Agriculture and the Farmer."
,dwAt=. &5

Thic ministry staffs rural schools.

Most village generator systems are privately owned or
.
g,
However, this ministry is beginning to provide
initiated by the LDA.
electricity to some rural towns through the developing national grid.
B
16 Clinics are being built in rural areas, often as a result of LDA
initiative. There is no rural health extension as such for the country as a
whole. Houever, there is a major Primary Health Care Delivery project.
Medc.cines and drug3 are readily available in tho active private sector.
and UA ) is
jlrjag 7 The traditional system of Islamic judgEs (h
but he may
level,
district
at
the
generally
is
judge
The
intact.
more or less
visit a village to resolve a dispute.
Administrative officers often mediate disputes that
Slap
i
level,
a
lower
at
be
resolved
cannot
111t
. This ministry is responsible for overseeing commercial
and marketing activities. It also has the difficult task of ensuring that
public lands remain public. The Division of Environmental Health has
rosponsibilites for sanitation, but these have yet to be extended into rural
areas.

This ministry is responsible for the maintenance of roads
Zublic W
the YR 3 billion allocated during the First Five Year Plan
Of
the
district.
in
were administered by the Highway Authority and 20 percent
percent
fcr roads, 80
by the LDAs. The Rural Water Department is responsible for construction of
potable water systems in villages.
This ministry is responsible for ensuring that local food
AarjLpj.
In fact, a free market operates on most
supplies and prices remain equitable.
items in rural Yemen.
(kggf . 8 The main responsibility is administering its
geliginu
considerable holdings in the rural areas. It collects rent and taxes from
sharecroppers who rent Xfaf lands.

kA=agzt mad Communieatiora. This ministry is beginning to regulate the
licensing and taxing of motor vehicles and to ensure that impeat duties are
paid. There is virtually no telephone or mail services outside major cities
and towns.
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Rtra-Hinist~wia

OrIniato

A number of organizations affiliated with the government have some impact
on the rural population. The Tihama Development Authority, for example, was
created to promote agricultural development in the coastal region. It reports
directly to the Hinister of Agriculture, but it is not pert ot the formal
ministry structure. The nost important organization that is extra-ministerial
is the Confederation of Yemeni Development Associations (CYDA).

In many parts of Yemen there have long existed traditional mechanisms for
mutual aid during disasters and for tasks beyond the abilities of an
k can call men
individual. In tribal areas, for example, the village
of a mosque or
repair
cistern,
a
of
cleaning
for
group
a
work
together to form
substantial
been
has
there
Yemen
rural
of
parts
all
In
building a road.
themselves
people
the
by
progress in building up of basic infrastructure
pockets.
without recourse to government and out of their own
Aware of this long tradition of communal cooperation and self-help, the
government in 1963 promulgated two laws (011 and 026) to oreanize and guide the
development of a "cooperative movement." Although by 1968 a specific ministry
was responsible for regulating and supervising LDA activities, it was not until
after the civil war in the early 1970s that the movement began to develop in
In 1973, leaders of some of these associations met to form the
earnest.
Confederation of Yemeni Development Associations (CYDA) to act as a national
Ibrahim al-Hamdi, a military officer, was elected an
coordinating body.
president of the confederation He became chief-of-state the next year. Since
that time the government has laid great str-ess on the LDAs not only for local
development, but also as a way of extending government services into rural
areas,
Since 1973 there has been a ten-fold increase in

the number of

associations, although some of this is due to splitting of larger onos.

The

LDAs are multifunctional organizations, legally autonomous from the government,
but performing a number of civic and state-like functions in rural areas.

CYDA, the national
There are four levels of administration in CYDA.
coordinating body, is based in Sansa and is still headed by the president of

the Republic, Therv are coordinating councils at the governorate level, of
which the governor is the honorary president. These councils have financial
and technical responsibilities as well as promoting the cooperative movement in
the governorato. At the district level is a Local Development Board of 5-7
level is a Development
At the village or sub-district (Lg)
members.
Cooperative Committee, often formed around a powerful or influential citizen.
Host local development efforts have concentrated in four critical areas:
roads, water, education and health. In the aggregate, local development
projects have contributed to a substantial transformation of the countryside.
Dirt tracks now pent"ate even the most remote mountain locality, bringing in
new commodities and facilitating commercial exchange as well as stimulating the
growth of roadside shops and regional market tow.ra along the major roads. LDAs

have contractod with private well drillers and foreign donors (through the

government) to have wells drilled and water systems installed. Schools and
health clinics are also being built, but on a small scale. A balance sheet of
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LDA accompliahmcnts in the past, seven yoare i

shown in Table 1.

Table 1
LDA Accomplishments (1973-1981)10

Roads
Road maintenance
Education
Health
Wator
Miscellaneous

19,505
6,000
4.800
111
1,713
343

km
km
classrooms
projects
projects
projects

810,085,227
48,000,00
24t,934 ,789
22,278,997
157,662,953
71,182

Roads were the principal sector of LDA activity during the Firat Five Year
Plan, accounting for three-quarters of LDA expenditures in the first two years
of the plan. Schools were a second priority, accounting for 20 percent of the
budget.
After initial
concentration on roads subsided, water projects
Health, electricity*
increased from 5 to 20 percent of the LDA budgets.
agriculture, mosques and so on accounted for only a small fraction of the
budgetc.
Fundiuq for LDA activities has been drawn from a variety of sources.
Although a formula exists for dividing project costs between the beneficiaries,
the LDA and the government, the record shows that the beneficiaries have
The government has provided
contributed well over 50 percent of expenditures.
scarcely more than 10 percent of the )- 'ject costs, mostly on education and
electricity. The LDAs have relied heavily on the product tax (zak&) which has
always been levied in rural areas.
Recently, this Z.fkat tax has been paid
directly to the Ministry of Finance, which supposedly returns part of it to the
LDAs.
There is also a national customs tax (2 percent) and a special burcharge
on cinema tickets for use by the LDAa. The beneficiaries invariably prt up
money themselves or special financial arrangements are created in a local area.
By the end of the First Five Year Plan, emphasis was beginning to shift
from physical infrastructure and utilities to capital formation in the rural
aveas. To some extent, older LDAs had succeeded in building feeder' roads.
Thus, it was time to diversify activities. Also, the continuing financial
problems required some source of income generation. Planners have recently
pushed for more LDA involvement in modernizing agriculture, livestock, fishing
and crafft.
The recent merger of the Agricultural Credit Bank and the
Cooperative Bank has. boen one step to make credit more accessible to LDAs and
npecialized coopzratives.
A number of studies on the LDA movement have seen great potential in it
for development in rural areas where the governmont will not be able to provide
services for some time to come.
However, there are a number of problems that
have dampenod onthus.am:

1.
some are inactive.
Tt is
they have been elected.

Although LDAs theoretically exist for every district,
reported that some LDA officials are not even aware
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., In many areas of Yemen development has been
2.
promoted through self-help outside the LDA organization. LDA projects still
require at least half of the costs to be borne locally. Some in the rural
sector have deoided to bypass the LDAs, especially those with limited resources
to offer.
A common complaint about LDAs in rural Yemen is that the
3.
representatives cannot be trusted and will waste time or money. Hural Yemenis
are interested in concrete results and do not understand the need for
In the past, corruption of LDA officials has
institutional building of LDAa.
There
this has not served to bolster the image of the movement.
been noted:
the
for
mechanism
a
simply
are
LDAs
is also a suspicion in some areas the
countryside.
the
government to consolidate its hold over
The LDAs rarely, if ever, have the
.
aiAI2
DI
iak
4.
They serve to locate, mobilize
technical capabilities to implement projects.
Thus, they
and coordinate resources, including those of the government.
represent a potential power bass, but not one which people will automatically
flock to.
While a great many dirt roade have been
f,2.U.IL j.
i ck
5.
built, the LDAs seldom have the foresight
clinics
and
constructed and schools
activities. Many feeder roads are in
initial
on
or capabilities to follow up
need of major repair and a continual source of funding for such maintenance.
As of September 1982, 194 rural schools had been closed due to lack of
materials and teachers. At the same time 68 health clinics wore unopened
Both the LDA and the central
because of lack of materials and personnel.
government are not yet able to pick up the recur'ing costs of local
infrastructure.
.g

6,. ,Political asncts. In most cases the LDAs are not grass roots
More often than
phenomena, but rather another niche for traditional leaders.
Rural people
old.
the
to
addition
in
not tae Iha& simply assumes a new role
to find
able
most
think
they
that
elect those individuals to the LDA boards
political
with
Such a system is invariably tainted
money or get things done.
interests. While there is nothing intrinsically wrong with the traditional
vtower-brokers adopting roles in the LDA movement, It can create a context
difficult for outsiders (particularly foreign contractors) to work in.
Recently a number of suggestions have been put forward on how to improve
the operation of the LDAs. It is thought by many that efforts should be
directed toward projects with limited recurring costs. The problem is that
need and want roads, schools and clinics, even though the
communities still
up future expenses or staff facilities. The government
pick
government cannot
is now encouraging a shift from services output in order to better invest
remittance capital currently available in many rural areas. To resolve some of
the problems, the government is encouraging more specialized cooperatives.
However, the trend is clearly to more centralization of CYDA authority,
particularly in the role of providing funds for projects.

(1981-1982)

(MAs)
Ations
QA
55 SCAs have been established:

12

Within the last two years
42 for agriculture, 8 for

handicrafts and skills, 3 for fishing, 1 each for housing and consumer goods.
The rationale is

economic interest or membership in
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a certain profession.

These bodies offer shares for voluntary membership in a cooperative venture.
These
The administrative board represents only the shareholding members.
services
provide
to
and
capital
shared
cooperatives are expected to increase
for the profitability of production for the market. Such activities would
result in subsidiary benefits for the government and rural Yemenis as efforts
are directed at new cash crops, services and effective marketing.
The government is currently supporting the SCAs with tax incentives and
certain tax exemptions, but they are not expected to rely on tax revenues for
future support. The role of the SCAs is more corporate than civic in that they
CYDA has set up a
seek to stimulate the private sector than supplant it.
separate department for the SCAs.

The major traditional institution in many parts of rural Yemen has been
the tribo, Although there are a few pastoralists on the Eastern Plateau and
along the coast, the bulk of Yemeni tribes have long been sedentary farmers.
Yemeni tribalism does not conform to the common stereotype of the Arab nomad
atop a camel in an arid waste. The concept of tribe in Yemen has multiple
dimensions: a political institution with economic intorosts, a discrete social
category in the social structure and a world view.
Unlike the case in many other parts of the world, whore the concept of
tribe is imposed on tho group by foreigners, in Yemen the term tribe is a
direct translation of the Arabic term gahlna. Literally, this term signifies a
group descended from a common ancestor. Yemeni tribes claim descent from the
legendary Qahtan (known in the Bible as Joktan), who fathered the "Southern
Arabi" as distinct from the "Northern Arabo" which settled above Yemen.
Tribalism has been a factor in Yemen since before Islam and there are many
historical sources on the phenomenon.
(1) not all of Yemen
It is important to stress two points at the outset:
is tribal; (2) tribalism differs substantially from region to region in terms
of political mechanisms, roles of tribal leaders, economic conditions and
relations to the state. The two major confederations are Bakil and Hashid,
These confederations are both Zaydi and are
each with distinct territories.
Highlands. The tribes in the coastal region
and
Northern
found in the Central
. seldom
are Shafi'i and have not supported the imamate. In fact, the lz
or
controlled these tribes. Ethnographic study indicates that the akh
tribal and village leader has a more authoritarian role than among the highland
tribes. In the Southern Highlands and foothills thb people often refer to
themselves as tribal. It appears that this region has not been "tribalw in a
in the south are powerful landlords and
political sense. The so-called a
not village or tribal unit leaders. The regional variation in tribalism is an
issue that needs further study.

2

l

l

.

The tribe as a political unit is a loose organization

that allows for a great deal of autonomy of tribesmen and smaller tribal units.
Political power is distributed throughout the tribe by a system of lavels of
group identification. These levels include segments of the household, whioh is
either a nuclear or an extended family; the descent group, defined by seven
generations through the father t s line; the village or village cluster,
residents of which may or may not be tied together by kinship; the tribe, which
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is a territorial unit of many villages; and the confederation, which is
highest level of identification and the moat political.

the

Each segment has a certain amount of autonomy and a recognized authority
figure. Futhermore, each segment is characterized by specific obligations of
For example, the household is the basic
mutual cooperation between members.
in agricultur3 and often share in
cooperate
members
its
of
economic unit; all
household are generally resolved
the
within
Disputes
the ownership of land.
The
or close relatives.
household
through the mediation of the head of the
change
may
tribesman
A
descent group is the principal unit of tribal identity.
residence or tribal affiliation (at a higher level), but he does not change the
This is the unit legally responsible for indemnity
name of his descent group.
in cases of major breaches of customary tribal law (e.g., murder, theft, major
crimes). Aiy marriage within the descent group is defined as a parallel cousin
marriage, 1 4 which is the stated marriage preference.
The village or village cluster is primarily a territorial unit.
Traditionally this was the major defensive unit within the tribe throughout
most of the highlands. Members of a village share access to water sources,
communal pasture, burial grounds, mosques and often threshing floors. It is at
this level that mutual cooperation is expected in the building and maintenance
who mediates
of roads, schools and mosques. The village is led by a 1v,15
represents
projects,
work
disputes within the village, organizes cooperative
villagers in relationships with other villages and has administrative
responsibilities to the government. The ahaykh is always a tribesman and never
from another social category.
When there is a regional need for defense on issues of regional dimensions
(e.g., violations of tribal borders), it is at the level of the tribe that the
smaller segments come together. The tribe is perceived as the unit .responsible
for security in its territory. Traditionally, strangers who traveled within a
tribal territory were accompanied by a member of the tribe as a guarantor
(ZB=) of their safety. The head of the tribe is generally called a "ahaYkk.
and other important tribal men.
" and is elected by village n
of 1hay
The confederation represents the highest level of tribal identity, but it
is almost purely political. Tribes will shift alliances from Bakil to Hashid,
It is not difficult, especially since Hashid and
if it suits their purposes.
Balil are usually said to be brothers. This shifting of alliances is as much a
The
factor in contemporary tribal politics as it was in the days of the I
current ajgyJt of the Hashid confederation, 'Abdullah al-Ahmar, is one of the
most influential mon in the country. At present there is no head of the Bakil.
Authority within the tribe is invested in the role of £avkh, but his
responsibilities and duties vary according to the level of the segment. The
shaykhship is hereditary from father to son, but a aiaylgh may be voted out of
office and another mhalkh (not necessarily related to the first) elected in his
place. This is more common on the village level than at the level of tribe or
at the higher levels may have private retainers.
k
f
confederation.
Historically, there has always been interaction between regional shaykha and
seek out government
the government of the day. Even today, tribal 1
areas.
to
their
services
to
provide
able
be
officers who may
does not have dictatorial powers and the status of all
The lyuh
Indeed there is an egalitarian ethic within
tribesmen is more or less equal.
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of "due
Tribal customary law places an emphasis on the right
the tribe.
politics
tribal
that
observe
to
important
is
is
Yet,
process" for tribesmen.
WhiL. women have considerable informal influenca and
are a male phenomenon.
are aware of tribaL issues, they do not vote for the AkaYkh, nor do they
participae openly in dispute mediation or defense of territory.
The political power of the tribes in the Central and Northern Highlands
increased during the revolution and civil war. Both sides in the civil war
sought tribal alliances, and great sums of money (as wall as arms) made their
way into tribal coffers. In the early 1970s the direct subsidies to the tribes
dwindled, as Saudi Arabia recognized the regime in Yemen. However, many parts
of the highlands are under firm tribal control.
Formal mechanisms for settling disputes are part of
the tribal system. These usually require the presence of a third party, who
acts as a mediator and for whose sake disputants agree to negotiate. A gift of
monoy is made as reparation to the party wronged. This is the case in quarrels
between individuals and in tribal disputes or warfare. For all disputes there
are set procedures to be followed in preference to retort or attack. There are
strong sanctions against individual acts of violence.

.11JulAmak±Qzii.

The mediator may be a tribal shavkh or a respected man in the community,
such as a IAMLd. Sometimes several mediators will be involved. At the
beginning of arbitration, the daggers and watches of the disputants are handed
These are returned after the
over as a sign of good faith to the intermediary
dispute has been settled. In some areas a Large sum of money is deposited by
each disputant, or disputants may be required to share a meal together.
The disputants, mediators, shavkha of the villages involved and other
interested parties all gather together, often in the context of an afternoon
Both sides of the issue are heard and there is
2" chew, to discuss the case.
discussion of the case by those present. The major mediator attempts to reach
If no decision can be reached, disputants may appeal to a higher
a consensus.
level shaykh or to an Islamic judge.
Once the blame has been established, reparations are set by the mediator
The victim does not receive an exorbitant
according to tribal customary law.
indemnity, nor one that the culprit's descent group cannot afford to pay. If
both parties are found to be at fault, both must pay to the villages or descent
Reparation is intended as a payment of damages and a formal
groups concezvned.
of the other's honor; it is not perceived as a
violation
the
for
apology
compensation fo,- loss or to pay for repairs. The indemnity is divided between
the victim and t,'\e mediators. The dispute is considered settled when indemnity
has been paid ano i sheep or cow has been slaughtered and the meat is divided
Once a decision is made, the
between the disputant and the mediators.
unwillingness of the parties concerned to insult the mediator's honor serves as
an effective mechanism to ensure compliance.
Sogf tb& tribes. Tribalism as a concept has economic
are traditionally associated with subsistence
tribesmen
that
in
overtones
and services that tribesmen do not produce
goods
cultivation of grains. The
themselves are available from service-providers (e.g., butchers, craftsmen,
smiths), who have a client relationship through the market to the tribes.
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The
The tribes, however, must not be thought of as an economic unit.
domestic
largest unit that owns and manages property and productive land is the
Agricultural land J.3 privately owned; the only communal land that
household.
defined
can be considered tribal is communal pasturage, which has clearly
by
performed
agriculture
in
activities
borders. There are no income-producing
tax,
"tribal"
no
is
there
any tribal segment above the household. Furthermore,
defined in Islamic
although tribesmen have lor paid the production tax (ZJik)

law.
Tribalism, apart from political and economic dimensions, also
World Ylia.
represents a world view--a set of values and attitudes in Yemeni society.
These values have been formalized in a body of tribal customary law, which has
been written down and which has long influenced rural behavior between
6
It is important to observe
tribesmen and members of non-tribal categories.1
customary legal ideas as
adopted
tribal,
that even Islamic judges, who were not
Islam.
to
antagonistic
be
to
long as they were not perceived

A key to understanding the tribal world view is the emphasis on honor.
Tribal honor consiets of an awareness of one's genealogical origins, sanctity
This concept of honor
of ones word, protection of the weak and cooperation.
is what makes customary law so effective in tribal areas. A tribesman who
loses his honor loses his tribal status. Indeed, some of the low-status
service providers are said to have unce been tribal, but have lost status and
are now detribalized.
The tribal world view can best be understood as a particular way in which
These
two complementary and often conflicting value emphases are dealt with.
pull
a
also
and
cooperation,
and
responsibility
group
are the emphasis on
of
mobilization
swift
in
cooperate
tribesmen
Yemeni
toward personal autonomy.
and
iind
any
of
coercion
reject
They
groups for mutual aid and defense.
usually consider direct commands as insults to their pride. Any innovation
that threatens this group responsibility or individual autonomy may be rejected
out of hand.
Those issues which are seen by tribesmen as areas of group responsibility

and cooperation include:
--

dispute mediation (those that extend beyond the immediate family),

--

defense of territory and tribal integrity,

--

projects to benefit the village or tribal unit (such as road building,
repairing a mosque, cleaning a cistern, building a school),

--

any task considered too difficult for a single person or household to
manage (righting an overturned truck, moving a boulder, wedding
preparations).

Those issues where personal autonomy is respected in tribal areas include:
--

private ownership and management of property,

--

sexual relations,

--

relations between close kin (especially disputes or quarrels).
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Since at least the 10th century A.D.,

Yemen has been an Islamic country.

A traditional institution found in Islamic Yemen is the sanctuary town or
neutral zone, called hiJU in Yemeni dialect. This deftins a place with
immunity or that is inviolate. Tribal disputes and personal quarrels cannot be
is for the
Indeed, one of the functions of the bZ.
played out here.
Yemen's religious
d and Qu i,
mediation of tribal disputes by the
aristocracy.
Several large towns in Yemen have ben designated as hIj rga, the largest
Often the h.ijz is loerted near tribal
being Sanaa, the traditional capital.
Those
and Baklil confederations.
Hashid
the
between
particularly
borders,
were
groups,
market
and
aristocracy
religious
mainly the
living in the ==,
bun
of
the
manctity
of
the
under the protection of a given tribe. Violation
Although the importanco of the AJ n has
was considered a major crime.
an important
declined with the emergence of a central government, it is still
institution in some tribal areas.
is primarily a political one. It represented
The institution of the hbjj
A similar type
the base for expansion of the religious aristocracy in Yemen.
of immunity extends to rural markets and market towns. 1 8 Tribal quarrels are
supposed to be set aside in the market. Violation of this may result in the
abandoning of a market site. The market groups and merchants are under the
protection of the tribe within the tribes territory.

In an institutional
Islam has long been the dominant religion in Yemen.
sense, the mosque represents a physical manifestation of religious activity.
Most villages have simple mosques or areas for daily prayers. The mosque is a
convenient forum for communal prayer in the village, particularly on Fridays.
However, it is not mandatory that a Muslim pray in a. mosque. There may be a
prayer leader and someone to give the call (.AjhW for prayer, but in some
cases this is a local religious man who has other conerns and tasks.
In addition to the religious functions of the local mosque, it also
Men will often come to
provides P forum for socializing on a daily basis.
perform the noon prayer, if they do not have to work in the fields at that
through the community as a reminder of
The call to prayer filters
time.
village cohesiveness, in much the same way that church bells become a part of
The loudspeaker of a local mosque may
the village routine in rural Europe.
also be used to broadcast important messages to the community.
In rural areas there is generally one mosque for both men and women,
Because of the need for
although they would use it at different times.
ablutions in prayer, a well or spring is often found near or at the mosque.
The mosque is also a primary place where personal hygiene is performed.
Rarely, hoever, are there formal latrines. In some areas water flowing
This
through the mosque may be collected in a cistern for use in irrigation.
is a potential vector for contamination, such as bilharzia.
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The mosque Is percelved as one of the most important buildings in the
a wsn direo ho may boqucath some money o& land to the mosque
,
community.
A high priority in many rural
an truzt (UAAL to oupport maintenanco.
Thbi is generally a result
communities is rparing or building new mosques.
of local cooperative mechanisms, but not so much a part of formal LDA

activitice.

Ons of the most important and influential informal institutions in rural

Yemen is the daily afternoon gAt chow. Since this is a phenomenon unique to
= is the Arabic term
Yemen in the Middle East, it reqturez some background.
a species of the Clestracaea with alkaloids in the leaves
for £ Ao g1uPi'
that carve as a strong stimulant. Hedical research thus far does not indicate
that 92 is a narcotic, nor that chewing is physiologically addiative.
However, there are i11 effects or. nutrition and seemingly on production of
mother's milk. On the positive side, = may provide vitamin C to rural
YamenW who traditionally had few fruits, and numerous medicinal properties are
claiuodo
plant is for the leaves, which
The sole purpose of cultivating the f.
The plant is not
environment.
and
vary in potency according to variety
indigenous to Yemen, but appears to have been introduced on significant scale
As early at the 16th century, legal opinions were
by the 15th cantury A.D.
The Zaydi
being formulated on the legitimacy of chewing gat, in Islamic law.
school in Yemen believes chewing g&L is acceptable, but it does not have any
ritual significance in the religion.
chafing was not widespread among the rural population. It
In the past S
was mainly confined to urban elites and those urban poor who would squander
Rat has traditionally been a more important crop in the
their money on it.
south. It does not appear to have been planted in the Sanaa region on any
One difficulty in producing A", which has few
scale until the 18th century.
psts or diseases, is that the leaves must be marketed almost immediately after
With difficult
picking and cannot withstand storage much more than 24 hours.
opportunity to grow the crop,
access in the past, many rural farmers had little
even if demand was there. During the past most rural people chewed mainly on
special occasions (weddings, religious feasts, and so on).
A eurvey conducted by Italian doctors working in Yemen between 1955 and
1967 indicated that some 91 percent of the men and 59 percent of the women
to some extent. Although this survey was biased toward urban areasq
chewed g
it does indicate the importance of = in Yemeni society. Recen ethnographic
evidence suggests that chewing has increased dramatically in the rural. areas
since the revolution. One reason for this increase is improved transportation,
which allows more farmers to market this major cash crop. In some areas of
is five times as lucrative a cash crop as coffee (most of
rural Yemen, n
As will be noted in chapter 5, the
which is now grown for local consumption).
rural economy.
the
on
implications
far-reaching
has
.g factor
In urban and rural Yemen
main work of the day has been
as few as 2 or 3 men or as
(wedding, dispute mediation).

men gather together in the afternoon, after the
This may be
accomplished, to sit and chew gg.
many as 50 to 100 men on a special occasion
Although each chew has its own regular network
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of chewers,
man or

the seseion is more or less open to all.
is often uell attended.

The chew of an important

men bring their own gU to tho chew, unless they are receiving = as part
of a work agreement with the host. The tender young leaves are plucked from
the branches and stuffed into the mouth to form a wad. This is stored in one
cheek, which bulzse considerably, and is periodically renewed. Generally,
First comes a sense of
there are three stages of effects recognized.
heightened awareness for up to two hours. Conversation is lively and poets
claim to be especially inspired. After thi3 a sense of euphor.a or contentment
Chewing acts as an
sets in, followed by a final phase of montal restlesaness
anorexic and usually kespe the chewer awake lato into the night or next
,,morning.

The gA chew serves as a microcosm of Yemeni society. It provides an
informal forum for the conduct of business ("after homs"), social visitation,
discussion of politics and religion, dispute mediation and personal relaxation.
The chew is a flexible institution, but there is a basic egalitarian aspect to
Members of diverso social categories can attend. Except for certain
it.
hierarchy of seating, particularly in tribal
formal occasions, there is little
Those present sit on the same level (cushions on the floor) and may
areas.
share the same water pipe ('dha.
There is no set agenda at a chew, even the formal ones. Several issues
may be floated at once and conversation will flow back and forth unless one has
The ebb and flow the the
the overriding attention of those present.
Yet, what
conversation tends to follow the changing effects of the gwt,.
appears like chaos to the outsider results in perceived accomplishments by
those present. Even if an issue has not been resolved, men have had a chance
to reach the ear of someone who can help them.
Women also chew in

Yemen, but to a much lessor extent.

All chews are

strictly sagregated, although a foreign woman may be allowed in with the men.
The womeds gatherings tend to be more social or concerned with family issues.
Although public political issues may be discussed, women are not the decision
makers. To the extent that a man spends time at a chew away from his wife and
She may
family, the woman may have negative feelings about the habit.
epsecially upset by the economic drain on the budget, except in those rural
households where = is a major source of income generation.

The Republic born in 1962 has undergone a
A.
n
a g
1. E
major civil war and numerous shocks to the system. It was only a decade ago
The emerging ministries and
that a national consensus was reached on paper.
government institutions do not yet have the capabilities or personnel to
accomplish many of their goals. This problem is compounded by the fact that
some parts of the country remain more or less autonomous and outside direct
One does not have to travel far outside Sanaa to see
government influence.
Kalashnikovs.
with
armed
civilians
The weakness of central government authority poses a number of problems
for the foreign donor. First, the government understandably is seeking to
consolidate its power. This takes priority over development needs a= A&.
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The donor is in the
Second, the donor's role is necessarily politicized.
country at the invitation of the government and generally seeks to build up the
institutional capabilities of the central government. For this reason, when a
donor is actively involved in the rural sector, it often becomes enmeshed in
The donor is perceived by the local population
the politics of consolidation.
the government may encourage the donor to
government;
as an extension of the
its influence and visibility.
extend
to
order
in
work in a remote area

Operating at the frontier of government authority is a no-win scenario for
Foreign personnel are not in a position to read the local
most donors.
political map and often become inadvertently aligned with a particular group at
the expensea of wor dng with a coalition. When a problem may arise at the local

level, the government does not always have the back-up support to find a
solution. The donor is in a position of having something to offer, but
expectations of the local population and power brokers are often far different
than the good intentions of a specific project.
The lesson of two problem projects of the USAID/Sanaa in Yemen, an
Integrated Rural Development project in Mahweit and a Local Resources for
Developuent project in HajJa, is that the donor has little chance of success in
working in the more remote areas from the central government. In Mahweit, for
The contractors in
example, practically every interest group was alienated.
the field were vulnerable--as foreigners--to conservative religious rhetoric.
This resulted in a large part because of the perceived attempt to change female
roles and traditional lifestyle.
The major implication rising out of this situation is that the donor may
build up the institutional capacity of the government, but it cannot play an
effective role by becoming directly involved in remote rural areas except as a
stimulus to government or private sector initiatives.
A institutional outreach. Parallel to the problem of a weak
Qf
2. Lk
central government is the lack of effective outreach services to the rural
areas. Were it not for the initiatives undertaken by rural Yemenis in building
up their own basic infrastructure, this country would be poor indeed. Some
ministries have officials at governorate and district levels, but the average
person never sees a government official, nor benefits from the services offered
in urban areas. For example, there is a National Extension Service in the
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, but it has no rural extension agents
Farmers
other than those trained and maintained by specific donor projects.
have increased access to farm inputs and new crops, but there is no one to tell
them how to farm effectively undar these changing conditions.
Within the ministries a new technocracy is emerging of Yemenis who have
been trained in Western countries. Yet, at the rame time the government
contains a wide range of interest groups, including some of tha traditional
elites. At the preent time there is no clearly defined policy objective for
In a sensitive political climate it is
development within the government.
difficult for officials to take the responsibility for making certain kinds of
Donors often feel that the ministries thwart their efforts, while
decisions.
the ministries are unable to absorb the pitch of donor involvement in the
country. 2 1 As a ministry inherits the responsibility for a completed donor
project, especially in rural areas, it cannot support the project as fully and
generally has limited funding to pick up the tab for recurring costs.
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With the present state of a lack of coordination between donors, the
government roce.ves advice from a number of voices and some of this may be
contradictory. Until such time as each ministry and institution can support a
particular object, the donor would be wise to work in geographical aroas closer
to the central ministries and to avoid as much as possible projects that
overlap it, roaponsibili ties between ministries. This is clearly a context that
requires careful monitoring by the donor.

. The spontaneity and creativity of tho cooperative
.tdi
Um L
l1 a
3.
movement in rural Yemen enchanted many Western observers. The LDAn were viewed
as a grass roots phenomenon that could be an effective intervention for
Yet this enthusiasm was fueled
addressing a vast range of development noeda.
by a theoretical concern with the general potential of cooperative efforts
rather than a careful reading of the Yemoni context. A decade after the LDA
movement gained momentum in Yemen, it is clear that despite substantial
accomplishments there have been many unforeseen problems.
Many LDAs blossomed initially because of the total lack of government
services, the traditional cooperative ethic in certain tasks and a growing
As the
availability of remittance capital in the rural private sector.
government's role has increased, the movement has been politicized.
Development planners, more than rural lemenis, have believed in the LDAs
and have emphasized the strengthening of the institutional capacity of CYDA.
This had led to two major problems in donor involvement with cooperatives.
First, the emphasis on institution building is viewed as a waste of money and
extraneous to the cooperative movement by many of the intended enefiaiaries.
At a time when a village needs a feeder road, water system or school, it is
comfort to know that the LDA officials have a new office building and
little
better links to CYDA. Second, donors have tried to go into the field and help
the LDAs along. The lesson learned thus far is that local politics enmesh the
LDAs, which have resources to offer, and politics mire the best laid plans of
donors.
The major implication of the existing role of the LDAs is that this one
mechanism does not represent the only potential for cooperation or local
Indeed, the cooperatives ofter, function with the same local power
development.
figures as existed previously. In the last two yea's there has been a shift
from the LDA, which ended up being all things to all men and women, to
To a great extent this lessens the political nature
specialized cooperatives.
of the group and enhances the economic potential.
the nature of
A question that development plat..ers must face is
While a cooperative ethic exists, it varies from region
cooperation in Yemen.
In economic
to region and it only relates to certain kinds of activities.
This
is a nation
matters rural Yemenis have usually been fiercely independent.
a
danger
that
There
is
members.
union
not
rank-and-file
of entrepreneurs and
in promoting idealized models of cooperative behavior, the opportunity might be
missed to capitalize on the dominant emphasis in the private sector on the
individual's role in income generation. This is one country in which the
private-sector initiatives extend beyond the mere rhetoric.
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A difficulty of working in Yemen is that
1A
1 of I
4.
many observers briDg with them a stereotype of the Arab tribe. Not only is
tribalism different in Yemen than is the case with pastoral nomads elsewhero on
the poninsula, but thoro are different forms of tribalism within the country.
An important distinction to be noted is that the tribes are not necessarily a
barrier to development, but they can represent a major barrier for active
donor involvement in tribal areas.
The probl(m is not in the nature of the system. but how the system reacts
when foreigners (including the central government) become directly involved.

Tribal autonoiny is jealously guarded, so that donor activities are often seen
am attempts to erode tribal poter. There has always been a political clash

between tribe and governpaent with an uneasy truce rather than a formal peace.

Donor personnal often encounter problems because they do not understand tribal
Another difficulty is that
protocol and may offend ths honor of a tribesman.

most land is privately owmrd in tribal areas and not a subject for discussion.
Unfortunately, many projects require somo 3ort of land measurement or rights
agreement.
The major implication is that donors have a limited role to play in tribal
area',

If

the political milieu is

problematic

throughout rural Yemen,

is

it

even more so in tribal areas. The ultimate political destiny of tribal areas
is an issue that, ,iaytako years to resolvo. While the donor may provide access
to services and matorials, it im not wise to undertake a project in the shadow
of a Ah&X1z A house.
a. Much of the business and politicizing
am Inri=
zi_ n1 sfJm
5.
in Yemenri society takes place in traditional and informal settings. In rural
areas the mosque is a center for village l±fe and socializing. The rural
market has traditionally fulfilled far more than an economic role, serving as a
time for socializing,

inforoal business,

relaxation from the work routine.
influence the sanctuary town (hj,11:)

communication of important nsws and

In these areas cutside formal government
is still important for mediation in tribal

areas.

Perhaps the most important informal institution which has gained in
importance in the last decade is the daily afternoon gal chow. In Yemeni
Unfortunately, foreign personnel are not
society this is where the action Is.
able to easily adapt to this institution. A donor will often have cocktail
parties to which few Ytmeni officials show up.

have a late afternoon tea or light meal,
attend such gatherings late at night.

It

might be more appropriate to

rather than expect Yemeni officials to

While supporting the expansion of ministerial capabilities, the donor

should look for creative
introducing interventions.

on the local mosque,

ways of utilizing informal
For example,

institutions

for

a sanitation project might focus first

which has been the traditional locale for local hygiene.

would have an interest in imp'roved latrines and water supply.
The local ;
The emphasis in Islam on personal cleanliness can be built upon for Improving
sanitary habits.
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1The beat goneral source in Engish on the history of Yeomen Is Stookey (1978).
and
For information on the I
For the pre-Islamic period, see Doe (1971).
recent
For
Zaydism, see Hadolung (1965), Serjeant (1969) and Tritton (1925).
1967).
Wenner
and
(1981)
al-Saidi
(1982),
Peterson
see
history,
2

Travel accounts by Westerners are numerous, despIte difficulties of access.
See especially Ingramai (1966), Moser (1917). Niabuhr' (1792) and Scott (1942).
A survey of the travel literature can be found in Didwell (1976) and Grohmann
(1930-1934).
3

This information is taken from Steffen &J.j.
(1978:
1/41) and updated by
The number of uidts cih.ngss poriodiczaly.
YAR, CPO (1981:11).
4 Peterson (1982).
Government ministries are continually boing created, so this
needs to be periodically updated. See alro Gable (1979) and Wonnor (1978,
list

1979).
5

See chapter 7.

6

See chapter 6.

7 For

further information,

8 The

XMgg

(plural .AMq&

see Gable (1979:86-92) and Messick (1978).
institution is

described by Mensick (1978).

9

There is a sizeable literature on the subject, much of it contradictory.
See
Start with Carapico (1980), Cohen and Lewis (1980) and Samuels (1979).
also Cohen and Lewis (1979), Cohen alA.L (1981), Hebert (1981), Swanson (1981,
For Arabic sources, see
1982), Swanson and Hebert (1981) and Tutwiler (1979).

Croken (1980)
1 OHogang±jza.

and Uthman (1975).
(1982:99).

11

See Tutwiler (1979-1980).

12

See Hogan gt &1, (1982:100)

and Gow (1979).

1 3 For the best introductions on all aspects of tribalism in Yemen, see Adra

See also Dresch (1981), Dostal (1974). Varisco
(1982) and Dresch (1982).
Much of this section was drafted by Najwa
(1982c) and Varisco and Adra (1983).
Note that the term Otribs" is
Adra.
different parts of the world.
14This is

when, for example,

used differently by social scientists for

a man marries his fathers brother's daughter.

15

The term nbukh has different meanings in Arabic and does not always refer to
a tribal leader.
1 6 For

information on tribal law in Yemen, see Adra (1982),
Ghanem (1972), Meissner (1980) and Rossi (1948).
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Dresch (1981,

1982),

This may be a pro-Islamic institution in lemen (Serjeant 1980:128). See
A similar
Gerholm (1977:122-127), Dreach (1982) and Varioco (1982o:156-163).
more of a
is
tha
but
Yemen,
South
in
found
is
hayla)
institution (called
1

religious shrine.
18See chapter 5 for the rural market.

19See Gerholm (1977).
20

The most thorough study of gAt in Yemen is by Schopen (1978).
See also
Chelhod (1972), Kennedy at AL (1980), Moser (1917) and Varisco (1982a).
2 1 Haratani

and Skenfield (1980:15).
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3.

PROFILE OF THE RUVAL MAJORITY

The population of the Yemen hrab Republic is ovorwhelmingly rural,

with

less than 10 porcent of the population (1975 census) living in settlements of
more than 2000 inhabitants. The most fundamental observation about life in
rural Yemen is that it is undergoing rapid change--social, economic and
glance to the estern observer as a fairly
political. What appears at first
homogenous population of rural poor is actually a heterogeneous society witih
major regional variations in population dynamics, religious ideology, social
identity, tribal influence, access to resources, male and female roles,
education levels, nutrition and reproductive patterns. The purpose of this
chapter is to describe the sociocultural context in which rural Yemenis live
and to identify recent trends in social change. This completes the overview of
rural Yemen and sets the stage for discussion of development issues. The
differential access of rural Yemenis to resources and services will be
summarized in chapter 8.
Yemeni society, so long hidden in isolation from the West, is a mosaic.
It is essential that development planners develop an awareness of the elements
in this mosaic--those which make Yemen "unique" and those which constrain or
hold potential for development efforts. As will be described below, elements
of the social mosaic include:
--

almost total isolation of highland society from the West before 1962,

--

rural population as a productive base in subsistence agriculture,

--

integration of Islam into total fabric of social interaction and lack
of historical contact with Christian populations,

--

regional variations in religious ideology, local political mechanisms,
economic levels and migration patterns according to north and south,
urban and rural, highlands and coastal,

--

pervasiveness of hierarchial mcdel of social structure (based on
descent status and prestige) with significant regional variations in
the extent this influences actual behavior,

--

persistence of traditional
political arenas,

--

recent economic and social mobility for low-status social groups due to
opportunity for work abroad and stimulus of remittances on rural
econcay,

--

gradual emergency of non-traditional categories (military, technocrats)
in shaping government policy and social change,

--

emergence of Yemeni nationalism reinforced by national media and
drawing on traditional values,

--

differential mobility and access to resources or
opportunities between males and females.

elites
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in

contemporary

economic and

new

economic

--

growing generation gap, with younger generation becoming better
and expecting more of
educated, exposed to foreign lifestyles
development efforts.

If Yemeni society is a mosaic, how are the pieces organized? While a
number of approaches could profile the rural society, no single criterion is
sufficient. The availability of reliable data on social issues is still
limited, especially for regions that have not been studied in detail (e.g., the
It is also important to remember that social
coast and the Eastern Plateau).
gender roles are not frozen in time, but
and
groupa
categories, interest
This profile of
in the Yemeri context.
particularly
subject to rapid change,
followed by
dynamics,
population
basic
the
the rural majority begins with
The
society.
YemoT-i
contemporary
significant distinctions for understanding
planners.
development
for
chapter concludes with implications

The primary source of demographic data on the Yameni population is the
1975 census conducted by the Swiss Technical Cooperation Services in
coordinaticn with the Central Planning Organization (CPO) of the Yemeni
This effort involved census gathering, field surveys, airphoto
government.)
interpretation and data processing. The entire country could not be covered on
the ground, but specific governorates were targeted in the major environmental
Whilo not complete and not without controversy, these data represent
zones.
the base for all discussions of population dynamics in Yemen.
z&. The 1975 census shows a total population at that time of
EA020JWM gati
This is an overall
4,705,000 in a territory of 135,230 square kilometers.
population density of 35 per square kilometer, clearly making the Yemen Arab
Republic the most densely populated country on the Arabian peninsula (Table 3
Unlike her neighbors, Saudi Arabia and the PDRY, Yemen does not have an
1).
extensive unpopulated arid zone.
Estimates of the current population in the Yemen Arab Republic vary
widely. The 1981 CYDA census recorded a opulation of 7,146,341 in country and
This conflicts with the rate of
almost 1 1/2 million migrants abroad.
Most observers place the
census.
1975
the
population growth *indicatedin
million, excluding those
6.5
present population (early 1983) at between 6 and
Such discrepancies complicate analysis of the demographic data.
abroad.
Broken down by governorate, the census shows that the
JAErzAkAn.
Taiz and Ibb
major population areas are in the Southern Highlands (Table 3-2).
account for 2/5 of the total population, but represent less than 1/8 of the
land area. The least populated area is the Eastern Plateau (Marib and Bayda).
The northernmost governorate of Sa'da is also thinly populated with a density
of 13.8 per square kilometer. Women outnumber men in all governorates, except
In large part this reflects the large percentage
the coastal one of Hodeida.
in 1975 the average household size was 5.2,
Overall
abroad.
of males working
but house old size appears to be slightly larger in the Central and Northern
Highlands.
rbn AMI lbral. The population of Yemen is overwhelmingly rural. Only 11.1
percent of the population lived in settlements over 2000 inhabitants at the
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Table 3-1.

Country

--------

Inhabitants

Population Densities of Arab
Countries for 1975 (Steffen and
Blanc 1980:76)
Population
Density
(per 1:m)

Annual
Population
Growtil (")

Territory
(lMa2 )

---------------- ----------------------------------------

Algeria

16,776,000

7

Egypt

37,233,000

37

Iraq

11,124,000

Oman

3.2

2,381,741

2.2

1,001,449

26

3.3

434,924

766,000

4

3.1

212,457

PDRY

1,690,000

5



332,96C

Saudi Arabia

5,796,000

3

3.0

2,149,690

Syria

7,355,000

40

3.3

185,180

222,000

3

3.2

83,600

4,705,000

35

2.4

135,230

United Arab
Eiirates
YAR

-

*This figure is skewed, because almost all of the Egyptian population is concentrated
along the Nile.

Table 3.2

Population of the Yemen Arab
Rcpublic by Governorate, According
to the 1975 Coiisus (Steffen and Blanc 1982:77)

_Pop.ulatior.
Governorate Territory
)
(km

-----------

IrdiabitLrnts

----------

Households

Densty
( 1:1,,'

------------

1:/F

ra tio

::iber

Size

-------- ----- ------

ELLrant s
Iurnber

Density

----- -------

M1.1

of

Popu

lation
------- -------

Sanaa

20,310

831,9119

41.0

0.95

137,000

6.1

41,675

2.1

11.7

Taiz

10,420

882,063

£4.7

0. 64

178,0714

5.0

75,289

7.2

7.8

Hodeida

13,580

695,631

51.2

1.03

150,V17

11.6

35,052

2.6

4.7

Sa'da

12,810

176,606

13.8

0.90

32,595

5.4

13,692

1.1

7.1

Hajja

9,590

4113,374

43.1

0.96

77,078

5.4

20,773

2.2

4.7

lahweit

2,160

181,011

83.8

0.S6

32,220

5.6

13,339

6.2

6.8

larib

39,890

69,840

1.0

0.95

13,900

5.0

2,301

0.1

3.1

Dhamar

8,870

468,706

52.9

0.b7

88,064

5.3

33,712

3.8

6.7

Ibb

6,430

813,203

126.5

0.88

157,891

5.2

73,385

11.4

8.2

Bayda

11,170

172,973

15.5

0.82

34,166

5.1

22,431

2.0

TOTAL

135,230

4,705,336

34.8

0.91

901,904

5.2 331,649

2.5

11.4

6.5

time
with
only
with

At that time there were only three cities
of the 1975 census (Table 3.3).
populations over 50,000: Sanaa, Taiz and Hodeida, but they accounted for
6.4 percent of the total population. There is a trend for urbanization,
the population of the three main cities having doubled from 1970 to 1980.

According to the census findings (Table 3-4), only 5.3
no.
k
ia
percent of girls age 14 and under are married, but this does not match with
other studies and qualitative ethnographic data. 5 The Yemen Family Planning
Association estimated that the average rural woman marries by the age of 14.
A survey by Myntti in 1977 of a village in the north indicated that 65 percent
of women who marry do so before pube-ty. The legal code now proscribes that a
girl be 16 for marriage, but this seems to have had little impact as of yet in
Although polygamy is legal in Yemen, less than 5 percent of the
rural areas.
males had multiple wives in 1975.
In a jociety where women are dependent on men in the public sphere, being
single Ji not a viable option, except among the more educated women. Thus,
From the statistics and
only 9 small percentage of women never marry.
widows are less likely to
are
seems that women who
ethnographic evidence, it
according to the
small,
remarry than men. The percentage of divorced is
figures, but thLs is misleading. In many rural communities there Is a high
rate of divorce and remarriage, although at any one time the number of divorced
There is no social stigma attached to
(i.e., not yet remarried) is low.
divorce and the procedure is fairly simple in Islamic law.

Table 3-3.

Settlement Size

Population by Settlement Size
in the 1975 Census (Steffen and
Blanc 1982:81)

Number of Settlements

%

Number of Inhabitants

50,000+
10,000-49,999
2,000-9,999
1,000-1,999
500-9399
200-499
100-199
50-99

3
3
45
83
600
3,500
7,000
13,000

0.0
0.0
0.1
0.2
1.1
6.7
14.3
24.6

303,000
52,000
170,000
110,000
400,000
1,070,000
1,000,000
920,000

Up to 50
Total

28,000
52,234

53.0
100.U

680,000
4,705,000

42

%
6.4
1.1
3.6
2.3
8.5
22.7
21.3
19.6

14.5
100.0

Table 3-4.

PoDulation
Age Group

Population of the Ye!,en Arab Republic
AccordinL Lo ALL, Sex and Harital Status
(Steffen and Blanc 1982:91)
Uni-arried

Iarried
E1

llido.:ed

.ale Female

.LaeFemale

_

Divorced

Nale

Fenlale

Eale

Feijale

10-14

285,750

251,351

99.4

94.7

0.6

5.3

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

15-19

157,945

164,649

87.5

59.7

12.2

48.2

0.0

0.7

0.3

1.4

20-24

104,676

160,403

43.3

12.2

54.9

83.6

0.5

1.0

1.3

3.2

25-29

121,541

183,870

14.4

4.3

82.5

91.0

1.4

2.3

1.7

2.4

30-34

112,296

164,3o6

5.5

2.3

90.4

90.7

1.9

4.3

2.2

2.7

35-39

120,776

148,594

2.7

1.6

92.1

89.9

2.6

6.41

2.6

2.1

40-44

103,625

124,133

2.8

2.3

92.9

82.3

2.7

13.4

1.6

3.0

45-49

76,343

87,260

1.5

2.3

93.0

76.7

4.2

18.3

1.3

2.7

50-54

81,321

97,115

1.5

1.7

89.8

61.5

6.0

32.0

2.7

2.8

55-59

45,656

39,805

1.4

1.8

91.3

60.5

5.9

35.6

1.4

2.3

139,183

154,206

1.4

1.1

81.4

33.7

15.6

62.8

1.6

2.4

1,351,465 1,598,161

37.5

23.2

58.0

62.3

3.2

12.4

1.3

2.1

60 +

TOTAL

V.ale Female

FoJ_=

B

,UiAUA.

Nationwide,

the rate of natural population

increase is estimated at 2.4 percent per year. Rural women generally have
About one out of five of
child between 16 and 18 years of age.
their first
mortality rate was
maternal
The
year.
first
the
within
die
children
these

estimated at 10 isr thousand in 1976, but this may have declined with improved
access to health care in rural areas. Not being able to produce children is
grounds for divorce in Yemen.
The subject of family planning and contraception is controversial in

Yemen, due to some opposition from conservative religious leaders and the idea
of many Yemenis that the country would benefit from a larger population. The
Quran contains no explicit statement for or against contraception and is open
to interprotation on this issue. The Ministry of Health supports the principle
of family planning, primarily birth spacing, and works in cooperation with the
Contraceptives
Yemen Family Planning Association which was founded in 1976.
for males and females are widely available in the pharmacies and family
planning services are available in the major hospitals. A 1979 survey by
Yemeni researches found that about 13 percent of 911 women interviewed used
some form of contraceptio. 7
. 8 The most significant demographic factor in rural Yemen
PA
is the effect of male emigration for work abroad. The Swiss Team estimated
that in 1975 about 385,000 persons (mostly males) held temporary employment
outside Yemen, while another 250,000 could be characterized as long-term
emigrants outside the country. At this time the potential male labor force
Thus, migration has
(aged 10-50 years) was only 1,107,000 inside the country.
accounted for a significant amount (over one-third) of the potential male work
force overall, though the number has clearly declined recently.
Yemen has a long history of out-migration, mostly from the Southern
There was major migration through the southern port of Aden
Highlands region.
In the Isma'ili 9 area of
to East Asia, Africa and later to Europe and America.
Haraz (around the town of Manakha) Yemenis used contacts with Isma'ilis in
India to make inroads in trade with India. In the early part of this century
Most recently, Yemenis from
many Yemenis went to East Africa to work.
virtually every region have gone to neighboring oil-rich states, particularly
Saudi Arabia.
There are a number of factors which explain why so many Yemeni men work
abroad. First, it was in part due to opportunities outside Yemen and the low
economic level of rural Yemen in the past. Second, since the revolution and
civil war, combined with a serious drought, traditional agriculture declined.
Most Yemenis return home as soon as they can and many are not happy living
abroad.
Estimates of Yemeni emigration over the decade from 1970 to 1980 indicate
While the total number of Yemenis working abroad
two major trends (Table 3-5).
rose in the decade, there was a shift from long-term to zhort-term employment.
This was fostered in large part by the important role Yemeni labor has played
in nearby Saudi Arabia and the Gulf States. Within the last two years there is
growing evidence that demand for Yemeni labor abroad, especially in Saudi
Arabia, has peaked. This could have a major effect on the current inflow of
remittances, as will be discussed in chapter 5.
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Table 3-5.

Total of
- Yeinenis
ate

Abroad

Estiuaates of Emiration for the
Yei.en Arab Republic between
1970-1980 (Steffen and Blanc 1982:99)

Er.-irants
LorSe.

hort-ter.i

Short-ter. Ez:ifgrants
Active
!Ion-Active
jj-l

1970

478,000

328,000

150,000

144,000

4,000

2,000

1971

495,000

315,000

1,0,000

172,000

5,000

3,000

1972

513,000

303,000

210,000

200,000

6,000

4,000

1973

540,000

290,000

250,000

238,000

7,000

5,000

1974

580,000

2-0,000

310,000

295,000

9,000

6,000

1975

635,000

250,000

385,000

364,000

12,000

9,000

1976

700,000

230,000

470,000

4-'!E,000

13,000

9,000

1977

720,000

220,000

500,000

477,000

14,000

9,000

1978

733,000

203,000

530,000

505,000

15,000

10,000

1979

742,000

187,000

555,000

529,000

16,000

10,000

1980

750,000

175,000

575,000

548,000

17,000

10,000

Religion is a aigulficant distinction in Yemeni society due in largs part
to a superficial but pervasive dichotomy of Yemen into a Zaydi Muslim north and
a Shafi'i Muslim south. Sectarian differences are not confined to idevlogy,
ritual, or doctrine, but reflect a bundle of sociopolitical interests. On many
conflict between tho main
ritual and legal mattera, in fact, th~re is little
Muslim sects in Yemen. Crosscutting sijctarian divisions are the expansion of a
conservative ideology, most visible ir the Muslim Brotherhood, and the exposure
to progressive interpretations of Islamic lifestyle. The three sec(ts into
which Yamenis divide themselves are the Zaydi, the Shafi'i and the isma'ili.
0
Zcydi.
About half of the population considers itself
1. fnlt Z LL.j.
but
lifetime,
the
Prophet's
during
Yemen
13lam
anterod
According to tradition,
Yemen was not unified as an Islamic titate until the arrival of the Zaydi Ia
Islam with
'Zaydism, a branch of BJji
from Iraq in the tenth century.
significant differences from the ='A of Iran, has dominated the Central and
Northern Highlands of Yemen over the centuries, despite fluctuations in the
political strength of the imamate. Tae Zaydi concept of a state was an imamate
ruled by an iJnM, a religious and political leader salected from the line of
tzhe prophet's family. As a religious leader, the Jagj established a Muslim
cotimunity and fought against the p!gan and anti-Islamic elements of Yemeni
relied on military support from the
tribalism. As a political leader, the i
tribes by forming alliances. He never enjoyed absolute dictatorial powers,
however, and at times competing ±IMIm would vie for tribal support. Although
thrives.
the imamate was abolished in 1962, the sct

In the Southern Hlighlands and in large parts of the coastal
1
2.
_TZ
The
or orthodox, Islam has held sway.
region the Shafi'i sect of Bg=,
Shafi'i did not recognize an in aa, nor did they recognize a single religious
leader. Because of greater access to the coast and the crucial port of Aden,
the Shafi'i had more extensive contacts with other parts of the Arab world.
Unlike the Zaydi north, the political role of the tribes was limited. A number
of petty dynasties, particularly in medieval times, opposed the northern tribes
Indeed, the Zaydi-Shafi'i distinction represents a
and Zaydi Am1=.
sociopolitical cleavage more t *iana religious one. The Shafi'i were among the
first to emigrate extensively for work outside Yemen and were in the forefront
Since the end of the civil war in the late 1960s, the
of the 1962 revolution.
in
Sanaa has attempted to integrate Shafi'i and Zaydi in
republican government
exists.
the cabinet and policy-making, but regional competition still
g,
12 The third Islamic sect importent in Yemeni society is the
3. MMj
Isma'ili. Ismailis in Yemen do not belong to the branch of Isma'ili Islam that
recognizes the Agha Khan as spiritual leader, but rather to a small group with
links to India and Pakistan. The Isma'ills are concentrated in central Yemen,
Although they played a role in
particularly in the Manakha and Haraz region.
the days of the second Turkish occupation (1872--1918), their political power
today is limited., The IsmaYllis are active in urban commerce, particularly in
Sanaa. In contrast to previous discrimination against the Isma'ilis under the
imamate, the present government has sought to include them. Ismalilis numbered
no more than 60,000 as ot the early 1970s.

h 110212 kBob±h4. The sudden emergency of the Islamic Republic in Iran,
as well as the role of the more "fundamentalist" of the Islamic movements in
46

Egypt in the assassination of Anwar al-Sadat, have produced a great deal of
concern in the United States with what appears to be a significant new
phenomenon in the Middle East. The Muslim Brotherhood (,IWUM A]uff= 1 lJDL) is
not a sect of Islam, but a cross-cutting religious movement that stresses a
return to a stricter interpretation of Islam and often takes an anti-Western
stance. It would be a misreading of the role of Islam in contemporary society
to assume that the Brotherhood speaks for all or most Muslims. It has emerged
as a vocal and highly political movement, which is a major reason it has gained
notice in the Western media.
It is important--both for peace of mind of the average Westerner operating
in the Middle East as well as the policy maker--to understand the context of
this emergence. First, Islam--as a religion, as a civilization, as a
philosophy, as a way of life--is no more monolithic than its more Western
counterparts, Christianity and Judaism. Contemporary Islam includes an
incredible array and variety of sects, groups, movements, orientations, and
to the
a 't
beliefs that trace their intellectual origins, and their Z
principles originally enunciated by Muhammad.
Second, all Islamic movements, including the Muslim Brotherhood, are ML
In fact,
always opposed to Western methods, concepts, programs, and reforms.
the Brotherhood has been willing to accept and adapt a variety of Western
characteristics, if they are perceived as eventually helping to increase the
stature and influence of Islamic principles in public life. In the case of
Yemen, the Brotherhood began (shortly after World War II ended) to participate
in the movements to reform the imamate and bring progressive economic ideas and
The average Yemeni does not conceive of the
sociopolitical reforms to Yemen.
Brotherhood as a reactionary organization determined to destroy the various
gains of the past two decades, but, rather, as a promoter and supporter of the
foundations of these gains.

The available literature on Vtomeni society often portrays a uniformity in
the social structure. This obscures the fact that the number and nature of
social groups in Yemen vary according to the sociopolitical context, religious
affiliation, rural vs. urban, conservatives vs. progressive and migration
patterns. The two broadest differences in the social structure of Yemen are
Tribalism
that between north and south and that between highland and coastal.
evolved
has
south
the
but
north,
the
in
has been a significant political factor
African
more
to
be
r-ppears
There
as much more of a landlord-peasant situation.
study.
further
needs
influence in the coastal region, but this issue
On the most generalized level, social groups throughout traditional
southwestern Arabia can be categorized as part of a three-tiered hierarchy in
At the top
which status ranking depends on prestige of ancestry (Table 3-6).
of the social scale have been the traditional elites, who were the beat
which represent
educated and enjoyed the highest religious-prestige. The S
Muhammad.
prophet
the
of
descendants
are
the
population,
of
5
percent
about
or £iaWb were learned men of tribal ancestry, although they no longer
The k
affiliate with a particular tribal group. These groups constituted the
religious aristocracy of the Zaydi imamate and performed administrative and
juridical roles in Yemen. Their influence has been greatly eroded since the
revolution.
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Table 3-6.

Traditional Social Categories and
Groups in Yemeni Society
Rural Focus

Urban Focus

(Religious elite, descendants of the Prophet; north)

Z
High
Status

Z qA and 2M (learned officials
of tribal ancestry)
SOUTHERN SHAYKHS (Southern landlord elite)
--------------------------------

m------

mm---------

QABA&ZL (Tribes)

RA'IYIA (Southern peasants)
Middle
Status

m-------

Merchants and traders
Artisans of respected trades

------ ------------------------ ----------------------DAI KIhMN (Including
barbers, vegetable
hawkers, praise
singers, and
musicians; north)

AHL AL-AU

A LAD AL-0U.

NUQOAS

(Market groups; north and south)

Low
Status
AMI.
A

(former slaves)

(Black-skinned ethnic group working as sweepers in
urban areas and as rural agricultural laborers; not found

in Northern Highlands)
Other low-status groups

tq

The bulk of the population has always consisted of tribal and non-tribal
free citizens. The tribes were dominant in rural areas of the Central and
Northern Highlands, where they were the backbone of the agricultural labor
force. In the south and along the coast most of the citizens are "peasants,"
Although many of
either sharecroppero, small holders or livestock raisers
these people refer to themselves as "tribal," there are major differences in
terms of leadership roles, mediation procesces, defense and the role of tribal
In urban areas citizens have been largely merchants, trader's
customary law.
and respected craftsmen.
At the bottom of the social scale are various low-status serice providers
and pariahs. These are sometimes referred to as "deficientw or "weak," because
they did not carry arms and were often clients to the tribes. Low-status
occupations in traditional Yemenl society include: barbers, circumoisers,
butchers, innkeepers, praisesingers, musicians and singers, smiths, vegetable
growers, potters and a variety of market tanks. Most of these were not allowed
to own land and were locked into poverty.
It is important to stress that even within the category of low-status
groups there was differentiation of status. The least respected group is
reported to be the A dpm, a servile pariah group found mainly in the coastal
area, Southern Highlands and major cities. The AldM are oftan confused with
The available data are
other low-status, dark-skinned groups in Yemen.
fragmentary and biased to the characterization of A khA by higher-status
or any other low-status group
groups.
It would be wrong to look at the LM
as a monolithic entity frozen in time. In fact, there has been substantial
mobility of many of the low-status groups in recent years.
A listing of social categories and groups (Table 3-6) defines terms, but
Because of the
it is not in itself a pooper understanding of Yemeni society.
limited data base, planners are given the impression that there are clearly
defined social groups. This is due in part to reliance on the few published
sources and generalization to other contexts where this may not be appropriate.
The following discussion focuses on regional differences in Yemen, but it
As more ethnographic
is necessarily preliminary at this point in time.
fieldwork is completed, there is a need to update and revise the points made
below. The regions are those commonly cited in the literature, but they are
not necessarily homogenous.
1
a.13 No major ethnographic study has been conducted here, although there
are brief descriptions of a few fishing and agricultural villages. At first
glance the most apparent characteristic of the coastal region is the extent of
African influence on genetics, architecture, diet and certain customs.
Research is needed on the extent of influence, because there is a tendency to
There is no basis
look at differences from the "Arab" highlands as non-Yemeni.
in fact for such a conclusion.
All of the major social groups are represented in the Tihama, but tribes
here do not seam to have been as independent as thoso in the highlands. This
Land
area is Shafi'i and was generally opposed to the highland Zaydi imamate.

is mostly concentrated in the hands of large landowners, while most of the
Some farmers on marginal rainfed land also raise
farmers naed to sharecrop.
livestock during parts of the year. Women have a greater role in the market,
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but it

is

reported that they have a limited role in actual agricultural tasls.

This latter is a point that needs further study.
gd
& &r
KiUUAA. 1 4 The dominant feature of Yemen above the town
of Dhamar is the major political role of the tribos. Tribesmen hero are
sedentary farmers and have accesa to ownership of land and sharing of water
sources. The tribes have distinct tribal boundaries, which have long been
In the rural areas there have been three basic
vigorously defended.
who lived mainly in
and OaW,
categories. Highest status went to the J
towns protected by the tribes as neutral territory. During the time of the
administered the Islamic utate and mediated
Zaydi imamate, the Pad& and 2
The Zaydi relied heavily on alliances with certain tribes. A
tribal disputes.
, provided services to
U
number of client groups, often know n as the k
the tribes and were considered of low-status. In the urban areas the tribes
direct influence and there was a greater concern with status and
had little
and other pariahs tended to reside in cities in this region.
The A
rank.
in the more northern area.
There do not appear to have been many A
Several ethnographic studies have been conducted in this region and there
is a variety of new data on the tribes. Traditional social structure is
undergoing rapid change as there are new economic opportunities for a cross
section of the population.
JLk d. 1 5 This region has always had the highest population and
201th=
enjoys the greatest rainfall. During medieval times thore were several
dynasties in power here that contended with the Zaydis to the north. There is
a major distinction with the area to the north in terms of religious sect
(Shafi'li here) and the political role of the tribes. This ham been an area of
Consequently, people here tend to
subs&;antial out-migration for work abroad.
be the best educated and more exposed to Western lifestyles.
Thc major power brokers in the rural areas are the so-called A&LykM,
which are not in fact tribal leaders. These are large landowners and often
provide credit to others in the society. The farmers often call themselves
"tribal," but they are more peasant with a high percentage of sharecroppers.
There are
There are many low-status services providers, including the Akkoi±.
The impact of
also various groups of seasonal agricultural laborers.
remittances on rural society here has been substantial.
Z
~g1
2
. 1 6 Of all regions in Yemen, this has long been the least
populated, least blessed with resources and least studied. No ethnographic
study has yet been done here, although there is some useful data from a 19th
century traveler named Eduard Glaser. At the eastern reaches lies the desolate
Empty Quarter of the Arabian desert. There are nomadic pastoralists here, some
of which range into the desart. Host of the population is agricultural c',,
semi-nomadic. There are no major towns. Although information is scanty, there
appear to be fewer hqaUI and low-service providers here than in the highlands.
This is a region in which it is very difficult to do field research. Yet, it
is also the center of several pre-Islamic civilizations, especially the
Sabaeans.

Socal otructue £I
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It would be a mistake to assume that

the existence of status and ranking in Yemeni society necessarily results in
rigorously defined behavior patterns. Status is a relative phenomenon and
those at the lower end of the scale often have the least desire to maintain
50

The available ethnographic evidence suggests that ranking is
such a system.
more important in urban areas, where the high status of the religious elites
can be reinforced. In the rural Northern and Central Highlands the elites wore
respected, but they were not considered Obetterv than the tribes. Indeed,
these tribeemen have always been very proud of their tradition and were never
dominated by the elites. In the recent rapid oconomic change, with traditional
status in a state of flux, the rural Central Highlands have not experienced
Basic tribal values appear to have been
class conflict in the classic sense.
society. In the south and the Tihama,
rural
the
of
idealized by all segments
on the other hand, ranking is more important. Behavior of the lower status
groups is more subservient. The effects of remittances on the relation between
social groups has not yet been fully understood for the country as a whole.

The primary economic unit in all of Yemeni society is the domestic
household. This is especially the case in rural areas where subsistence
agriculture is integrated with small stock raising. This saction will consider
the household as a kinship and an economic unit, noting the divi3ion of labor
Emphasis is placed on the Central Highlands, where the
within the household.
most information is available.
First and fcremost, the household is a kinship group, either a nuclear or
extended family. There are no more than three generations depth in the
household. According to the 1975 census the average household size for Yemen
is 5.2, with slightly higher figures for the rural Central and Northern
The 1981 survey by the HAF showed an average household size between
Highlands.
Variations in size according to region are shown in Table
5 and 6 (Table 3-7).
3-8.
Disputes
The primary authority in the household is the oldest male.
rather
household
the
within
arising between family members are usually settled
privately
'rho household is the largest kinship unit that can
than in public.
own property or land in rural Yemen. The father may divide up the inheritance
during his lifetime. It is important to note that even if a nuclear family
lives separately, it still has major obligations to the larger extended family.
Table 3-7.

Average Rural Household Size in
Six Governorates (YAR, MAF 1981:18)
ar2mmit

g

Individuals Absent

T

Abroad

Dhamar
HaJja
Hodeida
Ibb
Mahweit

4.94
5.34
4.80
5.14
5.63

.30
.24
.22
.35
.27

5.24
5.61
5.02
5.49
5.90

Taiz

5.07

.30

5.37
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Table 3-8.

Number of Individuals per Household
in Six Governorates (YAR,

1

3-4

2

----

--------

2.7
3.0
2.7
3.1
3.5
3.5

Dhamar
Hajja
Hodeida
Ibb
14ahweit
Taiz

Hr

.19

8.9
9.6
11.5
9.8
9.9
10.4

33.0
32.8
38.2
34.1
35.3
32.6

5-9

MAF 1981:19)

10-14

15+

5.4
7.3
3.3
5.9
5.7
5.2

2.0
2.5
0.7
0.9
1.6
0.9

m---mm-----

48.0
44.8
43.6
46.2
44.0
47.4

The household consists of a married couple and their children (and

female spouses) up to a depth of three generations. Marriage in Yemen is a
contract between two families, rather than a "romantic" match between two
lovers. In tribal law the marriage contract includes a sizeable brideprice
(kr t)
(MI&O
judges
tribal

paid by the groom to the bride's father. This is not the formal dower
called for in Islamic law, but a customary procedure often condemned by
and government officials. This brideprice is highly inflated in rural
areas of the Central Highlands, where an average may be YR 50,000

75,000. The full cost of a wedding, whioh involves household provisions and

To many tribesmen the
three days of celebration, may run over YR 100,000.
It is only
greater value of the brideprice depicts the honor of the bride.
because of the rise in remittance wealth that such exorbitant figures have been
Poorer families who cannot afford such amounts have an incentive to
reached.
seek exchange marriages (e.g., a brother and a sister marrying a sister and
brother of another family). Uenerally, marriages within the village are not as
Marriage with a
high in brideprico as those between villages or tribal areas.
parallel cousin is the stated norm, but this is not that common.
Invariably the woman becomes part of the husband's household and usually
Only recently have rural couples
receives her duties from her mother-in-lavhad the economic opportunity to set up a nuclear household. The woman does not
legally become part of her husband's family, but retains membership in her
that of her natal family and she will receive
Her name is still
natal family.
her inheritance, not her husband. If a woman wants spending money, she will
A woman's own
often go to her father or brother rather than her husband.
In case of an argument with
mother or grandmother often helps In childbirth.
her husband, a woman will return to her natal household and her father or
In case of divorce, a woman
brothera will intercode for her with her husband.
If it is a divorce soon after marriage,
usually returns to her natal family.
all or most of the brideprice must be returned. Thus, a woman's links with
her natal family provide her with leverage in dealing with the family she
marries into.
I gJm. In rural Yemen a distinction is made between those activities and
income generated for household maintenance and income generation for personal
At marriage the husband provides the money for the bride's wardrobe and
use.
basic household items. The husband is responsible for providing the income
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Women in rural Yemen have several
needed to maintain and run the household.
ways in which they can earn their own spending money. One of these is raising
of a few chickens and eggs. Those not consumed in the household can ba sold or
exchanged within the village or local market. Women may also make baskets,
sew, carry water, or bake broad for sale. The actual purchase of foods in the
market is generally made by men, who usually make the decision on how much of
the harvest is to be saved for household use.
Household tasks are a function of gender and age, as well
lb..
of=a1
DiyL
in a household at a given time. Although there are
pool
labor
as the total
clear regional variations in the division of labor, these ara only now
beginning to be described in the literature. The following observations
characterize the highlands, with information on the coastal context included
when known:

1.

bii.Yi

xQmn

And
Z= Zaad or pce=Lg A

Dz

JQ.
jQ,=

In

recent years there has been a shift from hand-milling of grain at the household
Cooking in rural areas
to the use of community grain mills (diesel powered).
involved baking of bread in the traditional tAMM oven, preparation of sorghum
or grain porridge, occasional preparation of meat, and other dishes.
,
anm
Z=r Z= =,an
=IM= rasoogns.jb .ljtj=
2. MgM h=v JU
(MmAi&ain A2xd. ya). It is perhaps an apt metaphor
thae RAA AM.I
that the men ride and the women put the beast to sleep. Young girls and boys
will take a small flock of sheep and goats to graze on nearby fallow fields or
communal pasture. Women generally cut the alfalfa (ZjW fed to cows, help in
the harvest of sorghum stalks for fodder and collect weeds. Cattle in rural
Yemen are usually handfed, a task generally assigned to an old woman. This may
take up to three hours a day. Women usually milk the animals and churn the
butter. Men milk camels.
3.

121

ham Dzm

responlsibilitiles f=ofrewo

=d L121

.iproparaion. Brush is collected from the terraces or wasteland. Sometimes
women will travel several kilometers to obtain deadwood in a Karl bed or
isolated spot. With the decline in the availability of trees for firewood,
Women collect the bottom parts of
this activity becomes more time-consuming.
Throughout the
in the fields for use as firewood.
sorghum stalks left
highlands animal dung ia collected and shaped into fuel cakes for use in the
IMUL oven. Purchase of a truckload or camel load of firewood, as well as the
purchase of butane gas containers, is something that men do.
~ta~tal£.20 Although
J&
i
ag2-4. Mm rqj& Df women jal
the precise tasks that a woman performs vary regionally, they are very
Women universally in Yemen seem to be
important for traditional agriculture.
Women have almost no
involved in sowing, weeding, harvesting and winnowing.
role in irrigation, do not generally use draft animals or tractors, and have
role in cash cropping and marketing of produce. It would appear that
little
the role of female labor in field tasks is greatest when production is most
It is important to note that vegetables were rarely grown in rural
marginal.
Yemen; this differs from the work done by women elsewhere in developing
countries.
5.

Nomel raise small flocks at Roultri Afl hadle IUZ&

k
loa
circumcisions.

J = 11fli= ALLa

There is a ritual need for eggs and young chicks at birth and
This is an income-generating activity in that surplus chicks,
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meat and eggs can be marketed. However, it is not perceived as a full-time
activity or profeszion. Women appear to have had a minor role in the expanding
commercial production of chickens in Yemen.
&A
IgAI =2LgZ r bunfl laga
- and
za. 1A
Imu
u =nz.
6.
lower
from
soil
new
in
bring
who
Men also tend to be the ones
i&r&M XDIJA.
in the sad to a field.
.

7.

&

A

A

j

=d
fandD~

=s

In

the past this was done by camel or donkey, but now the truck is commonly used.
Women and children are only involved in transport within the local community
from house to field or market.
From about
water
ia ailx mum I at Amu=
£nr kim
8. MD na =re
the local
to
a
day
trips
the age of 8, a woman may make up to three or more
spring or well and this may be more than a kilometer away. Wator is carried in
a pail or other container on the head. In some seasons a well may dry up and
women will have to walk further. To rural women, the provision of a close and
convenient water supply is understandably a central concern. In some areas
young boys bring water by donkey.
There are no
iakajin
9. 1n Thi Z=&& hjg1i&t ygmen ha=e A minor rD" In
female merchants or traders as such. A woman may market goods locally or
purchase supplies in the local market or from a village store. Most purchases
are made by men, who far outnumber the women in most rural markets. Men are
exclusively engaged in marketing of grain crops, pulses and cash crops (coffee,
n&t). Women have a far more active role in coastal region markets. There
appears to be less of a stigma here attached to female participation in the
public sphere than in the highlands.

10.

EmIez

eafiat JIM hiDnA

R1uI.QL

W=
Af gflA Yitln t

Ahaity

Men vote for the local shaykh, who is always a male, and dominate the LDA
structure. Men also sign all documents, even acting as agents for women.
Remittance money is often sent to a male relative for the wife and children,
rather than to the woman herself.

Iihold resoonsibilities fX.Q. An aryg.
vjn al o,
11 . QL don =i
Children are expected to contribute to the household and its productive tasks.
Boys help in the fields and learn to plow with a draft animal from age 8-10.
Younger boys may be sent with the sheep and goats to nearby fields. Girls are
assigned cleaning and cooking tasks, as well as helping to fetch water, from
age 8-10. By the time a girl reaches puberty, she will be able to run the day
to-day activities of the household.

12.

I&IL husehAol

na 92Att

ranzibmta ±& .JJ

bi

r abilit.

2f tik

An

old woman will often feed the cows and take care of the chickens. Old women
also act an midwives and offer health advice to younger women in the household.
Old men and women may sit in the fields near harvest time tn scare away the
birds. Old men will help with tasks in the fields that they can handle, such
as weeding.

13.

_Th ir_

a

U s a m n at task a uitll dege n = .Um h

m

l

Bize t lam

9L
ofn21PtiQD
S £ I& wmen and
fl
tta
lab r D92L In a household where one
or more men have migrated for work abroad, other male relatives or women must
often do their work in the fields. If there is a high percentage of women in
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the household, a woman may have fewer individual household tasks and more
outside the home in the fields. Among the elites a servant may be hired and
large landlords will hire day laborers or rent out land to sharecroppers.

22
Throughout the Arab world there is a dramatic separation of men and women
in the public sphere. This is most often symbolized by the image of an Arab
woman shrouded behind a veil. Westerners often view the veil, which is more of
an urban and high-status phenomenon, as a symbol of female ouppression, but
Indeed, the veil represents a
this is not a view shared by most rural women.
context. Compared to
cultural
existing
the
in
mobility
vehicle for female
of movement and voice
freedom
greater
far
a
have
Saudi Arabia, women in Yemen
the role of women
explain
not
does
veil
a
of
The mere presence
in decisions.
in the society.
The purpose of this section is to explain the nature of female roles in
Yemeni society. Only by understanding variations in the actual status and
roles of women can a development planner consider culturally-attuned ways of
"improving" the quality of life for women in rural Yemen. It is not enough to
design a project which on paper can benefit women, for women in rural Yemen
live in a radically different context than most planners and than many other
developing countries. The following points illustrate the context:
There is a significant difference between
1.
Iyr
1. Urban Rw m
economic
urban and rural women in terms of restrictions on female mobility,
since
distinction,
class
a
is
roles and status. To a large extent this
concern
to
wealthier and higher status women are urban in focus, have less need
themselves with household affairs and economic pursuits, generally have a fair
amount of leisure time, have greater educational opportunities and are in the
best position to enter the emerging modern work force of the cities. Poorer
women, even in the cities, have more drudgery in their life and are more active
in the market. Low-status women may work as servants or provide services for
the wealthy.
Rural women, especially those involved in subsistence agriculture, have
household duties plus tasks in production. In this sense, rural women have a
greater economic role in that they participate in putting bread on the table
and may have ways of small income generation. Rural women tend to have greater
mobility and greater freedom in speaking with men. Women may wear a short-face
veil (i1thm) while working in the fields, but almost never the full-length
unless visiting in the city or town.
veil (Chaf)
Although there have been several ethnographic
yin
riin
g
2.
significant gaps in understanding
accounts of women in Yemen, there are still
regional variations, particularly for the coastal region. It is clear that
there has been African influence over the centuries in the coastal region and
this may account for the fact that women here have greater mobility and more of
a role in the market. From the available data, it appears that women in the

Tihama have less of a role in agricultural field tasks than in the highlands.
3.

Tribal An

on-

l.

In tribal areas women make a substantial

contribution to the rural economy, but they have little or no visibility in the
dominant political institutions. Only men elect tribal leaders, who are always
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male. Women were neller part of war groups, nor did they usually function as
mediators. No religious officials are female and women had no access to local
mosques in come rural areas. It is considered shameful for a tribal moman to
work for wages (Le , on a continuing basis), although women are involved in
seasonal agricultu'al labor.
Women of the L%w-status service groups sometimes perform as musicians,
singers or healers in rural Yemen. There tends to be more mobility and less
veiling of women in low-status groups. In the endogamous rural society of most
of the highlands there is little marriage of tribesmen to low-status, non
and the learned glad
There is, however, marriage between L
tribal women.
and ZLqg groups, but this is not that common.
A girl begins household tasks at an early age in
4.
AS&. And 2araL.
preparation for marriage. She is not usually veiled in rural areas until she
reaches puberty, and this is the 1.t
or short veil. Young boys help in the
fields and learn to plow from about the age of 10. Widows and old women have a
great deal of mobility and freedom of expression. They often act as midwives
or assist in traditional medical care.
Although women have substantial tasks in the household and
5. E20mla Tk
farming, they do not appear to be the major decision-makers over the household
budget. This situation has changed with the impact of remittances. Women do
inherit, and this is a source of personal wealth. Women can gain income from a
number of rural tasks, including sale of fodder or certain vegetables, sale of
eggs or chicks, basketry, sawing, mat-making and provision of services
(healing, singing, and so on). Unfortunately, none of these tasks would ba
sufficient for income and the woman is always dependent on male relatives for
her economic security. The major new professional opportunities are in th
city. At present there appears to be little
chance of rural girls becoming
teachers, secretaries or university students. With the decline in subsistence
agriculture and switch to cash cropping, women may have less of an economic
role, although the total household budget may be increased.
6. PoliPt
eower. Yemeni society is male-dominated in terms of existing
institutions. Women play no visible role in local, rural politics. However,
women are now beginning to enter government service, even if not at the highest
levels.
In public a rural woman is dependent on male brokers--often
relatives--even if she owns land or has wealth. Remittances, for example, come
back to a male agent or relative.
It is unclear from the literature what is
the indirec' and informal power which women have in Yeueni society.
7. Changing
n raYm.
The fact that a woman is wearing a
veil does not indicate what she thinks about her role in society. In the past
two decades there has been considerable change in Yemen following a revolution,
civil war, opening of the country to the West and increased emigration of males
for work abroad.
As rural men go abroad for work and then return, they are exposed to now
ideas--progressive and conservative--that women are not. This may result in a
gradual alienation of man and wife as expectations change. As men become
educated and their wives remain uneducated, there is less that a man and wife
can share in common. As there are fewer opportunities for women to work in the
public sphere or local community, the alienation of rural men and women becomes
greater.
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A major impact has been increased mobility in the rural arean and between
villages and cities. A rural woman may go to town or city for medical services
or ahoppirg, whon a decade ago she barely left her local commity. The media
now provide women with nev ideas and exposure to foreign lifectyles (both Arab
and Western). Imagine a tribal woman, having finished shaping a few dung
cakes, sitting down for a. few minutes to watch an Egyptian soap opera set in
bustling Cairo or a commercia for a Moulinex blend.qr, The cultural shock may
be every bit as great as that of a Westerner first thrust into Yemoni society.
The lot of rural Yemen has long been one of drudgery over L short life
span. Rural women now are seeking escape from this drudgery and often idealize
Many think it would be nice to sit in
the situation of the rich, urban woman.
a large house, be able to order servants around, have money to spend on clothes
and have more time for leisure and visiting. Ironically, country girls are
just as educated urban gIrls are
beginning to wear the urban veil (C
seeking to emerge from under the veil. Few of the frustrations of urban women,
even those in the wealthier households, are understood or appreciated by rural
women.

£md Yfl
Age is an important
individuals and a group,
3-9, over one-third of
census, life expectancy
females.
Only 2 percent

distinction in Yemeni society, where the elderly, as
are traditionally afforded respect. As noted in Table
According to the 1975
the population is under 10.
at birth for males was 35.7 years and 38.3 years for
of the population reaches the age of 70.

Age figures in the division of household labor, restrictions on mobility
and attitudes. Children are given a great deal of responsibility in the
household and agriculturo from the age of 8-10. The elderly perform less
arduous tasks and there is no retirement age. The elderly tend to have more
authority and greater freedom of expression.
Recent socioeconomic change in rural Yemen has stimulated the potential
for a generation gap. The young have better eduetional opportunities and more
options on the job market than their elders. A farmer's son may no longer be a
This is a radical
farmer and a butcher's son may no longer be a butcher.
change in Yemen. A trend of direct relevance to development planners is the
Many of the elderly
) and old man ( hly.a.
growing gap between youth (
feel threatened by change and the young feel frustrated at traditional
barriers. A relevant example is the experience of American Save the Children
In early 1978 both old
in an Integrated Rural Development Project in Mahweit.
and young of Mahweit welcomed the prospects of a development program in their
Within two years, however, the American
relatively ignored governorate.
The youth
project personnel became enmeshed in local political competition.
received a youth center, but expected more than tha project could provide.
Local elderly objected to the emphasis on training local girls as nutrition
workers. Even though young and old were often at odds with each other, they
both reacted negatively (though for different reasons) to the way in which the
project was implemented. The major problem was the difficulty of reading the
local political climate in a remote area not used to foreigners.
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Table 3-9.

Age Distribution In the Yenen Arab Republic

According to the 1975 Census (Steffen and Blanc
1982:89)
Total Population
- -----------------Class

Age

4
0
9
5
14
10
19
15
24
20
29
25
34
30
39
35
44
40
49
45
55
50
59
55
64
60
65
69
714
70
79
75
80 & +
Age unknown
TOTAL

It

Hales
------------------

Number

%

Number

%

772,000
807,000
538,000
358,000
296,000
283,000
270,000
255,000
277,000
190,000
154,000
122,000
93,000
68,000
46,000
27,000
21,000
178,000

17.1
17.8
11.9
7.9
6.5
6.2
6.0
5.6
5.0
4.2
3.4
2.7
2.4
1.5
1.0
0.6
0.5

387,000
118,000
286,000
158,000
116,000
116,000
116,000
115,000
104,000
- 86,000
70,000
57,000
145,000
33,000
23,000
14,000
11,000
88,000

17.9
19.4
13.3
7.3
5.4
5.4
5.4
5.3
4.8
4.o
3.2
2.6
2.1
1.5
1.1
0.6
0.5

4,705,000

100.0

2,243,000

100.0

-

-

Females
---------------..Number
385,000
389,000
252,000
200,000
180,000
167,000
154,000
140,000
123,000
104,000
84,000
65,000
48,000
35,000
23,000
13,000
10,000
90,000
2,462,000

%
16.2
16.4
10.6
8.4
7.6
7.0
6.5
5.9
5.2
1.5
3.5
2.7
2.1
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.4
100.0

is not a case of the old being conservative and the young progressive.

The Muslim Brotherhood has a large following among youth. Indeed, the young
are often crt;ical of traditional Yemeni religious practices, uhich are not as
An old judge (DAU)
strict as those in Saudi Arabia and among the Brotherhood.
The young also have greater
will be more flexible than a young Brother.
They
expectations, not having lived through the "depression" of the imamate.
foreign
or
the
government
that
expectations
have
and
often
change
expect rapid
donors cannot meet in rural Yemen.

lklot

Aeatetic

No survey of the rural majority would be complete without a brief
consideration of the creativity and wealth of folklore in rural Yemeni society.
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Traditionally, the artistic, rural crafts have not been an economic pursuit,
Clothing style, architecture
but rather for household or community purposes.
and designs in rural Yemen are not as intricate or sophisticated as those in
urban areas. Pots and baskets have a primary functional. purpose, although
recently there haa developed a tourist trade in these items.
There are a number of ways in which folk art is thriving in rural Yemen.
Great attention is paid to metal doors and wooden doors on buildings. Metal
doors are often brightly painted and have a variety of designs. Automobiles
are decorated inside with clothp designs and small objects.
Cultural expression is most dominant in the arts and skills of language,
There are "illiterate" country poets famous throughout Yemen.
music and dance.
Even farmers who have received no formal education often know parts of the
In tribal areas poetry is a major
Quran or have memorized poetry and proverbs.
form of expression in tribal affairs, particularly dispute settlement. One of
the most enjoyable parts of television programming to Yemenis is the poetry
music is generally performed
reading. Apart from playing of the guitar (nd),
by low-status groups, but it is an important part of weddings and other
celebrations. Throughout Yemen there is a great emphaszi on the dance. In
tribal areas there is a form of dance (called JkrW performed by men with the
dagger (Jk±b£3&) and with great tribal significance.
The sciences have always been an urban phenomenon, although you find
learned religious men in rural areas. Farmers often have sophisticated methods
of telling time, as in the case of the star calendar used for telling seasons
to plant and harvest crops. There are traditional healers who pass on lore
over the generations. Great creativity is expressed in naming of local plants
and animals.

Yemen has undergone a dramatic awakening in only two decades after
centuries of relative isolation. Rapid economic changes in the rural areas
Against the backdrop of
have had an impact on social practices and attitudes.
the preceding section*, several major trends can be identified.
m±2J.t
While Yemenis in the south sometimes migrated through
1. I
Aden for work abroad, it has only been the last decade or so in which there has
been substantial migration for short-term work in the oil-boom economies of
Saudi Arabia and the Gulf States. Although Yemen thus far has not been found
to have oil resoqrces, it benefits indirectly from Arab oil wealth in the
region. Yemeniri receive highly inflated wages abroad for unskilled and semi
skilled labor and this money is remitted back into the rural Yemeni economy.
One iiapact of remittances is increased capital at the local level for
traditional investments and expenditures (e.g., brideprice and dagger) and
local development of infrastructure. With more money to spend and improved
transportation bringing in more goods, there is a consumer mania. Almost
overnight Yemen has become a market for the latest Parisian fashions, perfume,
expensive watches, gold jewelry, small appliances, imported and processed food,
Pepsi Cola and even Pampers. While most of these are found in the urban areas,
they are also being bought by the traditional rural poor.
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Because the jobs abroad are basically unskilled, Yemenis who never had
access to money are now becoming relatively affluent. This has resulted in a
more equitable distribution of wealth in rural Yemen. A low-status butcher can
now earn more money abroad than a high-status Lay= serving as a government
official. With the high brideprice, money is distributed from families with

More mobility in a
males who migrate abroad to families with more women.
physical and economic sense is resulting in the breakdown of traditional
barriers. A low-status butcher can now use his money earned abroad to buy a
Traditional musicians and healers have
taxi or open a shop in town.
their services at a time when they are few
for
fees
the
raised
correspondingly
high..
still
is
in number but demand
Unlike most of the Middle East and
Expor In Pya.
2.
many developing countries, the modern Yamen Arab Republic region was never
Although the British controlled Aden,
occupied by a Western colonial power.
Yemen had virtually no exposure
this had little impact on the Zaydi imamate.
to Western technology and was more or less ignored in geopolitics until this
century.
Rural Yemenis have been hurled into the modern world and inundated with a
potpourri of new goods and ideas. In a few short years villages have received
a dirt track opening up wheeled transport, small electricity generators, a
variety of new consumer goods, potential farm inputs (fertilizer, tractors,
Rather than a gradual
improved seeds, insecticide3) and television.
asked to absorb many
is
being
Yemen
rural
introduction into a now lifestyle,
new and strange things instantaneously.
The most radical introduction has been the media--radio and televiaion-
linking remote rural areas with the national scene and the international
community.
Yemenis who may not know how other Arabs live in Egypt and Syria
are now seeing programs from Europe and the United States. There are some
educational programs on the media, but the main functions are newscasting and
entertainment.
In the past year there has been a burgeoning market for video
In an environment with limited
casette machines, even in rural areas.
entertainment options, constant attention is paid to television in the evening
The effect on work schedules in rural
when most village generators function.
Yemen has yet to be determined.
3. Changing rolq gf tJh A.QjLg= hm~toubald. As new economic opportunities
arise in rural and urban Yemen, there is less of a need for subsistence
agriculture. Many basic foods can be purchased in local markets, which are
shifting from distribution of local produce to marketing of national and world
market items. The effect of this is immediate on division of labor in the
household.
Traditional mechanisms of family solidarity tend to be weakened.
Young sons are understandably reluctant to have their earnings handled by their
father. As subsistence production decreases, women have less of a role in

agriculture. As schools are built, children are no longer as available for
household and productive tasks.
4.

Emfiai ng socal Zrmaj.

Traditional ranking and status are still a factor

in Yemeni society, but their importance is weakened as new social groups
emerge.
The most important emerging geoup in Yemen is the military. From a
retinue of bodyguards for the IBM, Yho had no standing army, the military has
evolved into the major political force in Yemen. It is significant that the
tank which fired the first rounds of the revolution now stands enshrined in the
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main square of the capital. The officer corps represents a now elite in Yemeni
society. Recvuits for the soldiers are taken from almost all segments of
Yeneni society.
Another emerging social group is that of the technocrats, government
workers who have been trained abroad. Young, educated Yemenia are beginning to

fill roles in an expanding central government.

Although there is still

variation within the government in terms of social background and regional
identities. there is a growing similarity of purpose for the nev technocrats.
sx The idea and ideology of Yrmen as a national
z-&
I
5. Z
state are very recent and only slowly beginning to take hold in rural areas.
Since the revolution a national military has gained in strength, national
representatives have been elected and the media show a national government at
work. Although rural !emenis, especially in tribal areas, are often suspicious
of the central government, there is a growing identification of being Yemeni
rather than a regaonal or tribal identity alone. It was Yemen aa a nation that
welcomed the Palestinians after the war in Lebanon. It was Yemen as a nation
that mourned the losses in the devastating earthquakes of late 1982. The

ultimate expression of this nationalism is a nontinuing interest for unity
between the two Yemens (YAR and PDYR), and shared antipathy toward many things
Saudi.

Numerous implications for programming and project implementation emerge
The most significant of these
from the discussion in the preceding sections.
are:

1.

Dj9ig2AI DLr M.flLa~4

I

lSmn a tion Ji..A

rogftDRIA r.arA iga&ja

Yemeni society may appear to be homogeneous to the outside
aWhile
there are crosscutting
observer (the all-Chinese-look-alike syndrome),
identity, religious
on
social
identities and competing interests based
affiliation, age, educational background, work experience abroad and political
interests. Local politics in a remote rural area can easily thwart project
implementation, as demonstrated in the failure of the Integrated Rural
Dvelopment project in Mahwelt and the difficulties in the Local Resources for
Development project in Hajja.24 The foreign donor cannot function well in a
remote rural region due to an inability to read local politics and the
difficulties of project personnel adapting to local cultural sensitivities.
=.o 2 5 Yemen has long been one of the
Jjag jmnM
in
±n
2
1
2.
reflected in official statistics.
poorest countries in the world, an is still
However, the great influx of remittances and consequent stimulus to the rural
economy have given increased economic mobility to the rural poor. Farmers in
the more marginal, rainfed areas have been quick to leave for work abroad, when
The fact that most jobs in Saudi Arabia and the Gulf
the opportunity exists.
States are for unskilled labor favors the poor and uneducated over the
traditional elites. Some low-status service providers can now demand and
receive high fees for their services. The social groups which do not seem to
have benefited substantially from remittances include the Akdam and other
traditional pariah groups. There is reported discrimination against the mixed
Yameni-African population.
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In the past there wore few
P=
at
3. 2 M d 2
rural occupations outside of agriculture thtt were deemed respectable in rural

Yemen.

Butchers and musicians,

sometimes considered uncleav.

for example,

were held in low esteem and

Tribal farmers cultivated grain and some cash

crops, but they attached a stigma to cultivation and marketing of fresh
and Jews grew vegetables for
A low-status group (Z t h)
vegetables.
marketirn.g. In the past decade, however, traditional distain is breking down.
Tribesmen are growing marketable vegetables (tomatoes, potatoes, okra) and
shopkeepers, taxi drivers). There is an
few technical ekill
but there are still

launching on new careers (mechanics,
active private sector in rural Yemen,
among the rural population.

Foreign donors in Yemen often
lLD.
2±X"Y
la r
4. JZ~nW 221 A 12I
misunderstand the integrative nature of Islam in Yemeni society and
underestimate the potential that exists for building on principles of Islamic
law and customs. The fundamental point is that there is no concept of
religious vs. secular as has developed in the West. By distinguishing

"religious" from "secular" concerns, donors may be perceived as anti-Islamic
and inadvertently may antagonize the local population. For example, a donor
may express interest in providing sanitation facilitiee in a youth center, but
reffuo to do so in the local mosque. Yet, in a rural village the mosque may
well be a locale where the local residents are anxious to have latrinos,
showers and watear taps.

Why should the donor avoid improving the sanitation of

the facility that is most commonly used for personal hygiene?
Numerous aspects of Islam can be built upon for improved project design

and implementation.

Islam's emphasis on personal cleanlineas,

aa demanded by

the ablutions for prayer, is a ready starting point for improving community
sanitation and health. Similarly, there are principles of resource use in

Islam regarding conservation and non-pollution of water.

These must not be

seen as "religious" issues, because Islam is integrated into the fabric of
social interaction.
Despite recent experiences in the Mihweit project,

the mission should not

view conservative religious movements such as the Muslim Brotherhood as
necessarily opposed to development. In most rural areas of Yemen religious
ideology is fairly flexible and Yemenis are eager for development. The crucial
problem is an expectation of what development involves.
Given the sensitivities concerning
xmm
IrmpcaIx=.n
5.Ia
Westerners have in dealing
the
difficulties
as
well
as
in
Yemen,
female roles
with these female roles, the best way to improve the life of rural women is =i2
to target them as a distinct disadvantaged group. Making women an "issue" in
development will create tension in a rural context and not be understood by the
women to be benefited. It is important to observe that rural Yemeni women do
If women have
not perceive of themselves as a distinct interest group.
drudgery in their lives, it is because of the conditions of rural life and not
because men are thought to be suppressing them.
A certain amount of creativity is required to improve the working
conditions of women without attempting to force change in the nature of male
This is especially the case in attempting income
female interaction.
generating projects at the local level. In some cases women are not interested
In other cases
in new jobs and going upstream against traditional attitudes.
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women have too many demands on their tima in household and productive tanks to
participate in experimental programs and supplemental income generation.
For the foreign donor, the best approach is to foster an improved health
and working environment for women. An agricultural project, for 6xamplo, could
be a vehicle for introducing improved types of fodder (women generally collect
or cut fodder) or improved agricultural tools or food processing devices (grain
Through a health project the traditional rural
mills, threahers, vinnowers).
kitchen could be improved by labor-saving devices, improved ovens, better6
so on.2
lighting and ventilation, more sanitary washing of utensils, and
regions)
appropriate
in
Provisions of alternative energy supply (e.g., solar
could liberate women from looking for scarce fuel resources.
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Notos to Chapter 3
1The major document is Steffen it ii. (1978), which includes much of the census
data, analysis and saps. Each year the CPO puts out a Statistical Yearbook.
CYDA conducted a survey of the population in 1981.
2 yAR.

CPO (1981:33).

3See Tables 3-7 and 3-8 below.
4See below under section on domestic household.
5 Adra

(1982), Wyatti (1979), UNFPA (1980).

6 Yemen

Family Planning Association (1979).

71=s.
8 For

a study on the impact of migration at the local level, see Swanson (1979).

See also Steffen and Blanc (1982), and Socknat and Sinclair (1978).
9 See

below under religious ideology.

See also Gerholm (1979).

1 0 For

a summary of Zaydi religion, see Sorjeant (1969), Strothmann (1928), or
The history of the imamate is described in Stookey (1978) and
Hadelung (1965).
Tritton (1925).
1 1 There

is

no general summary of Shafi'i Yemen.

See Maktari (1971)

for a

discussion of legil issues.
12

See Gerholm (1977).

1 3 Ethnographic

data are limited, but see Bornstein (March, 1972), Fayein
and various xAi
Hebert (1981), Steffen &t al. (1978:11/81-115),
(1973),
A master's thesis on village life is
development reports for the Tihama.
available in Arabic (al-Hurwi, 1981).
14For the Northern Highlands, se Kuczynski (1977) and the forthcoming work of
For the Central Highlands, see Adra
Shelagh Weir (Univeratty of London).
(1981, 1982), Chelb . (1970, 1971), Gerholm (1977, 1979), Dorsky (1981), Dresch
(1981, 1982), Munch: (1981), Stevenson (1981), Swanson (1981, 1982), Tutwiler
Work in progress
(1979-1980), Varisco (1982c) and Varisco and Adra (1983).
include3 ethnographic study by Steven Caton (Chicago), Jeffrey Meissner
(Columbia University), Charles Swagman (UCLA) and Richard Tutwiler (Suny,
Binghamton).
15

Ethnographic data are available in Meister (1974), Messick (1978), Myatti
(1978, 1979, forthcoming) and Swanson (1979a, b). Work is under way by Mary
Hebert (Harvard) and Dolores Walters (NYU).
16Valuable information is

Glaser (1913).
17 See

provided on this region for the 19th century by

See also Steffen &t Al. (1978:11/113-126).

Varisco and Adra (1983).
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1 8 For

a description of the household, see the basic ethnographic studies,
especially Tutwiler and Carapico (1981).
1 9 See

Adra (1982,

2 0 See

Hogan

2 1 Se

Carapico and Hart (1977:1-3).

Chalhod (1973),
1.aA.(1982:74-75)

and Dorsky (1981).
and Hyntti (1978,

1979).

2 2 Studies

1982), Carapico and Hart (1977),
of rural women include Adra (1981,
Ansell (1978), Mundy (1979) and Myntti (1978, 1979). Urban women have been
studied by Dorsky (1981) and Makhlouf (1979).
2 3 For

architecture, see Costa and Viacario (1977) and Steffent.a

. (1978).

For poetry, see the
For clothing style, see Wilkerson-Karpowicz (1982).
upcoming dissertation of Steven Caton (Chicago). For dance and music, see Adra
For the star calendar, see Varisco (1982c).
(1982).
24For the project in Mahwelt, see Rassam and Benedict (1980).
in HajJa, see Crosby (1982).
2 5 For

For the project

differential access to resources, see Chapter 8.

26See the recommendations in Bornstein (April, 1972:12) and Myntti (1978).
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PART III
DEVELOP14ET ISSUES
The preceding sections have provided an overview of the ecological,
institutional and sociocultural setting for development in the Yemen Arab
Republic. This part will focus on specific development issues in the rural
sector. In Chapter 4 land and water resources aro discussed, including

principles of resource use and sociocultural conatraints on resource
development.

The issue of rurgi

productivity,

impact of remittances, is covered in Chapter 5.

especially agriculture and the

Health, nutrition and hygiene

A brief discussion of education is
in rural Yemen are the focus of Chapter 6.
up the development issues, a
in
summing
7.
Finally,
provided in chapter
chapter is devoted to the differential access to resources and services in
rural area. In each chapter development implications are set forth.

4.

LAND AND WATER RESOURCES

One of the major concerns of development in the Yemen Arab Republic is
efficient use of land and water resources. 1
A substantial part of the
government bud et, for example, has been targeted at exploitation of the

coastal m

.2

This chapter will foctus on the sociocultural aspects of

resource use in traditional Yemen, especially constraints and potential for
resource development.
Very few quantitative data are available on rural water
allocation and land tenure. In many parts of Yemen these are sensitive issues
that are difficult to research. Complicating development efforts is the
extreme variability in use rights for Yemen as a whole and the present lack of
a national water policy.

Allocation of land and water in Yemen results from a dynamic interplay

between formal Islamic law (zbdr/la) and customary law QUwf).

Islamic law is

the basis of the Yemeni government, but this does not contain a formal code of
water or land law. General resource use principles are provided and these must
be applied by judges to varying contexts.
The tendency in Yemen has been for

Islamic judges to resolve water use problems by resorting to customary
practices in a region, as long as this is not antagonistic to Islamic
principles.
level.

Thus, it

is difficult to define water use rights on a national

There are three basic principles guiding allocation of land and water in

Islamic law:
I. ALU MusAlims hare I n I
z2__M MAIM.
The prophet Muhammad is quoted as
saying that water, fire and pasture were given by God for the entire Islamic
community.
Water is perceived as a shared resource in terms of a priority of
needs. Drinking, the most fundamental need, can be denied to no one. It is
not hard to see how this principle developed in the arid, pastoral society of
the Arabian peninsula. A Muslim denied water to drink or to quench the thirst
of his mount has a right to take up arms to obtain what he needs. This concept
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of sharing is ow reason why private wells, inside a walled enclosure, may have
an outlet to the street for those passing by. Similarly, no Muslims should be
denied access to water for performance of the ablutions in prayer.
It is witU irrigation that acces3 to a shared resource must be limited.
For a water source that is more or less unlimited, such as a major river, there
is no need to limit access for irrigation. Seasonal flow in a xasL however,
is generally shared between a number of communities along the watercourse.
Thus, it is Important to reach an arrangement so that the upstream users do not
take more water than they need and consequently harm the agriculture of
downstream users. Springs are invariably defivid as communal access in Yemen.
Thoae who own nearby land share the flow from a spring, usually according to a
rottion system of definad turns. A woll dug by a man on his own property may

However, he is admonished by the prophet

be used for his own irrigation needs.

Muhammad to allow surplus water to be used by others.
Since water is shared, it
-w.
2. W UJ&
law. Yet there are
Islamic
in
(BAl)
property
disposal
cannot be considered
a person has water
when
as
such
sense,
to
a
shk
in
cases when water is owned

in a small container (jar) or digs a well on his own land. In fact, this is
not an absolute right of ownership, because the owner cannot dispose of the

water as he wishes. For example, he cannot alienate a water right from a land
as a gift, as alms, or
right in inheritance, as part of a bride's dower (iR&J,
as a bequest to the religious trust (CANf). The owner of a well must provide
water for drinking to anyone who asks. Furthermore, Muhammad admonished people
To the
not to waste surplus water, but to pass it on to those who need it.
extent a man withholds water from another, said the prophet, God will withhold
his mercy on the day of judgment. Shareholders in a spring system do not own
the water; they simply have prior use rights. This principle presents a major
problem to developing user fees.
m
" In Islamic law of Yemen
R
3. R At=
(both Zaydi and Shafi'i) the water right is attached to the land right and
cannot be alienated. A water right cannot be bought or sold as such, although
a turn may be "rented"l on a daily or seasonal basis. The guiding principle is
that the amount rented be a known or fixed amount to protect the rights of
other shareholders. This linkage of land and water rights may have evolved out
of a pastoral settiZ on the peninsula.

Several basic doctrines in Islamic law associate water and land as
which is
resources. One of these is the right of pre-emption (
If, for example, a group of men build
designed to protect fellow shareholders.
a cistern and channel, the right of pre-emption guarantees that fellow
shareholders will have first rights of purchase if one man wishes to sell his
land (and thus his attached water right). This is also a principle in tribal
customary law, where it is difficult for a man to sell land outside his descent
group, because his kin have pre-emptive rights. In the past, and to a certain
extent today, this right had tended to keep ownership of land and use of water
for Irrigation at a local level, especially in tribal areas.
Another principle linking land and water is the concept of a buffer zono
) or easement around most water sources. One cannot build a well within
(ha
Similarly, one cannot block
so many meters of another well or water source.
This
a common channel.
along
travel
block
or
source
access to a shared water
1y
lifted
was
water
when
principle appears to have worked well in the past,
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hand or animal power, but it cannot effectively deal with use of hydraulic
pumps. Here is an area of groundwater usage where a national policy must be
established to build on the traditional concept of the buffer zone.

The legal classification of land in Yemen comprises what is privately
communal, or held as religious trust
owned (mulk), state-owned (±JU or Am.I,
that 70-80 percent of the
estimated
was
it
1970s
early
the
For
(waWfl.
state-owned, and 15-20
was
percent
2-3
held,
privately
was
land
cultivated
.4 Since there is no national or regional land
percent was held as W
registration, it is hard to determine percentage with any percision.
The 1981 agricultural census indicates that there are major regiinal
In the coastal governorate of Hodeida, for
variations in land tenure. 5
example, almost 80 percent of the holdings are totally owned (Table 4-1 on
following page). A survey by ECWA shows that only 26 percent of the farmers in
the coastal region are full-owners. 6 This agrees with the observation that
land tends to be concentrated in the hands of a few large landowners in the
coastal region.
Consolidated holdings are generally on irrigated land. Durinf
the 1970s a number of small farmers sold off their land after a major drought.
The same ECWA survey showed that 65 percent of farmers in the highlands are
full-owners. Parcels in the highlands tend to be smaller (Table 4-2), which
reflects the fact that they are often on narrow terraces rather than the broad
fields found in the Tihama.

Table 4-2.

Distribution of Agricultural Holdings
by Size in Six Governorates (YAR, HAF
1981:21)

Size

Less than 0.25
0.25-0.50
0.50-0.75
0.75-1.0
1.0-2.0
2.0-3.0
3.0-4.0
4.0-5.0
5.0-10.0
10.0-20.0
20.0-50.0
50.0-100.0
100.0-200.0

TOTAL %

27.6
23.0
12.9
9.0
15.0
4.1
2.6
0.8
2.7
1.4
0.3
-

100.0%

17.9
19.9
9.9
8.1
15.1
6.8
5.8
3.3
7.6
3.4
2.0

5.9
2.8
1.4
3.6
17.3
17.3
10.1
10.8
18.5
8.2
3.4

0.1
0.1

0.2
0.5

100.0%

100.0%
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15.4
33.9
16.2
17.1
8.0
7.0
1.1
0.4
0.5
0.4
-

10.7
19.7
21.2
13.1
20.4
9.1
3.1
0.1
2.6
-

-



-

-

100.0%

40.7
19.2
7.9
9.1
10.6
3.6
3.3
0.9
2.1
2.6

100.0%

-

100.0%

Table 4-1.

Land Tenure in Six Governorates
(MAR. MAF 1981:26)

% of Holdings in
Type of Tenure
Governorates:
----------------------Dhamar
Hajja

Hodeida

Ibb

Mahwelt

Taiz

Totally owned

39.5

65.1

79.3

56.8

47.8

71.9

Owns at least

29.5

15.0

6.6

11.8

17.5

12.1

13.2

7.3

5.6

10.7

13.3

5.9

No owned land

0.3

0.5

0.9

1.9

-

0.2

Totally share-

11.7

11.4

6.9

17.1

21.4

9.4

Rented

-

0.1

-

0.4

-

0.2

Totally wa2.f

0.8

0.6

0.7

0.8

-

0.3

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

50% of land

Owns less than
50% of land

cropped

TOTAL

100.0%

100.0%

100.0

Most state land appears to be found in the coastal region, including a
after the rovlution. This land
large amount of land u nfiscated from the J
is a prime target for government-initiated development projects such as the
land tends to be
USAID supplied Jaroubah farm along Wadi Surdud. R
concentrated near large cities, especially in the south. There is no communal
agricultural land in Yemen, but villages often have communal grazing rights on
nearby land.
The subsistence farmer avoids risk by having several small
ui. FxraQntat=o.
Land
parcels spread out over an area rather than a consolidated holding.
the
where
inheritance,
Islamic
of
nature
the
from
results
also
fragmentation
census
agricultural
1981
The
land is divided up between the beneficiaries.
clearly shows that there are fewer parcels per holding in the coastal i-agion
(an average of 2.7 for Hodeida) than in the highlands (an average of 6.8 for
In part this reflects the fact that the parcels are
Dhamar) (Table 4-3).
smaller on the highland terraces than in the Tihama. In the governorate of
Hodeida, for example, less than 6 percent of the holdings are less than 0.25
ha, while in highland Dhamar some 27.6 percent of the holdings are 2ess than
0.25 ha (Table 4-2). The fact that the parcels are spread out across an area
in the highlands, coupled with the prevalence of narrow terraces, makes it
difficult to introduce tractors and other large-scale mechanization. The
greater the fragmentation, the greater the need for unskilled labor, which is
in low supply in rural Yemen today.

Table 4-3.

Fragmentation of Holdings in Six

Governorates (YAR,
Number of Parcels

frcenjagj

MAF 1981:24)

GoveroMent

Hal-S

M

Mahwit

2r E±ng

Dhama

1
2-3
4-5
6-9
10-19
20 +

3.8
24.2

Total

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

6.8

3.8

2.7

3.7

2.9

Average Number

27.0
24.4
17.1
3.5

la=

20.0
39.5
22.0
11.6
6.9

34.4
45.9
12.4
5.5
1.8

19.2
44.6
18.5
15.0
2.7

24.4
44.0
8.6
1.3

20.9
40.4
19.5
13.2
6.0

-

-

-

-

-

per Holding
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21.7

100.0
4.0

8
According to Islamic law, inheritance is divided among the
n.
children according to a fixed formula. For example, if a man with two sons and
one daughter dies the inheritance shares of his total property may be one
third to ons son, one-third to the next son, one-sixth to the daughter and one
The female receives half the inheritance of the male,
sixth to the wife.
because of the fact that the male is ienerally the breadwinner and a female can
Women can anv4 do own land in
expect support from her brothers or her husband.
Islamic law, but in some tribal areas this right has been de ted in the past.
Since a woman cannot easily work the land, there is pressure for her to take
A
the inheritance share in some other form of property (such as in the house).
late
until
postponed
be
to
custom in some cases is for the inheritance division
in the life of the inheritors. In this way a woman, for example, maintains a
strong link with her natal family and may be able to have her sons deal with
her brothers when the inheritance is finally aettled.

Data on the number of sharecroppers are difficult to obtain.
..
The 1981 &gricultural census indicates that the number of holdings which are
totally sharecropped range from 6.9 percent of the total holdirgs in Hodeida to
21.4 percent in the isolated highland governorate of IMahweit (Table 4-1).
While there does not appear to be a large landless peasantry, it has beon
estimated that most farmers rent land even when they also own land. This
figure is as high as 90 percent in the Tihama 9 and has been estimated at 60
percent for the Central Highland area near Manakha. 1 0 It should be noted that
land used for cultivation must be rented Iand this may represent under
all y
10 percent of the total amount of cultivated land.
Land leased for agriculture varies in rental from region to region,
depending on the nature of the water source, crops cultivated, farm size, labor
supply and who pays the production tax (7&kt). On a general level, the
coastal farmer receives between one-third and one-half of the harvest, while
the highland farmer receives from 50 to 80 percent of the harvest. The tenant
provides almost all inputs. On state land in the Tihama a fixed sum of money
may be charged for irrigation water, which must be figured into the rental
agreement.
In the Central Highland valley of al-Ahjur, as an exam,,e of variation
within a specific locale, the tenant receives 75 percent of the harvest for
sorghum, wheat or maize on irrigated land. 1 2 The tenant provides all labor and
supplies and pays the production tax of 10 percent. For barley on rainfed
For cash crops such as
land, the tenant receives aeven-eights of the harvest.
coffee or =j the tenant receives two-thirds. Farmers note that rental is
cheaper today than it was in the days of the .±aam, when there was greater
demand for sharecropping and surplus rural labor.
The impact of remittances has been substantial on the value of land. Land
is a traditional investment in rural Yemen and one that ruzal Yemenis desire
Unfortunately, statistical data on land pricing
when they have the capital.
13
While the value of marginal rainfed land has not climbed
are not comrnon.
there have been dramati.c increases in the price of irrigated
significan' !y,
land (inuluding that for a new well). Remittance capital also allows small
landowners to retain what they own, with leass land available for sale.
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Throughout Yemen water has always been a critical need for anriculV,,re,
although dry farming is

widely practiced.

Settlements were located near a

source of domestio water supply, often a spring in the highlands. The dominant
and Springs haa long been for irrigation. In the highlands
use of the X

generations of Yemeni farmers built up an extensive system of terraces to
utilize both spring flow and slope runoff. In the coastal region, until the
introduction of hydraulic pumps,

t

rrigation focused on exploitation of the

seasonal floods in the major X
is

A useful way of understanding traditional strategies of water resource use
In Yemen the relevant water sources are seasonal
according to the source.

floods, perennial spring flow, wells and runoff harvesting, aa well as direct
rainfall. As shown in Table 4-4, the vast majority of cultivated land in Yemen
Of the
is rainfed, although not all
of this may be in production at one time.

16 percent of the cultivated land irrigated, seasonal floods predominate in the

coastal governorate of Hodeida and coastal portions of Taiz and HaJja
governorates.
Springs are a highland phenomenon, while wells for irrigation
predominate in the coastal region. The northern governorate of Sa'da and the
Eastern Plateau of Bayda are the least developed in terms of irrigation. The
latter are also the most sparsely populated regions in

Table 4-4.

Yemen.

Cultivated land (ha) According to
Type of Water Source (from CPO

Statistical Year Book 1976-77:69)

Total

Rainfed
('Aqar)

Sanaa and
Mahweit
Hodeida

400,000

3741,000

235,000

102,000

Talz

250,000

220,000

Ibb

300,000

HajJa

Governorate

Seasonal Flood
(Sayl)

Perennial Springs
(Ghayl)

Well
(Bi'r)

20,000

6,000

100,000

5,000

28v000

10,000

18,000

2,000

278,000

-

20,000

2,000

130,000

115,000

10,000

5,000

Sa'da

60,000

60,000

Dhamar

100,000
10,000

91,000

-

37,000

-

-

120,000

73,000

Bayda

TOTALS

-

1,515,000 1,277,000
100.0$

8%

84.0%
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-

5,000

5%

-

4,000
3,000

45,000
3%

14 Traditionally, the most important source for irrigation
£
1. AM=
Small
in the coastal region haB been the seasonal flood or apate (mXW).
lesser
much
a
to
but
Plateau,
Eastern
the
also were exploited for floods on

during the rainy
degree in Islamic times. Floods descend the coastal y
at
in the M
placed
are
barrages
seasons of spring and late summer. Low
Fields
intervals to divert part of the flow to channels and field systems.
here are relatively flat and large, unlike the terraces in the highlands. The
, with more
value of the land is directly related to proximity to the mj

marginal fields defined as those where flood flow might not reach in a given
year. Water rather than land is the critical factor, as coastal soils are
fertile.
There are several ecological factors which constrain the traditional
exploitation of floods in Yemen:

or no flooding in a
Some years there may be little
Lon ju2=.
I xLi
Urj
, depending on the distribution of rainfall in the upper catchment. In
N
other years there may be devastating floods which destroy barrages and erode
fields. In times of water scarcity tensions develop between upstream and
Those upstream may be accused of taking
downstream communities along a N-a.
more water than they are entitled to in traditional allocation schedules. Over
the centuries there has been continual litigation and political conflict over
With no centralized authority to
the use of water along the course of a mBSU,
disputes over the long term.
water
to
resolve
difficult
very
it
was
set policy,
compromises and vary
makeshift
are
evolved
have
which
The atllocation schedules
next.
to
the
from one 1d

water AnnqjX.

HAkd S2L 2UaDleMtAi A

While seasonal floods can be

exploited for irrigation, they cannot be used for domestic water supply. This
is due both to the limited nature of the flow and the quality of the water.
Coastal villages, thus, have a need for wells or springs to supplement the
Wells may also be used to supplement irrigation of certain crops,
floods.
In the past several decades pumpwells have altered
particularly date palms.
traditional resource use in the Tihama, as well as causing depletion of coastal
aquifers.

lov . At a time when there is a dearth of unskilled
Jnta=1m
La
labor in rural areas due to substantial out-migration for work abroad,

traditional exploitation of seasonal foods is difficult to maintain.

The

construction of temporary barrages of mud and sticks requires mobilization of
times for maintenance and construction.
community labor at critical
Distribution of flood flow through the field system places a demand on laborers

at peak seasons (i.e., flood seasons). More appropriate designs for barrages
have been presented in a number of development studies, but the impact on local
labor has not been fully assessed.
2.

ZDAj±zlg

&L=&

M. 1 5

In the past,

the most important source of

irrigation in the Yemeni highlands has been perennial spring flow ( gyi).
Although the amount of spring irrigated land is small overall, it provides the
opportunity for more intensive agriculture with double cropping and greater
In most cases spring flow does not vary significantly throughout the
yields.
year, although this depends on the nature of the aquifer. The flow is
generally directed to a cistern (majil), rather than being directly applied to
the fields. This allows the farmer to collect nightflow and distribute it
during the next day. It would be very hazardous to irrigate at night on the
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turns
steeply sloped highland terraces. Also, it is easier to measure water
small,
are
Plots
spring.
flowing
from a cistern than from a continually
plots
terraced and require periodic upkeep to prevent major erosion. Irrigated
a
into
feed
springs
several
else
or
are clustered near and beneath the spring
conflict
for
potential
greater
is
In the latter case there
small watercourse.
between communities over water rights.
In highland Yemen spring flow is shared by farmers who own the nearby land
may be
in a rotation system of turns. For example, water from a cistern
of
hours
many
distributed according to defined turns in a 17-day cycle. So
defined
a
to
flow
flow or a certain percentage of the water in the cistern will
A farmer with
set of fields in a turn and this will repeat every 17 days.
of his
fragmented holdings may switch water destined for a land plot to another
the cycle
plots, so that he may have access to water at shorter intcrvals than
to "rent"
or
rotation
given
a
in
turns
exchange
It is also possible to
er A,
to
attached
are
rights
water
all
above,
a turn for cash or produce. As noted
here.
law
Islamic
in
land rights and the two cannot be alienated
While the irrigation systems are quite intricate and often extend several
kilometers, there is a need for improved on-farm ater management. Much water
Many communities are lining
is lost in transport through the dirt channels.
not
their cisterns with cement to minimize water seepage. Farmers often do
Irrigators in
know the water requirements of new crops (e.g., tomatoes).
springfed areas do not waste water on purpose and are anxious to conserve water
use, but traditional methods were deemed sufficient for the past population and
technological level.
.* A. 16 In traditional Yemen the well was operated by hand (sometimes by
3.
a low-status group) or with an animal-drawn pulley system. Wells were
primarily for domestic water supply and garden irrigation. Within the past two
decades there has been a dramatic increase in the use of hydraulic pumps.
There is an active market for private well drillers in Yemen, as well as
stimulus to new wells from the LDAs. These drillers often hire non-Yemeni
personnel with the technical skills to operate the rigs. Drillers become known
through word-of-mouth in a region. In general, the farmer or community pays
one-third of the drilling costs in advance. If the well is dry, the driller
receives no more money; otherwise the remainder is paid up.
The use of pumpwlls in Yemen has major ecological implications, as noted
in Chapter 1. There is a grave danger in some rural areas, as well as urban
areas, of overutilizing the aquifer. This is especially acute because there is
no effective body for supervision of well drilling operations. In the coastal
region salt water may intrude in certain seasons as the water table drops,
causing further problems. There is also an increasing need for urban water
supply in the highlands and this may affect aquifers currently used for
irrigation in nearby rural areas. The use of pumpwells is a problem that
cannot be handled by traditional Islamic water law, which was oriented to a far
more limited exploitation of the groundwater. However, the principle of a
buffer zone (harim) around a well could be extended to stop overuse of wells
within a locale.
17
By far the vast majority of agricultural land in
4. 2Runff h1AAZ1.
Yemen is rainfed and a small amount of this has traditionally been based on a
In the highlands it is sometimes possible to set
slope runoff harvesting.
to direct runoff into a set of fields and
slope
lines of stones along a
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channels. It is also possible to direct the runoff into a cistern, which is
8
The nature of runoff farming is an open
more common on the central plain.1
distribution system, so that rain will be channeled on high slopes at the time
Thus, a farmer will rarely be present to direct the flow.
of the storm.
Runoff systems are often located far from a village and in less accessible
places. Such a system requires effective drainage with a spillway to channel
off water that is too rauch for the field system. Lack of proper maintenance of
a set of plots can reoult in major erosion from a single storm. In the Central
Highlands there is evidence that many runoff systems have been abandoned in
recent years.
Although it is an effective way of exploiting water that will drain off a
slope and into a floodbed, runoff harvesting is not an extensive practice. A
great deal of land must be used to benefit A small amount of marginal plots.
Commuting to these plots and transporting farm inputs or produce are very
difficult on the steep mountain paths. Thus, this is an option which has
appeal in rural Yemen today.
little

There are at least six government ministries and authorities with
19
Institutional
responsibilities for water-related issues in Yemen.
considerable
is
there
and
capabilities for rural development are inadequate
the flow
addition,
In
overlap in the responsibilities of various ministries.
Some
slow.
is
of information between regions and the central ministries
entities, particularly CYDA, are deficient in personnel with technical skills
in water projects. In fact, foreign donors are largely responsible for most
water development efforts.
Those government entities with some involvement in rural water development

include the following:
1.-

.c1 Aofi aItur

J JAEI.

and

This ministry coordinates

in the coastal
study and initiatives in irrigation, primarily the major MA
region. Originally, irrigation was a responsibility of the Ministry of Public
Works, but this was shifted to Agriculture at the request of the World Bank.
There are semi-autonomous regional authorities which report directly to the
Tihama Development Authority (TDA) in the coastal
Minister of Agriculture:
region, the Southern Uplands Rural Development Utit (SURDU) for the Ibb-TaJ.zz
region.
Through its Rural Water Supply Department
n try Dr Publig Nrk LHEY1,
2.
this ministry is involved in developing village water supply. It also provides
licenses to foreign drilling companies in Yemen.
Through the Department of
H
9DmDJ.. L
d hi
XPMan =Q.
3.
Hydrology this entity is supposed to monitor water resources throughout the
country. However, it has no authority to act on water problems.
Provision of
Df
If JanDA I? alsuunln., mmociationa L.QY=h.
A
not have the
does
CYDA
LDAs.
the
of
concern
major
a
is
supply
water
village
4.

technical expertise,

but helps coordinate financing and technical help.
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The Second Five Year Plan (1981-1986) gives a high priority to irrigation
This is an activity in which
development, especially along the coastal x
region appears to be that
coastal
The
involved.
foreign donors are actively
land, water for
agricultural
in
increases
for
with the highest potential
placed on the
being
is
emphasis
major
A
ation and crop productivity.
irri
major coastal
six
construction of stamsZo and diversionary structures along the
addressed.
be
Miij&. However, there are a number of problems that need to
farm
te
on
effort being directed at water management
First, there is little
Second, the introduction of a modern irrigation system with more
level.
efficient water use will lead to conflict with existing allocation :chemes.
Third, there is an urgent need for resolution of the problem of overutilization
of existing groundwater in the coastal region.
The potential for large irrigation projects in the highlands is limited
Furthermore, this is
due to the nature of land tenure and the water aourcos.
not own a lot of
does
government
the
where
zone,
coastal
the
an area, unlike
of government
suspicious
often
are
highlands
the
in
Farmers
land.
productive
land tenure
existing
of
alterations
require
projects, particularly those which
small dams
of
construction
and
arrangements. A project exists for restoration
For the
donors.
foreign
up
by
in the highlands, but this has not been followed
present the best approach in this region appears to be the experimental,
The sensitivities of local land and water rights,
demonstration farm.
particularly in tribal areas, make it difficult for extensive foreign donor
involvement on this issue in the highlands.
A major project planned for the Eastern Plateau is restoration of ancient
agricultural prosperity, including the rebuilding of the historic Marib damn.
From a technological point of view, it is not clear that such a dam is
warranted for the most efficient use of current xadL flow. 2 0 It would appear
that construction of a major dam in this area is more one of nostalgia than
practical considerations.

I=fyAorr

ylra

The issue of lanO and water resources development is one with
environmental, technological and sociocultural parameters. The following
points relate to the sociocultural context.
There have been a number of
e im.
xat
AgLt D )
a r
1•
=i=le, but far less is known
the
coastal
along
surveys
hydrologic and land use
about the highlands and Eastern Plateau. The potential water supply for most
It is also difficult to find data on regional
of Yemen is not well known.
water allocations and land tenure. There is an acute need for data on water
pricing, as new groundwater sources are exploited by pumpwells and wLOiU are
developed. There is also a need for information on the sensitive issue of land
Yemeni government personnel, as well as donor personnel,
ownership and value.
have difficulty obtaining the statistical data needed for analysis of resources
and development initiatives.
An endemic problem in Yemen at this stage is the
Institutional iWknDm.
2.
lack of effective institutional outreach in rural areas. There are at least
six government entities with water-related responsibilities, but a present
there is no coordination of a national water policy. It is clear that there
are some major needs for monitoring and supervision of water source use at the
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national and regional levels.

Drastic reductions in local water tables

represent a major ecological and social problem. Traditional allocation
systems and land tenure practices are often wasteful, but these are issues that
approach without a national authority coordinating activities and
donors cannot
21
policy.
Traditional inheritance patterns and a risk-aversion
-am
Id
3.
The lack of concentrated
mentality result in a system of land fragmentation.

holdings makes it difficult to introduce mechanization of large-scale
irrigation methods. Farmers at present waste time in commuting between plots
and treusporting produce. There is a need for change in traditional land
tenure, especially if a shift to cash cropping is being envisionad. Such
sensitive matters must come from a national policy and cannot be addressed by
foreign donors.
There has long been a history
== A& muloZ
4. DocantrAzlld n
of conflict and litigation along major Mk= in coastal Yemen, as upstream and
downstream communities share a vital but scarce source of water. Traditional
mechanisms of dispute resolution in water and land disputes varied from region
to region, because there was no standard code in Islamic law. Today, there is
a need for a national water code to function throughout the country. This is
important for encouraging more efficient water management practices. Basic
Islamic principles can be built upon, but variations in customary law should be
understood.

rttniies. Given the current sociopolitical context in rural
5. Jonnou
region and Southern Highlands appear to be the best areas
coastal
Yemen, the
The government
for foreign donors to work on land and water-related issues.
LA=.
the
major
along
potential
has sponsored major studies of development

Government land along the wAdi can be used for experimental, demonstration
farms. Since tribalism is weak in this zone, the constraints on land reform
are perhaps

fewer and easier to cope with,

modifying traditional allocation schemes.

and a greater potential for

USAID/Sanaa could complement the

activities of other donors in this region by focusing on water management at
the farm level. However, this will require an awareness of traditional
practices rather than simply providing new technology and new methods.
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Notes to Chap"ar 4
1For the ecological aspects of resource use, see chapter 1. For further
information on the water soctor, see Barbarossa At ag (1977), Consortium for

International Development (1980),
Johnson (1980).
2 Se

relevant sections in Hogan it

AL, (1982) and

Hogan i B1. (1982, Appendix A).

3 For

a basic introduction to Yemeni water rights, see Maktari (1971) and
Varisco (1982c, forthcoming). Caponera (1973:210-216) has information on water
rights in Wadi Zabid. See also the various development reports for the coastal
4 Dequin

1976:45.

5 This

is now the basic source, but it is important to compare the data with
More complete information can be
earlier studies, particularly ECWA (1980).
found in the Arabic original, but this was not examined for this profile.
6 ECWA

(1980).

7 Carapico
8For

(1975:35).

more detailed discussion of inheritance in Yemen, see Mundy (1979, 1981).

9 Carapico

(1979:35).

10 Gerholm

(1977:62).

11 Kopp (1981:135). This figure appears to be more accurate than the 15-20
percent suggested for the early 1970s. This is an issues which required
further research.
1 2 Varisco

(1982c:255-258).

13 Swanson (1979:71) describes land prices in the Ibb area.
14 For

a description of seasonal flood irrigation in Yemen, see Maktari (1971)

and Serjeant (1964).

There are also a number of reports on the development

potential of major X&U&:

Zabid (Tesco atal. (1971-1973),

Siham (Sogreah

1978), Rira' (Makin 1977), SuFdud (Halcros and Partners 1978), and Mawr
(Mitchell at al. 1978). See also the report on Wadi Bana (Gibb and Partners
1977).
1 5 An

early discussion of highland springs flow was presented by Rossi (1953).
A detailed ethnography of spring flow allocation in a Central Highland valley
is available in Varisco (1982c).
16See Rossi (1953) and Varisco (19820:197-201) for traditional well irrigation.
For the impact of modern pumpwells, see the various development reports on the
coastal

adln.

17 SeO Varisco (1982c:209-212).
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1 8lHaratani

See potential for building oisterns to

and Skenfield (1980:12).

colleot runoff.
study of the ministries and authorities responsible for water can be found
in Merabet (1980ab).
19A

20Soo the criticism in Kopp (1981:253).
2 1See

Johnson (1980:13-16).
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5.

RURAL PRODUCTIVITY

Yemen has been known for centuries as Happy Arabia (Arabia Felix), but
Productivity in Yemen
there has not always been that much to be happy about.
has been stifled in the past on a national level because of geographical
isolation, political fragmentation and inadequate supply of water for
irrigation. The overwhelming population of the country has been agricultural-
tribal and peasant--with a subsistence orientation dependent on the domestic
household as the main unit of production.
Crafts and services have
traditionally been centered in towns and cities, as well as the network of
rural markets spread throughout tbe countryside. Trade has been local in
focus, although for a limited time Yemen was the sole exporter of coffee to the
West.
Productive strategies vary in Yemen according to both ecology, socio
politics and social status. This section will provide a brief overview of
rural productivity in terms of agriculture, livestock production, crafts,
services, trade and commerce. The two most significant influences on rural
productivity today are the impact of remittances and the production of a

Lgriure
In the past the dominant strategy in agriculture has been subsistence
based and risk adverse.
The farmer sought to obtain a crop surplus as a hedge
against future failures or political unrest, but not to sell. The average
farmer did not experiment with new crops, but cultivated those that provided
food for his family and fodder for his animals. The production of livestock in
all but the Eastern Plateau camel-nomad zone was integrated with crop
cultivation.
In the days of the Zaydi immamate and Turkish occupations there
was heavy taxation on production, sc the lot of the small farmer was at a
frozen, low level.
Farmers in irrigated areas were generally better off. The
more marginal rainfed areas necessitated a small stock emphasis to supplement
basic grain and pulse production.
In a broad sense it is possible to characterize traditional Yemeni
agriculture according to two contrasts: water availability and land tenure.
Agricultural strategy varied in terms of the farmer's access to a steady and
sufficient supply of water. The optimal situation was spring-flow irrigation
which offered a consistent supply of water and double cropping on isolated
systems of terraces in the highlands.
In these areas farmers could market
surplus, particularly fodder, to the surrounding rainfed areas. Coastal
irrigation by seasonal flood was a more tenuous enterprise because of the
unpredictable nature of flood flow. Wells were until recently mainly for small
gardens. Rainfed agric:,lture was marginal in Yemen, but the south enjoyed

greater rainfall than the north or Eastern Plateau.

Land tenure is a socio

political issue, as well as an ecological one. Private ownership of productive
land is the norm in tribal areas of the highlands, while sharecropping is more
common in the coastal region and Southern Highlands.
Ar_
u
l
Use. Of the 1,500,000 ha of cultivated land in Yemen, only
238,000 ha are irrigated (Table 4-4).
Overall crop production is highlighted
in Table 5-1.
As indicated in the 1981 agricultural census, field crops
generally account for at least three-fourths of all holdings (Table 5-2).
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Table 5-1.

CROP

Area, Yield and Production of Agricultural Crops in Yemen
for 1981 (Y.A.R. C.P.O., 1981:84-88)

YIELD Kg (ha)

AREA (he)

PRODUCTION
(metric tons)

697,000

911

635,000

Maize

34,000

1565

53,200

Wheat

66,000

1055

69,600

Barley

52,000

1040

54,100

Dry Legumes

74,000

1076

79,600

Vegetables

29,400

9912

291,400

Potatoes

11,500

12,000

138,000

7,000

455

3,500

Fruit Trees

14,500

5566

80,700

Grapes

12,500

5144

64,300

5

6,300

Sorghum and
Millet

Coffee

Dates

(1,250,000 trees)

Alfalfa

3,800

11,842

45,000

Sesame

9,900

525

5,200

Cotton

5,300

943

5,000

Tobacco

6,100

1,033

6,300
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Sorghum (Aburp) and millet (A*khn) account for 80 percent of all cereals
cultivated in Yemen. 2 Sorghum is the rural staple in the highlands, providing
grain for bread and porridge, fodder for cattle and fuel for the traditional
tag= oven. Sorghum and millet serve the same functions in the foothills and
Tihama.
Wheat and barley are generally rainfed at the higher elevations.
There appears to be a decline in wheat production, despite the available
statistics which show a rise. 3 Maize is beginning to compete with sorghum, but
it requires irrigation. Important pulses are lentils ('Adap), variousi beans,
peas ('.AW) and fenugreek (hulba).
Irrigated alfalfa (Zahd) is important for
fodder.
Although few vegetables were traditionally grown in the rural
highlands, a wider variety was available in urban gardens, particularly in the
Tihama. Tomatoes and potatoes have recently become important cash crops.
Tobacco and cotton are cash crops in the Tihama.
Two major permanent crops in the Yemeni highlands are coffee (unn)
and
Catha D
( .).
During the 16th and 17th centuries Yemen was the only
coffee-exporting country in the world.
European and American ships docked at
the port of Mocha (hence the term for Mocha coffee) for the brew that fueled
the emerging coffee houses. Yemeni coffee production was centered in the

Southern and Central highlands.

Production was based on small holdings of up

to 80 trees, although a major coffee merchant class developed.
introduction of coffee plantations in the Western colonies of Africa,
and South America, the market for Yemeni coffee dwindled. In fact,
imports coffee, especially coffee husks (from which a tea is boiled)
Africa.

With the
East Asia
Yemen now
from East

Iahngol
!y4 Traditional Yemeni agriculture relies on animal power for tillage
and leveling land and human power for tilling small highland terraces and
irrigation. In the mountainous highlands the rugged landscape had to be
terraced, creating a delicately balanced ecosystem. Failure to maintain
terraces may result in erosion of fields to which the soil has been brought by
hand over the centuries. Along the coastal region and in the central plains
broad fields can be built up.
It is in these latter regions that tractors have
a role. Thus far little
attention has been paid to more appropriate technology
(two-wheel tractors, roto-tillers, improved plow design and construction) in
highland terrace agriculture.
Attitu
. Agriculture as an occupation has long been positively valued in
Yemeni society.
It is important to note that Yemeni tribes are mostly settled
farmers and not pastoralists.
Tribesmen, however, have focused on cereal
cultivation and disdained vegetable gardening. The stigma was not attached to
the vegetable 2= A&, but rather to the cultivation of a crop that required
immediate marketing and could not be stored. The traditional attitude,
however, has undergone substantial modification in recent years with new
opportunities for cash cropping of tomatoes and potatoes. Members of the
elites sometimes participate in agriculture, but they more often live and
function in an urban context.
Service-providers in Yemen do not practice
agriculture, except for the vegetable hawker (g,
who usually lived near
a market. In the south there are many peasant share-croppers and migrant

seasonal farm laborers.

Invest.Men

Investment in traditional subsistence agriculture has been

measured in terms of time and labor, rather than capital or farm inputs.
Manure is applied to selected crops in areas where there is a prevalence of
domestic animals, and chemical fertilizer is becoming important (Table 5-3).
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Pesticides are available, even in rural areas, but information on how to safely
Equipment used has been chop and locally
apply them is not very widespread.
A high percentage rent
made, but tractors are too expensive for most farmers.
a major investment,
are
Wells
region.
coastal
the
in
especially
tractors,
and fruits.
vegetables
gAt,
as
such
crops,
cash
of
cultivation
particularly for
when he
especially
produce,
his
market
to
A farmer may purchase or hire a truck
percent
10
a
is
there
law
Under Islamic
is near a major city market.
production tax on crops, but collection seems to have been relaxed since the
revolution. A market tax is imposed on some cash crops, such as gaL.

Table 5-2.

Agricultural Holdings According to Land Use
(Y.A.R. MAF 1981:27)

IBB

MAHWEIT

TAIZ

64.8

89.0

72.0

83.2

4.3

4.4

5.7

23.3

3.9

15.1

0.2

15.6

0.8

0.4

0.1

Abandoned

6.0

21.6

14.2

1.9

1.5

Other Uses

-

1.3

1.1

2.6

2.8

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

LAND USE
Field Crops
Permanent Crops
Temporarily Fallow

DHAMAR

HAJJA

76.7

72.3

2.2

100.0

TOTAL

Table 5-3.

HOEIDAH

10.3
2.5
100.0

Use of Manure, Fertilizer and Pesticides in
Six Governorates (Y.A.R. MAF 1981:30)

Governorate

%of holdings using:
Fertilizer

Manure

Pesticides

.4

DHAMAR

77.7

17.5

HAJJA

55.5

23.5

HODEIDAH

20.0

4.0

IBB

96.8

83.5

6.5

MAHWEIT

89.5

46.1

2.6

TAIZ

94.5

48.2

4.7
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8.0

8.4

DjAU&o=. The traditional subsistence agricuitural system,
particularly in the highlands, has undergone considerable decline in the last
two decades due to the effects of a major drought, economic disruption from the
civil war and the mlgration of many in the rural work force to work abroad. As
noted in Chapter 1, many terraces arle beir! =t-:rdoned. For the governorate of
Since
HajJa 21.6 percent of the holding- z:% considered abandoned (Table 5-2).
farmers take leso care of terrace walls, the potential for erosion is greater.
Although production is clearly improving in Yemen, much more remains to be
done.

. There has boon a recent shift in Yemeni agriculture
g
u
As
With the ready availability of basic food supplies on
toward cash croppirtg.
the world market, Yemenis have Aess of a need to cultivate traditional
subsistence grains, especially since local production costs may not meet the
An improved network has
market price of imported items (e.g., wheat).
facilitated production of traditional cash crops (g and grapes) and now crops
realize tremendous profits
(tomatoes, okra, citrus). Farmers who cultivate =
and this income is returned into the community for infrastructure improvement.
cultivate subsistence grains are in a less
However, those farmers who still
viale
position with the shift to cash cropping and current inflation of the
rural economy.

Livestock

c

5

In most of Yemen livestock production has been integrated with cereal
Only in the eastern reaches of the Eamteoc Plateau was
cultivation.
Traditionally, livestock produ2tion was on a
pastoralism a major lifestyle.
limited scale, because of inadequate pasture in highland areas, poor fodder
On marginal rainfed lands farmers would
supply or difficulties in marketing.
invest in sheep and goats as capital in years of low rainfall. Disease has
always been a factor limiting production in Yemen. With recent declines in the
amount of sorghum cultivated, some highland farmers complain of inadequate
fodder supply.
Small herds of sheep and goat are common in the highlands as these are
grazed on fallow fields or communal village pasture land. The cow in Yemen is
the Zebu variety and provides daAry products while the bull is used for draft
power. Short distance transport and draft power in marginal rainfed lands are
met by the donkey, while camels were traditionally for long distance trade.
Camels, which are the most numerous in the coastal region and Eastern Plateau,
also provide dairy products. The need for camels has declined sharply with the
Traditionally, poultry
introduction of the truck in an improved road system.
ham been raised in small amounts by women for household consumption and local
marketing of burplus chicks or eggs.
The numbers of domestical animals in Yemen are listed in Table 5-4.
Almost half of the
The accu'racy of the data cannot be determined.
around
30
percent is found in
livestock population is in the coastal region and
The 1981 agricultural census indicated that 80 percent
the Southern Highlands.
of farm households iad at least one cow, 24 percent had sheep and 20 percent
owned goats. The number of heai per household in six governorates are listed
in Table 5-5.
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Table 5-4.

Population
AnImal
(Hogan Al.
al. 1982)in 1981

3.8 million
906,00O
60,000
4r,,000

Sheep and Goat
Cattle
Camel
Donkey

Table 5-5.

Governorate

M

Number of Livestock Head per Household in
Six Governorates (YAR. MAF 1981:20)
n

Donkey

9aGf

Dhamar

4.0

1.7

7.9

0.1

0.7

Hai,ja

7.7

1.4

4.8

0.1

0.7

Hodeidah

5.1

1.5

5.9

0.2

0.9

Ibb

8.6

1.3

3.0

0.04

0.4

Mahweit

4.6

1.4

2.4

0.04

o.4

Taiz

7.9

1.2

2.7

0.1

0.3
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As a result of a major drought in the late 1960s, many livestock in Yemen
died. off. There are several trends in livestock production. First, there is

the beginning of a veterinary service sponsored by the British. There is,
however, a shortage of personnel to deal with the influx of new diseases,
At
especially as more animals are brought into the country on the hoof.
been
have
j
farD
poultry
modern
Second,
present there is no quarantine service.
introduced in the private sector for egg and broiler production. At present
chicks are shipped in by air from Europe. Due to technical reasons, expansion
of poultry farms in the high Sanaa region is limited, so most production is now
Third, there is a growing market
centered in the lower south of the country.
meat and is
This is not as popular as local (
of imported frozen meat.
only available at present in cities.

Crat Ai

2rie

Although the rural population was predominantly agricultural, there were a
number of craftsmen and service providers. Those located in the village rather
than the market town traditionally included the barber, who was also a ritual
expert at weddings and circumcisions, musicians, cuppers and healers. Market
services comprised those of butchers, vegetable hawkers, smiths, tanners,
Another rural
potters, carpenters, weavers, merchants and peddlers.
occupation, although with urban connections, was that of the camel driver, who
traded over long distances.
Artisans and those who provided services were generally considered of low
atatus in tribal areas of Yemen. They had no corporate organization or guild
economic mobility so that the son
There was little
structure in rural Yemen.
had practically no eff-farm
Women
a
butcher.
of a butcher grew up to be
While women often practiced traditional
economic role in the public sphere.
crafts of basket-making and weaving, this was invariably for household use
rather than trade.
There has been a dramatic increase in opportunities for off-fbaim labor in
the past decade. In many cases, such as construction, rural wages have kept
pace with urban. Indeed, Yemen has gone from a $1 a day economy only ten years
ago to $2 an hour today. The main reason for this is the impact of remittance
Availability of cash has
income, which is reinvested at the local level.

stimulated house construction, which is widespread in rural Yemen.
Introduction of trucks has created a role for mechanics. As rural
infrastructure develops, so does the number of new opportunities. Traditional
attitudes toward low-status tasks are also changing rapidly.
The ready availability of consumer goods--many from Japan and China--has
resulted in a decline in local crafts. Imported Chinese and Japanese cloth
replaces local weaving. Plastic replaces pottery. In areas near urban
The Tourist
centers, there is a resurgence in basketry for tourists.
This is
Corporation in Sarna sells some items produced by rural craftswomen.
cortairay an area for potential as Yemeni tourism increases.
Travel is
One new service in rural Yemen is passenger transport.
which
have
invariably by car or truck and there are many group taxis
established routes from a town or village to a major city. Truck transport has
This has been
virtually replaced camels and donkeys for marketing of produce.
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stimulated in part by expansion of gA marketing.
on donkeys for transport in rural areas.

Poorer families still

rely

Throughout the Yemeni countryside is a network of local, rural
H.ArIM.
This
markets (Auga) with links to wider, regional and national markets.
on
locale,
one
network is periodic in that market day will be on Saturday in
will
site
the
week
Sunday in a nearby locale, and so on. On other days of the
be empty, as a number of merchants travel from one market to another in a
weekly sequence. In tribal areas the market and its service-providers are
protected as a neutral area. Violation of the security of the site would
probably result in the market being shifted--a dramatic act. Each local market
has an official--elected or appointed by the local power structuru--to oversee
the functioning and prevent use of false measures or price fixing.
The functions of the local market have been many. Local produce can be
redistributed between areas of surplus and need. Rural surplus, predominantly
Artisans and craftsmen are
agricultural, is exchanged for urban goods.
available, such as smiths for forging tools. Foreign goods, mainly food,
plastic, clothes and small items, are increasingly available in the rural
markets. The main obstacle is transport, since many peddlers still pack their
wares on a donkey or camel. Wholesalers are found in the towns. In a survey
of town markets in the Taiz-Turba area, 42% of the merchants had food and
general merchandise, 19% sold fruits and vegetables, others sold textiles and
stimulants. 8 The rural market is also a forum for information and social
exchange, as well as an opportunity for women to leave the house.
The role of the local market has changed dramatically in Yemen since the
Revolution, specifically:
--

shift from exchange of goods and services to cash transactions,

--

increase in role of providing imports and non-essential consumer items,

--

improved storage and transport conditions,

--

greater need to visit larger, regional markets for new services
(mechanics, etc.) and wider range of materials,

--

creation of periuanent roadside shops that make the role of the weekly
market superfluous in economic terms,

--

increasing restrictions on female mobility as more outsiders have
access to local markets, and

--

decline in number of traditional service-providers of low status, since
there are more profitable and socially acceptable options in a city or
regional center.

The prime stimulus for this change has been the impact of increased remittances
and ready capital in even the most remote areas.
very much a subsistence-oriented economy in that only 15
Yemen is still
percent of total domestic grain production passes through the market system.
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About half of local meat is marketed, but over three-fourths of local dairy
products never enter the market. Only in the case of fruits, vegetables and
fish does the bulk of domestic production appear on the market.
Oe of the striking facts about rural productivity
profit margins for the farmer are extraordina-:ily high,
5-6.

in Yemen is that the
as indicated in Table

For certain commodities, such as the cash crop of .A±, there is a highly
complex and sophisticated system of distribution. Various types of Rgt are
sorted, bundled and standardized according to ascribed quality.

The average

time from harvest of leaves to market availability is 6-8 hours in many areas.
Spoilage is a problem after 24 hours, so Zak must be purchased daily.

Table 5-6.

Profit Margins on Local Produce (percent)

(from Hogan it A, 1982)
Share of Retail Price
Retailer
Wholesaler

Commodity

Farmer

Grains

65-75

15-20

10-15

Meat

85-95

-

10-15

Grapes

45-60

10

35-40

Bananas

50-6 5

-

35-40

Vegetables

50-60

10-20

30

Rural Yemen is in the midst of a rapid change of marketing strategy, but
this has come about without governmental control of production decisions or
prices in rural markets. Because this is a free market without subsidies or
interference, there are winners and losers. During a season of glut, for
example, a farmer may not be able to match operating costs on marketable items.
Those with more
There is limited knowledge of market potential or direction.
to benefit. However, to a
capital and the necessary contacts are the first
great extent many of the traditional poor now live in relative affluence.
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IrlyfAatnmit &'9 Entrr

SY

The emergence of the entrepreneur and small

businessman in rural Yemen is a new phenomenon. In the past merchants in the
main towns tended to monopolize the commerce of marketed agricultural crops,
particularly coffee. The innovator in rural Yemen is often an established
community leader with wealth and land. Thus, there has been substantial
investment in wells and tractors by large landowners in the coastal region.

Those who have migrated and worked abroad seldom return to make an active

career in the rural sector. It is unclear if skills learned abroad (e.g.
masons) are in demand in many parts of rural Yemen.
Traditionally, credit in Yemen depended on personal ties or payment in
kind. The most common example is the sharecropping contract. One can also
borrow money from a relative, especially if he has remittance capital. The

agricultural Credit Bank was established in the mid 1970s to help rurT

farmers, but in fact most loans are made to farmers near the major cities.
This bank has extended loans after flood damage. Recently, it has merged with
the Cooperative Bank. To a certain extent the availability of remittance
capital has hindered the development of the credit bank in rural areas.

2~L~tW= Jjua=11
The phenomenon of large-scale migration of Yemeni workers to neighboring
oil-rich states and the industrialized West has been a stimulus for virtually
Yemen has always been a population
all aspects of the Yemeni economy.
exporter, particularly through the port of Aden to Southeast Asia and East
However, the current situation is related to the explosive expansion
Africa.
This occurred
of the oil-producing states on the peninsula during the 1970s.
at a time when Yemen was emerging from a civil war and there were limited
domestic labor opportunities. Thus, Yemen and several other poor states in the
region provided the manpower for the overnight transformation of Arabia from
the bedouin tent to the computerized palace (or, more often, motor-home).
Precise figures on out-migration are not available, although government
estimates of over one million appear to highly inflated. Most observ
suspect the current number of Yemenis working abroad and remitting capital ia
400,000. A recent macroeconomic study places per capital annual remittances at
$2,500, based on estimated annual earnings of $7,500 in Saudi Arabia. This
represents a remittance impact on the Yemeni economy of at least $1 billion ner
year. Nearly all of this money is available for consumption as tax measliees
have not been developed to tap this sum effectively. Neither is J . clear to
what extent remittances are invested wisely. Some money is simply chanmiled
into existing spending patterns--such as the astronomical rise in tribal bride
price to sums equivalent to U.S. $15,000-$20,000.
Most assume that the
Numerous studies of the phenomenon have appeared.
Italians in
includes
which
category
the
in
belongs
Yemeni phenomenon
Therefore,
Germany.
Switzerland, Lebanese in West Africa, and Turks in West
(1) a rapid increase in tha money
the same set of consequences was presumed:
supply; f2) a reduction in the domestic labor supply; (3) innovation, stemming
from the eventual repatriation of emigrants with new ideas and altered
attitudes; and (4) repatriated skills--industrial and service. In fact, the
Many of the
fourth factor is largely inapplicable to the Yemeni context.
trades Yemenia learn abroad, such A tile laying, carpentry and upholstery, are
not in great local demand. Yet, returning Yomenis are prepared to invest their
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money in. new enterprises if

inflated Yemeni standards).

they expect an adequate profit (by somewhat

Investment opportunities in the rural sector,

however, are not readily discerned by farmers due to lack of information.
In the aggregate it is possible to speak of the impact of remittance
income, but in fact not all segments of Yemeni society have benefitted equally
from remittances. The essential point is that a wide variety of social groups
has had the opportunity for work abroad regardless of educational background or
social status, because the jobs in Saudi Arabia and the Gulf are largely
unskilled (e.g., cleaners, shop keepers, and construction workers). Thus,
there have been economic differences between traditional social categories.
evidence of a developing "class antagonism," especially in
yet, there is little
tribal areas. It must also be observed that women do not have the opportunity
to work abroad, nor do they have major investment options (other than land or
property) in the Yemeni economy.
The cumulative effect of the remittance boom in Yemen in the last decade
can be summarized as:
--

economic mobility for many elements of Yemeni society that had few
productive options in the past,

-

acute labor shortages in the rural areas for subsistence and

traditional unskilled labor,
-

availability of significant amounts of capital with largely
traditional, local, cooperative mechanisms for channeling this into
infrastructure development apart from government support,

--

the rise of small businessmen and entrepreneurs as demand rises for

goods and services,
from Chinese thermoses to

--

widespread availability of consumer goods,
Pepsi Cola,

--

limited individual investment opportunities apart from transport (truck
or jeep), construction (house), and land,

--

adverse effect on the rural economt.L
income for household consumption,

--

inflation of traditionally valued phenomena,
in brideprice and land values,

--

continued Isolation of rural Yemen from the national banking system and
relative lack of needs for rural credit,

--

stimulus effect on ca3h-cropping because of farmers ability to obtain
basic foodstuffs as i,,ports and improvement in transport and marketing

roles of women,

despite increased

such as dramatic increases

conditions, especially for g&t, and
--

greater opportunity for rural Yemenis to perform the pilgrimage to
Mecca.
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In the long term, the remittance impact on Yamon is precarious, to say the
least. 'rhe Yemeni economy is almost totally dependent on the oil-rich states
which constitute the market for Yemen's export of surplus labor. As those
economies slacken in growth and there is increased competition for jobs by
other natiocilities, more Yemenis will have to find work in their own society.
Unfortunately, production in Yemen is linked to the availability of remittance
There are recent signs that labor opportunities are more constrained
money.
and declining in Saudi Arabia and that remittance money may be going to
investment abroad.
12

g =Fj
MM

A unique aspect in the Yemeni economy is the role of gat (atha adulis) as
a cash crop. Although gat is also cultivated in areas of East Africa, its
gat was
economic importance is nowhere so critical as in Yemen. The first
cultivated in Yemen only about five centuries ago, at which time it became the
basis for a habit of the wealthy and urban population. Rural Yemenis did not
have the money to buy gfiL could not afford in most instances to cultivate it
and rarely chewed it until recently. In the last decade, rural as well as
With improved
substantially.
urban demand for A£t has increased
transportation and now pumpwells, many rural farmers can now make considerable
profits cultivating g
=at is an easy tree to grow and care for. It has few pests or diseases and
requires relatively little water. In some cases at is replacing coffee, but
there is no one-to-one correlation. To a large extent ga is cultivated on
newly opened land (with a new well) or plots traditionally planted with
subsistence crops. The problem with gat is marketing of the leaves, which
should take place within 24 hours. This requires a role for middlemen between
the farmer and the market. There is a maret tax on gg± in major cities, but
the full tax rarely seems to be collected.'J
The implications of the .g£A

factor for rural productivity are the

following:
--

major factor in shift away from subsistencea crops,

--

stimulus to investment in wells,14

--

stimulus to role of middlmen in distribution and marketing system,

--

almost total dependence on sgaj as a mono-cash-crop in some areas,

--

potential for overproduction in the near future as farmers rush to make
profits,

--

potential for a major disaster on the overall economy in the highlands
if tL .
Ugt market collapses.

Jm lit~

n fr= Denzeooment Planner

In a sense the rural Yemeni economy in dependent on a very tenuous
relationship between remittances and the production of .gLL
Yemenis are not
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ignorant of the possible consequences, given current socioeconomic trends, but
the short-term benefits and the lack of viable alternatives are not conducive
to action. There is much that could be done in rural Yemen--alternative cash
crops with proven markets, more efficient use of resources and time, wise
investment practices--but these are asier to think up than to implement.
The major implications, given current trends in the econoriy, are:
Ultimately, the economic future
I= .Mz
of Yemen is not in the hands of the government or foreign donors, but in events
in those countries abroad where many Yemenis now work and earn wageL. There is
a direct link to events in Saudi Arabla, where the bulk of Yemenis work. In
the past few years there have been fewer opportunities fer Yemeni workers in
Saudi Arabia becausa of a slowdown in the Saudi economy and because of a change
in hiring practices. It is cheaper to import complete work crews from

1.

D

=k & L

A

Pakistan, India or Korea, who will work for far less then Yemenis have come to
expect. There have also been restrictions on the ability of Yemenis to invest
In addition to the number of Yemenis
or own facilities in Saudi Arabia.
working there, Saudi Arabia also provides substantial foreign aid to the Yemeni
government, both in project form as well as budgetary support.
. If work opportunities are becoming more
.11ne in rmitt
2.
limited abroad, there must be an inevitable decline in remittance flow. This
would have a devastating effect on the rural economy as there would be less
money to continue infrastructure building, invest or to pay the current highly
inflated rural wages. Decline in rural capital could also adversely affect the
gca market, which has been greatly stimulated by the availability of cash.
Furthermore, if Yemeni workers return home, there will not be enough jobs to
absorb them.
For centuries Yemen -ad a viable
ura ]bas.
3. Dealini a ric
the needs of the population.
to
meet
sufficient
system
agricultural
dominates
although it still
substantially,
declined
has
Traditiorl agriculture
production, and much productive highland terrace land is eroding away. At
present there is little incentive to grow most food crops, because foreign
imports are so cheap and more profits can be made growing Sat. There is
potential for cash cropping of fruits and vegetables, but this will require a
vastly improved marketing system. The nearby Saudi market, for example, is
sophisticated and will require sorting, packaging, and quality control
At a time when young farmers are
measures not currently practiced in Yemen.
not learning the methods of their fathers, they are also not receiving adequate
information or inputs from the Yemeni government or the private sector.
non-farm
scator. In the past there was little
.2Lprivat
of
4. YXa
return.
in
labor in rural areas that was not considered low status and marginal
the
rural
in
capital
of
In recent years, due in large part to availability
sector, there has been an expansion of new occupations and services, such as
shopkeepers, mechanics, construction workers and taxi drivers. This has
provided economic mobility and a rise in social status for the traditional low
Yemeni businessmen are very energetic and respond quickly to
status group:,
market demand. The government realizes the vital role of the private operators
If, however, remittances
and has placed f'ew restrictions on the market.
decline, this could have a damaging impact on private initiatives in the
currenty inflated economy.
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1For

land and water resources, see Chapter 4. For regional agricultural
information, see Chapter 1. For the division of labor, see under Domestic
The most thorough overview of Yemeni agriculture is
Household in Chapter 3.
of the agricultural sector, see Hogan &t 1. (1982).
review
a
For
Kopp (1981).
See also Tutwiler and Carapico (1981) and Varisco (1982b).
2 Kopp

(1981:152).

3 Based

on personal observations of several researchers. One reason for the
lack of growth in wheat production may be the inability of local farmers to
compete with imported wheat. There are no government subsidies to farmers.
4 For

details of tractor use and other farm machinery, see YAR. MAP (1901).

For

all aspects of agricultural technology, see Kherdekar (1978).
5 See

Hogan AtIalI. (1982:155-175) and YAR. CPO Advisory Team (1981).

6 The

best description of traditional crafts and services is in Grohmann (1930
See the various wadi development reports, especially Mitchell and
1934).
Escher (1978, Appendix B).

7

For rural

markets,

see Dostal (1974),

Tutwiler and Carapico (1981),
t Al. (1982:254-290).
8 Mitchell
9 The

Carapico (1979),

Varisco (1982c: 85-92),

Gerholm (1977),

Wilson (1977).

See Hogan

(1978:32).

beat discussion of rural investment is in Hogan &t Al. (1982:216-352).

10 Carapico

(1978:61).

1 1 For

remittances, see Birks and Sinclair (1979), Hogan et al. (1982:42-71),
Ross (1979), Socknat and Sinclair (1980), Swanson (1979a, b).
12Oa= is discussed in chapter 2 as an informal institution.
13

This is supposed to be 10 percent.

14ost

of tLe new

wells in

the Sanaa

(1982:191).
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basin are for

gat

(Hogan &t Al.

6.

HEALTH, NUTRITION AND SANITATION

Up until two decades ago there was virtually no modern health care
available in Yemen. Even today the outreach of health services and appropriate
medicines is limited in rural Yemen. Over the centuries there evolved ar
indigenous preventive health care system involving the use of herbs,
traditional medicines, and various folk curative practices. To understand the
health environment and determine appropriate interventions in rural Yemen, it
is

necessary to begin with the traditional context of health care and beliefs.

According to the available statistics, which are fragmentary and widely
variable, the rural population continues to have a very poor health and
Infant mortality, for example, is deplorably high,
nutritional status.
estimated between 115 and 210 per 1,000 live births or an average of 190 por
1,000. Most surviving infants exhibit growth retardation and suffer from a
The combination of poor nutrition and
continual state of undernutrition.
frequent gastroonteritic or diarrheal disease results in nearly half of all
children dying before the age of 15. Life expectancy at birth was measured in
the 1975 census at 35.7 years for males and 38.3 years for females. At present
the average is estimated at 42 years, but there are few hard data to determine
a trend. The crude death rate is about 23 per 1,000. The main causes of such
poor indicators include the prevalence of communicable diseases, polluted
water, certain dietary habits (modern as well as traditional), the lack of
sanitary facilities and the lack of effective health services in the rural
areas.

This chapter provides an overview of health, nutrition and hygiene in
One phenomenon that has not been adequately explained is why the
rural Yemen.
i, ional health indicators remain so negative, despite substantial improvements
ir he economic levels of many rural people. It is clear that traditional
dominate, even in cases with improved health care. Special
beliefs still
emphasis will be placed on problems in rural health care delivery.

The most frequently reported communicable diseases are, in d,'lining
order, enteritis, malaria, bilharzia and amoebic dysentery. Enter:. Ls and
dysentery, taken together, are reported twico as often as the next most common,
malaria. Ente:nic disease3 are the most common cause of death in young
children, most of whose deaths occur before the age of two years. Less common
major communicable diseases include taberculosis, whooping cough and
but still
measles. The first occurs throughout the population, the last two mainly among
children.

In disease distribution, geographic variation is considerable. Bilharzia,
for example, is a highland problem while malaria is the predominant disease of
the coastal plane where it replaces enteritis as the most frequently reported.
Reported casc of the major diseases in 1981 for eight of the governorates are
shown in Table 6-1. While the figures may be of questionable accuracy, they
are acceptable as indicators of a broad pattern in which enteric diseases are
widespread and severe. Thus, malaria is most significant in governorates that
are entirely or partially in the Tihama, and bilharzia is most significant in
the highlands of HajJa and Sanaa.
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Table 6-1.

Distribution of Major Diseases by Governorate in 1981 (Y.A.R.

C.P.O. 1981:242-245)

Disease
Governorate
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------DHAMAR
HAJJA
HODEIDA
-------------------

IBB
MAHWEIT
SANA' A
SA' DA
----------------- m------------m-----------

TAIZ
----

Enteritis

5,169

5,411

26,257

10,684

1,617

40,159

720

5,470

Dysentery

3,009

1,928

4,378

5,328

878

5,678

1,535

2,810

Malaria

2,799

8,484

32,134

1,550

579

2,801

1,399

8,156

Bilharzia

1,661

10,156

873

4,534

1,640

11,610

1,127

4,699

Measles

643

754

1,914

1,386

577

2,987

175

1,275

Infectious
Hepitatis

642

302

1,807

225

395

561

38

362

56

19

685

226

35

207

3

316

Typhoid
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Rural Yemenis resort to an array of traditional herbs and foods as
medicines for preventing and curing health problems. In many parts of Yemen it
seems as if every plant and many animals have potential value in medicine. The
sap of aloe, for example, is wieely applied to burns. The leaves of sorrel
are ctswed for an upset stomach. While some plant
or Ruw-)a
,hrj
usages are known to almost everybody, others require the knowledge of a
traditional specialist. Within the Islamic tradition there is a body of
knowledge and literature on medicine and health care extending back to the
A distinction can and should be made between
sayings of the prophet Mohammed.
those who are literate specialists in health care and may have access to books
and those who are native practitioners of a range of cures or a particular
therapy.
A high status is given to the specialist with knowledge of religious and
medical texts. This individual, invariably a male, is called a hakim or tabib
He may consult Islamic medical texts, some of which have been written
'_b
by medieval Yemeni scholars. Medical care in Yemen is integrated with folk
beliefs, some of which may predate the introduction of Islam into the country.
An important preventive practice is to seek out a Quranic scholar (5ayvid or
£ag±Ii for preparation of a protective amulet (birz or a written verse from
the Quran. The primary reason for this is to seek divine help against the evil
Although Zaydi Islam discourages
singular).
eye (!&a) and evil spirits UJnj,
the worship of saints, there are many shrines in the Tihama and Shafi'i Yemen.
Women, in particular, often seek out shrines for help with infertility.
The more literate "healers" are generally found in towns and cities and
not spread out among the rural population. In a village community, however,
there may be several health specialt3ts with specific curative roles or who
give general advice on health problems. The most important of these are the
bleeder and cupper (hiJam), burn-giver, bone
barber-circumciser (m,
setter (mIuabbir and cateract operator. These practitioners are afforded
relatively low status in Yemeni society, although some may have higher status
than others.
The system of health beliefs in rural Yemen is embedded in everyday
phenomena, but it is not readily articulated on demand or apparent to the
outside observer. Illnesses are commonly perceived of in terms of outward
manifestations (diarrhea, upset stomach, fever, back pain, headache, and so
on), but there may be no understanding of the relative seriousness of various
Outwardly, rural Yemenis appear to accept disease and illness as
illnesses.
In fact, there is a major
part of a system in which God knows best.
There is a variety of phenomena
preventative emphasis in everyday life.
associated with the cause of diseases and illness, including cold weather,
fright, certain foods, too much work, supernatural influences (evil eye and
spirits), exposure to the sun, unhappiness, unpleasant smells and so on. Ideas
about causes differ from region to region and according to level of education.
Often it is difficult to obtain this information, because the informants are
reluctant to discuss beliefs in spirits and magic.
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The rural health specialist that most often assists the mother in
, "b.U& or .An), who has no formal
childbirth is the midwife (
expertise. After childbirth thn
local
have
training but is considered to
mother and child are considered particularly vulnerable to the evil eye and
evil spirits, as well as the cold. In the rural highland governorate of
may be called into the house
Mahweit, it is reported that a masseuse (Cs
The
to massage the stomach so the internal organs will right themselves.
mother is confined to the house for 40 days so that her body can be cleansed
She receives special items in her diet, which may vary from
and strengthened.
sugar and Rishr (a
region to region, such as local eggs, chicken broth, A
drink made from boiling coffee husks and certain apices). This is a time of
intensive visitation by relatives and friends.
The infant is not given colostrum, but is fed water or some clarified
After this it is
three days after birth.
for the first
butter (aaqn)
years or until
ttro
least
at
breastfed
were
infants
Traditionally
breastfed.
considered to
not
is
woman
a
pree-ant
of
milk
The
the mother became pregnant.
for two
breastfeeding
prescribes
Quran
the
Although
be healthy for infants.
sharply
have
declined
years, both the prevalence -nd duration of breastfeeding
in the face of fashionable, convenient and "modern" bottles and powdered milk.
Some amount of bottle-feeding is now nearly universal in Yemen and most mothers
discontinue breastfeeding by the time the infant reaches 5 or 6 months of age.
Women sometimes complain that they are getting pregnant earlier and are being
forced to abandon breastfeeding as early as 6 months after delivery.
The problems typically associated with bottle-feeding in developing
countries also exist in Yemen, namely overdilution, contamination and spoilage
of milk being left too long in the bottle. Many Yemeni mothers make poor
decisions with regard to supplemental weaning and feeding. For example,
biscuits have become a popular weaning food. Bottle-feeding is increasingly a
cause of diarrhea and malnutrition among infants.
The male child is circumcised in the Zaydi areas of Yemen between one and
two weeks after birth. In some parts of the Shafi'i areas and the coastal
region circumcision takes place around the age of puberty. Usually, this is
the task of a ritual specialist and a celebration is held. It is reported that
there is some female circumcision in the coastal area. 3 Circumcision in rural
areas poses a health risk to the child, because the circumcisers may not be
aware of proper hygiene in performing the operation.
Malnutrition among children of preschool age ranks among the most serious
health problems in Yemen. 4 According to some sources, well over half of all
infants and young children may be suffering from moderate to severe protein
calorie malnutrition with the result that the malnutrition-infection syndrome
The 1979 National
is perhaps the greatest health problem facing Yemen.
Nutrition Survey reported 67 percent of rural children and 50 percent of urban
Soms 10.9 percent of preschool children were
children to be malnourished.
classified as wasted (low weight for height), while 62.7 percent were
considered stunted (low height for age).
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12MAUA k&lam
There are several specialists which cater specifically to womerfs health
The midwife assists in delivery and may give advice on infant
in rural Yemen.
in the Central
health problems. Another important spocialist, particularly

is
Highlands, is a masseuse (R p ia). In the areas of Mahweit the masseuse
woman
a
cleaning
reported to have a wide variety of activities: midwifery,
advice
giving
after her monthly period, stopping the bleeding after pregnancy,

on diarrhea and vomitinig,

advice on infertility, and curing of malaria,

the
hepatitis and back pains. She is primarily known for ber role in massaging
widow,
Usually she is an older woman and
body, particularly after childbirth.
Each masseuse has a local network
category.
but she may come from any social
used are generally local
Medicines
of friends and neighbors as clientele.
removirg dirt), sorghum
and
wLunds
products, such as salt (used for cleansing
and clarified butter (Uamn).
Another important health specialist for women im the burn-givir. Thid is
but men are burned by men. The application of a
generally a woman for wome,
to certain areas of the skin is believed to protect from disease
burn (mXak)

and deliver someone from a condition of "fright." The patient im literally
branded with a hot iron rod, often on the forehead, nape of' th,& neck or chest.
This is a widespread practice in rural Yemen and is part of a broader tradition
throughout the Arab world. In Mahweit it is reported that a woman mv.y seek a
burn-giver without needing consent from her hustind or male guardian.

Dit
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Most information on the traditional Yemeni diet stems from the
quantitative and qualitative studies of Annika Bornatein (FAO) in the early
1970s. 5 There is an urgent need for this materipl to be updated, particularly
in light of the rapid economic changes in rurai Yemen within the last decade.
The most fundamental observation about Yemeni diet is that it is dominated by
This is a situation with closer parallels
sorghum (.hiua) and millet (AIa h1).
Traditionally, there were
Arab areas.
other
with
than
Africa
in
to countries
in the main by the
influenced
diets,
rural
and
urban
major differences between
marketing
effective
an
of
lack
the
and
farmers
subsistence mentality of rural
influx of
rapid
a
been
has
there
years
recent
In
system for perishable foods.
areas,
rural
the
into
foods,
new foods, including importeI foreign, processed
determined.
be
to
yet
has
but the precise impact of this ov the overall diet
Data on changes in per capita food consumption in Yemen are provided in
Table 6-2. Despite the trend indicated in these statistics, sorghum and millet
remain the dominant staple. Sorghum is made into bread or a porridge (Q .)
The latter is considered "pseant food" by many urban Yemenis. Barley is still
There has been a drazdatic
an important grain for bread in rainfed areas.
but this is more so in
impor;ed,
this
of
much
wheat,
increase in consumption of
the dramatic increase
is
developments
urban areas. One of the most interesting
from India and the
Zenerally
in rice consumption. Almost all rJce is imported,
particularly
diet,
the
of
part
Pulses remain an important
United States.
sauce from
a
make
Yemenis
lentils, compeas, broad beans and sweet pbas.
which is put in stews.
fenugreek (hU"
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Table 6-2.

Per Capital Food Consuption in the YAR (Kgs/Year)
1982:2414)
(Hogan It n1.

Foodstuff

1974-1976

1979-1981

% Change

31.0

43.5

112.6

55.0

-51.2

4.0

3.1

-22.5

3.2

400.0

9.8

14.5

48.0

Sugar

11.2

16.2

44.6

Pulses

11.5

11.7

Vegetables (fresh)

27.5

42.4

54.2

Fruits (fresh)

33.9

43.4

28.0

Beef

1.8

2.9

Mutton

5.3

5.9

Poultry

0.3

10.0

3,333.3

2.2

440.0

3.2

160.0

Flour - wheat
- sorghum/millet
- barley
Rice
Potatoes

Eggs
Fish

.8

.5
2.0

40.3

1.7

61.1

1.9

Tribal farmers
Before the revolution vegetables were rare in rural Yemen.
disdained cultivation and marketing of vegetables, which was left in large part
and long
Chinese chive (kmrzj)
to low-status groups. The onion (aa.1J
or sughmi were the most common vegetables. A greater
white radish (LJ
Recently tomatoea and
variety of vegetables was cultivated in urban gardens.
canned vegetables are
Some
Yemen.
in
crops
potatoes have become important cash
markets have a poor
rural
however,
available in local markets. In general,
selection of fresh vegetables.
In rural Yemen fruits used to be available only in season and were not an
important item in the diet. The Central and Northern Highlands are known for
Other fruit trees included apricots, peaches, plums, and cactus
grapes.6
In the
fruit. Bananas and melons were important in the r!L'haa and foothills.
imported
last decade rural Yemenis have had access on a year-around basis to
Dates have always been available, especially in
apples, oranges and bananas.
the Tihama.
Meat has always been a desired part of rural Yemini cuisine, but in the
past few cou:.d afford meat on a regular basis. Meat tended to be eaten on
special religious cccasions, weddings and the like. Because livestock raising
was integrated with agriculture, there was a limited amount of local meat
available on the hoof. In some areas a bull might be sold for meat after the
plowing season. Some livestock raised in the Tihama was traded into the
highlands through a low-status service group as middlemen. It is 7 reported that
Local meat
in some parts of the Tihama there is an aversion to eating meat.
or lamb),
beef
is quite expensive today ($12 per kilo for a mixe~i selection of
and imported meat is only available in cities.
The most dramatic change in the diet has been the increase in poultry--at
Chicken did not use to be an important8
3333.3 percent from 1974-76 to 1979-81.
In the past decade frozen chickens
eggs.
for
except
diet,
part of the rural
For the past three years commercial
have become available in rural markets.
Imported eggs are not readily
poultry production has begun operation.

available in many rural areas.
The most important dairy product for trade was clarified butter (aamn),
In some areas
but this is being replaced by Imported vegetable and palm oils.
9 although this varies seasonally.
day,
per
milk
of
pint
a
than
less
yield
cows
Cheese is not common in
Sour milk is generaly conatumed within the household.
milk are available
evaporated
and
Powdered
Highlands.
the Central and Northern
today.
villages
in the most remote
10
Only
Along the coast fish has long been an important part of the diet.
highland
to
fish
fresh
recently, however, has it been possible to distribute
towns, but these do not reach most rural markets. imported mackerel is found
in the most remote villages, often in tomato sauce.

Within the last decade there has been a rapid influx of new foodstuffs and
Perhaps the most significant new food
processed foods from thn, world market.
Yemen during the days of the imamate.
rural
in
is sugar, which was rariely found
domino effect on overall
startling
a
had
The intr(,duction of sugar has
is possible to buy Yemeni
it
In most remote villages
nutrition in Yemen.
sugar foods. There is
other
and
candy
"biscuits,,0 cola, sugary fruit mixtures,
to tea made with
sugar)
also a shift from the drinking of ajojr (made without
large quantities of sugar. In addition to the inevitability of more dental
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problems, this rapid switch to sugar may have long-range negative impact on
rnral health.

glance that rural Yomeni
To the Western observer, it appears at first
While modern sanitary
villages Fre unsar.tary because of the dirt and dust.
are almost entirely lacking in rural Yemen, there is a well
facilitles
Islamic
developed sense of personal hygiene integrated into Islamic belief.
ro the
ritual.
the
of
part
prayer requires ablution&--personal cleansing--aa
the
for
water
uncontaminated
extent possible, a mospua should have a source of
but
l&trines,
have
In some caaso rural moeques will
performance of ablutions.
these arc usually for mer
There are no communal latrints,

apart from thove in

the mosque,

and only

the wealthy have household latrines. The traditional Yeowni toilet in the
highlands is also uaed for personal washing. Excrement is deposited in a
erally, there are
simple pit latrine, but urine is led off in a channel. Gen,
Womon,

for

instance, must wash from head to foot after menstruation and after sex.

In

several stom, pedostals on which the person stands while washing.
some cases wator is

provided in

a small containor for anal cleansing,

which is

accomplishod with the left hand. In some villagez an area outmide the house
may be enclosed for toilet or a secluded spot may be chosen. There may be no
anal cleansing in the latter. Children tend to do their business wherever they
please.
On the whole, traditional methods of excreta diaposal are adequate,
that rainor
because of ample sunlight. An AID-sponsored study in 1980 indicated
2
Few flush
sanitary.1
more
latrines
indigenous
make
could
modifications
These are impractical in many
in rural areas.
have been installed
toilets
and difficulties in sludge
flush
to
needed
water
of
areas because of the amount
removal.
The critical

factor in rural sanitation is

the availability

of water.

Only the wealthy have access to water inside the household (i.e., a personal
In most. rural villages women and girls have the chore of fetching
well).
Thus, water for
water, which may be a kioneter or sore away from the house.
household cleaning and bathing, aa well as for drinking and cooking, must be
A variety of factors is considered by the rtual Yemani in
brought in by hand.
a process that appears to be more developed among women
water,
"clean"
defining
3
must be clear of sadiment and visible particles
drinking
Water fc,
than mern)
is not stored over a long period of time.
drinking
for
Thus, water
and fresh,
Once water has been
regarded as clean.
not
generally
Water from a cistern is
tanks.
certain
for
roused
be
can
it
usage,
household
in
dirtied

There are a number of aspects of rural life that can lead to health
problems, Domeatic animals are generally kept inside the house in the
The night soil is cleaned out
highlands or in tho compound in the Tihama.
Women also shape dung droppings,
periodically and used as fertilizer.
particularly those on the street, into cakes for fuel in stoves. All of these
activities encourage the concentration of flies, which constitute a vector for
spread of disease.
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could be
Because of the long, drayn-out civil war in the 1960s, little
and
training
health
Investment,
done to promote health ceie in rural Yemen.
oriented
were
personnel
the recru tment of thousand of Egyptians and Sudanese
to the euport of lrgo hospitalb in Sanae, Hodelda, Taiz and Ibb. Decreasing
remoteness, increased local wza'Lth and power and changing priorities have
health center3 at
brought, during the leat four years, a proliferation of sall
to ksep supplied with materials and personnl. By 1982 nearly
a rate difflult
to be closed for lack of staff Pod the majority of
estimated
70 centers were
unserved.
ramained
the rural population

rAd,
R qa'

Yaen'rs first five-year plan (i976-77 to 1960-31) wa3 accompanied

by the astablishment of a National Health Pleai

dosigred for the period 1976-77

to 1981-82. In 1976 a WHO "Country Health ProGra.miai Exoreini' was conducted,
reoulting in the start in 1978 of the "Basic Health Services/Primary Health
Care Program," (referred to as BHS/PHC), which was to supply health services to
20 percent of the country by 1981 and to 60 parcent by 1986. Tho program wa
accorded (on paper) highest priority among all programs of the Minintry of
Haf.t®th and wan to be an integral part of tho rural development program ot other
miniatries an we-ll. In the nowly established department within the ministry
for BHS/PHC there were. fcur subsoctions: maternal and child health care,
hv.lth education, nutrition and school health. Unfortuimtely, for reasons not
clearly understood, the departnont waa never sufficiently sta'fed or equipped
and it t'eiaimd a paper oxercita.
In 1980 a Primary Health Care Project an3raement was signed bringing in
external assistance through UNICEF, WHO, UNCDF (United Nations Community
and soveral bilateral and non-government agencies.
Development Fund),
Implementation etartocd in early 1981 with project staff being pad by external
sources (UNICEF, WHO 3nd Saudi Fund) in order to overcome the problem of
The project's aim ia to
recruiting zuffalciont and qualified personnel.
health centers for ,se in training and aa integral parts of a
strengthen rtal
chain of reforral and dupply betueen primary health care units and urban
hospitals. Diivery of balth care to the mans of the population--in theory
mainly preventive and educative care--is to be in the hands cf primary health
village health workers with whort
care workers and local birth attendants:
and local birth attendants
worker&
care
health
term training. Mbe primary
each.
of
2,500
population
a
wjith
work
theory,
in
again
will,
By the end of 1982, 10 health centers were training primary health care
workers: 1kin the main touns 5 in iIall towns served by paved roads, and 1 in
a renoter village aerved by unpaved mountain roads. Close to 100 primary
health care vorkerv had completed training, about 5 percent of the number
required to cover tho country at a rate of one for every 2,500 persons. Three
of these centers had attempted training local birth attendants by the end of
1982. By that time 12 had been graduated in two places despite the lack of a
formally accept.d structure for their training and supervision--a degree of
flexibility for which the Ministry of Halth should be commended.

rDiAitb. Constraints and obstacles at both central and peripheral levels
L
are numerous. The Ministry of Health is well aware that some of them are
beyond its capabilities and hopes that through intersectoral as well as
international cooperation problems can be minimized or even elimated. The
following outlines some of the major obstaclea:
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Despite optimistic assumptions made in the National
1. L
Health Plan regarding the extension of services to tho rural areas, and despite
statements that primary health care is highest priority, health is a relatively
low priority in national planning (although this is improving In the becond
6
five-year plan, with the draft plan showing basic health strvices receiving
means
priority
low
a
Nevertheless,
percent of government services investment).
Yemeni
that when national fimnces are short, the Ministry runs out of cash.
limited
The
formulated.
being
law on the payment for health services is still
revenue generated from fees for lab testao x-rays and registration does not
Alternative models, using the LDAs as
make a dent in the overall costs.
intermediaries, are only now being tried out on a amall scale, and with extreme
caution. External sources of financing remain of great importance, and it
cannot be foresen how this financial burden can be absorbed by the Ministry of
Health. This bansic financial problem it an immediate contributing factor, if
not cause, of rany other problems constraining the proviaion of health care in
the countrysid. . On the other hand, city hospitals have botter funding.
2==l.nL Health workers, like most
Y
.U
A
t
2.
lower even, according to some
salaries,
low
very
government workers, receive
often inadequate for family
and
authorities, than staff of other miniatris
or seek better
performance
of
Thus many work at a low level
support.
the private
into
many
of
progression
opportunities in the private sector. The
makes this
drugs,
for
sector, making good money from the increasing demand
the better
to
The low salaries theselves are a disin-entive
problem worse.
candidates for jobs in hss-th care and health-care admiintration.
There is
p&nlaqkiUzw

uaLtA=
3. L
including:
levels,
all
manpower at

a lack of skilled

29tiLI 24. DAZIT1 Aid~
LV_
rALLY
staff have not had
headquarters
tae
Many of
,leyu_
training in their area of responsibility, and there are many
expatriates in key positions. Many positions are vacant, yet some
There is no capacity to do forward
existing staff are underutilized.
planning nor to play an active role in dealing with central agencies of
With few exceptions (Taft, Hodeida and Ibb), the
the government.
situation at the governorate level is even worae, a situation not
unique to the Minisiry of Health.
--

--

dTl.~&~&

nxtrwLW
kIrqn A

atA

n Aar~a xQz

g

D1health

Health manpower training on an
.ml.r ALtcs. A =.qb levl_,
institutionl level only bsgan in 1972, although some training had been
done earlier. It is inaufficient in quality and is not appropriate in
content or category to meet the nation's most urgent requirements.
Donors have difficulties finding properly trained counterparts. The
traditioml mode of centralized trainirg of specialized categories of
health manpower cannot meet the pressing need for health care
providers. Because most health personnel accumulate in the three
of the country iihore less than 10 percent of the
bigger citis
the health manpower situation is most critical in the
lives,
population
problem has been ameliorated somewhat by recruiting
This
rural areas.
health personnel from Egypt, Sudan and, recently, from India and the
Philippines.
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.. While women' s public roles are
expanding in some regards, there are still few who can work in or
influence the diroction ,if health policy and program design. It is
hard for women, especially young girls, to travel far for training,

1

.a

b

EJL

especially if

: WILQ
±Q&A

they have to stay overnight.

This is

for the fact that midwifery training is

one of the reasons

lagging behind other

activities.

4.
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The

shortage of manpower and i-a;uagemnt skills, exacerbated by low sLlarriau, leads

to inefficiency and ap almost total lack of detailed plans. The Ministry of
Health has no planning uiit; neitheor planned implementation nor evaluation is
Local political demands have largely
performed in a systematic manner.
determined the quantitative expansion of services hoavily depondent on staff
Attompts to improve synteri have tended to mean
from Sudan and Egypt.
bureaucratic growth without any concomitant easing of the proble .
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Less than 10 percent of the rural
aa.
=
ALW Din_) r.W
inumL=&1a
of which less than half are
faoillty,
heAlth
public
a
population have access to
considered to be functioning adequately.

6.

JALU

I

One

z

illu.trative issue here is the problem of housing. Nowa of the health conters
so far constructed have sufficient housing for medical and clerical staff
assigned to the unit. Units are, for the most part, not staffed by locals but
instead by contracted employcoos of the Ministry of Health--most often from
Egypt and the Sudan. Living arrangements often include unused wards (as in
Madinat ash-Shaurq), schools (as in Kusmah, Jabal Raymah) or rented houses.
There has been a recent proliferation of health conters with the tstandard H
design" witfl no facilities for housing. The negative effects on the quality of
life of the contracted employees often lead to early resignation of the
personnel. For example, Dawran Ards had six physicians in as many months.
Although roads are now reaching tho remotest aPeas, many mountain villYriges
remain several hours walk from vehicle access. Tribalism in the north and
east, perpetuating antipathy toward outside influence, also works against the
spreading of government services. Bocause of this and other factors, the
Ministry of Health's administrative support and fnfraztructure for providing
both curative services and preventive services are very limited. Many key
support functions (e.g., data collection and analysis, health education and
There is little
supplies management) are done poorly or not at all.
cooperation and
of
lack
grave
a
and
supervision anywhere throughout the system
coordination between the different types of health facilities. Of the many
central projects,

only the Expanded Program of Immunization is

sufficiently

Logistics problems contribute
integrated into the Basic Health System.
directly to the four following related constrainta.
.ay, The Ministry of Health cannot afford to supply its
tzL
U- dru Ap
A
8.
health centers. Thus, for example, the quantity of medicines alloted qvarterly
from the Governorate of Dhanar Health Office during recent months would not
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The patients are
last three weeks if dispensed according to medical need.
the open market.
on
remainder
given partial doses and instructed to buy the
The negative consequences deriving from patient non-compliance are high, and
Additionally, a
often dangerous (as in the case of tuberculosis treatment).
for the
significant portion of the allotted drug supply is inappropriate
diseaLe epidemiology of the area.
Some units supported by a foreign donor
Discrenancies.
ZgAJR3ufet S
9.
are overstocked with oversophisticated equipment, for example, the Govbrnorate
In contrast, the health center in Madinat ash-Sharq, which was
of Dhamar.
built by the former Anis LDA, is not furnished with enough:;furniture, lab ur
diagno3tic equipment to function properly.
intained and when
aig an~. The health centers are often very poorl,
10.
structural problems (such as roof leakage) occur, the pr blem does not gpt
solved. There is no efficient system for periodic inspection or maintenance bf
existing facilities either at the local or ministerial level.
Transportation to health centers is often cited as a major
=_S.
11.
Only under certain circumstances can women and children travel to
problem.
health facilities alone, and that is basically a function of distance. For the
most part, the father or husband or a makil (person entr'isted with the
wellboing of the family) must accompany the woman or child to the center. In
an area with high emig-ation and father absence, this is often another block.
Because most of rural Yemen is without convenient access to secondary roads,
persons nimply cannot make it to the health centers, and as often, mobile
ill
Rural
programs, 3uch as immunization, cannot reach population clusters.
communi-tions are very poor, so it is not possible to give advance notice that
services will be available at specific times and dates.
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Although primary health csre vrere have been trained in various parts of the
country, and have started to practice in their villages, little or no attention
has been paid to traditionl healing practicoa in the same village.
Despite the great need for
fTr AA.
jaRUA LxL t.1
an nha
gate
14.
in rural Yemen, Aft fAnJ
water
clean
to
improvwd sanitation und nccess
ideology of health care
curative
The
curative.
are
priorities in health eae
is stimulated by the booming private sector and ito catering to increased
demand for quick cures, especially injections. There ia a grao ing faith in
chemical panaceas, hand in hand with a aeizing of opportunity by practitioners
who range from nonior doctors to unqualffied rural health auxillariev.
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Siucs it

has often been impossible to recruit and keep trained locals in more remote
locations, the Sov r nent has been forced to recruit foroign rutionals to staff
These personnel have often dispensed drugs
health care facilities.
indiscrimirately, and have been known to both use and presc-ibe inappropriate
or dangerous drugs to any and all seeking assistance (tharcby developing
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have
numerous caces of drug dependence as well as accidental reactions which
included death).
Implementation of projects is limited to places with a
d
a
ZM
Fp=
strong input from foreign donors. Yemen is and will probably remain very
and operate
dependent on foreign and multi-laterial donors to build, itaff
whether or
to
as
question
health care faoilities of all types. This raises the
enthusiastic
for
not such a basic health program--with ita requirements
participation--can survive if run by nationals acculturated in the present
Furthermore, the widq rango of foreign donors makes
ideological environment.
their coordination through the ministry a difficult task.
Under a forthcoming World Bank/IDA grant, provision will be made to
finance,
reorganize and strengthen the Ministry of Foalth (i.e.,
evaluation,
and
research
administration, planning and evaluation, statistics,
BHS/PHC, health education, nutrition and supplies management) as well as the
branches. The UNICEFF/WHO/UNCDF-Sponsored
Health Manpower Institute and its
primary health care project is intended to offer 17 rural communities tho
opportunity to enjoy a health service sensitive and appropriate to their needs.
Eight of the primary health care training and support centers are run
Swedish Save the Children (3),
wholly or in part by ,3ix foreign agencies:
Children, British Organization
the
Save
British
Children,
the
Save
Norwegian
The two
Assistance.
Technical
German
and
CIDR
Development,
for Community
in
office
health
Hodoida
its
via
Ministry
the
by
reamining centers are run
to
expected
Health
for
Sciencen
Management
(with
conjunction with USAID support
new
into
expansion
Proposed
take over the running of these two centers).
Sa'da, Juba and Dhamar will
training and support centers in Jibla, 'Abe,
involve four more organizations. The overwhelming level of foreign involvement
and the lower-than-planned inclusion of nationally-run projects can be put down
to lack of skilled manpower, lack of widespread publicity, and, linked with
those, lack of management ability at all levels.

In discussing the problems of rural health care delivery in Yemen, a
number of implications have been mentioned. It is evident that health outreach
is poor in most rural areas and that the Ministry of Health cannot be expected
to make great advances in the near futurea. Furthermore, the "modern" medicines
a wide
There i
that do reach the rural area may be inappropriate.
to an
due
availability of drugs and even contraceptive devices in rural Yemen
This has resulted
active private sector, although tbese are quite expensive.
in an expectation of quick cures or medicine iur any problem on the part of
While the tradition folk medicine is being criticized as
many rural Yemenis.
"medieval," the "modornn alternative is not being effectively communicated or
utilized.
From tho standpoint of a foreign donor, the options are limited, but there
are some promising alternatives.
The Ministry of Health, a3 do so many government
-.,7,.
.0
1.
institutions, lacks the financial rcsources, material supplies and manpower to
provide health services in rural areas. The building of clinics is a start,
A donor has no
but staffing problems and communications problems are acute.
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choice but to help improve the capabilities of Yemeni Institutions, but this
alone will not help the rural sector. Perhaps the greatest need at the present
time is for trained health personnel at all levels from midwives to doctors.
It is also important to encourage local instituions, because foreign personnel
3hould not run the health program. Reliance on foreign exports (and to a
certain extent, foreign aid) serves to lessen the urgency of Yemenis developing
their own health services. Unfortunately, when a foreign donor concludes its
task, there may not be trained Yemeni counterparts to take over the work.
oa&Ugnnlm. Perhaps the greatest need in rural Yemen is not for
Ualh
2.
medical supplies, but rather for proper information on medical care. The
average Yemoni has no context within which to respond to modern health care.
Old beliefs still influence thinking, but there is a growing reliance on the
medicine or drug as an almost magical "cure" without understanding the
conditions that promote disease and illness. Health extension through the
ministry can reach only a small part of the population at best. There is
potential here for expanded use of television, which is present in the daily
life of moat villagers. Rural Yemenis have many questions about health and
nutrition; the local media should develop programming aimed at these concerns,
particularly child health and infant weaning.
zaat4. A wide variety of imported medicines is
n--I
3.
available in rural Yemen, due to lack of any government regulation in the
pharmaceutical field. A Yemeni can buy over the counter, even in some rural
villages, medicines that in most countries require (for good reason) a doctor's
prescriptlon and monitoring, or have been banned elsewhere (e.g. EntoroVioform). While a foreign donor has no authority in influencing private-sector
traffic in medicines, it could assist in providi n information to druggists and
5
This might be coordinated
merchants on appropriate vs. dangerous medicin5.1
as well as the
University,
Sanaa
In
Medicine
of
through the proposed Faculty
ministry.
bAILUA. There has been a dramatic
j
J1ak DL ;Lnfgtja
4.
increase in economic levels in the rural areas, but little is known about
changes in overall consumption patterns and nutrition. It is clear that infant
nutrition may in fact have deteriorated. Certainly many new items on the rural
market (white flour, biscuits, cola) are poor substitutes for the traditional
foods. A study updating the earlier nutrition studies of Annika Bornstein
16
(FAO) rates a high priority.
. In the building up of rural
Ut
f/_
f =
5. N
infrastructure, sanitation takes last place. Thus, in many villages the number
of color televisions is greater than the number of latrines. Tho traditional
Yemeni pit latrine is well adapted to Yemen with certain modifications and
could be constructed with existing materials and at a reasonable cost. Donors
should seek to interest the private sector, which has a large amount of
construction workers and masons, in design and building of pit latrines in
rural villages. In areas with a large animal population the compost toilet
would appear to be a viable option. UNICEF has run a successful compost toilet
project in the PDRY. Roof-top solar water beaters should be encouraged and
nent in existing projects (e.g., for clinics under
could be added on as a coTr
the PHC program in Yemen)."
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(forthcoming). A list of medicinal plants for Yemen has been prepared
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traditional
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For information
Fleurentin and Pelt (1982).
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14 This section is based in part on a report submitted by Charles F. Swagman,
candidate in anthropology at the University of California at Los
Ph.D.
Angeles. Assessment of the institutional capabilities of the Ministry of
Health stems mainly from a report by Jens Hermann. For additional details, see
Hermann (1979).
1 5 1n

16SOe

Egypt a bulletin is provided to pnarmacists on health-related issues.
the recommendations in Part Four.

17Haratani and Skenfield (1980:17).
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7.

EDUCATION IN RURAL YEMEN

Yemen has long been a center of Islamic education, with Muslims in the
medieval period coming from as far as Spain and China to study with scholars in
the coastal town of Zabid. However, the rural Yemeni received no formal
education apart from occasiomal and limited Quranic teaching. This invariably
consisted of rote memorization and did not include any of the subjects in a
modern curriculum.

The purpose of this chapter is to provide e brief overview of the basic
odos of learning, emerging rural facilities
literacy, tradition&l non-formal
1
This is an area on which
and access to education among the rural population.
Furthermore, it is
data.
quantitative
and
there is limited qualitative
In overall terms
place.
taking
is
difficult to chart the pace at which charge
where
considering
but
development,
at a low level of
rural education is still
made.
been
have
achievements
education was only a decade ago substantial
areas.
urban
at
directed
been
Still, the major effort has

While ranking among the better off developing countries in terms of rural
income levels, Yemen ranks among the least developed in terms of literacy.2
Nationwide only 13 percent of Yemenis over the age of 10 can read and write.
Of those over ten, 26 percent of men can read and write but only 2 percent of
females ars defined as literate. In absolute terms, this means only some
31,000 Yemeni women (over 10 years) can read and wrilte.
Not surprisingly, the urban population is much more literate and has
higher rates of school attendance at all levels. Based on the admittedly
questionable 1975 census figures, more than 20 percent of all literate Yamenis
are concentrated in the three cities of Sanaa, Taiz and Hodeida; yet this
Similarly, about
population represents only 6 percent of Ywen's inhabitants.
115 percent of literate Yemeni women live in these three cities, dospite the
fact that the population here is only 5 percent of Yemeni women. The literacy
rate in the three main cities is about 43.8 percent, in contrast to 10.8
percent in rural Yemen.
As in all aspects of Yemeni life, here too :Ls great regional diversity
Literacy levels are shown in Table
beyond the urban-rural distinction 2= U
Overall literacy in the governorates of Sanaa and Taiz is twice that of
7-1.
the percentage for Mahweit and HajJa. Female literacy in Ta.z, for example, is
13 times greater on a percentage basis than in the governorate of Sa'da.
Adult literacy programs exist providing elementary education to about
6,000 adults age 15 and over. However, thim represents only one out of every
Despite ambitious goals of the
500 persons and is mainly urban in focus.
been uneven. Not all literacy
have
efforts
government to Improve literacy,
often unaware that courses can
are
Women
training.
complete
to
students stay
the same problem a3s basic
from
suffer
Literacy programs
be segregated.
education in rural Yemen: lack of trained personnel, lack of facilities,
traditional attitudes about female education, lack of motivation by students
and, in some cases, lack of free time of either adults or children.
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Table 7-1.

Governorate

-----------

Literacy levels according to sex and
governorate for population over 10 years
(Steffen at al. 1978:1/120)

Female Literacy
Male Literacy
(Percent)
(Percent)
mm-m--m------------- mmm-

Total Literacy
(Percent)

-mm
mm

Mmm
----

Taiz

37.2

4.6

18.4

Sanaa
,arib
Bayda
Dhamar
Sa'da
Ibb

31.5
26.2
28.6
214.5
20.4
16.7

2.5
0.6
2.0
0.6
0.2
1.6

16.5
13.2
12.8
11.3
9.5
9.1

HajJa

17.9

0.5

8.1

Mahweit
National

16.1
25.4

0.5
1.9

7.5
12.6

The lack of a school system in most of rural Yemen should not be
interpreted as proof that rural people are ignorant. To a great extent
relation to the daily lives of
literacy and formal education has had little
rural farmers and housewives. Traditional skills and Ic oledge were passed on
The father initiated his son into
orally and through hands-on experience.
methods of working the land, knowing when to plant certain crops, how to
irrigate and so on. A girl learned household domestic skills (basketry,
Artisans (potters,
sewing, cooking) from her mother and older sisters.
aon.
to
father
from
knowledge
their
on
passed
weavers, smiths)
Among many in the rural population there is a reverence for the man (or
woman) who can r-ead and write. A learned man may be sought out to inscribe a
verse from the Quran as a protective amulet. Those who can read and recite
Quran are according great prestige, no matter what thair economic or social
Important documenta (deeds, contracts, legal decisions) were
background.
Indeed many village shaykhs have a rudimentary
generally written down.
knowledge of reading and writing because of their administrative duties within
the commun-ity.
In rural Yemen there has been limited Quranic teaching in the more formal
manner found in towns and cities. Rural mosques were simple buildings and

local religious men were seldom scholari. If there was any instruction in
Quran or religious teaching, this was often done out of doors or for those of
the higher status groups, Many rural Yamenis have learned their prayers and a
few Quranic versus by imitation rather than any formal schooling, however

limited in scope.
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By the end of the 19508 only 680 primary schools (invariably mosque run)
were reported for all of Yemen; most of these were in major towns and cities.
In 1958 under the imamate there were only 5 preparatory and secondary schools
It was not until 1970, after the
providing classes for some 696 pupils.
of Education took over the Quranic
Ministry
the
that
re--lution and civil war,

schools in rural Yemer.

At this time the system was brought into line with

six years of primary,
Egyptian schools:
years of secondary education.

tnree ycars of preparatory and three

Although rates of school attendance have increased since 1970, only about
At the primary level
25 percent of children ages 6-11 are enrolled in school.
in 1982 there wore 3,747 schools reported, with a dropout rate of 25 percent.
A quarter of these schools do not go beyond the 3rd grade. At the same time
there were 314 preparatory schools with a much lower dropout rate. Some 120
an even lower dropout rate.
secondary schools were reported for 1982 ith
particularly within the
years,
repeat
students
many
that
Although it is clear
goes in the system,
one
further
the
that
true
past several years, it is also
end.
the
to
the greater the chance of remaining there
There are several other types of institutions which provide secondary
education. For 1981-82 there were 300 religious schools (previously
administered by the Ministry of Religious Affairs and Aza f) serving 46,086
students. Ten institutes at the same time trained 692 students as primary
Preparatory school teachers are trained in General Teachers
school teachers.
Institutes of which there were twelve in 1981-82 with 1,210 students.
Secondary school teachers are trained in the Faculty of Education at Sanaa
University. In addition there are a number of vocational secondary schools as
of 1981-82:
-- 7 commercial schools serving 581 students,
--

2 technical schools serving 461 students,

--

4 industrial schools with 483 students,

--

2 agricultural schools with 144 students.

The only universii

level education in Yemen is provided by the University

of Sanaa, which was founded in 1970 and has received substantial foreign aid
input. Currently, there are five faculties: arts, scienca, commerce, law and
education. Plans exist for establishing faculties of medicine, agriculture and
In 1981-82 there were 6,634 students registered for
engineering by 1985.
degrees, although fewer were actually studying. Most of the teaching staff are
foreign--Eyptian, Sudanese, Iraqi, Indiaa--while Yemenis occupy most senior
administrative positions. About 20 percent of the student body is female, but
up to half of these are not Yemeni.

±
Accsa I&
Access to education varies considerably according to rural versus urban,
regional variations and sex. The distribution of schools by goveraorate is
noted in Table 7-2.
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Table 7-2.

Distribution of schools by governorate
in 1981-82 (YAR, CPO 1982)
Primary

Preparatory

Secondary

Sanaa
Taiz
Hodoida
Ibb
Dhamar

722
464
192
366
267

49
102
19
22
20

13
27
8
7
3

Hajja

374

9

3

Mahweit
Bayda
Sa' da
Marib/Jawf

155
121
113
161

3
7
7
8

1
2
1
3

Governorate

As might be expected, the largest concentration of schoola is in Sanna.
However, it is significant that the southern governorate of Taiz contains the
highest number of preparatory and secondary schools. This ±s an area whore
education has long been stressed, in part because of the long history of out
migration through Aden to and other countries. These migrants have tended to
roles that require a level of education (such as commerce or work in an
fill
industrialized country), unlike the recent influx of unskilled labor to Saudi
Arabia amd the Gulf States.
Much of what dynamism exists in the country's education derives from the
relatively modern city of Aden in the current PDRY. Yemenis during the days of
the imamate could sometimea migrate to Aden for a secular education on the
British pattern. Well-educated Adenis were fluent in Engliah and Arabia.
Following the Marxist ascendancy in the late 1960s. many educatod Adenis came
to Yemen where they have had considerable impact on social, comercial,
political and intellectual life. Many of the personnel reds of the government
have been filled by Yamenis from the Southern Highlands.
In the past there was no formal educational training of girls, although
women of the elites often learned to read and write at home. Unlike some other
Arab countries, Yemeni women have not really been encouragod to go abroad for
higher education. There is virtually no formal education of girls in the
countryside for a number of reasos. One is the traditional attitude that
girls do not need to be educated to be housewives; -nother Is that existing
It is reported in some
opportunities usually mix girls and boys in school.
areas that Yemenis do not oppose mixing of boys and girlr,; rather this is the
attitude brought in by foreign Arab teachers. Furthermore, given the household
tasks and early female marriage age of most rural Yemen, there is little
opportunity or time for attending school.
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have improved only slightly in
Formal education opportunities for women
4

However, more progress has been
rural Yemen sinct the days of the imamate
made in urban areas, where it is possible to have all-girl schools and female
for

teachers can function more effectively. There is now an opportunity
confined to those few girls who
university level edueqtion, but this is still
tend to be urban
have gone through the system (or a private school) and these
about 100 women
only
aro
there
time
present
and from wealthy families. At the
number may
This
degrees.
M.A.
with
with B.A. degrees and only a handful
improve dramatically in the near future.
The government has recognized the need for equalization of educational
is
opportunitios for boys and girls. Unfortunately, the rural education system

at present inadequate for males as well.

One major problem is the lack of

It would be extremely difficult for an
female teachers in rural areas.
unmarried woman to teach in a village, and unlikely that if she were married,
her husband would also find work in the village. An exception to this ie the
In some villages the wife (who may have little
wife of the male teacher.
training) will hold classes for girls in her home while the boys are in school.
Hural families are often reluctant to send their daughters to learn under a
foreign male teacher.

. Like other ministries in the Yameni
DaJ=
laak 9.f. iD&
government, Education lacks the trained personnel, supplies and finances to
effectively counter the lack of facilities and opportunities in rural Yemen.
Although schools are being built by the LDAs, it is often difficult to find
teachers who will live in remote rural areas. The general logistical problems
of worLIng in rural Yemen also hinder development.

1.

Education at all levels in Yemen relies
2. Aatlan= D fDMJri Da
These are financed by '.their own
heavily on expatriate Arab teachers.
government a8 a form of aid to Yemen. Their salaries would be far lower in
Yemeni
their own country (which is a major incentive for going to Yemen).
little
is
teachers have their oalaries paid by the government. Thus, there
other
some
incentive to decrease the number of foreign teachers, as long as
government will pay the bill. Of the estimated 17,000 foreign teachers in
Yemeni schools, about 14,000 are Egyptian and a sizeable number Sudani. The
problems of this excessive zeliance on foreign teachers are:
--

reluctance of Yamenis to have their children taught by foreigners,
even though they are Arabs (especially because of teachers'
attitudes about being in rural Yemen),

--

different expectations in disciplining of children,

--

lack of Yemeni teachers as role models and
incentive to stay in school,

--

communication problems because of differences between Yemeni
dialects and those of teachers,
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therefore

less

--

demands of some local teachars for money from villagers on top of
their salary,

--

need to house and feed foreign teachers in the local community.

feature of
st=
A striking
A
modern eduop tion in Yemen is that practically all elements are from outside the
The levels, curricula, teachers, administrative features and even
country
styles of schools are foreign and to a great extent based on the Egyptian
model. Schooling, especially in rural areas, is an alienating process from the
day the child begins primary classes and has to adjust to the values of accmnt
of his teacher until the day he or she graduates from a univarsity in cap and
Foreign aid keeps the schools afloat.
gown derived from medieval Europe.
Kuwait assists in materials and buildings for schools and makes large
Britain is funding a
contributions to the running of Sanna University.
curriculum development project in English languag, training. West Germany
assists in vocational training, as does USAID and other donors. Furthermore,
UNESCO provides an advisor in curriculum development.

3.
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USAID/Sanaa supports the MOE in Yemen through a Basic Education
This
Michigan University (EMU).
Development project administered by Eastern
5
involves three components at present.
--

2FxtM= !AOIackn 1f
M.A. level at EMU.

viD . The goal is to educate 180 Yemenis to the
There will be teacher trainers and administrators
It

at Teaching Training Institutes.

is hoped that more appropriate

models for primary schools can be developed.
Ad

Jtr

abroad.
--

M=iL. Twenty MOE officials will be traired
workshops.
in-country
be
There will
,

b9izr

the Faculty of
will be
Education
Primary
Education at Sars University a Department of
set up to improve teaching of science.

ZfrL

tJ j
jDjjRd

b

In
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conjunction with

In the planning stage is an Instructional Materials project,
promote use of media and printed materials at all levels.

which will

A major problem in the rapid
d ".a.
mba
J2IaL
!JZ=aDa
[
4.
of textbooks, instructional
shortage
development of the eduvation system is the
materials

and media

for

teaching.

appropriate for Yemeni students.
science teaching.

The

textbooks

are

not

necessarily

There is a distinct lack of materials for

ix. Compounding all the other problems is the
As rqm] Ji
5. L.Q1 I
fact that few rural Yemenis understand what education is all about. Children
seldom have role models of elders who have gone through the system. With such
extensive adult illiteracy,

it

is

difficult to communicate a modern,

secular

education system to parents. The government cannot force compliance in school
attendance, even in those places where there are established schools. The role
of the LDAs and local community initiative are encouraging building 7f schools
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in many rural commur~.tles, but there is almost total reliance on the ministry
for staffing and no viable mechanisms for picktng up recurring costa.

1. In a country with a vast majority of illiterate
D U
11
1. 1
There is a need
adults, it is not enough simply to train the next generation.

for adult literacy,

as recognized in the Basic Literacy Campaign by the

Ministry of Education. This in not a problem that can he solved for the whole
There is a Zjeat potanti.1 for use of the media
population by formal clesso.
in teaching basics of readinZ and writing. For eample, Iraq haB employed an
extensivo media campaign to liminate illiteracy coordinated with local
around the ountry. Uas of media may bo an effiectiva way of
literacy clasr
reaching women, who might not attend classes in a school,
2.

fz

extensive,

kU.

idJn&.

Although foreign donor

upport has been

thero is a need to train Yemenia who can fill ministry positions at

all levels and to ttain Yemeni teachers. The lack of Yemoni teachers at the
primary level is a major barri*e to rural education. Bmphnsi: should be placed
on indigenous institution2, such as Sanna Univeraity, for icreaaad training Of
in-country tralnng or, it
teachers. Furthermore, it is important to ancourua,
least in enothor Arabi c-speaking country. By having to learn the largmge of
In
the donoxo country, the student may not be able to study a effectively.
In
country.
the
of'
sowe oases a student might be over-.trained for the needs
teaching
other cases he may not receive the appropriate training in baaic
skills$ but be encouraged to teach only the specialty of his undergraduate
training.
A major problem in developing education in
t.
f
n
Ekd-1=2e zltrL11
In the past most
Yemen is the lack of knowledge in budgets and finance.
influx of
current
the
With
institution.
schools were financed by the X
. funds,
for
revenues
alternative
seek
incentive to
there is l,ttle
dono
operation of an ever.-expanding system. A major problem is determining
appropriate wage rates and perquisites for rulbal teachers to encourage their

3.

remaining in remoter areas.

4.

M&l imum
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cial

.mi x==LM190 ROW. 2L~~n~2

In trying

to develop a modern education system overnight, numerous problems have arisen.
Some of these are due to the fact that education is presented in an alien and
alienating fashion. Rather than replace Quramtc schools with secular schools,
it might be useful at this stage to upgrade training of traditional Quranic
teacherq. particularly in reading and writing teaching skills. Such teachers
are established and respected in a commututty. Parents are more likely to sand
their children (at least at prc'seat) to a school if the traditional Quranic
The one-room school model ahould be explored for rural
teacher is involved.
Yemen.
There are a nuxibmr of non-fcrmal components which could complement the
current emphasis on teacher training. For example, literacy training can be
part of a health of mother-child clinic. Home economics education Is needed in
Yemen for such issues as Improved cooking methods, diet, sanitation in the
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(sowing, baeketry) and
home, preservatilon of food, useful crafts and skil6
(ven I-eeping financial records. This typa of training could be fostered by
increacec use of toevision and radio.
A major reason for the low number of
D
.,kb1= nx L
Z
5.
Yemeni women mt the university level Is the limited pool of potential
applicants. Yemen la not as conservative as other parts of the Arabian
peniimuia, but social, insatitutional, and foreign donor attitude constraints
The bottomhinder the full parti Lpatlon of women in tha educational proceos
line is that education must be improved for both male and female. Only when
in the educational
in
men aro bptter educated is it likoly that thL role of

If resources are scon as being diverted froom men to
will improv*,
syste
Foreign donors Bhould encourage more
women, tho HOE may hesitate.
in the public achools, but Tti force a confrontation
partl'cipatioa of girls
teachera and segregated (by sex)
The usa of feale
vith Yaoeni attitudes.
This is an issue
schoolB may be the most appropriate approach in rural -rea
.ttudy.
that requie'es furthr
The problem in Yomen is that
cl a
n
.j.Ual
6.
or no underatanding of
there is widespread accees to Lew technology, but little
This creates a twofold
behind the technology.
principle
the scientific
or
problem in that technology is either ignored (because it is too difficult
deal
should
ons
grde
from
curricula
The
rshipped.
w
or
'foreigng)
considered
There is a need
with basic scientific concepts in terms familiar to ztudsnto
edueational
higher
the
at
Arabic
in
precisely
to define terms and concepts
The
raised.
be
must
administratops
and
teachers
of
The consciousnees
levels.

proposad Z

rq

t= could play a useful ro~e in promoting

understanding of basic scienco coneepts and technology transfer.
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1For
2 Xn

more information, ee Steffen, A Al. (1978:1/109-122) and Sharif (1973).
mokt c~aie,

howevar

there will be someone in the v llage who can read or

write for a person.
3 See

Ansell (1981a).

4See El-Faqseh (1982)
5 Soe

Eastern

and Myntti (19789

1979a) for wcen' s edueAtion in Yemen.

fchigan University (1979).

6See rocommendations in Adibe (1982).
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8.

DIFFERD2ITIAL ACCESS TO REMUR

AND SERVICES

The preceding chapters ha.ve proftiled a he.trog neous population With
and
variatione in roligicus affiliation, social xatua polittcal leverage
economic apportumitiez.

Unafatuvm'ely,

the ro!zch that haM Nen conducted in

rural ramen is limited end difficult to ganeralize fer

h

czuntry ns a whole.

It is extr oeely difficult to pinpoalt disadvantaged grovAp3 or areas in rural
Yemen both because of the lack of quantitative data and the rapidly changing
economic contsvt. While the poor are indeed out there, they ar not, easy to
recognizo .
Who are the di, advantaged and those with least access to services and
A4,
resourcos in rurn" Yemen? On r autvrficial leval oae mnght think ths
.A&
the
literature,
the
to
Accrding
poor.
the
are the pooront of
However it is unclear
constituted a pariah group in the days of the im matoi
individuals are Placed
status
low
dark-kinmsd
of
number
who the Ahh a are. A
reflects the
infarmation
our
of
All
in this category by higher-status goups
';o target
donor
a
For
sense°
bias of people who use the term in a pojorativo
not
group,
monolith-l
a
not
is
this
the AkhAalp would be inappropriate, because
and
overtonos,
raucial
has
all are disadvanteged, the concept of such a group
the govrnment would find this an embarraBing situation.
iwho
Another potontial Otarget group" in Yemen is the scalled
in
term
pejorative
a
are of mixed Arab and African families. This too is
s
!
cantur
Yemeni society and reflocts racial attitudes that have evolved over
Obervations indicate that they are discriminated agast by mag femews, even
in official circles. Unfortunately, it is difftault to distinguiah the "6ed
ugefuegs fro
, former s2ves and recent
population from the so-called A
fighting in East Africa.
If on:* sats the complicated and imprecise conept of sccial identity or
ethnic origin aside, there are broad types of people who are disadvantaged.
These include:
&LaI=hRiouD.. In tha coastal region and Southern
lb-tO
0
I,
Highlands there are nu r1,ous poer, seasonal labeoers. Many of thaze do not ovn
land and livi in tents or makeshift structures. Wages are low relative to
Children are not able to go to
other opportunities in the expanding economy.
school. Sedentary people often look down on these migrants as unclean or

untrustworthy.
To a great extent remittances have filtered through all levels
&AO
D
and reglons of Yemen. Furthermore, mechanisms of high bridepricesa, highly
inflated wage scales and cash cropping (especially .Q-f) spread the money to
many families without sons abroad. According to the 1975 consus, the
All
governorates of llajJa, Hodeida and Harib had tho least out-migration.
of
way
ideal
an
as
abroad
i'
Arabia
Saudi
in
work
regard
categories
social
a
e2mple,
for
Today,
restrictionw
financial
are
there
but
geneoation,
income
landlest
The
abroad.
work
to
visa
exit
an
for
4000
YR
least
at
man must pay
and seasonal laborers may not be able to afford this or obtain credit.
Those without land or remittance income often come to the
.n.tI.
cities for possible employment in low-status jobs of street sweeping or as

3. 1
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In the major citiea there are aka',ftt mhanty towns, oxften on tho
sevants,
access to water or sanltatioa. Tkri governent attepted
outakirts, with little
s never completad.
a 1ow.-incore housing project in Sanagi, but
the fact
Individuals -hO c3.e Ml squatt*J ', Ancluds a 'ariety of groupat despite

they may be lumipad tosok 3r aa
it musit be
wfat can bo done about tho disadvantaged in Yemen? L-,
, this problem ia w'apped up in rhe process of urbanizitiono
recognized thit
there in a
.
Rural poor ray come to the citiea for work or charity.
are dark
many
,ihich
ln Yemeni zociety of
"invisible pOopi
category of
Little is 1mown about racial attitudies in the Yameni popuation, but
skinred.
in tb
there is a need to recognize the nature of discrinination. 2Jh,;
of the
context of rapid chantre the poor are thoe who havs not been a part
Thes come from several cateaories in the
remittance and goroUing boom.
, it is vacessary to define the People and
traditional social structures
pejorativn torms and outdatod lit-ratura.
with
op4)rate
the problem, rather than
and must be approached with caution. To
is~ne
sennitive
Yet, this represents a
Donors are not yet
know who they are.
first
help the disadvantaged, one mU:At
at that stage.
Given these caveats, only prolimir ry observations can be made in defining
These
differ ential accens to resourcos and services in tih rural Sector.
is
there
Thus,
base.
observations ,re based on a limited and often biased data
the
in
a need for updating, refinIng and perhaps rejecting certain pointo
For each access, the remaindev of this chapter is
following discusaicn.
crganrizex accordin the the reso, rce or 3ervice.

Bz3ore U;he revolution in the tribal areas of the Central and Northern
Highlands, there was a disdain for vegetable cultivation and markating among
Thiai has virtually disappared today.
tribal farmers of cereals and legumes.
(See Extension, Farm Inputs.)

A variety of imported consumer goods are now available iu rural markets,

including soft drinks, .,andy, biscuits, canned food items, cooking oil,
plastic shoes, plastic utenils, toys, cloth, kerosene, primus xtoves, small
Major appliances must be purchased in major
hand tools and various !edicini)s.
citiq-a, as well as most luxuT.,y items (perfumes, forcd.gy alothing, elootronic
equipment, ,;xpensir watch). On many goodso including tha few available
mediciones, there is inadequvte comsumer labeling (instructions, varningv,
High-tar
which is aompounded by the asic illv-4racy of the rural population.
cigarettes represent a threat to YemGrts who smoke.
items are less available farther from the main
Perishable and lare
Access appeara to be
citirs, becau- of insz.juate steraga or transportation.
For example,
discrimination.
social
than
logltical and econo!.ic, rather
areas.
medicines are higbly oerpriced in rural
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Islamic law forbids the taking of interest on loans, although there are
mechanions for getting around this. With tie massive influx of remittances
into th rural sector, there has arisen a group of ramittance agents who aid in
transfor of the money back to the loool community. In some casos these agents
will loan out movey. People can often borrow from relatives or powerful men in
a local area. A sharocropper, for example, may obtain credit from a major
landownor. There is no banking system in rural Yemen. Up to the present there
has been no great demand for cradit from rural farmers due to the availability
of rewittances and the limited availabllty of investments in many areas.

As noted in Chapter 7, there are differances in educational opportunities
between urban and rural, male and female, and according to region. The best
rural school sybtem has developed in the Southern Highlands and foothills.
Children of seasonal migrants have limited access to education. Girls have far
]ess access at all Levels of schooling due to the attitude that education and
profebsional training ara eot noeded for marriage, the lack of female teachers
in rural areas and the con.ervative attitude of many foreign Arab teachers, who
Emphasis on female education has baen greatest among
dominate the occupaticn
tho traditional eliteis.
centers exist in technical and vocational skills, but
A number of t-alin
these affcct only a small minority of rural youth. Those fnmilie nearer the
major cities or with connections in the cities (i.e., relatives a youth mAn
The recruitment
with) have the greatest access to training conters.
lve
efforts of traitning centers are poorly run and ineffective in reaching most of
the rural population.
Education at the higher levels, particularly the university, requirns an
This is an age when most
independent source of money for living expenses.
and raising families.
married
are
or
work
full-time
in
young people are engaged
or families where
arena
urban
from
Most university-level students come
students and
university
the
of
Many
education has traditionally been valuod.
the
particularly
country,
the
of
those sent abroad for study are fron the south
Taiz-Ibb area.
The Ministry of Education supports a Basic Literacy Program, but this is
adults. Also,
urban in focus and reaches only I out of every 500 illiterate
many who begin the training do not complete it.

In the rural areas there is at present virtually no outreach of public
electrification efforts. In the last decade small diosel-fueled electricity
generators have been installed in numerous villages. This is usua7.ly the work
of an entrepreneur who charges a fixed fee for usage. Those without access to
remittance in.rom may find it difficult to hook up, because the local cost is
70 cents per kilowatt hour. Household electricity seems to be rarer in the
Tihama, in part due to difficulties in wiring the thatched huts. Most village
generators do not operate around the clock, but in the evening (sunset to
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midnight). In some villages the electricity generator precedes the call to
prayer, which is then amplified over the surrounding area. In the caso of a
wedding, where dancing may go on all night, the expense of operating the
generatoV may bs picked up as a wedding e~pense. (See Energy.)

The number one occupation in all of rural Yemen is

farzing, which is

women,
generally a family or household endeavor. In subsistence agrictiltt
on the
food
putting
to
contribution
children and the old make a substantial
domestic
cheap,
of
ivflux
and
table. With the outflow of unskilled male labor

foodstuffs, there is little incentive to naintain traditio.za cropping patterns
In the Southern Higlands and eoartal region there are
or upkeep of terraces.
YroTug,'hout Yeman local hire or paymant in kind is
migrant aaaoDal labc-e,-z
practiced, particularly at harvo: t time. In somao reas women must pick up the
slack left when many village men rigvatc fcr work.
The expanding infrastructure in rural Yemon has opened up a number of new
employment opportunities, such as mnoahriuc, masonvv construction workers,
Few
taxi-drivers and shopkeepers. However, all of those Lre men.
in
incone-ganeration
traditional
froo
apart
womon
fop
exist
opportunities
The
skills.
houehold
and
mat-making
baskotry,
sewing,
poultry raising,
Many are not eneking
economic role of women is on the docllne in rural Yemen.
is a liiting
oduoution
of
Lack
new work, but more leisure in their lives.
women.
and
factor in new jobs for men
The most striking feature of rural Yonon iz the fact that over a third of
the potential male work force is abroad and sending back remittances which
Thoso iwith prozizity to Britich-controlled
highly inflate the rural economy.
The
historical position to migrate.
beat
the
in
were
past
the
in
Aden
opportunities in nAighboring oil-rich states extended to almost all areas of
the country. Only men worked abroad. Those who cannot afford the YR 4000 for
an exit visa to work abroad may not benefit from ramittances.

Access to energy sources is a critical problem in all of rural Yemen
because of the extent of deforestatLon. Butane gas is expensive and only
available in major towns and cities. Wood is available, but at a tremendous
Electricity is also expensive and limited.
cost to the household budget.
There appears to have been virtually no experimentation with solar, wind,
mini-hydro or goothermal power, yet one or more have significant potential. It
is not clear which regions or social groups have the least access to energy in
(Sea Electricity.)
rural Yemen.

In traditional Yemeni society there are many occasions that provide
These include weddings, circumcisions,
entertainment within the community.
religious feasts and tue return of pilgrims from the bA J to Mecca. In miny
areas of rural Yemen there is a growing lack of traditional musicians, who
increasingly charge large fees for performances. In much of the highlands,
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flat ground for athletic games
unlike the coastal region, there is little
Television and the videocasstta recorder are becoming
(espocially aoccer).
There are no parks,
in the villagesa.
the most important entertainment souwu-zc
and travel to a resort or the beach is unhetwd of.

Although there is a National Extension Service in the Ministry of
Agriculture and Fisheries, tJhere is no effective extension service apart from
Extension agents are being trained at two secondary
specific donor peojects.
schools, but Vradttea have not yet been plaoed in the field. Many farriers are
interontrd ik cultivating new crops, but they need advice and information on
Appropriate farm machinery for highland terraces is not uidely
farm inputs.
available, OesPcitolly small tractors, roto-tillers, sorghum threshers and corn
shellers.
The British have trained livestock extension agents, but they function
Livestock in Yemen have many
mainly near cities or in specifte project areas.
is needed.
outreach
increased
so
problems,
nutritional and disease

outreach
Although Yemen has a Family Planning Association, it has little
women
911
of
A survey in 1979 showed that 13 percent
in rural Yemen.
intervieed used some form of contraceptiom. According to the same survey, the
most common method was the pill (slightly more tVnan 50 percent of those who use
A variety of
condoms.
contraeoptivea) and loss than 8 percent usd
contruceptives is available in pharmacies of towns and cities and in major
- appear to have no access to these and
hospitals. However, most rural womr
or no access to information on family planning. Greater
families have little
The issue of religious
access may be t. function of educational level.
studied in Yemen. It
thoroughly
attitudes hnd family planning has not been
appears that there is widespread interest in contraception among men and women.

Although there im a lack of extension, many rural farmers now have some
. ecess to fertilizer, tractors, hydraulic pumps, insecticides, and improved
seeds or needlings through the priveate sector. Use of farm inputs has been
from basic
stimuluted in great part by a switch to cash cropping of Z
need for
least
have
terraces
highland
older,
on
Farmers
subsistence farming.
machinery.
large tractors and no access to more appropriate

In the past deradi there hvA been a dramatic increase in availability of
food in rural Yemen. This is due to increased capital from remittances and
improvement in road networks. It appears that vegetables have always been rare
in rural areas and cYntinue so today. Imported canned green beana and tomatees
Consumption of potatoes and fresh
are available in most rural markets.
toma&toes hes incread greatly. While some seasonal fruits were available in
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the past, imported fresh fruits (bananas, apples, orasgcs) are found in rural
areas today. Imported white flour and sugar consumption has skyrocketed,
resulting in nutritional problems. Chicken and egg consumption hma also
increased dramatically. Due to the high price of local meat, many poor, rural
families only eat meat periodically or on spocial occasions.
to receive less food, particularly meat, vgetables and fruits,
Women s*e,
Children's
because men are often presumed to need more for their taska.
to
breastfeeding
from
shift
the
to
due
especially
nutrition is appalling,
bottled milk.

The biggest improvement in food processing has been the widespread
introduction of community diesel-powered grain mills. In the past women had to
grind flour almost daily by hand on stone mills. Unfortunately, there are no
mechanical corn shellers nor sorghum threshers available, despite tha fact that
the major agricultural crop. There is substantial loss in
sorghum is still
Lack of electricity limits
grain storage, particularly in the Tihama.
refrigeration and leads to food spoilage or thawing and refreezing. Food
storage problems appear to be greater in the coastal region.

Most rural villages have no access to a rural clinic or doctor. Those who
live farthest from a city with a hospital, doctors and medicines are the most
Professional care by a private physician is expensive and there
disadvantaged.
are reports that people must pay for some government health services. Many
rely on traditional health practitioners. The proventative
villagers still
approach of traditional health care is being replaced by a curative emphasis.
There is no
where the pill or injection is the panacea for all ills.
doctors
female
of
lack
The
Yemen.
rural
in
care
health
professional, mental
female
lese-trained
to
role
greater
a
gives
or
women
for
limits opportunities
coastal
in
diseases
communicable
of
nurses. Given the greater prevalance
areas, this requires immediate health outreach.

In most highland villages, housing appears to be adequate, although
several families may share the same structure. There is a boom in rural house
construction, stimulated by remittance capital. There is a naed to upgrade
design and construction standards in earthquake zones. There is at present an
urgent need to houee those left homeless in the 1982 earthquake. Coastal
housing is adapted to the heat and lack of building materials, but thatched
huts are not viable for introduction of household electricity. Many rural poor
have now become urban poor and live in makeshift shanties. These squatters are
in need of housing and basic services.

Acoess to irrigation water is

linked with regional supply and land
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Those groups with least access to productive land also have least
ownership.
access to irrigation. In recont decades there has been a large increase in the
number of pumpwells, creating an active market for water rental or exploitation
In general, the
Pricing mechanisms are not adequately studied.
of new land.
methods and
irrigation
improved
coastal ragion holds greatest potential for
it is
Yemen,
of
Given the limited water resources
water availability.
systems.
important to make more efficient use of traditional water-use

Laza
Historically in the Central and Northern Highlands only tribosmen and the
religious aristocracy owned land. Members of low-status service-providing
In most of the
groups were not allowed or could not afford to own land.
in the
concentrated
was
land
most
region
Southern Highlands and the coastal
peasantry.
landless
largo,
a
uas
there
and
landowners
large
hands of a few
With
Land is the most highly valued investment in rural Yemen.
those
for
difficult
remittances the value of land has skyrocketed, making it
with now-found affluence to invest in rural land. In tribal areas there are
Women own
mechanisms for keeping productive land within the tribal segment.
land and receive part of the inheritance, but they are dependent on male
The dominant system of land
agents, especially fathers and brothers.
fragmentation is a difficult problem for development of land resources in
agriculture.

In most of rural Yemen traditional, customary law prevails alongside a
system of Islamic judges. Most personal and village-level disputes are settled
(or at least cooled) at the local level through the mediation of relatives,
A major rural dispute may be taken to an
respected mediators.
nand
Modern lawyers
Islamic judge, but this can be expensive and time-consuming.
are only available in the major cities.
The emphasis in customary and formal law in Yemen is the contractual
relationship. Low-status service providers were clients to the tribes and this
guaranteed certain rights and obligations. Almost all dispute sattlements are
It is unclear to what extent these traditional
a written down and preserved.
extends its influence.
government
the
as
change
will
processes

(See Education.)

I

~kina

In the tribal areas there was in the past a disdain for commerce and
The main
significance today.
marketing, but this appears to be of little
With the
network.
road
inadequate
restraint on marketing has always been the
building of new roads there is a shift from the periodic rural market to
roadside markets and permanent shops.
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region.
Marketing is more limited in the highlands than the coastal
and
fast
a
in
resulted
has
sja
However, the recent switch to cashcropping of
can
farmers
small
Even
effective marketing network to the towns and cities.
crops,
other
all
For
market a" effectively and realize large profits.
of glut &nd
however, marketing informatica is inadequate, so there are periods
scarcity.
Women appear to have less access to the market than men, except in the
coastal region. This does not mean that women are absent from the market.
However, they have lit le or no involvement in marketing of basic grains and
most cash crops. There are no women traders in rural Yemen, with the exception
sellers at Jabal Sabr near Taiz.
of female g

Wherever
There is probably not a village in Yemen without radios.
set. In
a
have
will
television reception is possible, at least one person
and
Arabia,
Saudi
from
parts of the north it is possible to receive broadcasts
of
source
primary
PDRY broadcasts are available in the south. The media are a
and
entertainment and national or world news, but there are also educational
religious programs.
Television reprosents an important vector for communication of development
interventions, particularly in the form of docu-dramas or real-life shows.
This is an area of great potential for reaching women, who can watch in the
privacy of their own homes. In the past two years, video-cassette machines
have become widely available, even in rural areas. This holds potent±al for
video cassette packages on health or agricultural problems.

(See Employment.)

Chewing the leaves of ggt is a national pastime in Yemen. In recent years
maL production has increased astronomically, bringing in high profits for the
farmers. At the same time there is a national increase in chewing of At,
There are grades of
particularly in rural areas. Fewer women chew than men.
gLt, but it is an expensive pastime for those who do not cultivate large
amounts.
In the Tihama SLU must be trucked down fZom the highlands. DAt is only
available in the market one day a week in the PDRY. Saudi Arabia forbids
Yemeni workers bringing gU into the country.

Current information on nutrition and diet is limited, although nutrition
Many new
training is part of the goals for primary health care development.
items on the market (e.g., white bread, sugar, soda) are replacing more
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Women have little
nuptritional foods and creating new health problems.
infant feeding,
to
knowledge about how to deal with the problems related
particularlY bottled-milk use.
Ther3 is a need to develop effective outreach after understanding the
cont.mption habits in Yemen today. (See Food.)

22==&t11

£±LM.a Andi ztuQ

In traditional rural Yemen Islam has been integrated into the total fabric
of daily life. However, in many villages there is a need for improved mosques
and mosque facilities (aspecially latrines). Local religious officials are
spread out in the countryside, but poorer villat~as and more remote arear may
Womtk' tend to receive less formal
not have any religious instruction.
Jews remain in Yemen, since most
Yemeni
few
Very
men,
than
attention
religious

left for Israel in the days of Imam Abmad.

With the influx of trucks, jeeps and tractors there is a need for trained
Mos; major towns have adequate facilities for mechanids services.
mechanics.
expertise available at the village level for auto
However, there is little
appear to
Mechanics does nt
repair, tractor repair, or diesel engine repair
be a major skill picked up abroad.

Detailed information on sanitation facilities in rural Yemen is limited,
In
but it is cloar that few houses or mosques have latrines or showers.
or
manure
as
used
was
dung
traditional society, most iiaste is recycled. Animal

fuel. Human waste was mixed with manure.
animals.

Most garbage could be fed to

The problem today is what to do with non-biodegradpble trash, wastewater
and human wastes as settlements expand. If a septic tank is installed, for
example, there is no waste removal servica. Clearly, appropriate technological

solutions to rural sanitation problems are needed.

Urban squatters have very limited access to potable water and latrines.
Women have less access to latrines in mosques.

Many Yemenis claim that there is a decline in the number and variety of
traditional servico providers, as they seek higher-status joba. This is
particularly the case with musicians, barbers, praisesingers and traditional
craftsmen (smiths, potters, weavers).
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Almost all areas of rural Yemen now have dirt tracks as feeder roads to

This has stimulated growth of taxi services and
the nearest highways.
There is no public transport system operating in rural
transport of goods.
Yemen, and all efforts are by private initiativen. The LDAs are active in road
Thoea areas least able to afford roads or maintain roads are those
building.
to find
In more remote areas it is difficult
ttances.
with the fewest '
tribal
In
roadz.
government
gasoline, although p'ampo are springing up along
tribal
the
of
permission
without
to travel
areas it is often difficult
There are military
functionaries or payment of a toll for transport of goods.
checkpointo along major government roads, particularly near the borders.

Ac-,ss to drinking water is a basic right in customary and Islamic law.
of access in
but difficulties
The problem ia not one of social restrictions,
of the
percent
5
only
that
estimated
uas
it
19T5
in
Yemen.
regions of
all
are
diseases
Water-borne
water.
potable
to
rural population had easy access
6ndemic in many areas.
One of tho primary development

needs

is

for water supply.

villages women must walk over a kicimeter to fetch water.

In

some

Seasonal sources may

Near the coast water is
dry up and force one to go even farther for water.
saline and froih water must be brought in. LDAs and an activa private-sector
business hare been responsible for many small water projects, but there is
There is an urgent need to assess potential water supply
a great demand.
still
by region.
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PART IV
SUMARY DISCUSSION:
CONSTrAINTS AND POTENTIAL FOR DgVELOPKT
In the precading discusiion the authors of this social and institutional
profile have sought to draw conclusions and present implications and
recommendations for development assistance wherever possible. This section
attempts to summarize the foregoing analysis in terms of economic realities,
political and inatitutiornal realities, sociocultural realities, ard, finally,
recommendations for AID.

T,e fundamontal economic reality about Yemen ia that it does not fit the
The Yemen Arab Republic currently
pattern of most leis developed countries.
Due to the
had a dearth of labor and a surplus of capital in the rural sector.
it is
abroad,
work
impact of remittances from highly inflated salaries for
for
areas
Problem
extremely difficult to identify a category of rural poor.
development considerations are the following.
Tha Yemeni government is
a. The
,.
zQ. ...
lj
I.
through either taxes or
production
revenue
severely limited in increasing
U.S. $1.8 billion
negative:
highly
is
upgrading exports. The balance of trade
according to
ezports,
in
in imports in 1981 compared with only $10 million
years, the
recent
in
percent
Although GDP has rison at 5-6
official figures.
national economic system is dependent on external donor assistance and a
continued high level of remittances. Official remittance estimates are around
$1 billion for 1981, but there is a trend of less remittance inflow due to
decreased work opportunities in Saudi Arabia, Given the lack of institutionl
or financial soundness to survive a sustained loss of donor aid or remittances,
Yemen may be only one step away from an economic collapse.
Agricultural production haa been
I
]pi
LLJLd 1
g
2.
depletion of the rural
factors:
major
two
to
due
steadily declining in Yemen
prices of imported
market
match
to
producers
labor force and inability of local
which is
agriculture,
terrace
foodstuffs. Given the predominance of highland
supply,
water
on
limitations
and
not conducive to most major cash cropping,
productive
The greatest
Yemen will not likely bec.ome a major food exporter.
energy is now placed on qflL a plant with no nutritive and virtually no export
value.
Yemerds agricultural production has lon been
.an.
n n
m
Zzti=
3.
on local marketing of crops. Although
emphasis
with
subsistence oriented,
is high, market conditions are erratic.
demand
transportation has improved and
Due to the lack of any regicnal coordination in growing of new crops and the
lack of government regulatory powere, there are often seasons of over
production. Highland farmers grou-ing tomatoe;,, for example, may not be able to
meet production costs during the glut season. Uncertainty of market prices
discourages switching to new cash crops with unproven markets.
4i. 1 h~y.i
$2-an-hour economy in

. Yemen has gone from a $1-a-day wage economy to a
the last decade. Rural wage increases have kept pace
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hJs inflation can be directly linked to the Influx of remittance
with urlb~an.
capital. Such high wfgOs algrj encourage farmers to seek other ocoupationz
or switab to unproven ,aah
cbaietrategy
rather than MAt1a a
espacially in rural areas, receive a
govertisait work.I",
l
t
n
crops.
small salary whih often naisds to be supplaentedo
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The numbr oepriority of

rxabnd

most
rural Yeueni comuni";ies is roads, Yut this intervention is also the
the
expensive in the ruggcd, mountainous torLni which makes up the majority of
start
the
from
doomed
be
may
graints
PiqcJaot.s that requir-,e matching
country.
because local coo.,unitias are often unable or reluctant to part with such
benefitas ars evident.
capifle until. scamorn ateri
A uiqne aspect of the Yemeni eone.my is the
Ja Lldsil nt. .g.w.
I
6.
a plant with
extent to which asrcultura is orientod to the production of A
mtritive veliu that must be rark:eted within 24 hour& after bar esting. It
is estimated that in man,' oases the amount of household money expended on jqg&
may rival that -pend on food. Currently, a dayls supply of " :Ls between YR
35 and YR 15C, while the average daily wage of unalcilled labor is YR 70 to YR
While
To the extent that .aI is cultivated, fouer food crops arz grown.
90.
five
to
(up
crop
cash
ay
of
eturn
gra'alct
thp
s
in tho short term 1&t. pravid
begins
supply
the
as
problems
market
be
times that of coffee), there will acon
The insue of V. is polir.lcal, as well is economic, and
to exceed demand.
ao

problematic for any direct intervention by foavel
The poitiv

donc' s.

aspects of the Ye~ioni economy vfth development implications

are:
. With the availability of remittance-bas,d
!
t a arra-a
.
=aIY92
7.
capital in the rural areas, Yemenis havo been quick to invent in basic
Communal action, often outside the formal LDA mode, can
infrastrucy;ure.

mobilize finances for feder road construction, well drilling, schools and
ural Yemenis are active entrepreneurs as
village electricity generators.
shops along new roadso. There has been a
of
evidenced by the proliferation
but invetment opportunities are still
goods,
massive influx of consumer
limited. There are virtually no government restrictions on the private sector.
The donor can play an effective role in helping the government to facilitate
expansion of private-sector services which are dominant in rural areas.

In an economic ,en.e, the increased
. Mu
Jtln ,..l kf
S. Enai.-ULa A
mobility and cheaper transportation costs following major road construction
The mere existence of a
stimulate nsw production strategies and eash-cropping.
but it provides the
activity
economic
greater
,
road does not guarantee
of a coastal read to
opening
The
innovators.
and
opportunit- foR entreprenm.ars
for fresh vegetable
market
new
Saudi Arabia, for exemple, eeates a potential
production in the coasta2 region.
Although most Yemeni products are more
jtrta.
m.
.
9. 2r1&,= &m
expensive than imported substitutes, there is a pronounced preferene for the
Frozen, imported chicken costs YR 10 to 15, while rural,
local product.
Yemeni almonds are five times the
may cost YN 210.
chickens
live
domestic,
cultural attitude counteracts to a
This
Syria.
from
imported
price of almonds
costs which discourage local
production
local
higher
the
cartain extent
farm rs.
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10.

LlatiW~

a

irvm~l

ga-Miitar. Perhiaps the greata~st obstacle to

to
develop=fnt efforts hv b~n tthi lack of central government initatives
donor
No foeign
thoaa area, of Yemrn most in need of developnent
*nfluenca
in areas on
effectively
work
to
.sary
n
cability
has the understanding or
for
demonstrated,
vividly
been
hws
Thi.
the fronter of goveanaent control.
Development
Rural
integrated
AID-funded
the
example, by problems with both
Project in Mahweit and the Local Resourcol for Dev5opmenL project in Hiejo.
effentive political
Unfortunately, the govern ent ministries have little
when
%,tivitie*
donor's
the
leverege or institutional back-up to support
problems arise in romote areas.
During the days of the Zaydi iuaate the central government playfid little or no
role in the rural areas, amcept in appointing judges and collecting taxes.
Rural Yemenis still view tho government with suspicion, because they ars afraid
of interference, having land confiscated or increased taxatiorh The foreign
donor, by definition, is asaociatjd with the central governm ent and seen as an
element in the extension of government influence into remote areas.
There is an acute and well-,
fr- gy
12. 1=4UMIIjunlHIC
at all levels in Yemeni
manpower
recognized need for appropriately trained
the main development
as
Thin was identified
government institutions.
constraint by the World Bank Country Study of the Yemen Arab Republic in 1979.
The recent Agricultural Sector Assessment team for AID in Yemen identified
At
agricultural training and education as the highest priority in the sector.
present there is heavy dependence on other Arab nationals (Egyptian, Sudanese,
Jordanian, Syrian, Iraqi) as advisors, engineers, health prsonnel, teachers,
and so on. Anot er problem is that those Yemenis who are trained abroad may be
called upon to enter a position in the government before their training is
complete or in a secondary field where there is a greater need. They become
administrators rather than implementors in the areas of their expertlse.
Unfortunately, they may not have) received the needed training in management.
. The lack of
rJ. . .Qm.t_ 2r
lM
D la& U
13.adequately trairmd manpower within government institutions makes it difficult
for donors to find counterparts who can be assigned to a project over a length
This is pa rticularly the case in remote
of time or free of other commitments.
may not wish to live or work. The
personnel
Yemeni
some
where
areas,
rural
between donor and governient
relationship
counterpart
effective
an
of
lack
foreign donor personnel to
tho
of
inability
an
and
misunderstandings
to
leads
interact successfully with the local population.
" From the
t=a
-LeAt. n
Am= .A Yit=
aq 9. QQnrJ1aL
14.
for
responsibility
of
system
standpoint of the donor, there appears to be no
always
must
In the bureaucracy decisions
implementing government services.
come from above, so that there are delays, top officials are overworked and
they are out of touch with details of the programs for which they are
responsible. This situation is exacerbated by competing interests within the
The government has not
wide spctrum of personnel in the Yemeni government.
prioritized specific development needs. Furthermore, institutions do not yet
have the capacity to keep accurate and udpated records at all levels.
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There has been

great enthusiasm among some donor: about the potential of the LDA movement in

Yemen for foteing, development in rurkv

aroes.

Unfortuantely,

major problems

Studies of LDA activities at the
have arisen that temper the initial optitO.2s.
a "grass-roots"
local leval have shown that in many areas they are _
Yemetis often
Rural
elites.
local
for
niche
another
as
phenomenon, but sirve

A
of wasting money.
view the LDAs with suspicion and suspect the officials
and
distinction must be made between indigenous mechanisms for cooperation
the
to
links
direct
with
institution
an
communal activities and the LDA as
central government.
The development progrnn in Yemen is directly
,
. - fmopda,la
20,ia
16.
Western and
dependent on inputs of finances and personnel from Arab,
2
Yot, the foreign donor working in rural development
international donors.
necessarily has a politicized role. In some cases it is assumed that the donor
has almost infinite resources to contribute. Expectations of the beneficiaries
In rural Yemen, the broader Middle East
may not idatch the project goals.
United States, may become a factor in
the
particularly
donor,
the
of
policy
project.
a
of
implementation

*soci==l tB&'aj
Despite superficial appearances of
U.DJ,*U
S~f XgmYul .aQdi.L.
17.
homogeneity, there are significant variations according to social identity,
political. orientation, age, educatioral background and gender. The development
planner must be aware of the local cultural phenomena likely to promote or
For example, there are more
hinder project implementation in a given region.
developed mechanisms for cooperative labor in tribal areas due to principles in
Yet, tribesmen are
tribal customary law, than there are in non-tribal areas.
the extent to
Also,
level.
ground
the
at
in
donors
foreign
let
to
reluctant
differs
ranking
and
status
traditional
to
according
behave
which Yemenis
and
coastal
old,
and
young
non-tribal,
and
tribal
between rural and urban,
highland.
1 8.
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There is nothing profound in pointing out that Yemenis have their own distinct
culture, as each society does, but it is essential that foreigners attempting
to design and implement development projects understand certain basic features
This
of Yemeni communication and cultural, patterns in order to be successful.
of
kinds
the
in
Yemenis
with
collaborate
to
trying
when
true
is especially
policy.
AID
by
mandated
development activities
Patterns of bhsic protocol that must be understood are:
--

.a. In comparison with other Arab countries, Yemeni
dircnsa.
However, the context of an
often seem blunt and direct.
officials
exchange will not necessarily be interpreted by Yemenis as
initial
acceptance, acquiescence or disagreement. In Yemeni society great
emphasis is placed on the "indirect deal" in which a third party or
broker functions between two parties with potentially opposing
viewpoints.
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--

For people who only two decades ago had few clocks or
JURAMA
wstchea, the idea of being exactly on time for an appointment or

not become

meeting haa

general

part

of the lifestyle or even

internalized by many officials, let alone thi
--

other

gf, p
Araba,

a/i£

rural populace.

Because Yomenis are mo.re direct than many
often underestimate the importance of

ft

foreigners

pleasantries beforo baginning a conseorvation or a meating

..

Foreigners ofton unintentiona.lly embarrass
y
apprcpriate bahavioral cues,. For exampla,
uaderstandi4g
Yenenis by not
, 'or a woman
while simt
it is rude to ah-ow the soles of one's fet

not to cover her hair in public, 3 to eat with the left hand (which is

used for anal clansing), or to avoid eye contact while angaged in
conversation. Understanding these cues, uhich is a small gesture on
the foreigner4s part, will of ten smooth communication:!, espcially with
Yemenia outside official government channels who aer not used to
foreigners.
--

Foreia donor porsonmel who interact chiefly
t
nm
fts
Zz
or solely with ministry personnel, who are often trainad abroad, may
not understand thd extent to which these Ysmeniz have modified their
outward behavior to accommodate their ovn perception of Western
from the behavior of
protocol. There is a danger in genorali Ig
makes it hard for
This
whole.
a
as
government workers to the society
contact at
extended
of
problems
the
mission personnel to understand
ground level with rural. Yemenis.

Unlike many countries in
t 2g=.qJr.
la
Lead Sr2a adi
19.
which donors work, Yemen (except for the Aden area) was never colonized by a
Western power and has had minimal contact with the Went over the onnturies. In
the days of the Zaydi imamate there was almost total isolation of the
highlands. After the 1962 revolution and ensuing civil war, many foreign
donors flocked to Yemen at the same time as an aotronomical rise in emigration
of Yemeni men for work abroad and consequent remittanue of earnings that
Many rural Yemenia do not have the
introduced enormous economic changes.
education or experience for understanding the technical differences, for
example, between a toaster and a computer; nor could they co exrected to. Both
Thus, a rural
of these Western items are equally alien to the Yemerd. context.
Yemeni may expect the magic of a water systen being installed overnight or a
Greater emphasis mubt be placed on
modern road being built in a day.
projects.
capital
of
component
a
as
transfer
technolo7
tiy
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Al though r'ewittances

have improved dramatically the financial C tuation of many rual Yenzenis, there
has not been a corresponding improvement in the basic rural community and
exceptionally
Disease and mortality rates are still
household environments.
and a video
truck
a
own
A household may
high and literacy is extremely low.
cassette machine, yet not have a latrine or water tap. The cash is genrally
available to buy nutritional food (to replace the decline in subsistence cereal
production), but it in often used for expensive imported and national items of
low nutritional value, an well as guiding consumers toward use of powdered milk
for infants and food items new to the diet which are not integrated properly.
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Cultural attitudes toward appropriato foods and health care practices cannot be
expected to chang, overnight.
Although YOeen is
ia.
t rAiI
..
I=t1K .M.=
21.
Toereni Xuslims
pot.
hoterog3neous in a cultural zense, it is not a melting
in many
nituation
have had no txposure to Chriatian populatiol s, unlike the
the
of
other beab countries. Foreign travelers in Yenen during the days
were souet.ies suspected of being malevolent spirits in rural areas. Just as
Westerneri have stereotypes of Arabo, so Yemenie often have unsophisticated
stereotypet of us. Thus, a knowledge of Lrabic and previous exptrienc e in the
Working
Middle gast does not gztrantee acceptance in a local, rural context
undertaking
difficult
very
1
is
area
rural
a
in
time
of
for emtandod peaiods
for foreign peronnel, even other hrab nationals.

Yraditionally, religion has not
iL
p=y.
.i± -!ryo-ugj
jh.
22.
it is only in the
been viewed as zoarat4 or oppozed to secular activities.
is explicitly
this
but
evolved,
last two dcadse that a modern governmuent has
Religion and specific religious movements
based on Islamic law and ideology.
Indeed,
are not seen by rural femainis as dangerous or barriers to dovelopment.
certain Islamic ustoos (such an parforming ablutions before prayer) can be
built upon to introduca inte entiono for improving commun.ity and individual
welfaare,
__

£ i_.
,i Although there has long been a
L¢ L
IA_,

23.

ranking of sodiipl groull.s and catgoarl.,s acccrding to status, this is undergoing
substantial modification in Yemen. The traditional ellteos and religious
aristocracy now pqrticipate in govunrnont affalra, despito the overthrow of tho
=
Tribesmen are
imamate, but they are not regarded as 'ca tegorically auperior.
rural
Low-status
increasingly chifting to non-farm occupationa once disdelad.
service provides (butchers, barbers) have taken advantage of new rural and
To a great
urban occupations to improve their mobility and traditional statusz
extent, this flux is due to the influx of remittance wealth, which has altered

traditiorml economic pattcrns in rural Yemen.
Important regional and cultural
j.aJJdh.
'
A
£t
24.
differences in the male/feamie relationship exist throughout Yemen according to
and non-tribal, rich and poor, age and educational
rural and urban, tribal

background.

Yameni women do not genevally perceive of themselves as part of a

distinct interest group, despite the fact that there is differential access to
economic opportunities and
land and water resources, education, politics,
decade will be a period of
naxt
The
female.
and
male
physical mobility between
great streess on role models for both men and women in Yemen as there is
increased exposure to foreign and alternative lifestyles, ohanging
expectations, gradual introduction of women into the schools and urban
workforce, and rural women have less of an economic role (due to decline in

subsistence agriculture).
=ml Zama. The Yemeni is proud of his country and
I
Jtmi
25.
particularly of the freedom, clean air and overall aesthetics of the rural
Despite the influx of rural labor to exploit urban work
environment.
opportunities, close ties are maintained with the countryside and relatives
there. The dream of many a worker in Yemen is not to use his earnings to move

to the city, but to build a comfortable house with a splendid ryiev for the
considerable private and community
Thus, there is
afternoon g2t chew.
schools, feeder, roads and
investment of remittance wealth into electricity,
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The critical problem is the present limitations on
village water supply.
economic op rtunities for a viahle lifestyle in rural Yemen.
. Although Yemen is poor in terms of
,
d
an-LGA.
26.
ervics, tohnology and institutional capabilities, it ia rich
inrture,
in creativity and self-expression. A major cultural reality in Yemen is
Illiterate rural farmor may
Iaderpartlss at the art of poetry.
devotion t,
Any
they have heard.
passages
poetic
and
religious
also be poets or memorize
may
dizastera)
natural
or
conflict,
major event (such as the revolution, tribal
serve as a catalyst to spoataneous generation of poetry in describing and
analyzing the event. This emphacis on poetry extends to a general. appreciation
of language skills and speaking ability. There are other arts in Yemen which
are regarded as important forms of a lf or group expression, including dance,
calligraphy and traditional skilled crafts. As i well evidenced from watching
Yemeni television, the arts serve as a basis for national and ethnic pride.
Thus, Yemen should not be labeled as primitive or baclcuard because of a lag in
Inntead, the communivation potential of
tschnology and overall development.
examined fTr opplication in the overall
be
should
aesthetics
existing arts and

procems of development efforts.
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This profile, and particularly this concluding chapter, was to have
Specifically, what
identified both constraints and potential for, development.
in 7emen? The
work
to
is the context faced by a donor such as AID who chooses
reader will note that many constraints have been identified--factoys that are
likely to frustrate the attempts of a donor to design projects, successfully
implement them and benefit the rural population without at the same time
inducing unintended negative impacts.
A vide range of potential, however, has not been identified in this
As this fact became evident to the authors in the process of
document.
fiiaalizing the profile, many long hcurs were spend in trying to identify clear
It is the cwnclusion
areas of ptential and distinct targets of opportunity.
of the authors that, in Yemen as of early 1983, few such unequivocal targets of
opportunity exist for AID. Furthermore, the impact of AID activities will not
This
be immediate, but rather are likely to be realized down tho road.
conclusion was reached having taken Into consideration not only the social and
institutional realities of this unusual country, but also the realities of
AID--its overall policy mandates, the size of USAID/Sanaa's prograw budget and
AID's mode of operation.
of a book, recently published by a
is the title
u &DA
member of the foreign aid community in Sanaa, which assesses the frustrations
and difficulties that have accompanied the attempt to extend primary hetIth
care services into rural Yemen. 5 It is the conclusion of the authors of this
profile that "Ambition and Realitie&' might also serve as an appropriate
While AID
subtitle to USAID/Sanaa's next CDSS or other program documents.
policies established in Washington are laudable on the whole, the ambitions
embodied therein become somewhat contradictory and rather untenable in a
development context like Yemen. Conventional wisdoms applicable in other
developing countries may not apply to Yemen in many caser, This is complicLted
by the fact that economic change has been so rapid in rural areas that long
range donor goals may not effectively meet changing needs.
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In virtually every sector it was found that intervention in rural areas

was likely to be fraught with implementation difficulties or certain to resul t
Should AID invest in rural
in at least come unintended negativo effects.
The development oxptrlene in rural Yemen to date makes
roads, for ox.pla?
clear that the introduction of roads is a necessary precondition for
development in most other sectors. Yet, at the same time, constructlion of
feeder roads in the rugged Yemeni mountains can be extrcmely exponrrive and tax
There are
the patience of communities who expact a road carved out overnight.
inevitable disputes over right.cf-way and at prmseat no
Furthermoze, rural
maintenance of a road once built.
such that a new road may curtail the physioal mobility
drive the small farmer out of busineas before he
subsistence economy.

mechanism for adequate
economio realities are
of rural women and may
can adjust to a non

The fact is that Yemen only a decde ago had not reached the level of
like Egypt ard India or Thnisia and Morocco a
development achieved in countrio
A great many achievement3 have 4sen made in a very short. stretch
century ago.
Yet, despite the
from uhere the country started.
considering
of time,
the country
Yemen,
rural
in
goods
consumer
and
capital
of
infusion
overnight
coordinated
the
lacks
and
development
for
infrastructure
has a limited
still
ow).
its
on
stand
to
begin
policy at present to
Yemenis expect a lot from the United States, which enjoys a positive irdage
ro wo:.king in the United States and
At least 100,000
throughout the country.
almost 7,000 are also U.S. citizens, including three at the mivisterial level.
with the Saca.-Taiz road and the
In the early years AID achieved major succe
Recently, howver, the image of AID in Yemae has been
Taiz water project.
for the money
perceived as lacicluster and with few or questionable results
Thum, it is important that the program be made more effective and that
spent.
projects more closely meet the meds of Yemeol ministries and people.
Bearing in mind the political, econc ic and sociocultural realities
enumerated above, as well as the role of AID in the Yemeni context, the
following broad recommendations are suggested.

xperiences to date have clearly demonstrated the
uent.
ILM~
IMEXrs
1.
facing foreign donor projects operating in rural
multifaceted difficulties
Yemen, especially in those areas over which the cantral government has little
authority. Given the poor performance of several recent AID projects, it is
recommended that USAID/Sanaa retreat from ambItious, experimental and complex
projects whoso implementation requires substantial social or behavioral change
as well as careful coordination and intense donor
at the local level,
involvement at the local level. Until such times as there is a lessening of
social constraints and an improvement of government capabilities, it would
proj, ots geographically, perhaps even to the
appear wisest for AMD to limit its
Evidence suggests that chances for project
Sanaa-Taiz-Hodeida "triangle,".
ia the i.mmediate future, if USAID/Sanaa
success will be greater, at least
concentrates on completion of axiating projects, employing relatively
areas of established
established strategies and working primarily in
New project development should center on more narrowly
governmental influence.
The
focused activities with some established track record for effectiveness.
following ideas should be considered within this framework.
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2.
other activitibs

aln~lhft =t1&& LUIL By this la meant training and
to build capabilities at the national level,
igned
de

pr~marily in Sanma, of government ministrtos, extra-ministarial bodies (e.go,
of
CYDA), and een the private sector where Veasible, to carry out the sort
centralize
to
need
a
is
There
foster.
to
aeeks
AID
development work that
Three factors argue for tbis
before the country can effectively decentralize.
of government bodies to
present,
at
emphasis: (1) the veary limited abilities,
(2) provide U.S.
responsible;
implement prograns for which they are
capabilities in providing axpartise in managament, organization, training and
and (3) current AID
use of technical hardware for improved communication;
policy, which eMphaa i.es institution building and invoivement of the private
At the same time, given limited ministerial capabilities for both
sector.
coordination and implementation, it would appear wise to avoid whenever
possible project activities that require intersectoral or inter- inisterial

coordination.
Rather than launch new projects,
Linka im u a4 t"aiaI±ni.
3.
especially ones based on AID-generated schemes that Yemenis have difficulty
understanding, it is recommended that AID look for targets of opportunity in
meritorious initiatives or projects that have already bean launched by Yemeni
ministries or other Yemeni entitios but that have subsequently languished for
want of funds, staff or other epertise. Picking up on and shoring up such
Yemeni initiatives would seem a promising course, because it would address
perceived needs of various governmental entities and could contribute to the
Ultimately this might also be less of a
process of inztitution-building.
strain on ey.isting instItutlioS, given the difficulties they presently have in
absorbing new donor initiatives and in coordinating donor activity. An example
of such a target of opportunity might be the Sanaa Waste and Disposal Project,
an initiative of the Ministry of Municipalities which, in order to move ahead,
is currently seeking support for a pilot project and small field study.

xalT.i:s, AID enjoyed
z.ita
That 2 k9 a
,I r
a good reputation in Yemen in the 1960s but now suffers from failure to
implement projects that Yemenis can understand or that they perceive as
It is recommended here that AID consider
producing something beneficial.
relevant small-scale projects that produce concrete results within a relatively
short period of time--for oxample, village water supply. Such projects sho-.d
be undertaken both an a means of restoring AIfls image and as a balance to the
training and institution-building components of' the program. Ideally, this
could be done by adding components to ongoing projects. Because many Yemenis
are tired of donor projects that involve large amounts of preliminary research
or that deliver "Just talk, the activity undertaken should be as tried-and
true an intervention as posuible so that time-consuming preliminary analyses
WhIle this might be construed by some in AID/Wanhington as
are not necessary.
contrary to guidelinea for detailed beneficiary analysis, it would seem that a
certain latitude is required here given the mandate with which AID approaches
development in Yemen.

4.

xnia.t

One of the most dramatic aspects of change in rural
d =a 9L ma.
5.
the media (radio and television) are having in
that
influence
the
is
Yemen
information. Support for the expanded use of
and
communicating new ideas
information transfer would appear to be an area
for
programming
quality media
Specifically, AID can assist in two areas:
of considerable potential for AID.
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Thisa is an area in w~hich the
pz~u, "a &,Afl,!~
g~~a= gr
U.S. private ,ector hv extensive teohnical expertise, both in training and
This is also a recognized need in Yemenm.
aducationl
Dyj w .. The
1
t2f,
. - 1mry
aIM ma 9
ministries
several
with
cooperates
already
national t-olevition station in Sansa
programs.
educational
producing
in
(e.g., Health and Agriculture)
Unfortunately, these often follow ar ineffoctive Weutarn "talk-show" or
lecturinZ model. Pural Yemenis can respond best to reallife or "docu-dramao
programs in which ne information is set in a more familiar context. A
promising new strategy would be to harness the creative potential of Yemeni
writers and performers in drama, poetry, and humor (such as a prominent
humorist or pet) in producing entertaining programs into which development
messages could be interaoven.

(b)

It is estimated that a major.ty of all Yamenis can be reached by
television. Given that the television set usually remains on continually in
many rural households, so long as there is electricity frot a generator, a
clever program may have a algnifioanL i.mpact if the progriamming is cvlturally
meaningful° Innovative use of the media for development mssagen may also be
the best way to have a positive impact on rural waouen. Unlika community-based
activities, this would posc no problem of access for women, who can watch in
their own homes. Basic literacy programming might be well-received and could
have a double impact if, for example, content was uarefully planned to convey
messages about child care and feeding.
There are a number of donors working in the
a.
p. i.lp
6.
education sector, so AID involvement should be considered in light of other
initiatives. It is clear that the rural achool system cannot be built
overnight, so an emphasis should be placed on non-formal educational
opportunities. For example, there is an acute need for consumer information
and training in vocationAl skills. This is especially true for woman who have
less access to the public school system. It is recommended that the mission
follow up on the asesszent made of tbe instructional aterials Center in

Sanaa.6

7. ==himaq1Q. nqoa

o

Yemen is a country whore bigger

i..,a

is not better. Because o; high energy prices, theare is an opportunity for use
of alternatives to fossil fuels (which must be imported), particularly
photovo].taics. 7 Much of Yemeni agriculture is based on small farmers in
highland terraces. Given the lachk of water supply and flat land for major
expansion of mechanized agriculti"e, there i an acute need for small tractors,
rote-tillers and basic field tools. With the dominant emphasis on sorghum and
increased produotio of maize, there iv an urgent need for sorghum threshers
0
Composters would be useful both as an agricultural and
and maize &iellers.
sanitation intervention. Ventilated pit latrines and compost toilets are
needed interventions in rural sanitation. 9 it is recommended that AID
coordinate a small trade fair, perhaps at the Ibb Secondary Agricultural
Training School, and invite U.S. and other manufacturers to show their relevant
wares. This would both stimulate the private sector in Yemen and in the United
States. The mission should follow up on earlier assessments of potential for
expansion in this area.
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Although there are numerous development issues on
.
j.
8.
which research should be conducted, it is recommended that AlD establish clear
priorities in Yemen for research and study not mandated by specific project and
program requirements. One reason for this is current Yemeni government
impatience with foreign donors for funding large research components in
now
projects, especially when the research does not produce significantly
1 0
second
A
useful.
as
perceive
Yamenis
the
information or conciusions that
reason is the fact that, while academsic and contract researchers have
potentially much to offer AID in terms of specialized knowledge and rield
experience, managing such research contracts must necessarily be very labor

intensive for AID, if it is to receive a useful final product rather than an
An. example is the large amount of reporting generated on
academic treatise.
LDAs in mumerous and repetitive volumes of study by a team from Cornell
University, but the failure to predict major problems in projects directed at
local-level support of LriAs. Dusty volumes are a legacy not only to a waste of
difficulties of having information in a brief,
money, but also to tto planning.
conducive
informative manner

For thoso reasons, as well as the need to establish the major information
gaps, only three research priorities are suggested.
One of the overriding economic
m uP .
m
D! r
(1)
Roughly a third
realities of development in rural Yemen is remittance impact.
of the potential male work force is working outside the country and infusing
the rural economy from the bottom up. This profile, as well as the recent
Agricultural Sector Assessment for Yemen, defines the parameters of the issue,
but there is no updated synthesis of the macroeconomic and field data for AID
to use in planning for the next few years.1 1 As a first priority, it is
recommended that a Remittance Impact Analysis be sponsored by the mission or
To the extent pessible, this analysis should seek to answer
AID/Washington.
questions:
key
the following
--

--

What are the present state and trends in the Saudi Arabian economy that
(This
affect Yemeni migration patterns and remittance repatri&tion?
should be coordinated between USAID/Sanaa and the embassy in Riyadh.
Similar research on migration patterns has been done in Fgypt.)
Based on a synthesis of available macroeconomic data in Yemen and
elsewhere, what is the impact of remittance trends on the rural and
national economy of Yemen?

--

Using targeted field research by researchers with previous experience
in Yemen, what are rural consumer and investment pdtterns in those
How do these
regions where there has been substantial outmigration?
Are Yemenis
patterns affect nutrition and health status, for example?
able to repatriate skills learned abroad?

--

What are policy and program options for development,
economic realities and future trends in remittances?

given preaent

Despite
AfodiAu&2Lo= 2&kt=..
aDLala DI mdrlj
(2)
been
has
there
population,
rural
the
of
status
nutritional
the
concerns about
no coordinated systematic collection or analysis of field data since the

piorering studies of Annika Bornstein (FAO)
1979 Yemen Nutrition Study, for example,
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in the early 1970s in Yemen.

The

concentrates on health correlates of

infant and child nutrition, but does not identify patterns of overall
The recently published
consumption and feeding practices in rural Yemen.
y L for Yemen has taken data from available
f.~iJu
t
sources, many of them secondary, but it confuses data for different regions and
collected at different times. Many more unpublished reports and more expertise
have not been utilized.
It is recommended that AID sponsor a study to update the data base
established by Bornstein, other researchers and the 1979 Yemen Nutrition Study.
A nationwide survey is not possible or called for, but much can be learned from
existing researchers and donor personnel, as well as in targeted small-scale
It is important that
studie, focused on gaps emerging from the data base.
number of African
a
Yemeni nutritlon be considered in the same light as
countriee, because of the emphasis in diet on sorghum and millet and also
because of the large African population in the coastal region. It is also
important that data be collected on traditional beliefs about food and
nutrition and how these may be changing with an improved economic context.
In order to identify change it would be useful for the earlier murveys of
Preferably this could be done by
Bornstoin in 1971 and 1972 to be done again.
12
This cou2.d be done as part
methodology.
the
original
and
replicate
Bornstein
of a larger attempt to develop a data base relevant to contemporary Yemcni
economy and society.
As this profile has demonstrated, there is
1 hrar
i&=
(3) IDw
a growing body of social science literature relevant to development planners.
Much of this contains information based on extensive field experience, although
While there are a number of
not necessarily written for use in development.
l.brarias and researchers in Sanaa, miss.'on personnel cannot be expected to run
The mission
to an outside library every time a specific issue comes up.
library must have an adequate, subject-indexed updated collection of primary
source material (including translations) for easy access by mission personnel
Yet it is important that a system be instituted so that
and contr'actors.
documents are not lost or stolan through carelessness or the inconsiderateness
For example, the major source on the 1975 census, the Final
of the users.
Report of the Swiss Team, is missing from the mission library and cannot be
easily replaced,
Specifically,

it is recommended that:

(a) The mission upgrade its current collection of publich'ed sources,
unpublished dissertations and articles with relevance to understanding the
Yemeni social and cultural environment. The annotated bibliography attached to
many references not available in the mission or for most
this profile lists
contractors.
(b) Determine if a more appropriate referencing system can be adopted,
including a subject listing.
(c)
Consult with the Middle East Representative of the Library of
Congress for file cards and bibliographies available on Yemen, as well as
listings of new and relevant publications.
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Consider short translation projecta of recent Yemeni books on
(d)
development i-sues and abstracts of research and publications being published
by Sanaa University and the Yemen Center for Studies and Researoh.
(a) Maintain at least a part-time librarian (local hire, if posible) to
It may be
process new items and supervise checking out of references.
or library
limited
for
necessary to have some items, which are not replaceable,
use only.
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1See Ali (1978:30-4).
2For example, of the YR 138 million for agriculture in the First Five Year
Plan, YR 120.4 was provided by foreign don1or3 directly.
3This is

more important in rural areas,

where Yemenis have less contact with

Western women.
4 This

problem has been faced by the Peace Corps in Yemen.

5 Hermann

(1979).

6

See Adibe (1982).

7

The World Bank has expressed an interest in this type of project.

8A

sorghum thresher has been developed by CRS in Egypt (CRS N.D.)

9See Haratani end Skenfield (1980).
1 0 An

example is the National Sorghum and Millet Crop Improvement Program of AID
impact on the most dominant crop
(University of Arizona 1981). This had little
in Yemen.
l1The issue of remittances in the Middle East has been of concern for AID (SEE

AID 1977, 1979; Birks and Sinclair 1979). There is a need to integrate the
macro-data with qualitative field observations.
12 Corversations

were held with Bornstein about the feasibility of such a
pro.jact as USAID/Sanaa.
*Some recent -tudies have suggested that g
cultivation has materially
promoted the retention and even extension of the total amount of arable land
ofdi
oASO
in Yemen. See: Shelagh Weir's paper,
Yemen delivered at the Symposium on Contemporary Yemen held at Exeter
Rht
University, Summer 1983.
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ANNEX A
AVAILABLE DATA AND INFORMATION GAPS
In recent years the number of sources on the Yemen Arab hepublic has
increased considerably, although many of these are unpublished reports. This
annex provides a guide to sources useful for development planners and
References are keyed to the annotated
identifies specific data needs.
bibliography in Annex B. This annex is arranged according to subject.
. An overview of the agricultural sector is provided in HogFan it
.LI. (1982), which also has further references. The best survey of Yemeni
agriculture is by Kopp (1977, 1981). A summary of the recent agricultural
For a critique of donor involvement, see Hart
census is in YAR. MAF (1981).
For information on traditional agriculture in Yemen, see Grohmann
(1980).
(1930-1934), Kuczynski (1977), Rossi (1953), Tutwiler and Carapico ('981) and
Varisco (1982b). SerJoant (1974) has translated a chapter on cereals from a
medieval Yemeni manuscript. For tools and appropriate technology, see
There is a lot of valuable information in the various wadi
Kherdekar (1978).
development reports. For a valuable and early source on agriculture in the
The YAR has a Central Agricultural .csearch
coastal region, see Mann (1973).
Center at Taiz. More research is needed on traditictal methods, espacially on
terraced land. The impact of gk cultivation on cropping patterns shnuld be
looked at.
0

. Case studies are presented in Gow (1979).
OP r
documented.
be
to
needs
progress

Recent

data can ba found on the history of this group, which is
ignored In most history texts. Much of the early literature presents the
an a pariah, but there is a need for more recent research. Some data
akJId
A study is
can be found on Aklbam, in the coastal region in al-Hurwi (1981).
This is an important subject,
under way on lkhia= by Delores Walters (NYU).

iam . Very little

but one that must be approached with care, because of existing biases.

tgrJj1. There is a wealth of Arabic materials on development
Argba Soure
that was not examined for this profile. For the best introduction to this
It would be useful to translate abstracts of new
material, see Croken (1980).
publications and major articles on development issues by Yemeni authors.

ArnhtJigJ
&1. (1978).

.

For basic surveys,

see Costa and Vicario (1977)

Serjeant and Lewcock (forthcoming)

and Steffen &t'

have information on

architecture in Sanaa. Information is needed on appropriate architecture for
earthquake regions in Yemen.
BibliogrnhxZ. Basic bibliographies on Yemen according to subject include:
Useful lists are found in Douglas (1981),
Kalander (1973) and Mondesir (1977).
For development reports, see UNDP
Macro (1960) and Wanner (1965b, 1967).
For water
see Greiner (1982).
health,
For
(1981) and YAR. CPO (1981).
see
agriculture,
For
(1982c).
resources, see Babcock (1980) and Varisco
(1982).
q.tLi.
Tutwiler atill. (1976) and Hogan
Sao Adra (1983), Firebrace (1981), Greiner
Bottle-feediiw API[.
(1982), Melrose (1981) and 1yntti (1979b).
(1980), Ilaco (1979), Israel tj-.
This issue appears to have been well covered in recent years.
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For women's clothing, see Wilkerson-Karpo icz (1982).

V,.or,

Th.re la actually an extensive literature
gVt_
Many travelers (e.g., Niebuhr
refers to Yemen.

produotion, See Gerholm (1979),

Wenner (1964),

on coffee, some of which
1792) commented on coffee

and Macro (1968) for the coffee

is known about the history of using the coffee husks to make a
trade. Little
A continuing issue is how to make
or aJnu1) in Yemen.
drink (known an gT
Yemen,
in
coffee production viable
Scattered references are made in a number of development
Im
.9XU
A
in Grohmann (1930-1934).
reports, but the best overall description is still
other
and
weaving
baskets,
market for
study ia needed on the tourist
traditic:al crafts.
DA&W ..

The best study is

by Camman (1977).

The most thorough study of the subject i.a by Adre, (1982), which covers
Dg=
Little is known about
tribal dancing and dancing at weddings and pat-ties.
on film would be a
dance
preserve
to
project
resaarch
A
Tihtma.
the
in
dance
contribution.
, The basic source for Yemen is the 1975 census, which is summarized
,rA
Other
See the update .n Stefftn and Blanc (1982).
(1976).
in Steffen at..
Each
(1980).
UNFPA
and
(1977)
Loew
sources include Allman and Hill (1978),
The
data.
demographic
with
year the CPO publishes a statistical yearbook
most
the
of
One
needs to be explored.
reliability of this data still
interesting studies would be the process of urbanization in modern Yemen.
. In addition to this profile, the basic source is World
in a
tjt
D
For general studies, see Cohen and Lewis (1979), Gebhardt (1983)
Bank (1979).
a
(1976).
For a workshop on the issuep aee TutwilePJ,
(1980).
and UNFPA
in
available
unpublishedo
mostly
literature,
development
of
mass
a
There is
of
performance
the
evaluate
to
be
would
proJect
A useful
Sanaa libraries.
profile
This
donors.
of
variety
a
from
previous and existing projects in Yemen
has concentrated on AID.
(Theoe are also referanced under the appropriate subject
n
.
$
listing.) al-Abdin (1975), Adra (1982), Boals (1970), Dreach (1982), Gerholm
Dorsky (1981), McClintock (1974), Messick (1978), Mundy (1981), Myntti
(1977),
(forthcoming), Stcvenson (1981), Stookey (1972), Shaibani (1975), Swanson
Dissertations in progress include:
(1978), Varisco (1982c), Wonner (1965a).
Charles F. Swagman (UCLA),
(Columbia),
keissnor
Jeffrey
Steven Caton (Chicago),
Leigh Douglas (London
Univ.),
(London
Weir
Shelagh
Delores Walters (NYU),
(Harvard).
Hebert
Hary
(Harvard),
Croken
Univ.), Barbara
See
. For a recent study, see Hogan ol &1. (1982:12-7 1).
i
also
See
economy.
Grohmann (1930-1934) for a description of the traditional
al-Shaibani (1975) and World Bank (1979).
Z

z

14~3

See Carapico (1979), Cohen and Lewis (1979), Escher (1978),
=I
/
&,. &J. (1982), Mitchell (1978), Mitchell and 1scher
Hogan
Gerholm (1977),
Swanson
(1978), Mitchell " Al. (1978), Mundy (1981), Steffenntal. (1978), and Adra
Varisco
(1981),
Carapico
and
(1979b), Tutwiler (1978), Tutwiler
rural
There is a need for further information on remittance impact on
(1983).
economy in Yemen.

1y

a

Z

. For an overview of the institutional context, see Eastern Michigan

See
A good survey can be found in Steffen &tAl. (1978).
University (1979).
women
for
(1981)
Sharif (1973) for an early survey of attitudes. See El-Faqeeh
in Yemeni education. There is little information on how local schools actually
function. For the Instructional Materials Center, see Adibe (1982).
Riio nn. No major ethnography has yet been undertaken here.
Preliminary studies include Bornstein (1972b, c), Fayein (1973) and
Hebert (1981). For an M.A. thesis in Arabic on a village near Zabid,
see al-Hurwi (1981). The role of tribalism in this area needs to be
studied.
For the north, see Kuczynski (1977) and
trr JigkJArnA.
WA
f, Al .auZ.
Central
the forthcoming work by Shelagh Weir (London Univ.).
1981,
Dorsky
Highland towns studied include: 'Amran (Chelhod 1973,
Stevenson 1981), Manakha (Gerholm 1977) and Sanaa (Makhlouf 1979).
Dresch (1982), Mundy (1981),
For rural areas, see Adra (1982),
Swanson (1981), Tutwiler (1978, 1979-1980), Tutwiler and Carfpico
Work is
See also Steffen r z1. (1978).
(1981) and Varisco (1982c).
Steven
al-Muhabisha,
on
(Columbia)
Meissner
in progress by Jeffrey
(UCLA).
Swagman
F.
Charles
and
Khawlan
Caton (Chicago) on
. The town of Ibb was the site for a study by Messick
~thrn
o
Swanson (1978, 1979) studied in the Ibb area. See also
(1978).
Moister (1974), Myntti (forthcoming), Tutwiler and Carapico (1981)
and Yacoub and Akil (1971). Work is in progress by Mary Hebert
(Harvard) on Jabal Sabr and by Delores Walters (NYU) on a village
near Taiz.
Eastern 2ii oan. No major ethnographic study has been done here. See
Steffen &t al. (1978). Valuable data from the 19th century comes
from Glaser (1913).
P

. For general information, see Adra (1983),
t
L ANd Contr0a
Fml _
A
Myntti (forthcoming) and UNFPA (1980).
(1978),
Boque
Allman and Hill (1978),
Further
(1980).
Association
Planning
survey was conducted by the Yemen Family
study is needed on attitudes of women and improved interventions.
See Bornstein
For a basic survey, see Hogan l .AL (1982:196-203).
f
An
(1972c) for a fishing village. See also Mitchell and Escher (1978).
ethnography of a fishing village is needed.
There are numerous sources on the subject. For basic references and a
glossary of terms for flora in a Central Highland valley, see Varisco (1982c,
For
See the excellent discussion in Grohmann (1930-1934).
appendix 2).
(1982).
Pelt
and
medicinal plants, see Fleurentin

El2m
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For
For a general overview, see Hogan g .a2. (1982:196-203).
Southern
the
For
(1901).
Swagman
see
For Haraz,
Mahwit, see Weber (1980).
There is a need to asseas afforestation naeds by
Highlands, see Aulaqi (1982).
region.

£LqXnarX.

jaam

&=9L

For traditionel Yemen,

the beat survey ie Grohmann

(1930-1934), who syrithesiZem previous sources. The best survey in English is
The area handbook by Nyrop (1977) is dated, but still
Steffen& Al. (1978).
useful. The short survey by Fayein (1975) is excellent. See also: Attar
(1964), Heyworth-Dunne (1952), Klaum (1978) and Verdery (1981).
The best source on geology is Guekins (1960,1966), but
,
a mid2gral
there is a variety of recent data in unpublished reports. For land use, see
For basic geography, see Steffeu it
Kopp (1981) and Cornell University (1981).
al. (1978) and Loew (1977).
Fox, the constitution, see YAR (1971). See al-Abdin (1975), e1..
Azzaiz (1978), Boals (1970), Gable (1979), McClintock (1974), Petersen (1982)
For a history of administrativa divisions, see
and Wenner (1978, 1979).
For basic administrative divisions, see Steffen et.h. (1978).
Hoefeld (1978).

E21M g=

kjnhdlJ.. A review of the health sector is found

mx J

in Hermann (1979).

See the five-year plan in YAR.

MOH (1976).

Pillsbury

(1978) provides a survey of traditional health practices for the region, but

the material on Yemen is derivative.
traditional

medicine

and

health

For a recent thesis on the subject of

care,

see

Myntti

(forthcoming).

For

traditional medicine, see AnselJ. (1978, 1981d) and Flourentin and Pelt (1982).
For rural health conditions, see Adra (1983), Almroth (1978, 1981), Bornstein
(1974), Gascoigne (1982), Hammerin (1972), Ilaco (1979), Ponasik (1979) and

Many more reports mention health conditions. A review
Steffen PA, Al. (1978).
of the health sector in terms of knowledge about traditional practices and
proposed interventions should be undertaken.
_lo

l~almy_
Matsm,

RQ

Te best source is Stookey (1978).
Tho best source is

Peterson (1982).

See also Ingrains (1963).
See also:

Boals (1970),

Two eye-witness accounts
McClintock (1974), Stookey (1978) and Wenner (1967).
For the issue of
(1968).
Schmidt
of the civil war are in CBallanc7 (1971) and
unity, se3 Tuahscherer (1980).
(See Zaydi Imams)

2mi.

See Gebhardt (1983), Mitchell (1978), Mitchell and
mal.
zl. (1978), al-Shaibani (1975), Nyrop (1977), and
&t
Esther (1978), Mitchell
Tutwiler (1978, 1979-1980).

8 Infr.n~i~~.tYlw.

Information on courts can be found in Messick (1978) and Melssner
".
Family law is discussed in Myntti (1979a).
See also Gable (1979).
(1980).
For water law, see Maktari
Inheritance is discussed in Mundy (1979, 1981).
There is a need for a short survey of
(1971) and Varisco (1982c:224-261).
There is also a need
Islamic law for development personnel working in Yemen.
1975, 1976).
al-Abdin
(see
state
the
to look at the role of Islamic law and

tlw

1
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Useful
The basic data are in ECWA (1980) and YAR. MAF (1981).
.
jLa/ y.T2
Varisco
and
(1978)
Messck
(1981),
Mundy
include
studies
ethnographic
There in also information In many of the wadi development
(1982a:236-258).
There is a need for moro up-to-date on land tenure,
reports and Mann (1973).
but this is a Sansitlve i3suG,
L=1

Little is known about land prices.

The Peaoe Corps has a training manual in Yemeni Arabic.

Ar&EdJ=

For the Sanaa district, see Rossi
For Yemen as a whole, see Diem (1973).
For tho Tihama, see Greenman
(1901-1913).
Landberg
see
For the south,
(1939).
There are a number of sources in Arabic.
(1978).
Yemeni. Arabic is needed.

A basic introductory text in

Very few poems, songs or proverbs are available in
X-D J..
For songs and
translation. For proverbs, see Goitain (1934) and Nonsi (1939).
the art of
of'
study
A
poetry, see Landborg (1901.-1913) and Rossi (1939).
considering
is
YCRS
111
Yemeni poetry is under way by Steven Caton (Chicago).
a bilingual edition of selected Yemeni poetry. Translation is an important
need at this time.
The literature is extensive, but much of it
t AsA=WAnn&i~i..
L=,1 R u1
Of
covers the same ground. Begin with Cohen 21 jQ. (1981) and Samueis (1979).
(1981),
Hebert
observations:
field
on
based
studies
the
are
particular va-lue
See also Carapico
Swanson (1981), Swanson and Hebert (1981), Tutwlelr (1979).
source
important
An
(1980).
Lewis
and
Cohen
and
Green (1975)
(1980),
other
for
(1980)
Croken
See
translated from the Arabic is Uthman (1975).
of
the
terms
in
Arabic sources. This subject has been over-studied, especially
not
but
helpful,
LDA as a development concept. More field research would be
More information is needed on the
more assessment along the same line.
specialized cooperatives.

LjwL. See Gable (1979) for national law.
Arabic.

Most of the relevant sources are in

YAR (1981).
(1982:155-175),
See Hogan g Ia.
Livestock.
information has been published by the British Veterinary Team.

Much valuable

. For rural markets, see Tutwiler and Carapico (1981), Mitchell and
M
For town markets, see
Escher (1978), Dostal ( 1 9 7 4 ) and Varico (1982c:85-92).
See also
(1975).
Wilson
and
Dorsky (1981), Stevenson (1981), Gerholm (1977)
the data on Sanaa in Serjeant and Lewcock (forthcoming) and in Rathjens and von
A btudy is nseded of changes in the local markets.
Wissmann (1929).
Many ethnographies mention marriage patterns. The best discussions
Jdwrig&?
Sea also
are in Adra (1982)p Chalhod (1973), Mundy (1981) and Dorsky (1981).
Women.
]1,aU_

1979a, b).

.g.

The basic source of ethnographic study is Swanson (1978,

See also AID (1977,

Birks and Sinclair (1978),

1979), Allman and Hill (1978),

Socknat and Sinclair (1978),

and Steffen and Blanc (1982).

Birks (1981),

Steffen.J AI. (1978)

Research is needed on opportunities for Yemenis

working abroad and the repatriation of skills learned abroad.
of migrants are still uncertain.

Precise figures

A study is needed. Ford Foundation is
Enia, There is no source in English.
sponsoring a research study to preserve folk music in Yemen.
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U

The best overall

,

still

study is

Bornatein (1974)

and her selected

papers for FAO. See also Adra (1983), Almroth (1978, 1981), Ansell (1979,
TAR.
1978); Gascoigne (1980), Israel &t &L. (1982), flyntti (forthcoming) and

There is an urgent need for a nutrition study,
Ministry of Supply (1979).
particularly in tems of actual consumption habits in rural cea.
D29ka DZ J

Plj

For photographs of Yemen, see Costa and Vicario

(1977), Jargy and Saint-Hilair (1978),
See also the articles in
(1981).
Hoogstraal (1952), Moser (1917).

Marechaux (1979) and Rakow and Rose
ai9q: Abercrombie (1964),
fiah
fl.t

(1982:155

175). For small-scale poultry interventions, soo Kelsey (1980)
(1978). USAID sponsors a poultry project through CID.

and Obermeyer

Q2LU=.

For an overview of poultry in Yemen, see Hogan

Fp1grty,. No study exists on poverty as such in Yemon, yet this is a rapidly

For preliminary discussions of the poor, see Adra (1981),

changing context.

A study to define the poor
Gerholm (1977), Myntti (1978) and Serjeant (1980).
is not clear from the
it
since
worthwhile,
be
would
Yemen
changing
in
literature.
For a review
2&t, The most complete study of qit is in German (Sehopen 1978).
(1982a).
Varisco
and
(1980)
g&,ip.
Kennedy
see
English,
in
of the phenomenon

See also Chalhod (1972) and Moser (1917).
effects of chewing.

There is a ned to define the health

Up-to-date information is needed on the nairkoting of gat.

For a study of the remittance agent systamp sae Ross (979).

W.

See

Migration. This is an extremely important topic and requires study of the
macroeconomic data and targeted field studies on remittance impact in rural
areas.
There is a growing l.terature on this city, but the definitive work is
Z=.
For an older survey of the city, see
Serjeant and Lewcock (forthcoming).
photographs, see Rakow and Rose (1981).
For
(1929).
HathJens and von Wissmann
study is needed on the process of
More
(1979).
For Sanaa women, see Makhlouf

urbanization.
Ansell (1981a, b) proiides some useful information and suggestions
for communicating interventions. The basic study is Haratani and Skenfield
(1980), who make recommendations for appropriate technology. Research is
needed on the extent of sanitation problems in rural Yemen.
A number of important Islamic scientists have lived and
worked in Yemen. There is an extensive literature from the medievail period in
There is a need for an overview of the
astronomy (King 1979), for example.
A translation project of selected folk -cientific
sciences in Islamic Yemen.

I..LJamJ&.

texts is under way by David A. King and Daniel M. Varisco.

L=La ZIim,
but some make it

There are many studies that talk about the social structure,
For an introduction, see
appear monolithic and unchanging.

Chelhod (1970), Gerholm (1977) and Varisco and Adra (1983).
See Ethnography.
before the revolution, see BuJra (1971).
needed on regional

variation,

particularly in

Plateau.
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For South Yemen
More research is

the coastal region and Eastern

For an
.LAaa. For an up-to-date survey, see Stookey (1982).
22=
of the
time
the
in
experiences
For personal
ethnography, see Bujra (1971).
Aden protectorate, see Ingrams (1966).
. Annual statistics are published in the CPO yearbook.
See also qi-Shaibani (1975).
history, see Macro (1968).

For a

Basic accounts are referenced in the bibliographies. For a
grm LJ1&tjnrm.
A synthesia of much of the early travel
basic overview, see Bidwell (1976).
Useful travel accounts
literature can be found in Grohmann (1 9 3 0-1934).
Niebuhr (1792) and
(1966),
Ingrams
include Bethmann (1960), Hoogstraal (1952),
Scott (1942), but the number of accounts is far greater.
The best two studies on the phenomenon in the Zaydi
Lm.
m In=
.
See also Dostal (1974), Glaser
areas are Adra (1982) and Dresch (1982).
For tribal law,
(1913), Varisco (1982c), Gerholm (1977) and Stevenson (1981).
(1980), Ghanem (1972) and Rossi
1982), Meissnrv
see Adra (1982), Dresch (1981,
Far more recearch is neded on regional variations, particularly the
(1948).
nature of tribalism in the Southern Highlands and the Tihama. How is tribalism
affected by remittances?
of the major wadis have had some study on their
Njlo Dv"qqMost
development potential: Bana (Gibb and Partners 1977), Mawr (Mitchell 1978,
Mitchell f& al. 1978), Rimsa' (Makin 1977, Williams 1979), Surdud (Halcrow and
Partners 1978), Siham (Sogreah 1978, 1979), Zabid (Tosco Ift al. 1971-1973).
A comparative study of water rights along all the wadis
Study is continuing.
would be a useful project.
=. The basic source is Messick (1978).
iR u m=i =
and Caponera (1973:210-216).

X

The best source is Ansell (1980).

See also Gable (1979)

More information is

neacad on water use and storage in the Tihama.
For Yeven as a
For a basic bibliography, see Babcock (1980).
XeW Bnnn.
The
whole, see CID (1980), Barbarossa a al. (1977) and Johnson (1960).
incomplete.
is
section in Hogan BK &1. (1982:176-195) has some inaccuracies and
Institutional entities responsible for water are treated in Merabet (1960a, b).
For a review of traditional water resource use, especially springs, sne Varisco
(1982). For irrigation methods, see Pirenne (1978), Maktari (1971), Rossi
(1953), SerJeant (1964) and Varisco (1982c, forthcoming). There is a need to
synthesize water rights throughout the country. There is an acute need for a
study of' water pricing policies.
For other
An early survey of Yemen was made by Myntti (1978, 1979a).
i .m
Dorsky
(1977),
Hart
studies, see Adra (1981, 1982), Ansell (1978), Carapico and
(1981), Makhlouf (1979), Mundy (1979, 1981), Myntti (1979b, forthcoming) and
The changing roles
For womens education, see El-Faqeeh (1981).
UNFPA (1980).
region.
coastal
the
in
especially
studied,
be
to
of women need
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For an English summary of ZaydL balieft, See SerJ ant (1969) and
1,m
ZU
Strothmann (1928). For the histcry of the imarate, see IntamS (1963)v Stookey
See also Madelung (1965) for one of tho more
(1978) and Tritton (1928).
important mainms in tho ZaSdi school. For the last imamsv see Gahieb (1979),
Further reearch iz needed
Peteraon (1982), al-Saidi (1981) and Wenner (1967).
corpus of Arabic source
large
a
is
there
on tho history of imamate, for which
material.
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ANN7EX B
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
Abercrombie, T.J.
wBehind the veil of troubled Yemen," E
1964

125:403-445.

p

(AIYS, YCHS)
-- nicely illustrated travel account soon after the revolution.
al-Abdin, al-Tayib Zein
The Role of Islam in the State: Yemen Arab Republic (1940-1972).
1975
Ph.D. dissertation, Cambridge University.
1976

"The I meni constitution and its religious orientation,"
3:115-125. (AIYS, YCRS)
BUdia
-- good introduction on nature of Islam in the modern Yemeni state.
See YAR (1971)

Adibe, Nasrine
1982

Project Report.

Instructional Material Center.

Yemen Arab Republic.

Falls Church, Va. Pragma Corporation. (USAID)
-- Provides background on UNESCO-initiated Instructional Materials
center and recoi.mendations for improvement. Also available in
Arabic.
Adra, Najwa
1981

Notes on Yemen: Social Structure, Poverty and the Position of Women
International Center for Research on
in al-AhJur. Washington, D.C.:
Women. (background report)

-- based on fieldwork in Central Highlands during 1978-1979.
1982

Qabyala: The Tribal Concept in the Central Highlands of the Yemen
Ph.D. dissertation, Temple University (Philadelphia,
Arab Republic.
Pa.). (AIYS, YCRS)
-- Covers tribal political processes, tribal law, tribal values,
relationship of tribalism to personal values,

comparison of tribal

and personal dancing.
1983

Local Perceptions of Breastfeeding and Fertility in a Rural Community

in the Central Highlands of the Y.A.R. Sanaa.
--

Ethnographic study of perception by local women of relationship
constraints against
between breaatfeeding and fertility,
breastfeeding, attittudes toward contraception and recommendations
of appropriate Intervention.

AID

1977

Synopsis, Seminar on Labor Migration in the Middle East. Washington,
D.C.: AID. (USAID)
-- Yemeni migration is discussed on pp. 9-10. This was a one-day
seinar.

1979

Conference Proceedings. Hear East Labor Migration.
AID Policy. Washington, D.C.: AID. (USAID)
-- Yemeni migration discussed on pp. 29-33.
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Implications for

AIl,

All Abdalla
A Brief Survey.
Foreign Expertise in the Yemen Arab Republic.
(AIYS, USAID)
Sazaa.
Translation from Arabic. Report by advisor to CPO. Discusses
-roles of' donors, volunteersp counterparts and general development
administration.

1979

Allman, J. and A. Hll
nFertility, mortality,
1978

Arab Republic,"

.1

migration,

LtLad

and family planning in

tho Yemen

(Spring) 32:01:

-- Based on 1975 census data and small sample survey conducted in May,

1976.
Almroth, Stina
Nutrition and Health Programmirs in the Yemen Arab Republic.
1978
The Swedish Health Clinic. (AIYS, USAID)
1981

Taiz:

Nutrition Education at some MCH Clinics in the Yemen Arab Republic.
Unpubliuhod. (AIYS)
-- Provides background on nutrition proorams in Yemen and some case
study aterials.

Ansell, Christine
"The veiled struggle," Da"&!za (Summer/Fall),
1978

pp. 21-31.

(AIYS,

USA.M)
-- Discussion of women's raoles in Yemen with emphasis on hoalth and
nutrition problems.

1979

Notes on Food Classi fiation in Sanal a.

1980

Domestic Watoi- Ure in a Subdistrict of

Unpublished.
-- Useful addition to earlier w;ork by Bornstein.

ASTC.

ahweit

(AIYS)

Province.

Sanaa:

(AIYS. USAID)

Dsscribas classification of
-- Based on observations in the field.
water and bou water is obtasied and stored.
1981a

Communicating Hygiene/Sanitation Massages to Villagers:
(AZYS, USAID)
Af TC.
Experiment in Wadi Ayyan. Sara
-- Case study in Central Highlands.

1981b

ASTC.
Sanaa:
Training in Watar-Related Hygiene/SanitatioiL
USAID)
-- tianual for contractors based on practical experience.

1981c

An impact Survey of Five
The Benefits of Nut-al Wate , Projects:
(ATYS, USAID)
Foundation,
Trazsoentury
New
Villages. Savza:
Details on
Mahweit.
and
al-Faqih
Bayt
Khawlan,
-- Villages in flayda,

An

(AIYS,

domestic water use, storage facilities and sanitation.
1981d

Women and Health in Mahweit Tcwn. Sanaa: ASTC. (AIYS, USAID)
-- Detailed data on rural health and traditional health care in
Central Highlands. Basis for. intervention of nutrition center in
Mahweit.
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M.S. Agi-UI02AAWa
al-Attar,
ja
1964

Alger.,

&t ja gaj~ dU Ift=.

Editions Ti ers-Monde.
-- General survey of Yemen immediately after the revolution, but now
dated. Discussion of social structure is superficial.
Aulaqi, Naaaer A.

1982

adLzkzdan
Bgm~Q2A0 Ewmgvt mtlIn
c S _ Yne,= itel .,£iEpj 1ia. Sanaa:
--

Mohamued

el-Azzazi,

1978

ib1haLaf&

Sanaa University.
Survey on household energy needs and afforestation. Includes data
on rural fuel costs.

1A l
DA& ZixftlAm

2m

Imaftiv,
LzdA

tg

1

Tueblngen: Horst Erdmann Verlag.
miO,3a= Am,
-- Study of recent governmental history with section on attempts to
develop a modern administrative structure and the socio-political
consequences.

Babcock, Melinda
YOMINCO.
. Sanaa:
inJml
DNkt
LUozrPI x
imr.1te.
=
1980
(AIYS)
-- Annotated listing of development reports, articles and books on
water resouarces in YOMINCO library.

Barbarossa, Nicholas L. gJ fj.
1977

Report on Water Resources Sector Study in the Yemen Arab Republic.
Sanaa: USAID. (AIYS, USAID)
-- Discusses water policy, water rights, areas of development and
recommendations.

Bethmann, E. W.
Washington, D.C.: American Friends of the
u=h2hrwhojd.
Y
1960
(AIYS)
Middle East.
-- Travel account during last days of the imamate.
Bidwell, Robin
.in ArkAla. London: Hamlyn. (AIYS)
W
X
1976
survey of Western travellers to Arabia.
General
-references noted. Nicely illustrated.

Further

Birks, J.S.

1981

"Aspects of labour migration from North Yemen,"
17:49-63.

HJ4~J&Xt AtUL±a

Birks, J.S. and C. Sinclair

1979

Aspects of International Labour Migration in the Arab Near East:
Implications for USAID Policy. Washington, D.C.:
Yemen is discussed on pp. 111-128.

(USAID)

--

Boals, Kathryn
Yemen as a Theoretical Case Study.
Modernization and Intervention:
1970
Ph.D. dissertation, Princeton University. (AIYS)
-- Recent history, foreign policy, international law and
interventionism in Yemen.
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Bonnenfant, Paul At il.
Paris: C.N.R.S. (AIYS)
UJ
-.
j
1932
-- Two volumes. Yemen covered under various nubject headings in
voluwe one. Volume contains eight essays on North Yemen and one
political essay on South Yemen. Important now source.

Boque, Donald J.
Yemen:
1978

A Golden Opportunity for Family Planning in the Middle East.

Sanaa: USAID. (USAID)
-- Argues for demonstration project and discusses potential for
family planning in Yemen.
Bornstein, Annika
±utii
"Some observations on Yemeni food habits," EAQ
1972a
(AIYS, USAID)
10:3:
-- Early description of Yemeni cooking techniques and diet.

See also

Ansell (1979).
1972b

FAO
Al-Zorah - An Agricultural Village in the Tihama. 5anaa:
(USAID)
Nutrition Programme.
-- Brief survey of village life in coastal region near Wadl Mawr.
Emphasis on diet, nutrition and health.

1972c

Two Fishing Villages in the Tihama. Sanaa:
Al-Homrah and Ibn Abas.
FAO Nutrition Programme. (USAID)
-- Study of poor fishing villages with no outmigration. Data on
traditional fishing, crafts, markets, family compounds and social
groups.

1973

Planning for a Rural Health and Nutrition Extension Service in a
(USAID)
Yemeni Village. Sanaa: FAO Nutrition Programme.
and nutrition
health
on
Tihama
the
in
Mocha
in
survey
-- Results of
center.
health
through
outreach
conditions. Suggestions for

1974

£2A wmL22niax Im 1ha Imsn Arab Rab2.i.

1977

Yemeni Cooking. Unpublished. (AIYS)
-- Recipes of tradItional Yemeni foods.

Rome:

FAO

(AIYS)

-- Basic source on nutrition and domestic consumption in many parts
Contains much information from the
of Yemen during early 1970s.
General information on rural
reports published in Sanaa.
agriculture and society.

BuJra, Abdalla
22
1971

of

tratification.

Oxford:

Oxford UniversiLy Press.

(AItS)
-- First ethnography of Yemeni society. Conducted in South Yemen
Describes local
(modern PDRY) before the revolution there.

politics in town of Hureidah and discusses social relations and
case studies of disputes.
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Camman, S.

1977

"The cult of the jambiya: dagger wearing in Yemen,w
19:2:27-34. (AIYS)
-- Discusses types of daggers and their cultupal significance.
Nicely illustrated.

Dante lasa la holm got
Caponera,
. amo: FAO. (USAID)
1973 NAt~r
-- See pp. 210-216 for section on Yemen. This Is mainly taken from
in Yemen.
the Wadi Zabid report. Has information on types of N
Not representative of Yemen as a whole.
Carapico, Sheila
A Preliminary Socio-Economic Profile of Hodoidah and HaJja
1979
Governorates, Y.A.R. Sanaa: USAID. (USAIDv AIYS).
-- Survey of the rural economy, social issues and LDA activities.

1980

The Cooperative Frawewoirk for Local Development in Hajja an Hodeidah
Governorates, Y.A.H. Sania: USAD. (USAID, AIYS).
-- Based on field research over 2 year spun. Provides history of
LDAs. information on road-building and agricultural cooperatives.

Carapico, S. and S. Hart
The Sexual Division of Labor and Prospects for Integrated
1977
Development: Report or. Womers Activities in Hahweit, Tawila, and
Jihana Regions, Yemen Arab Republic. Sanas: USAID. (USA]D, AIYS)
-- Covers traditional practices in agriculture, livestock raising,
collection of manure, health and nutrition, water, crafts and
commerce. Recommendations.
CARS
1982

Grape Production and Marketing. Taiz.
-- Excellent study of grape cultivation in Yemen with coat estimates
provided.

Champault, Dominique
"L'economie due lisier. Une technique feminine au Nerd Yemen,"
1978
m 18:1-2:79-84.
&f l
M
-- Discusses the process of dung collection in rural Yemen and the
role of women.

Chelhod, Joseph
"L'organisation aociale au Yemen,"
1970

L_1

64:61-86.

(YCR3)

-- General discussion of Yemeni social structure by profession aimd
division of labor. Based on limited fieldwork in the Central
Highlands.
12:1:3-22. (YCRS)
Some historical

1972

*La societe yemenite et le kat," b U A&
-- Good description of qat chew in Yemen.
information.

1973

phie 67:47-90.
"Parente at marriage du Yemen,"
-- Study of marriage patterns in Central Highland towns.
fieldwork.
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(YCHS)
Based on

1975

"La societe yamenite et le droit," Laq=

CID

1980

Water Policy Initiativea for Yemen.

Tucson:

1980

(YCRS)
Some

(USAID,

CID.

AIYS)

-- Brief overview of the water sector in Yeen with recommndations.

Cohen, John M. and David Lewis

1979

15:2:67-86.

-- Covers both tribal customary law and Islamic law in Yemer.
data on the hijra concept.

Rural Develcpment in the Yemen Arab Republic.

Cambridge,

Mass,:

Harvard Inst, for Int. Development. (USAID, AIYS)
The
General review of the literature, but poorly organized.
-than
greater
be
to
appears
footnotes
to
amount of space devoted
the text.
Rural Development and Local, Organization in Ha.ja and Hudeidah.
Regional Baqeline Study. Ithaca: Cornell University. (2 volumes)
-- Contains valuable field data in addition to general analysis.

Cohen, J. et Z,
1981

"Development from below: local development associations in the Yemen
9:1039-1061.
Arab Republic,"w i4pA
and how they operate in Yemen.
LDAs
the
of
hintory
the
-- Survey of
the success of the LDAs, which
about
Tondn to be overly optimistic
phenomenon.
are tied to a world-wide

Cornell University
Preliminary Synopsis of Land Use Classification Element Definitions
1982
and Land Use Area Statistics. Ithaca.
-- Covers "Il of Yemen, based on LANDSAT imagery. Good ecological
introdution to the regions, but ignores social characteristics.
work in progress.
Costa, Paola and E. Vicario
(AIYS)
. London: Academy.
d
.o
Landlf
I
1977
illustrated.
Nicely
-- Good discussion of Yemeni architecture.

Croken, Barbara
1980

Source Materials in Arabic on Rural Development and the
Movement in the Yemen Arab Republic. Ithica: Cornell
(AIYS, USAID)
-- Good bibliography on the subject in Arabic. Contains
translation and discussion of sources. See the useful
Arabic terms.

Cooperative
University.
exceorpts in
glossary of

Crosby, Taylor

1982

Summary Report by RDS, Hajjah. Local Resources for Development:
Project 297-045. Unpublished. (USAID)
-- Frank asaessment by volunteer of problems with the project.

CRS
N.D.

Small Scale M4achinery for the Mile Valley.

Cairo:

Catholic Relief

Services. (USAID)
-- Discussion of multi-crop thresher developed for Egypt by CRS.

1[5

Doquin, Horst
LUk1,U I.mi.
Ark.A&,
1976
Riyadh. (USAID)
CkW ,AbL
Survey of the aconomy, agriculture and society of Yemen by a long
-Much useful infermation,
time resident of the donor community.
is often taken
information
cultural
and
but note that the social
reference.
without
from Grohmann ( 1930-1934)
Diem, Werner
(YCRS)
Beirut.
J21 U.
a %UPnMkM
1973
technical.
Fairly
dialects.
Yemeni
several
of
Study
-Dorsky, Susan
Ph.D. dissertation,
"Women's Lives in a Ncr'th Yemeni Highland Town.
1981
YCRS)
(AIYS,
(Cleveland).
Case Western Reserve University
description of
ethnographic
general
and
roles
Study of female
-'Amran.
of
Central Highland tmin

Dostal, Walter
1974

Aapekta dor Stammeadomokratie in flordost-Yemen,"
"Sozio-oekonomische
?L. 24:1:1-15. (AIYS, YCRS)
- Important study of tribalism in the Central Highlands. Data on
tribal markets.

Douglas, Leigh
Guide to the Foreign Publications of the Yemeni Centre for Research
1981
AIYS. (AIYS,
Sanaa:
and Studies, Sanaa, Yemen Arab Republic.
USAID, YCHS)
-- Lists articles, books and journals, but not all deal with Yemen.
Over 500 titles.
Dresch, Paul
o
Zu2 An1±ii
"The several peaces of Yemeni tribes," Ja
1981
12:2:73-86.
nI
L2U
-- Discusses tribal system with emphasis on tribal law, but draws
mainly from the literature.
1982

Their Origins and Their Place in the
Thie Northern Tribes of Yemen:
Oxford University. (YCRS,
dissertation,
Ph.D.
Yemen Arab Republic.

AIYS)
-- Detalled study of the major tribes using both historical data and
othnegraphy. Details on relation of tribes to imamate.
Eastern Miohi.an University
(USAID, AIYS)
Sanaa: EMU.
JL.
a
MLQU
1979
-- Provides information on the Ministry of Education and overview of
educational system. Nothing on traditional education in Yemen.
ECWA
1980

Crop-Sharing and Land Tenancy Practices in the Yemen Arab Republic.
Report No. 1. EaWA. (USAID)
Some of the figures
-- Results of survey in lowlands and highlands.
with the 1981
compare
to
useful
is
this
are in doubt, but
Agricultural Cencus.
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1976

&UWaM_AI
--

b&19WM2

A
. r .lS,

f

. Wiesbaden. ( CRS)
conomic and social survey based on field study.
Liumaries in Mitchell &tk1 (1978)0

El-Faqech, Waheaba
A Theit Abstr.ct.
1982

Girl's Education in

See the

the Yemen Arab Republic

between Rluctancy to Schooling and Equilization of Opportunities.
M.A. thesis, 'Ain Sh=ms University (Cairo), Faculty of Education.
education in
-- Abstract of thesis in ;:rabic on history of voman'
Yemen. Also h&3 good recommendations.

Fayein, Claudie
13:161-172.
[
Xi
.A NDtA
"AI-Zohrah: Village de la Tihama9 Q.j
1973
(YCMRS)
-- Brief survey of agricultural village in coaatal region.
illubtrated.

1975

Se Bornatein (1972b).

Xo=. Paris: Petite Planate, Editions du Scuil. :AIYS)
-- Overview of Yemen. Obsrvations based on extensive travel before
Interesting
and after the revolution by a medical doctor.
discussion on women in Yemen.

Firebrace, Jamos
pIJi&
1981

I/

@

for International Relations.

AtaIt .Rjbupb.. London:
(AIYS, USAID)

Catholic Inst.

- Good introduction to the problem of bottle-feeding.

Fleurentin, Jacques and J-H. Pelt
"Repertory of drugs and medicinal plants of Yemen," I
1982
6:85-108.
gl
a
=Jg
-- List of 130 medicinal plants used in Yemen with Arabic names,
identification, geographical distribution, medicinal use and
pharmacological proparties.
Gable, Richard W.
Government and Administration in the Yemen Arab Republic. Sanaa:
1979
USAID. (AIIS, USAID)
-- Review of recent political history, government structure, budgets,
manpower, LDAs, legal systems and development strategies.
Discusses duties of each ministry.
Gascoigne, Elizabith
A Baseline Study of Dhowran District:
1982

Health and Society. Dhamar

Governorate, Health Services Programme, Social Research Department.

(A~ISYS)
--

Information on traditional medicine,

health services, diet and so on.
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local economy,

agriculture,

Gebhardt, Hans
Problems of Infrantructure Development in the Yemen Arab Republic and
1983
the Effects of Infrastructural Land Development Measures upon the
The Volkswagen
Settlement and Economic Structure. Sanaa:
Cologne.
of
Foundation/University
- Report is in German, with summary in English.
Gerholm, Tomas
IurJtk
1977
1. h
Stockholm:

.
.ILL i 29
a x
Qualitx'
frA-. ZDAI
afl.
D
University of Stockholm Studies in Social Anthropology,

#5. (AIYS)
-- First book-length ethnography on North Yemen. General study of
urban setting, but includes information on Yemeni society in
general. Good discussion.

1979

"Provincial cosmopolitans: the impact of world evente on a small
9:53-72.
Hditerraneans Z
g
Yemeni town,"
-- Study of Manakha, where he did his fieldwork. Argues this area is
not that isolated because of connections with Isma'ilis in India
and the coffee trade.

Good discussion of coffee trade.

Geukiz.s, F.

1960

in Mimmri= Al LInAtt=

Contributionk la Geologie du Yemen,
.tJ.ii
flAJ.nf!/nwai£.

1966

Louvain.

21:117-180.

AaK
ilaxln

.da

A. Washington, D.C.:
XBMWt

(AIYS, USAID)
-- The English is a translatior, but is
the basic source on Yemeni geology.

not complete.

This is

USGS.
still

Ghaleb, Mohamed A.
IJ&
I &rVA2M
i £
.0a. BADrg= Is.J
Ruhr University Institute for Development Fesearch

1979
Boehum:

Z&=.

and Development Policy. (AIY', USAn)
-- Originally written in 1960 about the imamate.

R6vised in 1979 by

the National Institute for Public Administration.
Ghanem, al-Sayyid Isam
"Social lifa in the Yamens and the role of tribal law," RjIAUL.a
1972
fnat[
grmnl. No. 18 (December):11-13.
-- Impact of civil war on tribal law.
Gibb and Partners
Development of Wadi Bana. Stage 1. Preliminary Report. London:
1977
(USAID)
Gibb and Partners.
-- Sketchy baseline study of the agricultural potential of this wadi.
Somo useful information.

Glaser, Eduard
Z
1913

2

1

Bulk.

Vienna:

Holder.

(YCRS)

-- Account of social customs and general description of Eastern
Plateau by 19th century traveler. Useful data on the tribes.
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Goitein, S.
A1mau.la. Leiden: Brill. (YCRS).
1934
Proverbs of Yemeni Jews. Collected in Jerusalem.
-Gow, David
Narrative Cabe Study of the Agricultural Cooperative Society of
1979
Development Alternatives.
Ajsboob, Yemen... Washington, D.C.:
(USAID)
-- Studies in Southern Highlands, Mahweit and Tihama. bseful source.
Green, James W.
Zxploratory Studies of Four Local
Local Initiative in Yemen:
1975
Development Associations. Washington, D.C.: AID.
-- One of tho first studies o? the LDAs. Includes case studies of
four LDAs ard CYDA. Discusses local rural adminictration.
Greenman, Joseph
"A sketch of the Arabic dialect of the Central Yemani Tihamah," A
1978
(AIYS, USAID)
1:20-34.
Utal
-- One of tho few studies on the Tihama,
Not a do-it-yourself apprnach.
technical.
Greiner,
1980

but

this is

fairly

Ted
Infant Feeding and Nutritional Status in Udain, Ibb, and Two Areas of

Sana'a in the Yemen Arab Republic. Sanaa: (AIYS, USAID, YCRS)
-- Results of survey conducted between 1978 and 1979. Discusses
issue of bottle feeding.

1982

Bibliography on Health,

Republic.

Ithica:

Especially Nutrition in

Cornell University:

the Yemen Arab

Division of Nutritional

Sciences.
-- Semi-annotated and includes many unpublished reports.
Grohmann, Adolf
a arbjer
1930-

1934

l j

WrtChaftDW t

.

(YCRS)
-- Complete survey of Yemen at the
literature and basic Arabic sources.

Brunn:

Rudolf.

2 volumes.

time based on the travel
This also incorporates the

unpublished notebooks of Eduard Glaser.
cannot be found in other sources.

Much of this information

Halcrow and Partners
Wadi Surdud. Development on the Tihama. England:
1978
Halcrou and Partners, 9 volumes. (MCRS, USAID).

Sir William

-- Covers development potential of land and water resources.
valuable information on local econoy and agriculture.

Much

Hammerin, Lars
A Soojo-Medical Study of Some Villages in Yemen Arab Republic.
1972
Stockholm: Swedish Save the Children. (USAID)
--

Useful data on health practices and nutrition problems in the
Survey of 180 village families.
Southern Highlands.
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Haratani, Joe and Mke Skenfield

1980

Small Cities Water Supply. TDY Report. Sanaa: USAID. (USAID)
-- Discuases agencies responsible for water supply and sanitation,
donor involvement, rural hygiene and sanitation practices.
Diagrams of traditional toilets and recommendations for
modifications.

Hart, Sharon
For a Energy Limited Future. American or Yemeni Agricultural
1980
(USAID, AIYS)
Production. Unpublished.
-- Discusses political aspects of traditional agriculture in Yemen.
Critique of donor activities in the agricultural sector.

Hebert, Mary

1981

Interim Field Report.

Local Organization and Development Mahlaf,

Hodeidah Governorate. Ithaca: Cornell University.
-- Brief survey of the LDA in a coastal area. Good case study.

Heyworth-Dunno, G.

1952

kJ-.X=fL

.==t,;gal

A .ioam! aP-L

AdZo

Zamaz& .

Cairo:

Renaissance Bookshop. (AIYS)
-- Survey of Yemen during the last days of tho imsmate.

Hogan, Edward &t,2.,
1982

Yemen Arab Republic. Washington,
Agricultural Sector Assessment.
(USAID)
AID.
D.C.:
-- Survey of the Yemeni economy, markets, farm systems, social
milieu, livestock, irrigation, horticulture, dry land crops and
of donor activities in
training institutions. Includes a list
agriculture.

Hermann, Jens

1979

AJa

a~

A~ wd Rol

n

aM=

wQJA

j~

. FrankfLr: Peter Lang Verlag. (AIYS)
A
jA 11m I(Describes institutions
Good overview of health sector in Yemen.
and practices.

Hoehfold, Volker
"Die Entwicklung
1981

der

administrative

Gliederung

und

der

Jemon, 9
Verwaltungszentren in der Arabischen Republik
19:2:22-63.
(Hamburg)
of various administrative divisions in Yemen from the
-- HiB&
Ottoman period. Well documented.

Hoogstraal, Harry
1952

9
RAI.Q. 101:213-244.
'Yemen opens the door to progress, EjLtaa
(AIlS)
-- Popular account of life in the days of the Zaydi imamate.

al-Hurwi, Nuriyya
Al-'Awamil al-Muathara 'ala al-Tanmiyya al-Ijtima'iyya fi al-Qarya
1981
al-Yamaniyya... Master' s thesis, 'Ayn Shams Universicy (Cairo).
This is one of the
- Field study in a coastal village near Zabid.

most complete studies available on coastal society.
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ILACO

1979

Fada' Integrated Rural Development Project. Technical Note No. 4.
Wcen in Child Care. Arnheir, The Votherlands: 3LACO. (USAID)
-- Detailed study of Central Highland practices in all aspects of
pregnancy and infant health. Based on interviews with 80 women.

Ingrams, W. Harold
London: Murray
2.
I
The) apXjjL J£Am2 L
1963
-- Popular account of Yemeni history up until the revolution.
Ingrams was a political officer in the Aden protectorate.
1966

An ±ia la

AuW

.

Now York:

3rd edition.

Praeger.

(AIYS)

-- Travel account based on extensive experience of Ingrams in the
Aden protectorate.

,.
R
Israel,
ludmol
1982 Ron

A=

KAJ

I r-atl

International Nutrition Communication Sarvice.
-- Survey of the literature on the subject.

Newton,

Mass.:

(USAID)
Easily used outline of

information relevant for planning in health and nutrition.
all available literature was covered.

Not

Data still fragmentary.

Japan International Cooperation Society
1979

Report on Master Plan Study for HajJa Province Integrated Hural
(USAID)
Development in the Yemen Arab Republic. 2 volumez.
land use, water
climate,
geology,
topography,
of
analysis
Detailed
-fisheries,
afforeatation,
agriculture,
economy,
supply,
priorities.
development
and
infrastructure

Jargy, Simon and Alain Saint-Hilaire
lyei .
.
Dan am
1978

l JA A2L 1iU&.

Lausanne:

Editions

Mondes S.A.
-- Nicely illustrated picture book of all regions of Yemen.

Johnson, Reuben J.
Water Resources Planning and Development.
1980
(USAID)
Sanna: USAID.
Yemen Arab Republic.

-- TDY report based on 3 week mission.
level, particularly on well-drilling.
efforts.

Policy Recommendations.

Recommendations for national
Review of other development

Kalander, Sulaiman qt Al.

1973

±ggapJ 9A IiM . Kuwait: Kuwait
University Library Department, Bibliography Series i,o.6. (AIYS,
YCRS)

h

Q . An=Aan21&tmA Zi

-- Contains Arabic and Western sources.
Western sources.

Watch for errors on the

Kelsey, Peggy g &J.
Activities to Date of the Women's Poultry Demonstration/Experiment.
1980

(USAID)
-- Account of attempt to raise chickens at Mahweit Nutrition Center.
Technical data on poultry production included.
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Kennedy, John 21 il
1980

"at use in North Yemen and the problem of addiction: a study in
4:4:311-344.
±L7%t.z
2
5medical anthropology," .aqt.
chewing in selected
Preliminary results of major survey of g
--

citioz of Yemen.

Emphasis of article on concept of addiction,

Kherderkax, D.H.
The Production and Use of Agricultural ILmplemonts, Tools, and
1978
Machines in Yemen Arab Republic. Saaaa: UNDFo (USAID)
-- Details on UNDP projects in Yemen. A collection of papers and
memoa, some of which are of no value. Somo useful information on
traditional agricultural machinery. Poorly organized.
King, David
7:61-65.
i
"Mathematical astronomy in medieval Yemen," A)W4Mk± Mx
1979
(AIYS)
The author is preparing a
-- Survey of madieval astronomy in Yemen.
book on the subject.
Kirkman, James (Editor)

1976

f=si-

2 w.a.

London:

World of Islam Festival.
Nicely illustrated.

-- Good introduction to Sansa.
Klaum, G.A.

1978

11:3:1-I4.
"The Yemen Arab Republic: From behind the veil," MM I=
(USAID)
history, government, geography,
-- General overview of Yemen:
development problems.

Kopp, Horst
"Die raeumliche Differenzierung in der Arabiachen Republik Jemen:
1977

Berient nach einer Studienreise," &dkuia 29:59-68. (AIYS)
-- Classification of land use for Yemen and basic data on
agricultural production by region. See the updote in his book
(1981).

1978

.

A-i

itso=afts-~~q I~n iALJ =a

,aoLrnakflJr

d

.

.

Iu
LOMAAQh=R

Witsbaden.
-- Detailed eon ric and agricultural study of a highland village.

1981

2
complete source available.

KuozynskJ,
1977

. Erlangen:
q=.rkakL

(AIYS)
Gographisohe Arbelten, Sonderband 11.
-- Comprehensive study of Yemeni agriculture

Erlangen

by region.

Most

Excellent maps.

Liliane
g
"La vie paysanne dans un village du Nord-Yemen," QlantAA±

(AIYS)
17:4:155-174.
-- Good ethnographic study of a village near Sa'da in the north.
Covers rural economy, agriculture and society.
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Landberg, Carlo

191 0_
1913

E.Ug Z= ~IM D~jg1
volumes.
--

arW.0,&

OAi~~

Brill.

L~IMdon:

3

Basic reference of grammar and termn in dialect of South 7emen
Hadramawt. Contains poevs, stories and songe. Extensive glossary
with notes on,relations to othir dialscts.

Loew, Guy
"La diversito rei,!onale do L Republique arabe du Yemen," Afylja
1977
biL Ly .a 52:1:55-70.
fl=I
-- Good overview of Yemeni regions, draving on the 1975 census. Data
on migration patterns.
Macro, Eric
&tw
.o9. .XfinAa w
,PJki;
M1bi
1960
(AIYS)
Press.
of Miami
Useful source of referencos.
-1968

l/

YC S)

.m .g

Coral Gabloa:

University

Hiatoricel notes on port of Mocha.

4
1 A.
±Art MaIzin2tc

w

'.

M=i7-

London:

Hurst.

(AIYS,

-- Details of recent historical period, particularly trade with
Britain and the West. Data on the coffee trade.
Madelung, Wilford

1965

Glalubenalhr
d A&Zd
JLJImi
~n
ur
UM
-UJ
Berlin: Walter do Gruyter & Co.
-- The major study of Zaydi raligious ideas.

I A
D_=1,S

Makhlouf, Carla
M"
1979

.Jn .
A

Yqmm Bid EqrratLoiA

Ba
&r.

"r 7ZUA~it"n.

Is=.

Gutldford,

Surrey: Croom Helm. (AIlS)
-- Study of changing lifestyles and attitudes among women in Sanaa.

Makin, M.J. (Editor)
Yemen Arab Republic. Montane Plains and Wadi Rima' Project. A Land
1977
MOD, Land Resource Division.
England:
and Water Resources Survey.
2 volumes. (AIYS)
Useful data. See
-- Basic survey of the development potential.
Williams (1979).
Maktari, Abdullah
Cambridge: Cambridge
In Lad..
-- 2etL=
a X-Aii
Rak= =
1971
(AINS)
University Press.
-- General study of water rights in South Arabia. Cites examples of
case studies from the legal literature. Description of the local
Discusses
administration of agriculture and irrigation.
techniques.
irrigation

Mann, K.S.
1973

Lowland Farm Development Project.

Rom:

FAO.

Hodeidah.

Yemen Arab Republic.

(USAID)

-- General survey of coastal zone, agricultural methods and rural
valuable source.
economy. Dated, but still
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Pascl

iaeohauX,
1979
-

(AIYS)
Paris: Chene.
&U"
'a=
Alco in English translation. Superb photgraphs of Yemen.

McClintook, David
Foreign Exposure and Attitudinal Change: A Caz.e Study of Foreisa
1974
Ph.D.
Policy Docialonmakers in the Yemen Arab Republic.

(AYIS)

Dissertation, University of Michigan.

Meissner, Jeffrey
Customary and Islamic Law in North Yemen. Paper presented at the
1980
American Anthropological Association Heetings, Washington, D.C.
-- Based on study in al-Huhabisha during 1977-1978. Good discussion
of customary legal procedures and relation to Islamic law.

Melrose, Dianna

1981

A

Qtaal=
TM&

iu

lu
At

=d

Oxford:

Oxfam. (AIYS, USAID)
-- General survey of health-related development in Yemon, focusing on
the influx of milk powder and non-essential fdicinss.
Meister, Leland
"Yemen:
1974

Breaking with the feudal past,"

17:1:31-39.

i

-- Good discussion of social customs and agriculture near Jibla by a
health worker.

Merabet, Zohra
A Survey on Development and Management of Water Resources in the
1980a
(AIYS,
Yemen Arab Republic. Sanaa: German Volunteer Services.
USAID)
1980b

A Survey of Water Activities under Foreign Asistaxice in the Yemen
Arab Republic. Sanaa: USAID. (AIYS, USAID)
-- Two good sources on the ent:ties with responsibilities for water
and foreign donor involvement in the water sector by an engineer
with extensive experience in Yemen.

Messick, Brinkley

1978

Transactions in Ibb:

Economy anc. Society in a Yemeni Highland Town.

Ph.D. Dissertation. (AIYS, USAID)
-- Based on fieldwork in the town of Ibb.
Generel ethnographic data included.
Mitchell, Brigitta
Yemen Arab Republic Feeder Road Survey.
1978

and Wadi Mawr.

Describes waqf and courts.

Summary Report:

Baseline Socio-Economic Survey Findings.

(USAID)
World Bank.
of findings on agriculture,
-Summary
development, roads and households.

Taiz-Turba

Washington,

D.C.:

markets,

infrastructure

Utchell, B. and E. Escher

1978

A Baseline Soojo-Economic Survey of the Taiz-Turba Road Influence
Area.

Washington, D.C.:

World Bank.

2 volumes.

(USAID)

-- Detuils on agriculture, soils, water supply, markets, crafts,
pricing, household consumption.
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Mitchell B. "a.
A Baseline Socio-Economic Survey of the Wadi
Yemen Arab Republie.
1978
Hawr Region. Wauingtoa, D.C.: World Bank. (UAID)
-

Da.tils on agrIcultui'e, irrigation and the local economy.

Mondsair, Simone (Editor)
=
Pam
Wd YU.02m
l
mm
&[ .m=
.Ab
=1=iI b a
I.
1977
YCRS)
(AIYS,
Durham.
of
University
Durham:
.
qJ
J=
-- Genral bibliography of books and articles arg'cnged by subject.
Moser, Charles
The place which khat plays in the life of
"'The flower of paradise'.
1917
9£m2 AaQ. 32:173-186.
the Yemen Arab,"
Inf ormative.
-- Travel account written by American Consul in Aden.
Excellent pictures.
Mundy, Mia'tha
"Women's inheritance of land in highland Yemen," h
1979
MRS)
5:161-187.
-- Baned on ethnographic observations and other sources.
1981

Land and Family in a Yemeni Community.
University. (YCMRS)

=ji

Ph.D. Dissertation, Cambridge

Myntti, Cynthia
(AIYSq 0SAUi)
Women in Rural Yemen. Sanas: USAID.
1978
-- Basic survey of rural Yemeni wo,en baead on extensive field
Recommendations.
experience
D4 ~ 2~W~AtL AJ2 X~ia ~r~ rp gJ Each brr: GTZ. (AIYS,
1 979
USAID)
-- General survey of women in
Translation of family law.
1979b

Yemen.

"Population processes in rural Yowen:
breastfoeding, and contraception," i ii
10:10:262-289. (USAID)

Best available survey.
tempcrary emigration,
anin
ZgZ,=Ii 2L.

forthcoming
Medicine in it& Social Context: Obnervations from Rural North Yemen.
Ph.D. Dissertation, London SchooI ci' Economics.
-- Case studles in health care and overviev of traditional health
care in rural Yemen. Based on Pield(ork in Turba area.
Niebuhr, Carsten
Edinburgh. (Recently reprinted in Beirut)
Ar.l.
In u
1792
(AIYS)
Good historical
-- One of the earliest travel accounts of Yemen.
information on the imaiate and custms in Yemen at that time.
Nyrop, RHF. at ao
k _gZ I&% Ya
Ana Z
1977
University/UM PO. (AIYS)
-- General survey of femen.

.

Waahington,

D.C.:

Dated but still useful.
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Thb American

O Ballance, Edgar
Hamden, Conn.: Archon Books. (AIYS)
MA i= j Inn.
1971
-- Account of the civil war by an on-the-spot witness.
Obermeyer, Judy

1978

Wcnen' s Poultry Survey in al-Mahweit.

LSTC.

Sanaa:

(USAID)

-- Survey of 66 women and recommendations.
Peterson, Jon E.

1982

I=L. J
--

%

hLf

1k

§"UEti.

Cron Helm.

London:

(AIYS)

Overview of recent Yemeni history in this century. Discussion of
Most up-to-date
the Yemeni governnent. Comments on development.
source on the subject.

Pillsbury, Barbara

1978

Traditional Health Care in the Near East.
(USAD)
-- Review of the literature.

Washington, D.C.:

AID.

Still useful, but dated.

Pierenne, J.

1978

A A Anta. Paris: Memoirs do
A_ I!E i Ar
N.S., Vol. Ii.
Belles-Lettres,
et
l'Academie des Inscriptions

L R

-- Detailed study by archaeologist of pre-Islamic irrigation and
water conservation techniques. Major study of dew in Yemen. Note
the author has a tendency to argue for diffusion from Yemen
abroad.

Ponasik, Diane
Social Soundness Analysis of the Proposed CHS Basic Health Services.
1979
Sanaa: TJSAID (USAID)
-- Overviow of health problems in the coastal region. Data on
traditional health care.
Rakow, Rosalie and Lynda Rose
Burke, Va.:
at gnatm&.
Lam&Un.. =
1981
-- Nicely illuatrated picture book.

Tandem Publishers.

Rassam, Areal and Peter Banedict
Community Based Rural Development:
Project 279-0031.
1980

Evaluation Report (May 1979-June 1980).

AID.

Mahweit (OFG).

(USAID files)

-- Evaluation of the Integrated Rural Development Project in Marweit.

Eathjens, Carl and H. von Wissmann
ein suedarabische
"Sanaa:
1929
GtX

fur

Stadtlandschaft," Zei

QbrJ~t A=

zu Brlin 9-10:329-353.

-- Detailed study of the town and its architecture and inhabitants
during the imamate in this century.

Hap of old city.

Ross, Lee Ann
The Yemeni Remittance Agent System. Sanaa: USAID. (USAID)
1979
-- How agents operate. Biographical information included.
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Rossi, Ettore
t
"Il diritto consuetudinario delle tribu Arabe del Yemen w 11xi
1948
23:1-36.
=MiDr.
ANI

A major source on tribal law in Yemen. Contains texts of two
collections of tribal law from the Central Highlands. Description

--

of social structure.

1953

"Note sull' irrigazione, l'agricoltura e le stagioni he1 Yemen,"
33:349-361.
t ha
Dr
-- Survey of spring and iell irrigation in the Sanaa region during
the 1930s. Valuable data on allocation systems. Glossary.

1939

a. Rome.
L!_kaha =Iat_ a Z
Arabic in Sanaa dialect.
Yomeni
on
-- Basic source
songs, stories)
(proverbs,
sample texts
to the subject.
according
arranged
Vocabulary

Contains grammar,
and vocabulary.

al-Saidi, Abmad K.
A mds
lman my
.M
Z= ZalJD
rnr.n 1&sAin
o
O
s
1981
Berlin: Baalbek Verlag.
imfR.
-- Major new work on the political events leading up to the
assassination of Imam Yahya.

Samuels, B.C.
1979

Local Development Associations '.n the Yemen Arab Republic: A Summary
of Officiml Documentation and U.se Studies.
(USAID)
Sanaa: USAID.
Review of literature on the development problems of the LDAs.
-While this is useful in drawing attention to differences in the
literature, it was not done by someone with experience in Yemen.

Schmidt, Dana Adams

1968

a gngm X= .

Ifi

New York:

Holt.

(AIYS)

-- First-hand account of the Yemeni civil war by a well-known
journalist.

Schopen, Armin
1978

2
--

O~t. Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner. (YCRS)
Thorough and scholarly study of the Zat plant ard its social
' = and
significance in Yemen. Contains translations of poet.. on
legal decision on appropriateness of chewing ngt in Islamic law.
Excellent for vocabulary.

Scott, Hugh
(YCRS)
_nm2. London: Murray.
J& M ihgli
1942
-- Travel account by British entomologist.
Serjeant, R.B.
9L I
"Some irrigatin systems in tie Hadhramaut," Bullkat
1964
27:33-76.
A
Afr~q
f Oi
-- Detailed description of flood irrigation in areas of South Yemen.
Excellent for vocabulary. Information on contracts and water law.
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1967

"Societe et gouvernent en Arabie du Sud," A
--

14:284-297.

Also available in English. Genera study of the social structure
in Yeme. by historial and arabiat irith extensive experience in the
Aden protectorate.
-

1969

"The Zaydis,' in A.J. Arberry (Editor),
Vol. 2, pp. 285-301. Canbridge, Cambridge University Press.
-- Best description of Zay-1i sect in English.

1973

"The two Yemens: historical perspectives and present attitudes,"
60:3-16.
A=
A=
-- Survey of the differences between the historical roots of tbe YAR
and the PDRY.

1974

5LdJ=
"The cultivation of cereals in medieval Yemen,w &&a
1:25-74. (AIYS, YCRS)
modieval Yemoni
-- Translation of chapter on cereals fro
agriculture in
traditional
of
account
Brief
text.
agricultural
vocabulary.
for
Excellent
Yemen.

1980

Sit y, pp. 126-147.
a
"Social stratification in Arabia," in 7*
Paris: UNESCO. (YCRS)
-- Historical discussion of social groups and status differences in
Primarily urban in focus.
Yemen.

Serjeant, R.B. and R. Lewcock (Editors)
n Q=L.. London. (AIYQ when published)
1
aL/ = JxrIaa
1983
-- Major study of all aspects of the city: architecture, history,
sciences, people, etc.
al-Shaibani, Saeod
L'Influence des Structures du Yemen sur la Balance des Paiements
1975
Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Paria (Pantheon(1955-1975).
(AIYS)
Sorbonne).
-Covers many aspects of the economy and society, including
agriculture, infrastructure, marketing, energy, politics, and
social structure.
Sharif, Marilyn Ray
Youth's Aspirations for Social Mobility in the Yemen Arab Republic.
1973
M.A. thesis, American University of Beirut. (AIYS)
-- Results of surveys on attitudes toward education conducted in Taiz
in 1971-1972. Emphasis on secondary schools.
Socknat, James A. and C.A. Sinclair
Migration for Employment Abroad and its Impact on Development in the
1978
Yemen Arab Republic. Durham: Durham University. (USAID)
-- Survey of available literature and findings of 1975 census.
SOGREAH
1978

Wadi Siham Feasibility Study.

Sogreah Consulting Engineers.

Inception Report.

Grenoble,

France:

(AIYS)

-- Survey of development potential of land and water resources.
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1979

Wadi Siha Feasibility Study. Interim Report.
Sogreah Con-ulting Enginecrs.

Grenoble, France:

Steffen, Hans 1 sa.
Yemen Arab Republic. Final Report un the Airphoto Interpretation
1978
Swiar
Berne:
Project of the Swisa Technical Cooperation Services.
(USAIDr YCRS, AIYS)
Technical Cool:ration Servicea.
--

B sic source in English on the 1975 census.
data on Yemen by region.

Contains valuable

rhis sourot is indispansible.

Steffen, Hans and 0., Blanc
"La demogv,.phie de la Pepubllquo Arabs du Yemen," in: P. Bonneafart,
1982
Pp. 73-106 (?aris).
YmigmrI& Imbu,
ed.
Stevenson, Thomas B.
Kinship, Stratification And Mobility. Social Change in a Yemeni
1981
(AIYS)
Highland Town. Ph.D. Diswartation, Waene State University.
Information on the tribe and
-- Baned on fieldwork in 'Ampan
within the town.
relations
sociApon
&phasis
markets.
Stookey, Robert
A Study in Values and Legitimacy. Ph.D.
Political Change in Yarant
1972
Dissertation, University of Texas at Austin.
-- Study of political changes in Yemen by a historian with practical
experience in Yemen around th t xe of the revolution.
1974

hSocial structure and politics in the Yemen Arab Republic,"
28:3:24o-260, 409-418.
J12%Ana
Z

1978

Boulder: Westview
D!sth Mum Arzh AoquW±.
n.-Th Za==
Press. (AIYS)
-- Best introduction to history of Yemen in English. Uses Arabic
sources. Covers all periods.

1982

L2= Ym n. Boulder: Westview. (AIYS)
-- Survey of people, history and economy of South Arabia with
emphasis on recent conditions.

Strothmann, Rudolf
rnj. 8:119 6 -1198.
9
.DuIm.
"al-Zaidiya, 0 the Ma
1928
-- Brief discussion on Zaydi sect and imams in English.

Swagman, Charles F.
Haraz Afforestation and Erosion Control Project.
1981

Fiold Report No. 2.

Unpublished. (AIYS)
-- Results of survey in 21 villages on potential for growing more
trees. Data on wood supply and demand.
Swanson, Jon C.
The Consequences of Emigrat-on Lcr Economic Development in the Yemen
1978
Arab Republic. Ph.D. Dissertation, Wayne State University.
-- Based on field work in the Ibb region. See (1979).
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1979a

in
"Some consequences of emigration for rural economic development
33:1:34-43.
A
Z
the Yemen Arab Republic," ng
--

1979b

Main argument of the dissertation.

= .AIe £f UM A.M A
D
Ai
==&UQA Ai
(AIYS)
Press.
A bL2&. Boulder: WestviA
-- Revision of dissertation. Important source for local impact of
migration and remittances.

1981

Interim Field Report: Local Government and Development. Bani Awwam,
Hajja Province. Ithica: Cornell University. (AIYS, USAID)
-- Good fiold data on local development problems and rural economy.

Swanson, Jon and Mary Hebert
Rural Society and Participatory Development:
1981
Villages in the Yemen Arab Republic. Ithaca:

Case Etudies of Two
Cornell University.

(USAID)

-- Field data on local economy and nature of LDAs in a highland and a
coastal village.
Tesco etAl.
Survey of the Agricultural Potential of the Wadi Zabid.
1971(YCHS)
16 volumes.
Republic. Budapest.
1973

-- Covers all aspects of development.

Yemen Arab

Good data base on rural

economy, agriculture, irrigation and geology.
Tritton, A.S.
MM LU DL U
1925
(AIYS, YCRS)
--

London:

D.

Oxford University Press.

Study of Zaydi imams based on analysis of Yemeni aources.

Also

contains practical aspects of the unity issue between the YAR and
the PDRY.

Tutwiler, Richard
General Survey of Social, Economic and Administrative Conditions in
1978a
Sanaa: USAID (AIYS, USAID)
Mahweit Province, Yemen Arab Republic.
-- Useful ethnographic informati.on on this governorate based on field
experience.
1978b

A Report on Small Water Projects in Yemen.
AIYS)
-- Results of field visits to ten projects.
negative aspects.

Sanaa:

USAID.

(U3AID,

Discusses positive and

1979

Development and social and economic change in
UTa'awon Mahweet:
#2 (March): 3-14. (AIYS)
Yemeni community," D
field experience.
on
Based
Hahweit.
in
IDA
of
-- Study

1979-

Roconnzissancs Surveys.

1980

--

Sanaa:

ASTC.

a

(AIYS. USAID)

Six-part series on areas in Mahweit with valuable data on LDAs,
local administration and rural economy.
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Tutwiler, Rilchard and Sheila Carapico
1981

AR&Aam)..

Q

a.

..

Sanaa:

Yemen

A-TYS.

Devolopmnst Series, No. 1. (AIYS, YCRS, USAID)

-- Based on field atudy in 'Amran and Ibb regions. Valuable data on
rural economy, especially agriculture and the domestic household,
marketing and social relations.

Tutwiler, R. &t Al.
1976

UNDP
1981

UNFPA
1980

Workshop on the Problems and Prospects for Development in the Yemen
The Contributions of the Social Sciences.
Arab Republic:
Binghamton: Institute for Development Anthropology.
-- Good discussion of problems. Bibliography attached. Workshop
held in Washington.

Bibliography of the PSU Reference Unit. Sanaa: UNDP. (AIYS)
Semi
-- Classified according to general development topics.
issued
Supplement
reports.
unpublishad
for
Excellent
annotated.
in February, 1982.

Yemen Arab Republic. Report of Mission on Needs Assessment for
New York: UNFPA. (USAID)
Population Assistance.
-- Valuable source on demographic aspects, family planning,
education, women, donor activities and development needs.
Discusses various censuses in Yemen.

University of Arizona
National Sorghum and Millet Crop Improvement Program.
Final Report.
1981
(AIYS,
University of Arizona, College of Agriculture.
Tucson:
USAID)
-- Description of project, but fails to describe traditional methods
of sorghum production.
Uthman, Abdu All Jjt Al.
The Yemeni Co-operative Movement and its Problems. Unpublished.
1975
(USAID, AIYS)
Study of formative period in LDA
-- Translation from Arabic.
development. Lists problems with LDA activities.
Varisco, Daniel Martin
Z
On the Meaning of Chewing: the Significance of DL (.G
1982a
East
Middle
the
at
presented
Paper
the Yemen Arab Republic.
Association Meetings, Philadelphia. (CID, AIYS)
-- Review of gat. plant, cultivation and cheoing in Yemen.
that recent increase in chewing due to growing identity
among Yemenis who are now exposed to otber lifestyles
remittance wealth.
1982b

"The ard in highland Yemeni agriculture," Iga
(AXnS, USAID)
(Denmark), December,
(4:3:158-172).
in
agriculture
plow
traditional
of
-- Discussion
Yeweni terms described.
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in
Studies
Argues
crisis
and ot

3..i,

the highlands.

1982c

The Adaptive Dynamics of Water Allooation in al-Ahjur, Yemen Arab
(AIYS,
Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Pennsylvania.
Republioc

YCRS, USAID)
-- Disousion of water resource uft in Yemen,
irrigation and allocation.

focusing on opringfed

Data or water rights.

Extensive

glo--saries.
1983

"Sayl and ghayl: the ecology of water allocation in Yemen," Iaim,
(AIYS and USAID)
Z gi=, December.
flood irrigation and highland spring
coastal
of
-- Comparison
of tribalism and water allocation
Relationship
irrigation.
explored.

Varisco, Damiel Martin and NaJwa Adra
"Affluence and the concept of the tribe In the Central Highlands of
1983
Afl
the Yemen Arab Republic," in R.F. Salisbury (Editor), AU1
Society.
Ethnological
American
D.C.:
.. Washington,
3
a
Cl
-- Discussion of the tribalism and impact of remittances on social
structure. Argue for baslc egalitarian emphasis in tribal coda.
Verdery, Richard
Some Brief Background Notes on Yemen for Newly Arrived CID Employees.
1981
(AIYS, CID)
Sanaa.
-- Discussion of important aspects of Yemeni culture and suggestions
Regional
for better communication by foreign personnel.
reading.
further
for
description. Suggestions
Weber, Fred
Forestry/Conservation Situation and Potential: Mahweit Province, the
1980
(AIYS, USAID)
Yemen Arab Republic. Sanaa: ASTC.
this area.
issue in
-- Excellent study of afforestatio[
names.
Glossary of tree
Recommendations.
Wenner, Manfred W.

U

ZMt Frwi, XL:

(Autumn 1964).

1964

"Mocha and Coffee,"

1965a

Yemen since Independence: A Political Study (1918-1962).
Dissertation, John Hopkins University.

1965b

.AmL.

..
. .
..
A S
Washington, D.C.: Library of Cowgess.
-- Semi-annotated.

Ph.D.

(Af.S)

Emphasis on history and politics.

1967

Baltimore: John Hopkins Press. (AIYS,
flULt_ i6..
a
Hsi=
YCRS)
-- First major study of modern Yemeni history in English. Origins
and background to the 1962 revolution.

1978

Unpublished. (USAID)
J& .JB )..IN=.
L2=1
in Yemen.
features
-- Breakdown of administrative

1979

=a KeN t. Unpublished. (USAID)
-- Observations on governmental institutions and potential for LDAs.
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1983

The Case of Yemen" In:
'Rural Energy Issues in a Developing Society:
a Mfs
A
kkaal
fMIldL Ataur'hoo
Ahmet Evint ed. J
1983.
Architecture,
for
Award
Khan
Aga
The
Singapore:
a
EF

Wilkerson-KArpowiez, Darleen
A Regional Survey of Contemporary Woman's Dress in the Yemen Arab
1982
(AIYS)
Unpublished.
Republic.
-- Detailed information on rural and urban styles.
Southern Highlands.

Emphasis on

Williams, J.B.
Montane Plains and Wadi Rima' Project, A Land
Yemen Arab Republic.
1979
and Water Resources Survey. Physical Aspects of Water Use under

Traditional and Modern Irrigation/Farming Systems and Wadi Rima'
Tihama. Survey, England: MOD. (USAID)
-- Details on climate, soil, water, agriculture and rural economy.
See Makin (1977).

Wilson, Robert
2:204-210. (AIYS, YCRS)
"Hajja market," Aahjbaan 51adi
1975
-- Short summary of the market and produce in it.
World Bank

1979

Development of a Traditional Economy.
Yemen Arab Republic.
Washington, D.C.: World Bank. (AIYS, USAID, YCRS)
-- Good overview of the development context in Yemen.
the economy and training needs.

Emphasis on

Yacoub, Salih and A. Akil
A Socio-economic Survey of the Hojjuriyya District, Yemen Arab
1971
(USAID)
Beirut: American University of Beirut.
Republic.
-- Superficial study of area. Emphasis on agriculture.
YAR
1971

of the Yemen Arab Republic," M

constitution(AIYS)
"Permanent
27:3:389-401.
12Aal

1.3

.Eal

-- English translation.

1977

The First Five-Year Plan:

1975/1976 - 1980/1981.

Sanaa : CPO.

-- English translation.

YAR. CPO
1981

List of Books, Studies and Reports on Yemen Arab Republic in English
Language (as of April 1981). Sanaa: CPO. (AIYS)
-- Semi-annotated by author.

YAR. CPO Advisory Team
The Marketing of Livestock and Animal Products in the Yemen Arab
1981
Republic. Sanaa: CPO. (AIYS)

YAR. MAF
1981

Summary of the Final Results of the Agricultural Census in Six
Provinces. Sanna.
More complete data in the original Arabic.
English translation.
Important statistical data on agricultural system.

--
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YAR. Ministry of supply
(AITS)
Yemen Arab Republic. National Nutrition Survey 1979. Swaa.
1979
-- Statistical study. Emphasis on child and infant nutrition. This
is not really a nationl nutrition survey, but is very useful for
what it

YAf,. MOH
1976

covers.

Little uas of proevious tnateriil on subject.

National ealth Progrnamme: 1976/1977 - 1981/1932. SanRa.
-- Basic background on health services and proble-mo.

Yemen Family Plannikj Associntion
1980

Sanne.
Yemen: A General Study of Contraceptive Use.
-- Results of survey in 35 towns and villages by Yemeni researchers
using standardized questionnairoes. Argues that contraceptives
used on a wider scale than thought.
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ANNEX C
LIfRARIES IN YEMEN

Sana'a.

Bayt Ali Ai-Dhubli,

Bir Shams Quarter

Nr. East German Embassy).

Sunday 9:00 AM - 1:00 PM, Tuesday 6:00 PM - 9:00 PM.
Thursday 9:00 AM

-

1:00 PM and by appointment.

Permission of' tho Resident Directorr Ha. Lealan Swanson, required for
lending privileges or entrance to the library at times other than scheduled.
The library io open to all interested renders, but excessive theft of materials
has required the limitation of accoos.

Books arranged by subject categories nm shelves. Articles organized
alphabetically by author in filing cabinets. There is a card catalog, arranged
by author and subject.

ca. 2,000 books, articles, and magazines in English and Arabic.
ca. 100 maps and aerial photographs.

Arab
Gevreral reference works, almanacs, directories. Collection covers:
literature,
world, development, archaeology, geography, history, law, religion,
social sciencea, health.
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Sana'a.
Institute of

West of Shari' al-Bawniyah,

near the Handal

mosque and the

usic.

Saturday-Thursday, 9:30 AM - 12:30 PM.

Open to the interested public.
of membership is 50 YR per year.

Lending privileges to members only.

Cost

Card
Books and pamphlets arranged on shelves by subject categories.
according
numbers
catalog lists references by author and subject with reference
to the Dewey Decimal System.

ca. 7,000 books, pamphlets, magazines, and articles in English.

Large fiction collection. Arab Studies section
General reference works.
include ca. 200 books, many of which are major works in the field. Arab
section covers Islamic studies, Islamic art, Islamic law, Islamic history,
Arabic calligraphy.
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Sana' a.

North of the Ring Road, west of Sana'a University.

Open whenever any member of the Organization is present.
Access/Borroi2Wn:

Open to all interested readers.

Informal arrangements for borrowing may

be made with any member of the Organization.

Books and reports arranged by subject categories on shelves. Card catalog
currently being produced. Printed list of subject categories available in the
library.

ca.

1,000 books and reports in English.

General reference works in health and medical technology,
midwifery, child care, health work, pediatrics.
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works on

Ta'iz Quarter.

Al-'Usaitarah, Tal iz.

Saturday-Thursday, 7:30 AM - 1:30 PM.

A mnDa:
Interested readers welcome to read in the library without any special
Local
perrission. Borrowing requires permission of the Project Manager.
Manager.
Project
sponsor must request authorization by letter to tho

Books, reports, journals, and pamphlets arranged on shelves and in
folders. Card catalog for books lists reference numbers according to the Dewey
Decinal System, by author, title, and subject. Shelf list updated every 2-3

months available in the library.
ca. 2,000 titles in English and Arabic.

Microfiches of FAO collections in

Rome, New York, and Australia.
subjocts:
General reference
includes materials on
science, entomology,
projects in Yemen, and

Collection
works in agriculture and related sciences.
animal
pathology,
plant
water,
and
soils
horticulture,
on UN
Reports
extension.
agricultural
and
agriculture,
special, shor ;-term studies.

Mr. Madhab P. Sharma
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fM BAL

Sana'a.
Ministry.

Ministry of Justice Road (becomes Wadi Dahr Road), north of the

Saturday-Thursday, 8:00 AM - 2:00 PM.
Monday, Tuesday, 5:00 PM - 7:00 PM.
Open to all interested readers.
Wakil.

Borrowing requires permission of the

Local sponsor must request authorization by letter from the

akil.

Books and reports arranged by subject categories on shelves. Card catalog
lists reference numbers, organized by author, title, and subject. Shelf list
of books, studies, and reports in English available in this library.

ca. 4,000 books, articles, and reports in Arabic, English, and European
languages.

General reference works, statistical yearbooks, feasibility studies,
Collection includes materials on:
project reports, international publications.
planning, urban development,
regional
housing,
trade,
economics, development,
water supply, aewerage, roads, airports, ports and maritime works,
telecommunications, agriculture, fishing, forestry, banking, livestock and
tourism, industry,
education,
animal husbandry, health, environment,
appropriate technology, social science, labor, culture, geography, geology,
mining.

Mr. Khalid Muhammad al-Yusifi

The bookstore located near the library sells books and documents to the
public.
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Sana'a.

QD=
fl
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X EDUG LZM

A3IL

West of Shari' al-Zubairi, south of the EM

project headquarters.

Saturday-Thursday, 8:00 AM - 1:30 PM.

Open to all interested readers.

No lending policy currently in force.

Cultural library includes ca. 3,000 books and pamphlets in Arabic, ca.
1,000 books and pamphlets in English.
Film library includes ca. 600 educational films in English and Arabic, for
use in Yemeni Public Schools.

Cultural library includes books and pamphlets arranged by subject
categories on shelves. Card catalog gives reference numbers according to the
Dewey Decimal System, organized by author, title, and subject.
Film library stores films in cabinets by reference numbers corresponding
available in the library. New list including additionz
to a typed list
currently under preparation.

Cultural library contains exclusively Egyptian materials. General
reference works, guides to educational institutions all over the world.
Collection includes Islamic religion, biography, literature.

Lirajn:
Mr. Muhammad 'Abd al-Baqi
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At end on right of alley opposite Radio Station (near Yemen
Sana'a
Student Union).

Open whenever members of the Centre, guests, or the guard are present.

Open to all interested readers.

Materials must be used on premises.

Books and pamphlets arranged on shelves. Maps and photographs and slides
arranged in cabinets. Slide projector, illumination table, and designing room
available for library users.

ca. 250 books, mostly in French, some in English and Arabic
ca. 3,000 slides
ca. 200 photographs and posters
SubJects:
General reference works in Islamic architecture, materials on Yemeni
history and poetry. Library is dedicated to architecture, but will include
other topics as it develops.
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Sana'a.

East of Ministry of Justice Road, near junction with Ring Road.

Saturday-Wednesday, 7:30 AM - 4:00 PM.

Open to the public, but accoss requires the permission of the secretarial
or advisory staff. All materials must be read in the library.

Books, articles, and reports arranged by subject categories on shelves.
Card catalog currently under preparation will list holdings by author, title,
end subject,

ca.

500 books,

reports,

and pamphlets on agriculture.

Library devoted specifically to agriculture and all related fields.
Includes reports concerning Yemen in general and project reports.
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Sana'a.

Shari' al-Qasr,

at corner of Shari' al-Iqtisad (k.rvosz from

British Embassy).
BQ=:
Saturday-Thursday, 8:00 AM - 1:00 PM, 4:00 PM  7:00 PM.

AccessBoroin:
Open to all interested readers, regardless 4f nationality.
or special permissions required.

No documents

Lende form must be submitted only.

Books arranged by subject category on shelves. Newspapers bound and
stored in cabinets. Card catalog lists materials by author and title. New
card catalog under preparation which will use the Dewey Decimal System.
Foreign books uncataloged.

ca. 10,000 books in Arabic
ca. 2,000 books in foreign languages, including English, European, and
Asian languages.

general
Arabic cillection includes materials in the following subjects:
Islamic
yearbooks),
reference works (encyclopedias, almanacs, ztatistical
studies (culture, law, Qur'an, hadith), Arabic language and literature, natural
and applied sciences, arts, history.

Mr. Qasim Ahmad
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North of Ring Road,
Sana'a.
before the Japanese Embassy.

west of intersection with Shari' al-Zubairi,

Saturday-Wednesday, 7:30 AM - 2:00 PM.
Thursday, 8:00 AM - 12:00 PM.

Open to all interested readers.

Informal lending arrangements may be made

with staff.

Books, reports, journals, and articles arranged by subject categories on
FAO bibliography available
Card catalog currently under production.
shelves.
in this office.

ca. 2,000 books,

articles, journals and reports in English and Arabic.

General reference works, FAO and UN reports, project reports. C Alection
includes materials on: agriculture, animal health, forestry, small farms,
plant science, veterinary science, fish production, land tenure, land reform.
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Sana'a.

Agricultural Road, west of the Ministry and near the Central

Laboratory and Kuwait Hospital.

Saturday-Thursday, 7:30 AM - 2:00 PM.

Open to students of the Institute mainly.

Other interested readers

required to present letter from local sponsor to the Institute Director, Mr.
Muhammad al-Zindani, requesting permission to read in the libraity and to borrow
materials.

Books, magazines, and pamphlets arranged on shelves by subject categories.
Card catalog lists holdings by author and subject.

ca. 5,000 books,

journals, pamphlets, and articles.

General reference works, health-related technical works, course materials,
reports.
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Sana' a.

Agricultural Road.

Saturday-Thursday, 8:00 AM - 2:00 PM.

Reading and borrowing privileges require the permission of the Wakil, Mr.
Muqbil Ahmad Muqbil. Local sponaor should request authorization by letter.

Books, reports, magazines, and articles placed on s&elvea without
organization. Shelf list of Arabic holdings available in the library.
ca. 2,000 books, articles, and reports in Arabic, English, and European
languages.
Subject:
General reports of international organizations and conferences related to
Specific reports 2f Yemeni projects. Many
agriculture and development.
of access.
difficult
but
valuable materials included

Hr. Lutf al-Anisi
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Shari' al-Zubairi, north of intersection with Shari'

'Abd Al-Mughni.

Saturday-Wednesday, 8:00 AM - 2:00 PM.
Thursaay, 8:00 AM - 1:00 PH.

Open to all interested users, but letter required. Sponsoring local
organization must request permission for user to examine or order materials
from t.be Chairman of the Users' Service Department, Mr. 'Abd al-Malik al

'Ulufi.

Catalog of 1:500,000 maps, tourist maps, aerial photographs, photomosaics,
and Landsat images which exist or may be produced located in Users' Service
office.

Maps, aerial photographs, photomosaics,
for the entire Yemen Arab Republic.
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and Landsat topographical images

Sana' a.

Ministry of Justice Road, north of the Ministry.

Saturday-Thursday, 8:00 AM - 1:00 PM, 3:00 PM - 6:00 PM.

Reading and lending privileges require permission from the Vice-Chairman.
Letter from the local sponsoring agency addressed to Mr. Mutahhar al-Hibsi
required.

Newspapers
Books and reports arranged by subject categories on shelves.
Arabic
for
Card catalog exists
bound by year or collection of years.
materials. English card catalog currently under production.

ca.

8,000 books, newspapers, journals, and reports in Arabic

ca. 4,000 books, journals, and reports in English

General reference works and encyclopedias in English and Arabic, NIPA
conference documents and reports, CPO publications, YAR government
Collection
publications, publications of international organizations.
includes: administration, accounting, law, economics, training, politics,
statistics, sociology, pedagogy, agriculture, history, geography. Yemeni
newspaper al-Hasr (1948-1960) and al-_h -wrah ('963-present) collected and bound
by the year.

Mr. 'Abduh 'Ali 'Ubaid
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S

'ar

Two different libraries:

old campus,

between Agricultural Road

Road.
and Ring Road; and central library, north of Ring Road on Wadi Dhahr

8:00 AM - 7:00 PM, seven days per week.

-P.jj: requires letter from local sponsoring agency addressed to
A=kd
Head of the Library, Mr. Hassan al-Mudwahi.
requires letter from local sponsoring agency addressed
ltntial JJbrj=:
Charge for
to the Director of the Central Library, Mr. Abdulla al-Haddad.
lending privileges is 100 YR per year.

Materials arranged by subject categories on shelves.
reference numbers of author, title, and subject.

=

SM2&ua:

ca. 45,000 works in Arabic,

Card catalog lists

some in English and European

languages.
gna
English.

lir:

ca.

45,000 works,

mostly in

Arabic though some in

collection specialized in literature and sciences. General
= aaa=:
reference volumes, course materials, and miscellaneous publications in other
fields.
21bzaU: collection specialized in commerce and law, but is
fiatmi
intonded to contain one copy of all materials purchased for all branch
libraries connected with the University.
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Al-Jirbah, north of Hais on the Ta'iz Road. Turn east ca. 1 km. south of
the Ma'in Factory. Office located at the end of the road, ca. 7 km. from the
Ta'iz Road.

R

:
Saturday-Wednesday, 7:00 AM - 1:00 PH, 4:00 PH - 6:00 PM.
Thursday, 7:00 AH

-

12:00 PM

Access requires letter from local sponsoring agency addressed to the
Ministry of Agriculture requesting permission to read in the library. The
Ministry should then send a letter to the TDA General Manager, Mr. Ahmad 'Ali
Huvmad, P.O. Box 3792, al-Hudaidah.

All books and reports are arranged on shelves.
list exists to date.

No card catalog or shelf

ca. 500 books and reports in English.

Technical reference works, feasibility reports for Wadi development
schemes, project reports, specialized studies on Yemen.
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Sana'a.

Shari' al-Zubairi, north-west of intersection with Haddah Road.

Saturday-Wednesday, 7:30 AM - 2:00 PM.
Thursday, 8:00 AM - 12:00 PM.

Open to the interested public.

Borrower must fill

out form provided by

the librarian.

Materials arranged by subject categories on shelves. Card catalog under
preparation. Shelf list with appendix updated in February 1982 covers complete
collection.

ca. 3,000 books, reports and films.

General reference works, publications of all UN agencies, general reports
on various topics, reports concerning Yemen, project reports and related
Collection includes materials on: political affairs, development,
studies.
natural resources, agriculture, forestry, fishing, industry, transport and
commanications, international trade, development finance, demography, health,
education, employment, relief, social conditions, culture, technology.

Mr. Faisal Hassan
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Sana' a.

'Amran Rcad, southeast of the USAID office.

Saturday-Wednesday, 7:30 AM - 2:00 PH.
Thursday, 8:00 AM - 12:00 PM.
Ace sslBurr ow4Da:
Informal arrangements can be made with the Secretary or any member of the
Organization.
CondJLtion:
Card catalog covers
Materials arranged by subject categories on shelves.
some of the holdings, arranged by subject headings. Maps and films arranged in
cabinets.

ca. 500 books, pamphlets, and reports in Arabic and English
Maps of Yemen (1:50,000) as yet incomplete for whole country

ca. 30 UNICEF films in Arabic and English

General reference works, statistical yearbooks, UN,

UNICEF, FAO,

WHO

reports and other publications, general health-related publications.
rural women, health, education, agricultural and rural
Collection includes:
development, water.
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Sana'a.

'Amran Road,

northeast of the NWASA office.

Saturday-Wednesday, 7:30 AM - 4:00 PM.

Open to the pvblic.
materials from the library.

Informal

arrangements may be made for

taking

Books and reports arranged by subject categories on shelves. Articles
arranged by ssbject, in alphabetical order by author name in filing cabinet.
available in
materials by author and subject. Shelf list
Card catalog lists
Reference Center.

oa. 1 ,000 books, reports, and articles, most of them in English, some
Arabic.
Subjtecta:
Agriculture, nutrition, health, IDA research, migration, rural
development, women and children, infrastructure, economy.
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Sana'a.
Projoct.

West of Shari' al-Zubairi,

at the intersection marked by the EMU

Saturday-Thursday, 8:00 LI - 1:30 PM.

Open to the interested public. Borrowing permitted after payment of a 50
YR deposit per book, returnable when the book is returned.

Materials arranged by subject category on shelv63. Card catalog and shelf
list available for the English-European language collection. Catalog of the
Arabic materials planned.

The collection is divided into two rooms--one for general works, and one
The combined collection includes ca.
specifically for works concernign Yemen.
8,000 books, pamphlets and reports in Arabic, English and European languages.
A collection of manuscripts exists, but is not yet organized for public use.

General reference works, literature,
philosophy, religion, economics, linguistics.
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poetry,

historical

sciences,

Sana' a.

Shari' al-Zubairi, north-west of the intersection with Ring Road.

Haos:
Saturday-Thursday, 8:00 AM - 1:30 PM.
Aocesa/Borrowing:
Open to the interested public. Lending arrangements may be made with the
librarian with the permission of the General Director, Mr. 'Ali Jabir 'Alawd.

Materials arranged by subject categories on shelves. Extensive
bibliography lists materials by subject and by geographical area (copy
submitted with this SIP).

ca. 800 books in English and Arabic
ca. 1,000 reports and magazines in English and Arabic

General reference works on mineralogy, meteorology, hydrology. Reports on
Yemeni mineral and water resources. Collection includes: irrigation, water
resources development, water rights, hydrogeology, and ground water.

Ms. Aagla Nasser
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AN NE : D
RESOURCE PERSOMI'S CONTACTED
below includes organizations contacted and individuals who were
The list
contacted, answered questions of team members or submitted background reports
for the profile.

Govrnmnt Entitie
Ministries of Agriculture and Fisheries, Education, Heai'th,
Transportation and Commuciations
Confederation of Yemeni Development Associat.ons

National Water and Sewerage Authority
Local development associations in various governorates
Sanaa University
Yemen Center for Studies and Research
YOMINCO
Foreign Dr
British AID, Sanaa
Dutch Project, Dhamar and Rida'
German Project, Rawda
German al-Bawn Project, 'Amran
Oxfam

UNDP
UNICEF

AMD frspn1
Charles Ward, Mission Director
Tracy Atwood,

Assistant Agriculture Officer

Dave Fredrick, Program Officer
John Giusti, General Development Off.cer
Howard Keller, Health Officer
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Public Works,

Education and Human Resources Officer

Patsy Layne,

Pat Peterson, Agriculture Officer
Diane Ponasik, Rural Development Officer
Fritz Weden, Deputy Director
Patrick Fleuret, AID/Washington
Pamela Johnson, AID/Washington
Barbara Pillsbury, AID/Washington

Csand
Adra, Najwa

X en

±rh
M N=FJg

Cultural anthropologist (field expertise in

Central Highlands)
Ansell, Christine

Consultant, (field experience in nutrition
and water supply in Central Highlands)

Audouin, Remy

Director, French Institute for Yemeni
Studies, Sana

vom Bruck, Gabriele

Cultural anthropologist

Burrowes, Robert

consultant (field
Political scientist,
experience in Central Highlands)
Consultant, (field experience in Central and

Carapico, Sheila

Southern Highlands)

Clark, Peter

British Council

Cassam, Mohamed

Economist,

1982

Agricultural Sector

Assessment Team
Croken, Barbara

Historian, bibliography

Douglas, Leigh

Former resident director, AIYS,
historian

Gascoigne, Elizabeth

Consultant, BOCD

Gross, Robert

Consultant in health, BOCD, Sanaa

Jens
Hermann,
°
Hogan, Edward

Doctor of Tropical Medicine,

political

(extensive

•experience in health sector)

Economist,

1982

Agricultural

Sector

Assessment Team
Meissner, Jeffrey

Cultural anthropologist, (field experience in

Central Highlands)
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Marabet, Zohra

Consultant, engineer (extensive experience in
water sector)

Myntti, Cynthia

Cultural anthropologist,
(Cairo),

Ford Foundation

(extensive field experience on women

and health, especially in Southern Highlands)
Price, Sheila

Nursing Coordinator, WHO

Roberfroid, Andre

Director, UNICEF, Sanaa

al-Saqqaf,

'Abd

al 'Aziz

Economist,

Sanaa University

Swagman, Charles

Cultural anthropologist (extensive field
experience in rural development, especially
health)

Swanson, Jon

consultant
Cultural anthropologist,
(Chemonics), (extensive field experience in
Yemen)

Swanson, Lealan

Resident Director, AIYS, Sanaa

Tutwiler, Richard

(extensive
Cultural anthropologist,
experience in Central and Southern Highlands)

Verdery, Richard

Consultant (Chemonics)

Walters, Delores

Cultural anthropologist (experience in Taiz
region)

Wenner,

anfred

Political scientist, President AIYS
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ANNEX E
GLOSSARY
Some
This annex contains a listing of Arabic terms cited in the profile.
variations
regional
are
There
dialects.
of these terms are only used in Yemeni
in Yemeni dialects, but these terms are understood in Sanaa. While no attempt
was *.aade to transliterate Arabic terms according to a standard system in the
text, this glossary is transliterated according to the system employed in Lhe
International Journal of Middle East Studies, which is indicated in Table E-1.
Table E-1.

I.J.M.E.S. Transliteration
q

b

k

1

1

h

m

kh

n

d

h

dh

w

r

y

z

ay or ai

a

aw or au

sh

d
t
z
0

f
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cabid

slave, former slave

eadas

lentils

Oadil

village leader

Ahl al-Suq

people of the market

Akhdam

pejorative term for dark-skinned low-status
group treated as pariah during imamate

camil

governor of qada'

eaqar

rainland

Caqil

village leader

ard

land

Carim

dam, field bund

asid

sorghum porridge

or district administrator

caskari

soldier

aatar

sweet peas

awlad al-suq

sons of the market

awqaf

plural of waqf (see below)

cayb

shame

0 ayn

spring

amin

village official, tax collector

amin al-Oamm

secretary general

Bakil

major

tribal

confederation

in

Central

Highlands
baladi

"local"

baladiya

municipality

balas turki

prickly pear (Opuntia sp.)

Bani Khums

sons of the fifth (low-status grouping)

bank al-taslif al-ziraci

Agricultural Credit Bank

baqar

cattle
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baroa

tribal dance

basal

onion

bayt

house, household; also term used in nming of
settlement

bayt al-mal

public treasury

bi'r

well

birka

cistern

bunn

coffee tree or berry

burtuqal

orange

daj aj

chicken

dawl

turn in water allocation rotation cycle

dawla

state

dayaehan

herald, praisesinger

dhw'a

sorghum

dij r

cowpea

dim

cat

diya

blood money paid by tribal segment

dukhn

millet

dukkan

store

faqih

pious man, learned man

fij 1

radish

fuqaha'

plural of faqih

ghayl

spring flow

ghurrab

raven
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habhab

watermelon

haJj

pligrimage

hajjam

oupper and bleeder

hakim

Judge

hamam

pigeon

harim

buffer zone around water source

Hashid

major tribal
Highlands

hawta

religious shrine, neutral zone in South Yemen

ha' ya

asso.iation

ha'ya al-tatwir al-ahli

local development board

hij J

yoke

hijra

neutral .one or town in North Yemen

hima'

communally owned land, often pasture

himar

donkey

Hind

maize (term used to south in Yemen)

hirz

protection (against evil eye, etc.)

hukuma

government

hulba

fenugreek

idara

administration

idhan

call to prayer

Ikhwan al-Muslimin

Muslim Brotherhood

imam

head of Zaydi theo;'acy, also term for local
mosque official or prayer leader

Ismaeili

Islamic sect concentrated near Manakha in
Central Highlands
C7DA

al-itihad alcamm li-hay' at al-tacawun
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confederation

in

Central

j abal

mountain

jadda

grandmother, also term for midwife

jahr

hot and dry season in Juno

ja'ish

voluntary communal labor

j amaCiya al-taCawuniya al-ziraCiya

Agricultural Cooperative Society

J anbiya

Yemeni dagger

jaysh

army

Jazzar

butcher

j ihaz

organization

jihn

spirit (often malicious)

Jirba

field

jumhuriya

republic

kalb

dog

khabt

low and level land, rainfed

khadim

servant, singular of Akhdam

khir

aloe

kurrath

Chinese chive (leeks)

laj nat

committee

libna or lubna

viarable land unit

lithma

short face veil

liwa'

governorate (old term)

macaz

goat

madaca

water pipe (for tobacco)

madina

city
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madfan

underground storage chamber

mfras

pick

mafraj

large reception room, often on top floor

mahall

hamlet or settlement

mahr

dower ''or bride

ma' jii

cistern

maJlia

meeting, assembly, council

majlis al-tansiq

coordinating council

majrafi

shovel scoop

makwa

burn

mal

possession, land

malik

landowner

masaha

masseus

mashruca

project

maswan

head covering for woman

mawz

bananas

mudir

director

mudir al-nahiya

district admiaistrator

mufti

legal scholar in religious law

muhafaza

governoratb

muhandis

engineer

mujabbir

bone-setter

mulk

private property

muwallida

midwife

nabati

type of unrefined sugar in Yemen

nafes

evil eye

nahiya

district
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na'ib

assistant

naJis

contminated, polluted

nissi

mosquito

nizam

systet,

nuqqas

"deficient", used for lou-status groups

qaba' il

tribesmen

qabila

midwife

qabila

tribe

qabili

tribesman

qada'

sub-governorate, no longer recognized as
administrative unit

qadb

alfalfa

qadi

Judge or learned man

qa' id

commander

Qahtan

Biblical Joktan, legendary ancestor of
Southern Arabs

qahwa

coffee (drink),

qarya

village

qashah-m

vegetable grower and hawker

qat

Cathn edgljs,

iway of doing things

or drink of coffee husks

tree grown for its

leaves,

which are chewed in Yemen as stimulant
qishr

drink made from boiling coffee husks

quda'

plural of qadi

qushmi

radish

rafiq

guarantor of safety while traveling in tribal

ra'is

president

territory
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ra' is al-wuzara'

prime minister

ra0 iya

southern pesants, clients

nit

countryside

riyal

Yemeni currency (YR 5.1 = $1)

Rumi

miaze (term used to north in Yemen)

Sada

plural of Sayyid

sadaq&4

alms, charity

sadd

dam

samn

clarified butter, ghee

saqi

irrigation

saqiya

irrigation channel

Sarat

central mountain chain in
north-south

sawm

field bund

sayl

seasonal flood, spate

Sayyid

descendant of the prophet Muhammad

shabab

youth

ShafiCi

Islamic sect in south and coastal region

shadhab

rue (uina

shacir

barley

Shari c

r.treet

sharica

religious law

sharnk

shareholder, aharecropper

sharshaf

full-length outer covering of urban women

chart

brideprice

ahawk

thorn

shayba

old man
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Yemen,

running

shaykh

tribal

leader,

religious man,

southern

landlord
shica

branch of Islam that includes Zaydi sect

shufca

right of pre-emption

sulb

uncultivated wasteland

sunni

orthodox branch of Islam
shafici sect

suq

market

ta 0 awun

cooperation

tabib cArabi

traeitional healer

taj ir

merchant

talh

acacia

taluq

wild fig tree

tanmiya

development

tannL

cylindrical, clay oven

tariq

road, way

thawr

bull '

thawra

revolution

Tihama

hot and dry coastal region

tuffah

apple

cud

Arab guitar or lute

oulama,

religious scholars

cuthrub

sorrel (Rum mw==)

Curt

customary, tribal law

Cuzla

sub-district

wabal

grassy weeds in general or Jnjdan daotyla
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that includes

wadi

watercourse that swells with floods after

rains
wahrani

blue lizard

wakil

agent, duty

waqf

religious trust institution

wazir

minister

zakat

religious tax of 10 percent on production
(along with other taxable items as outlined
in Islamic law)

Zaydi

dominant :slamic sect in Central and Northern
highlands
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